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v Rumblings ofnew
stock avalanche
Page 19

Left weakened in Board accepts raised offer of $64 a share M Executives to remain with company

French local polls IBM to take over Lotus for $3.5bn
The French political left had its bold on the
country’s town halls significantly weakened yester-

day. according to provisional results from the first

round of voting in municipal elections. The social-

ist, communist and other leftwing parties scored
43.4 per cent of the vote, sharply op from from the

3&5 per cent scored in last month's presidential

election, but down from 47.8 per cent of support in
the previous municipal elections in 1389. The coun-
try's rightwing parties dropped to 433 per cent com-
pared with 44.6 per cent support six years ago.

Hopes fade for US-Japan trade peace:
Trade officials from the US and Japan, meeting
today to discuss tire US threat to impose punitive
tariffs on Japanese luxury car imports, appear to

have little hope of a settlement. Page 6

Heath raise* $50m for new group:
Christopher Heath, founder of the Asian equities

business which brought large profits to Barings
bank in the 1380s and disaster earlier this year, has
raised S5Qm to set up an investment group focusing

on Latin America and Asia. Page 19

London Stock Exchange lags behind rivals:

The London Stock Exchange, the world's third-larg-

est stock market, is less efficient than the stock

markets of Brazil, Thailand. Mexico and Turkey, a
survey by leading consultants on share settlement
shows. Page S

Growth In Latin America could reach 6%:
Latin American growth could accelerate to more
than 6 per cent a year by 2000 if a set of fairly plaa-

sible conditions are met, a World Bank report says.

Page 7

EU rice import rules Hfcefy to anger US: The
European. Union set its rules for rice imports after

months of pressure from European rice millers, but
the move is expected to open a trade dispute with
Washington and lead to action at the World Trade
Organisation. Pagel

Russia launches Chechen offensive:
Russian troops launched* fresh offensive over the

weekend against the nmnnfarin headquarters of

Chechen rebels, in amove which Russian officiate

hope will mark the beginning of the end of the six

month war in Chechnya. Page 3

German Hberals elect Gerhardb Germany's
liberal Free Democrat party elected Wolfgang Ger-

hardt, 51. asits new leader in an effort to stem a
string of electoral defeats. The FDP faces elections

in Berlin in October. Page 2

EU tries to bridge aid rift: EU foreign

ministers will today seek to settlea north-south dis-

pute which threatens to block agreement on a com-
plex foreign aid package involvingthe Mediterra-

nean, eastern Europe and South Africa. Page 2

Profits soar at at VA Stahl: Austrian steel

group VA Stahl reported an eight-fold surge in oper-

ating profit in the first quarter to Sch853m ($87m;.

brightening prospects for the group's privatisation

planned for the autumn. Page 21

Managers weak on figures Many senior

British managers appear to have no idea what base

rates are. how much their companies pay for

accountants or secretaries, or what telephone calls

cost, an NOP survey shows. Page 8

Blair backed on minimum pay: Tony Blair,

leader of Britain’s opposition Labour party, won
support for a new strategy on minimum pay.

Page 8

England beat Australia with a drop goal
Bob Andrew, the 32-year-old Wasps
outside-half, guided England to a
25-22 victory over defending cham-

pions Australia in yesterday's

quarter-final of the rugby world
.cup in Durban. Andrew clinched

the memorable win with an injury-

time drop goal, scored 20 of

England’s points, and then gave
-

• the credit to his team. New Zea-

land beat Scotland 48-30 in the other quarter-final in

Pretoria. Page 4

Muster wins French Open: Thomas Muster

became the first Austrian to win a Grand Slam ten-

nis tournament when he defeated Michael Chang of

the US 7-5, 6-2, 6-4 to take the French Open.

European Monetary System: The gap between

strongest and weakest currencies in the EMS grid

widened slightly last week as the D-Mark gained

strength on ageneral reassessment of interest rate

prospects in leading industrial countries. The only

rhangp in the order was the Irish punt slipping

below the French franc to tire bottom of the grid.

Currencies, Page 27
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By Louise Kehoe
In San Francisco

International Business Machines
yesterday won Lotus Develop-
ment's agreement to a $3.5bn
takeover, the largest ever com-
puter software merger.

IBM will pay $64 a share in

cash for Lotus, raising its terms
from the $60 hostile bid it

launched last week.
Mr Lou Gerstner, IBM chair-

man and chief executive, said:

"Lotus will be a very critical part

of IBM and Of IBM's growth strat-

egy”. The personal computer soft-

ware company is the leading sup-
plier of "groupware”, software
that enables teams of people to

work together via personal com-
puter networks.
Lotus also sells a range of PC

applications programs including

its flagship Lotus 1-2-3 spread-
sheet program, word processing
programs and others.

Mr Jim Manzi, chajrm-m and
chief executive of Lotus, will stay

on at the company as chief execu-

tive and will also become a
senior vice-president of IBM.

He will report directly to Mr
Gerstner. Other Lotus executives

have also agreed to stay on with

the company, Mr Manzi said.

“We are excited about being
able to work with IBM and bring-

ing the incredible resources of

IBM - its marketing, selling

financial resource - to bear on
Lotus' business," Mr Manzi said.

Mr Gerstner said yesterday he
bad begun negotiations with
Lotus last Tuesday and that the

companies quickly determined
they would be able to reach
agreement.

The Lotus board met on Satur-

day and IBM's board met yester-

day to approve the deal, the com-
panies said.

The merger has been assigned
to the Federal Trade Commission
for antitrust approval. “We do
not anticipate any antitrust prob-

lems with the deal," Mr Gerstner
said.

“We are really delighted that

we have been able to reach this

agreement so rapidly. What It

means is that we can begin mov-
ing ahead very rapidly to bring
our shared vision of team com-

puting and its many, many bene-

fits to reality across our cus-

tomer groups."

Lotus had 1994 sales of $97lm
and recorded a loss of S20.9m or
44 cents a share.

The company had previously

announced plans to restructure

its operations, and said yesterday
it will move abead with these
cutbacks following completion of

the merger.

IBM said it would take an
unspecified charge against earn-

ings in the quarter when the
transaction is completed. This

is not expected to be in the

current quarter, which ends in

three weeks, Mr Gerstner
said.

Mr Manzi said: “In the process

of the endless rounds of.discus-

sions over the past three or four

days we have taken care of our
employees, shareholders and
most importantly our custom-
ers."

New lease of life, Page 10; Lex,

Page 18; Microsoft may have met
its match in fight over Windows,

Page 18

Chirac wants
to broaden EU
co-operation

with Britain
By David Buchan in Paris

President Jacques Chirac has
signalled his desire to broaden
co-operation with Britain in the

European Union, while also tak-

ing the edge off Paris's differ-

ences with London over the
planned single European cur-

rency.

After two hours of talks with

Mr John Major, UK prime minis-

ter, in Paris on Saturday.
France's new GauQist president

told a joint press conference at

the Elysee palace: *T know and
understand the British analysis

and view of the single currency."

Mr Major said it was “a breath

of fresh air" to discuss the impli-

cations of a partial future mone-
tary union in a practical way.

Mr Chirac also signalled that

he would set more store on rela-

tions with the UK than his prede-

cessor. Mr Francois Mitterrand.

While the Franco-German axis

was “essential for Europe to

move forward", he said, it was
“necessary, but not sufficient-"

“We will not build Europe
without Britain," he said, and
therefore it was essential “to

understand the specific problems
Britain faces”.

In the context of next year’s

EU Intergovernmental confer-

ence. Mr Chirac expressed the

belief that “France can play a
role to find the necessary energy

and synergy between all [EU]
states, and especially between
France, Germany and Britain".

He underlined France's "com-
mon approach” with Britain to

institutional reform, especially

reinforcing the Council of Minis-

ters and associating national par-

liaments more with EC decision

making. Asked whether this com-
mon approach could extend to

the issue of more majority voting

in the EU - which the UK gov-

ernment opposes - Mr Chirac
said: “I think you will find us in

agreement." On all these issues,

however, Germany takes a more
federalist line.

On the single currency, Mr Chi-

rac said the UK and France “are

at least agreed that the conse-

quences of a single currency
between five, six or seven coun-
tries [of the EU] for the economic
situation of the Union as a whole,

and therefore for those countries

that will not share the single cur-

rency, have not been sufficiently

studied so far"

Mr Chirac's concerns appear to

focus on exchange rate fluctua-

tions between countries sharing

a future common currency and
countries, such as Britain, likely

to be outride a monetary union.

In hanging on to its parity with

the D-Mark, France already feels

particularly vulnerable in being
surrounded cm three sides by the

UK, Spain and Italy with depreci-

ating currencies and increasing

export competitiveness.

After Mr Chirac's Elysee din-

ner for all 15 EU government
heads, Mr Major reiterated the

UK's commitment to following

the Maastricht criteria “as sensi-

ble in any event", regardless of

whether it were eventually to opt

into a single currency. This has

partly reassured the French that

sterling may prove relatively sta-

Thatcher attacks

UK government

on single currency

French president Jacques Chirac leaves Samufin southern France
yesterday after voting there in municipal elections pw.il

ble and pose less of a threat to

French trade than weaker cur-

rencies to the south.

Mr Chirac also said the EU
summit in Cannes later this

month - over which he will pre-

side - would not discuss a name
for the planned single currency,

dashing the publicly expressed
hopes of Mr Jacques Santer, the

Commission president, for an
early decision.

Mr Major hinted at an early UK
concession to France over EU
development aid, an issue which
Mr Chirac described as “our only
difficulty” in bilateral relations.

In renewing money for the Lame
Convention, a trade and aid

treaty, the French presidency is

pressing for the 15-member Union
to pledge at least as much money

for African, Caribbean and
Pacific states as it did when it

had only 12 members. Britain has
been resisting this. But Mr Major
said: “I hope and expect we will

reach an agreement before
Cannes."

EU tries to bridge rift over for-

eign aid pay-outs. Page 2; Edito-

rial Comment, Page 17

By Robert Peston in London

Baroness Thatcher. Britain's

former prime minister, will today
launch a broadside attack on the

ruling Conservative party's Euro-

pean Union policy, putting her-

self in the vanguard of Tories

wanting a firm commitment that

Britain will never join a single

European currency.

In a BBC television interview

to be broadcast tonight Lady
Thatcher says: “I would say no
single currency. This demeans
Britain because we cease to have
control either over the central

bank or over our own currency."

Her remarks will increase pres-

sure on Mr John Major, the
prime minister, to commit the
Tories before the next general

election against sterling ever
joining a single currency.

The Eurosceptic cause received

a separate boost over the week-
end when Mr Michael Portillo,

the employment secretary, said

he did not want the UK to be in

either the “slow lane" or the
“fast lane” of the EU if the ulti-

mate destination was a federal

Europe.

Lady Thatcher says in
tonight's programme that the
European Commission is “busy
trying to undermine" British sov-

ereignty. She says: “It always
seemed to me that Mr Kinnock
[Neil Kinnock. former Labour
leader, now an EU commissioner!

. . . has more power as a com-

missioner than he had as leader

of the opposition, or if we're not
careful than anyone would ever

have as prime minister".

She believes the the UK should

remain part of a European free

trade area but opt out of shared

decision-making in other
areas.

While Lady Thatcher says she
opposes a challenge this autumn
to Mr Major's leadership of the

Tory party, she is scathing in her
criticism of the direction of gov-

ernment under him
On EU policy, the breakdown

of relations with the US. defence

cutbacks, law and order and
’’parliamentary traditions most of

all”, she says: “I didn't think
we'd ever let those go to the
extent that we are."

She also attacks Mr Major for

signing the Maastricht treaty on
closer co-operation between EU
states, which set in train moves
towards monetary union. “I

would never have signed the

Maastricht treaty", she says.

Lady Thatcher describes the
objectives of the treaty - which
she identifies as monetary union,

a common defence policy and a
common foreign policy - as “not

right for the world . . . not right

for Britain”.

She also admits that opponents

of the Single European Act. the
blueprint of the single European
market which she steered
through parliament a decade ago,

had right on their side.

Christopher ends Mideast
tour with high peace hopes
By Jidian Ozanne in Jerusalem

Mr Warren Christopher, US
secretary of state, ended his Mid-

dle East tour yesterday saying be
had more hope for a comprehen-
sive end to the Arab-Israeli con-

flict than at any other time dur-

ing his term in office.

Mr Christopher, who visited

Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Pales-

tinian-ruled Jericho, said bis opti-

mism was based on his firm
belief that Israel and Syria were
about to enter a "new and inten-

sive phase" of negotiations and
that Israel and the Palestinians

were determined to meet a July 1

target date for extending Pales-

tinian self-rote.

“I think that this trip has
reinforced my feeling that there

is a tremendous opportunity to

move now toward a goal of a

comprehensive peace, perhaps a

better opportunity than at any
other time during the 2Vi years

that I have been in office," Mr
Christopher said in Amman
before departing to Washington.
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After talks in Damascus with
Mr Hafez Assad, the Syrian presi-

dent, Mr Christopher announced
that the Israeli and Syrian chiefs

of staff would meet in Washing-
ton later this month to discuss

the security arrangements for an
Israeli troop withdrawal from the

occupied Golan Heights in return

for full peace between the two
countries.

Mr Christopher also said that

his “very productive" talks with

Mr Yitzhak Rabin, Israeli prime
minister, and with Mr Assad had
produced a detailed schedule for

negotiations in July. “This
dftjaiipd and ambitious work plan
confirms the determination of the

parties to seek an early peace."

he
Mr Christopher, signalling

Washington’s eagernessto broker

a peace agreement in the coming
mouths, also said that President

Bin Clinton would be prepared to

travel to the Middle East to seal

an Israeli-Syrian deal.

In another apparent sign of

progress, Mr Christopher also
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said that Mr Assad understood

the time pressures for reaching a
peace agreement this year
because of elections due in both
countries in November next year.

Israel yesterday shared Mr
Christopher's optimistic assess-

ment of prospects for peace with
Syria. Mr Rabin said he hoped
the talks between the chiefs of

staff in Washington would reach

A breakthrough and said his gov-

ernment wanted a treaty which
would mean “real peace, peace in

the sense that every man in the

street wfll know it is peace, if he
wants to get up and travel to

Syria... or open commercial or
cultural ties, this will be possi-

ble".

As a sign of Israel's belief that

peace was drawing near, officiate

said yesterday that Lieutenant
General Amnon Shahak, Israeli

chief of staff; would present the

US with a detailed shopping list

of military equipment needed to

make a withdrawal from the

Golan Heights safe. Officials said

the list could cost up to $2-5bn-
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EU tries to bridge deep rift over foreign aid pay-outs ps&ns
By Lionel Barber In Brussels

GU foreign ministers will today

seek to bridge a north-south rift

which threatens to block agreement

on a complex foreign aid package
involving the Mediterranean, east-

ern Europe and South Africa.

France, Italy and Spain are lead-

ing the push for more money for the

unstable North African region and
former colonial outposts in Africa,

the Caribbean and Pacific. Britain

and Germany are calling for ade-

quate funding for former commu-

nist central Europe and post-apart-

heid South Africa.

Unless ministers make progress

today, the dispute may have to be

resolved at the EU summit in

Cannes on Jnne 24-25. However,
France, which holds the EU presi-

dency, views Cannes as a show-

piece for newly-elected President

Chirac and is keen to avoid a

demeaning battle over money.

The struggle over spending priori-

ties in the foreign aid budget began

in earnest last year. Germany
agreed with France that the com*

mitment to fixture EU membership
for the eastern Europeans needed to

be balanced by greater attention to

the economies of the Middle East

and North Africa

The European Commission put

forward a five-year funding plan
which proposed about Ecu6.7bn

(£5.S2bn) tor eastern Europe from

1995-99, and Ecu5.16n for the Medi-

terranean. But plan has been
roundly criticised for locking in too

much money, leaving little tor con-

tingencies such as reconstruction in

former Yugoslavia or humanitarian

disasters like Rwanda.
France has therefore put forward

a plan to set a minimum level of

EcuL24bn on eastern Europe, and

about EcuTOOm for the Mediterra-

nean. Each side would then bid for

“top-ups” in the following years out

of a much larger EU contingency

fund.

Spain, however, is nervous that

failure to put forward a multi-year

budget for the south could jeopard-

ise the Mediterranean summit in
flaiTPlnna later this year. Madrid

has strengthened its case by drop-

ping hints that it might seek to

block an agreement on a mandate

for the European Commission to

negotiate a new trade and aid agree-

ment with South Africa.

The present mandate offers a gen-

erous Ecul25m plus five tranches of

EculOOm over five years. Britain

and Germany, however, would have

preferred the EU to offer more
far-reaching market access, particu-

larly In agricultural products.

The South Africa matter is close

to resolution, but it is complicated

by the continuing impasse over the

size of the European Development

Fund, the ElTs main aid pro-'

gramme for African, Caribbean, and

Pacific countries. -

France is seeking EcuiS^bn over

five years, an increase reflecting

inflation and contribotiaus from the

three new EU members; Austria,

Finland and Sweden. But only
Ecul2hn has been pledged.- Britain

and Germany are the chief hold-

outs, though Mr John Major, UK
prime minister, hinted at an early

UK concession in talks with Mr Chi-

rac on Saturday morning. Mr Chi-

rac described tbrissue as “bur only
difficulty

1" in bilateral
^relations, hut

Mr Major said:. hope and expect

we wH reach, an a&eemsait before

Cannes." v ' / • - - -

The arguments dyer the EU bud-
get foreshadow a big battle-likely to

commence in-iaBT-d ovg the -next

EH financial outlook, once the pres-

ent seven-year Deters n package
runs out Net amtnbutore such as
Britain, Germany, the Netherlands
and Sweden - are already taking a
tough line. “Everyone agrees that is

going to he hell," said one diplomat.

German liberals elect

Gerhardt to lead FDP
By Judy Dempsey in Mainz

Germany's liberal Free Democrat
party iFDP) elected Mr Wolfgang
Gerhardt as its new leader at the

weekend in an effort to stem a string

of electoral defeats over the past 18

months.
Mr Gerhardt, 51, defeated Mr Jflr-

gen MoUemann. the former econom-
ics minister, after winning 57 per

cent of the vote from the 555 dele
gates.

But Mr Gerhardt. FDP party

leader in Hesse, one of the few
remaining states in which the liber-

als are represented in the parlia-

ment, has less than five months to

prove himself and reverse the par-

ty's fortunes. The FDP faces elec-

tions hi Berlin in October, and next
March in the states of Schleswig-Hol-

stein, Rheinland-Palatinate and
Baden-Wurttemberg.

If the party fails to get re-elected

in these states, the chances of a split

between the left wing of the party,

led by Ms Sabine Leutheusser-
Schnarrenberger. the justice minis-

ter, and the conservative national

liberals, is likely to increase. A split

would undermine Chancellor Hel-

mut Kohl's governing coalition in

which the FDP is the junior partner.

The coalition enjoys only a I0-sea£

parliamentary majority.

Delegates hope Mr Gerhardt will

sharpen the FDP's identity, pushing
the parliamentary party to stand up
to Mr Kohl on policy issues. But in

spite of giving him their vote, many
remain sceptical that he can pull the

party out of the doldrums and erode
the growing support for the environ-

mentalist Greens, which in recent

years have taken over many of the
FDP’s policies, including the defence

of civil rights.

“Gerhardt is of the old school,"

said Ms Stephanie Luscher, 25, a del-

egate from Lower Saxony. “He will

not be tough enough to force the

FDP faction to stand up to KohL"
Mr Gerhardt, a long-serving member
of the FDP, has one advantage.
Because he is not simultaneously
leader and minister, unlike his pre-

decessor, Mr Klaus Kinkei, the for-

eign minister, he will have a freer

hand to shape FDP policy. But his

ability to define more clearly the

party - whose platform was origi-

nally achored on low taxation, less

state interference, more de-regula-

tion. and defence of individual rights
- will remain weakened because
the 47-strong FDP parliamentary fac-

tion, led by Mr Otto Solms, is com-
mitted to shoring up Mr Kohl's coali-

tion, at any price, and Mr
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, the former

foreign minister, and Mr Otto
Lambsdorff. both honorary (and
influential) members of the FDP's
executive board, continue to inter-

fere by diluting the party’s policies

in the parliament in order to keep it

in the coalition. Gerhardt new FDP leader faces uphill task to return party to winning ways

Eurostart quandary for Eurostar
By Andrew Jack in Paris

The small businessman who
has won a ruling to force the
French national railway com-
pany to stop using the name
Eurostar tor its Channel Tun-
nel service yesterday indicated

that he had no intention of giv-

ing up his legal fight in the
face of a possible appeal.

Mr Antoine Leprince-Rin-
guet, director of Eurostart a
Paris-based delivery and cou-
rier company with 35 staff and

an annual turnover of FFr?m.
(£890,000) said that the costs of

continuing a battle in the
courts did not concern him.

His comments came after a
surprise ruling from a civil

court in Paris on Friday that

SNCF, the French state-owned
national railway operator,

must pay his business FFrl in

symbolic damages and cease
using the name Eurostar
within six months.
SNCF said it would study the

written judgment from Ms

Lydie Dissler, the magistrate,

before deciding on an appeal.

The French company was
created in 1986, and registered

its name Eurostart in 1989.

SNCF and the Belgian and
British railway companies
which jointly operate services

through the tunnel have spent
£5m promoting the name
“Eurostar" since 1993.

Mr Leprince-Ringuet said he
was not aware of any approach
by SNCF to his company
before it launched its marque.

and he derided to launch legal

action early last year after see-

ing mentions of the name
Eurostar in the press. "1

thought it was a case of imita-

tion that had potential to cre-

ate confusion." He said the
legal action was an entirely

“fronayfrtmcais" affair because

it hinged on the feet in French
the two names sound identical.

Eurostar operators in Lon-
don said because it used the
tunnel, the French ruling could
also affect its use of the name.

German tax raids bring

fear and embarrassment
By Andrew Fisher in Frankfurt

W hen taxi drivers and
hotel porters give

advice about where
to squirrel money away from
the eyes of the taxman, the
government has a problem. In

Germany, high tax rates dis-

courage citizens from declaring

all their assets, so many of
them open accounts abroad.

That in itself is not illegal.

But those subject to tax must
declare what they have. Since

many are reluctant to do this,

revenue officials search the

offices of banks through which
Germans, and those resident in

the country, channel their

money. Not only are they alter

individuals, but also those who
may have advised them on tax

evasion.

Last week, it was the turn of

Merrill Lynch, the big US
investment bank, to undergo
this embarrassing process. Tax
officials marched into the five

German offices of Merrill
which dispense private client

advice and took documents
they thought could help in

their tax evasion probe.

Merrill says it has done noth-

ing wrong. So do other banks
which have had the same treat-

ment, including Dresdner Bank
in Frankfurt, Hypo Capital
Management (HCM). an arm of

INTERNATIONAL CASH SERVICES
FOR

INTERNATIONAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT

Bayerische Hypotheken und
Wechselbank in Munich, and
Norddeutsche Landesbank in

Hanover. Customers of Merrill

Lynch received a letter telling

them the tax people had been
round and warning them to

expect awkward questions.

One executive whose bank
was searched by tax officials

said he was told by a taxi

driver about the best way to

take money across the border

to Luxembourg without being
observed- “But he now keeps
his money in Switzerland
because he thinks Luxembourg
is not safe enough any more."
A colleague of the banker
heard the night porter at his

hotel also talking knowledga-

bly about where to send money
abroad away from prying eyes.

"It's so widespread, Tm sur-

prised," the banker said.

"There's a huge grey area."
Tax experts reckon more than
DM300bn (£l34bn) has been
salted away in tax refuges,
mostly in Luxembourg but also

in Switzerland. Austria and
Liechtenstein. Germany has
pushed for European tax har-

monisation to plug the gaping
holes through which it has lost

an estimated DM20bn in tax

over the past two years.

With the finance ministry
watching from the sidelines -

and insisting the campaign is
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The ink was scarcely dry on
the ballot papers for yester-

day's Ttalian referendum

s

when, according to II Giomale.

j

the Milan daily, preparations
were already under way for
another wave of popular votes
in 1997 or 1998.

The newspaper reported yes-

terday that Italy's Radical
party was collecting signatures
for a further IS refereedums on
issues such as hunting rights,

the state electricity monopoly
and proposals to abolish the
powerful Italian order of pro-
fessional journalists.

It would be ironic if a refer-

endurn were to attack the
rights and privileges of Italian

journalists. Although referen-
dums mean mainly nuisance
and confusion for most Italian

citizens, for journalists they
are a boon.

As Mr Vittorio Feltri, editor
of II GiornaJe, put it in an edi-

torial: "This has been really a
great week, rich with thrilling

events." Despite declining cir-

culation and rising newsprint
costs, newspapers devoted
screeds to the referendum and
its spin-off controversies.

Mr Feltri himself has been at

the centre of attention, if only
because his newspaper belongs
to Mr Paolo Berlusconi,

brother oE Silvio, former prime
minister and media magnate.
Not surprisingly, n Giomale
has backed Mr Berlusconi and
his allies on the right. Its head-
line yesterday was in line with
most other newspapers - “Day
of judgment for Berlusconi" -

while alongside the editor
urged Italians to vote No to a
cut in his TV channels.
La Repubblica, staunch oppo-

nent of Mr Berlusconi and n
Gtornale, was even blunter
about the choice. It led its
front page with a cartoon of Mr
Berlusconi on TV pointing a
gun to his head, while a view-
er’s hand wavered between the
Si or No buttons on the TV
remote-control unit.

Yesterday’s vote may help
resolve problems such as the

future of commercial televi-

sion, union rights and shop
opening hours, but poll-weary

Italians will be pleased to hear
that at least two questions
raised in last week's newspa-
pers are too complex to be
solved by a simple Si or No.

Is Antonio Di Pietro, the for-

mer anti-corruption magis-
trate, an idol with feet of clay,

or the victim of a vicious
smear campaign? More impor-
tantly, is Roberto Baggio - star

player with Italy's top soccer

club Juventus, and tragic hero
of last year's defeated World
Cup team - going to be trans-

ferred to Parma, AC Milan or

Inter Milan?
Mr Di Pietro, who resigned

from the team of anti-corrup-

tion magistrates last year, was
rarely off the front pages last

week, forced to defend himself
against charges that he abused
his public office by accepting
loans from a Milan business-
man accused of insurance
fraud. Thursday's Corriere
della Sera urged those who
wished to judge Mr Di Pietro to

rely, as he used to, "only on
the facts”. The problem is that
in spite of the space devoted to
"II Caso Di Pietro", Italian
newspapers have not yet
untangled the facts from the
spiral of accusations and
counter-accusations.

Divining the future of Mr
Baggio - known as “Codino”,

or PigtaiL for his distinctive
hairstyle - is an even more
complex task, judging from La
Gazzetta dello Sport, Italy's

top-selling newspaper.

On Saturday, the paper
kindly summed up the possible
trade-ofis between players for
confused readers. “There are
three hypotheses: Baggio goes

to Parma with Boksic (AspriHa
goes, Lazio keeps Casiraghi);

Baggio goes to Milan (Casir-

aghi to Lazio and Boksic to

Parma): Baggio goes to Inter

which gives up Bergkamp
(Casiraghi goes to Milan and
Parma trades Minotti and
L12bn for Boksic').”

Slovenia

debt deal

excludes
suspect

banks
By Gavfri Gray in Zagreb
and Stephen Fkfler

not its brainchild - regional

tax offices have adopted a scat-

tergun approach. When they
receive a tip-off, of which there

are said to be more than
200.000 a year from envious or

concerned citizens, they act
"You can Invest where you

want to under German law,"

said a Frankfurt tax official

“But you have to say what
money you have. It’s obviously

a sensitive point that so many
people invest money in other

countries where yields are not
that high compared with Ger-

many-" In other words, people

suspected of putting money
where the taxman’s arm does
not reach can expect to be
investigated.

Since the government does
not want to provoke an outcry

by making banks report all

tax-eligible transactions, it

relies on honesty. But at a time
when German tax rates have
shot up to help pay for unifica-

tion, honesty cannot be taken
for granted. So officials pay
intimidating visits to banks.

No action has been taken
against any hanks but many
nervous investors must won-
der if the taxman will tap them
on the shoulder soon. Munich's
tax office reported around 100

spontaneous tax declarations

after the raid - coming clean is

obviously good for the nerves.
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A proposed debt agreement
between leading international

banks and Slovenia, the first

bank debt settlement for a
republic of former Yugoslavia,

wfl] explicitly exclude a num-
ber of financial institutions

suspected of working for

Serbia.
•:

The list of the excluded insti-

tutions, said -by bankers to
number eight, will be sent to
Yugoslav bank creditors next

week and they will not be
allowed to participate in the

agreement The list includes a

French, a British and a Cypriot
hank
The Slovene government

accuses the Serbs of keeping

all the former Yugoslavia's for-

eign exchange and gold
reserves and believes some of

these have been used to buy
back debt
Under the proposed settle-

ment agreed on Friday, Slo-

venia will take on 18 per cent

of Yugoslavia’s total $4-65bn

(£2 96bn) debt to western com-

mercial banks. This will be
swapped into bonds maturing

in 3006 and carrying an inter-

est rate of 13/16. percentage
points over Libor.

The agreement which must
be approved by two-thirds

of the western creditors, is

expected to be signed in Sep-

tember. It follows two years of

negotiations between Slovenia

and a committee of creditors

led by Chemical Bank of the

US.
When negotiations began,

western creditors asked Slo-

venia to take $l-2bn, or 28 per

cent of the total debt, while

Slovenian negotiators offered

to take $500m.

The compromise means Slo-

venia, which has hard cur-

rency reserves of more than
$3bn, wiD have a gross liability

of 5837.9m. However its net lia-

bility will be only $710m
because it has already bought
some of the debt in the second-

ary market
At least some of the institu-

tions that Slovenia wants
excluded from the deal are said

to have helped the Serbs in

debt buy-backs.

The Slovenes drew up the

list and it has been- reviewed
by an arbitrator. There is a

right of appeal
Also excluded from partici-

pating in the accord are banks

and other entities from Serbia

and Montenegro as defined by
the Office of Foreign Asset
Control in the US, which is

operating an embargo, against

the Serbs.

Bankers were interpreting

the agreement positively over

the weekend, but were unsure

whether the excluded banks
would resort to law over the

accord.

Slovenia has secured a debt

rescheduling with the Paris

Club of creditor governments.

Bankers said the deal could

lead to a similar accord with
Croatia, which is also talking

with commercial banks.
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Russians launch

Chechnya attack
Russian forces launched a fresh offensive over the weekend
against the mountain headquarters of Chechen rebels, in a
move which Russian officials hope will mark the beginning of

the end of the six-month war in Chechnya. However, Mr
Dzhokhar Dudayev, leads* of the Chechen separatists,

remained defiant. “The next step is that Russia is to bum in

heU,” Mr Dudayev told Reuters in a telephone interview

yesterday. “We have had enough of infanticide, blood being
spilled on our land."

Earlier this week Mr Dudayev reportedly rejected proposals

to launch a terrorist campaign within Russia, a policy which
many military observers believe the extensive Chechen mafia

network throughout Russia could be well placed to implement
ButMr Dudayev's- strident comments yesterday suggest that,

in the lace of the new Russian offensive, his position may be
hardening. On Saturday, Russia flew paratroopers into

Chechen-held territory near the village of Shatoi. Shatoi. some
50km south of Grozny, the Chechen capital, has served as the
headquarters of the Chechen resistance since the capture by
Russian forces ofVedeno, a mountain strong-hold closer to the
capital, last week. Chrystia Freeland. Moscow

Support sought for war apology
The Japanese coalition government today begins a last minute
race to obtain opposition support for a parliamentary

statement of remorse for Japan's war record. Mr Tomiichi
Murayama, the socialist prime minister, is eager to get the

upper house of parliament’s accord for Japan's first national

gesture of atonement for the war in time for the Group of

Seven industrialised nations' summit, beginning in Halifax,

Canada, on Thursday. However, the wartime apology has
become entangled in an unrelated matter - an investigation

into financial corruption - likely to compound Japan’s

neighbours’ impression that the country remains divided over

its wartime record.

While the more powerful lower house of parliament passed a

painfully crafted statement of remorse late on Friday, exactly

half its members stayed away, a mark of ambivalence over

whether or not Japan's wartime record is a matter for apology.

Upper house coalition members are to meet this morning.
They are expected to call on the opposition to support the

motion as it is. William Dawkins, Tokyo

Employers seek EU rule halt
The European employers’ federation will today call tor a
moratorium on new EU-wide and national regulations as the

first step towards designing a more cost-effective and
investor-friendly regime for businesses. European companies

are being stifled by too many regulations which are too

complex, change too frequently and set different standards,

toe Unice federation concludes in a draft study to be published

today. Urgent action is necessary, it argues, as the problems

facing small and medium-sized European companies
particularly are set to increase. It calls for a halt to all new
regulations so that governments at European, national and
local level can take stock and develop alternative strategies.

Unice's results are based on a survey of 2,100 companies, 80

per cent of which were small and medium-sized enterprises,

across 14 countries. , Caroline Southey, Brussels

Vesco probed as ‘foreign agent’
Fugitive US financier MrRobert Vesco, wanted in the US on
embezzlement and cocaine smuggling charges, had been taken
into custody in Havana and was being investigated as a
suspected foreign agent, Cuba's foreign ministry said at the

weekend. The US. state department.said on Friday it had been

informed by Cuba of toe arrest ofMr Vesco, who has been
resident cm the communist-ruled Caribbean island since 1982.

The news touched off speculation that Havana might hand Mr
Vesco to theUS as a goodwrn gesture to try to win a
relaxation by Washington of a 33-yearold US trade embargo.

Thetwo countries do not have full diplomatic relations.

Cuba's foreign ministry said Mr Vesco had been arrested “on

suspicion of being a provocateur and agent of special foreign

services”. Charges against Mr Vesco in the US include the

alleged embezzlement of (£143m) from an international

mutual fond in the early 1970s and a federal indictment for

cocaine trafficking. Pasco/ Fletcher, Havana

Rift over Argentina patents law
The authority of Mr Domingo
Cavallo, Argentina’s
embattled economy minister

(pictured left), was further

undermined at the weekend
with the passage into law of

patents legislation that Mr
Cavallo says will damage the

country’s international

reputation. The legislation on
protection of intellectual

property rights, which came
into effect on Saturday, will

be seen as a victory for

Congress, which approved the

bill last month. President

Carlos Menem, who agreed

that the bill provided

inadequate protection, foiled

—* to act against it by the

deadline, in spite of earlier suggestions that he might

declare toe law imconstitutionaL Mr Cavallo railed against

Congress, which he said had caved in to the big money

interests represented by thedomestic pharmaceutical lobby.

Legislation, as it now stands, will not cover pharmaceutical

patents until 2003 because of an eight-year phase-in

period Daxyid Pilling, Buenos Aires

Finn ‘endless litigation’ fear
Bankers could be faced with “endless litigation" as a result of

the move to European monetary union, according to a report

published today. Uncertainty over the future status and

interest rate payable on financial contracts denominated in

gristing European currencies could give rise to the legal

action, says the report published by the Londm-based Centre

for the Study of Financial Innovation. Its author, Mr Malcolm

Levitt, says it “behoves the financial system, to take a long .

hard look at what Emu means how - before irrevocable

political and economic decisions have been taken .

Mr Levitt says litigation could occur for two main reasons.

First, borrowers who have refetfmoney te «w[gBWj a

high interest rate may argue that since their liabilities are

now denominated in the new single currency they should only

pay interest at toe new lower interest rate. Second, lenders in

relatively low-interest rate currencies may start to demand

fatoroQ.at the hhtoerEcu rate. Economic and monetary umon

stage JZ£ The issues for banks. CSF1, IS Curzon

W1Y TAD. Tel: 0171493 0173 Richard Upper

Cathay takes action over flights

y Pacific, the Hong Kong carrier, has begnhcourt, -

vtinpg in Sydney in an attempt to prevent the Australian
__ j e ' 1 -v—’ ifn oKiKfv fill AllfltTSlifl

irnment from oiocamg its amuiy w uy »
JO. The legal move comes in the wake of a rombjjng

v between thetwocountries about so-cafled fifth

affic carried by an airline between destinations

Lome country. After negotiations foiled to resolve

jj__ a-—* 7/intr anmrrmient said in Aral that it

9HMUU.

fl. In its application to the jreaermlymn. Cato
tAustralia's transport department wasnot entitled

derations after endriunfi, and that tbisr was a

3veroment power by Australia. NSddTcdi, Sydnqj

HK law under Chinese law
Simon Holberton on the interface between Basic and common law

Stronger yuan
worries ChinaH ong Kong is a lot

wiser, if no happier,
about the way things

will be after China reclaims
the colony in 1997 following
Friday's Sino-British deal on
Hong Kang’s legal system.

There is a growing realisa-

tion that the legal system after

July 1. 1997 wifi he quite differ-

ent from that now in opera-

tion. As Mr Martin Lee. chair-

man of the colony's
Democratic party, pointed out

the common law In Hong Kong
after 1997 wfl] a “common law
with Chinese characteristics”.

When Mr Chris Patten, gov-

ernor, presented the Sino-Brit-

tsh agreement on Hong Kong’s
court of final appeal to the Leg-
islative Council (LegCo) on Fri-

day, he chose his words care-

fully. Of the agreement, he
said; “It offers the prospect of a

court that will, subject to toe

Basic Law, have precisely the

same function and jurisdiction

as toe Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council,"

The key phrase is “subject to

toe Basic Law". The Basic Law
- a law passed by China’s
National People's Congress, or

parliament, in April 1990 -

empowers the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region,

as the colony will be known
after 1997, to conduct its own
affairs within certain guide-

lines and limits.

The limitation placed on

Hong Kang courts is the prohi-

bition from hearing cases

involving "acts of state". In

common law, acts of state typi-

cally relate to toe making of

treaties with foreign countries,

declarations of war, and the
seizure of land or goods in

right of conquest.

The Basic Law says the

courts of Hong Kong “shall

have no jurisdiction over acts

of state such as defence and
foreign affairs".

The use of the phrase “such
as” alarms lawyers because it

implies there are areas of state

activity other than the tradi-

tional ones of defence and for-

eign affairs which may be
embraced by the term. If that

were not enough. Beijing has
also taken away from Hong
Kong's courts the power to

determine what acts of state

are.

In common law jurisdictions,

the courts decide these on the

basis of case law. But through

toe powers toe deal gives Hong
Kong’s chief executive, as the
post-colonial governor will be

known, it will be his brief to

direct the courts as to what
constitute acts or state. A fur-

ther layer of protection is

afforded to Beijing by the

requirement that the chief

executive consult Beijing
before issuing his direction to

the courts.

Mr Jeremy Matthews, attor-

ney general, was blunt when
he pointed out the “inescap-

able facts” facing Hong Kong
after 1997. These were that the

Basic Law becomes law on
July l. 1997 and that it con-

tains a definition of "acts of

state".

“That is reality," he said. “It

is not something that we have
traded away. That is not some-
thing that we've given away.
That is an inescapable fact that

stares us in the face.”

This underlines toe fact that
the Basic Law is a Chinese
law. with only indirect involve-

ment from Britain.

B ritain ’s biggest failure

in the talks was its

Inability to convince
China to allow the court to be

set up before 1997. In the draft

of bill for the court, it was left

to the governor to rule on “acts

of state". Had Britain con-

vinced China of the need to set

up the court early then Mr Pat-

ten could have helped shape
the interpretation of acts of

state.

Probably for this very reason

China did not agree to the

court being set up early. From
Beijing's point of view, it did

not design a way of keeping

Hong Kong's court system on a

tight leash only to let Mr Pat-

ten. - not their favourite gover-

nor - introduce some slack

into the system just before

the handover of sovereignty.

Hong Kong will be a region

of China subordinate to the
central government; so it fol-

lows that its courts could not
have the powers of a Privy
Council to rule on sovereign

matters. This limitation will

make for some interesting law
in the first year or so of Hong
Kong under Chinese rule. As
Mr Matthews noted; “Pretty
early on, the question that toe

courts will have to decide is

toe interface between the com-
mon law and the Basic Law."
That particular fault line

could also produce eruptions of

seismic proportions. Senior
British officials are convinced
that China is in the process of

securing its hold, over Hong
Kong. During the late stages of

the transition “I think their

fundamental motivation is to

get control over various insti-

tutions in Hong Kong." said

one.

In achieving that aim, how-
ever, British officials believe

the Beijing government might
temper its actions in toe light

of experience. According to

another British official, Bei-

jing's attitude towards “acts of

state" will depend on the politi-

cal situation in Hong Kong at

toe time, the degree of confi-

dence Beijing has in the chief

executive, and the nature of

the cases coining before the
courts.

By Tony Walker hi Bering

Hie strong appreciation of the

Chinese yuan risks becoming a

“double-edged sword", accord-

ing to the official China Daily’s

Business Weekly newspaper,
exposing a fractious debate
within government and bank-
ing circles.

The paper yesterday quoted

an unnamed government econ-

omist as calling for a relax-

ation on restrictions on
imports as toe best means of

preventing a further rise in toe

yuan's value. “If imports are

not to further increase, an
even stronger yuan may well

stifle export growth," the econ-

omist said.

China's credit squeeze,
imposed in mid-1993 to calm an
overheating economy, has
slowed significantly demand
for imports. “The quick export

growth will be a double-edged

sword if it fails to be handled
properly”, China Daily said.

The newspaper noted com-
ments by another senior econo-

mist that “China will not seek

a one-way trade surplus: we
advocate a virtual balance
between exports and imports."

China's trade surplus reached

SS.Sbn (£5.6bn) at the end of

April, reflecting a 53 per surge
in exports compared with the

same period last year. Import

growth, meanwhile, was
restricted to 14J5 per cent.

China's foreign exchange
reserves have also risen
sharply - from $5i.6bn at toe

end of 1994 to about $t50bn now.
Reserves were $30.4bn in 1993.

The yuan, which was trading
at about YnS.30 to toe dollar on
Friday, has appreciated by
about 5 per cent in the past

year in spite of Inflation run-

ning at more than 20 per cent.

The yuan is not a convertible

currency internationally, but is

traded for US and Hong Kong
dollars and yen on a local for-

eign exchange market.
Among concerns is that the

yuan's appreciation, together

with high rates of interest

available on local currency
deposits, is proving a magnet
for speculative activity, includ-

ing fimds repatriated by Chi-

nese corporations. These
organisations had been holding

big foreign exchange deposits

outside China.

Officials of toe People's Bank
of China, the central bank,
have complained about such
inflows putting a strain on
monetary targets. They have
taken steps to curb flows of

socalled 'hot money", but this

is not proving easy at a time

when China is the recipient of

billions of dollars of foreign

direct investment.

MIKIMOTO
The Originator of Cultured Pearls.

Since 1893.

In July 1893, the first cultured pearl in the world was bom in the lovely sea of Toba, Japan.

It was Kokichi Mikimoto, the founder of K.Mikimoto & Co., Ltd, who brought the world this marvellous gift.

Since then, his dream to produce as many pearls as possible for people around the globe

has come true and flourished for over a century.

Professing, “I will adorn the neck ofevery woman in the world with a pearl necklace,"

Kokichi Mikimoto selected London as his first overseas foothold in 1913.

More than 80 years later, K.Mikimoto& Co„ Ltd. unveils a world of mysterious beauty in London again,
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Lagos cracks

down on poll

anniversary

Clinton to put case for isolating Iran

By Paul Adams in Lagos

Today’s second anniversary of

Nigeria’s annulled presidential

election has prompted an
uncompromising response
from the army regime.

Opponents have been
arrested and the military pres-

ence raised in Lagos and
across southern Nigeria, tradi-

tionally sympathetic to the

deposed and imprisoned win-

ner of the poll. Mr Moshood
Abiola.

The anniversary of the

annulled election raises awk-

Moshood Abiola: arrest raises

awkward questions

ward questions about the rul-

ing regime of Gen Sani AJbacha
and the continued arrest of Mr
Abiola who was imprisoned on
charges of treason after pro-

claiming himself president last

June. His trial has been post-

poned indefinitely with no
prospect of release despite Mr
Abiola

-

s poor health. Many of

his supporters are also in jail

or in exile.

Most opposition groups have
denied planning any militant

activity to mark the vote anni-

versary and say the crackdown
by the authorities is unwar-
ranted.

The regime faces another
security threat following the

May 30 riot in Gen Abacha's
home town of Kano where doz-

ens were killed in clashes
between the Christian minority
and the mainly Hausa Mos-
lems.

The riot started with a row
over a parking space between
an Ibo. a southern Christian,

and a Hausa. a northern Mos-
lem. Local gangs of Moslem
youths, began to attack Chris-

tians, who retaliated as fight-

HENLEY
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US president hopes to win over allies at G7 summit, writes Scheherazade Daneshkhu

U S President Bill CUn- which undermine the Middle with Conoco for the contract,

ton is hoping to gain East peace process, as well as or Royal Dutch/Shell. the

support for the US its intensified efforts to acquire Anglo-Dutch oil company

ing spread. Within hours three

churches were burned out.

“This has nothing to do with

religion at all,” says Mr Ibra-

heem Zakhzaky a pro-Iranian

Moslem preacher with a strong

following in nearby Zaria. It is

a social problem.”

The Christian community is

particularly worried about the

apparent indifference of the

Kano state authorities to the

recent disorders.

"We called the state gover-

nor. his chief of police and
state security services but they

did not treat it seriously,” said

a spokesman for the Christian

Association of Nigeria in Kano.
"Eventually we telephoned the

office of Gen Oladipo Diya, the

number two in the military

regime, in the capital Abuja.

They had been told by the
state authorities in Kano that

it was a minor scuffle and was
under control."

On orders from Abuja troops

were deployed, army barracks
gave refuge to thousands of

Christians and by evening the

riot bad been quelled.

“Christians here are treated

as second class citizens,” said

Father Joseph Bagobiri, a
Catholic priest in Kano and a
northerner.

The tension in the West Afri-

can nation is compounded by
the trial, which began last

week, of 33 soldiers and civil-

ians accused or plotting to top-

ple the military government A
former military head of state.

Mr Olusegun Obasanjo. and his

former number two, Mr Shehu
Yar’Adua, are also being held
without specific charges. Their

Involvement In a coup la

unlikely.

Privately, military officials

believe they have little hard
evidence against the suspects

who include Col Lawan Gwa-
dabe, formerly Gen Abacha’s
principal staff officer, and Col

Bello Fadile, an intelligence

officer who until recently was
head of the army's legal ser-

vice. The arrests are seen more
as a sign that the regime fears

dissent

Last week Mr Adamu
Ciroma, a conservative from
the north with no loyalty to Mr
Abiola, told the regime that
the release of Mr Abiola is a
pre-condition to removing the
shadow of legitimacy the unex-
plained annulment of the 1993

election has cast over the
army's claims to power.

U S President Bill Clin-

ton is hoping to gain

support for the US
trade embargo against Iran at

the Group of Seven summit of

the world's largest industria-

lised nations which meets in

Halifax, Canada on Thursday.
The embargo, announced by

Mr Clinton six week ago came
into effect last week. On Friday

Japan's foreign ministry struck

a blow to Washington's policy

when it said it could not easily

restrict commercial activities

between private companies
and Iran.

However, Japan has frozen

the second tranche of a Yl20bn

(£882.35m) loan for a dam and
hydroelectric power station on
Iran’s Karun river in sympathy
with the US position. Japan
agreed to provide the credit In

1993 and the first tranche of

Y33bn is being disbursed. The
second tranche is worth YSObn.
Mr Clinton said the embargo

was in response to "Iran’s con-

tinuing support for terrorism,

including support for acts

which undermine the Middle

East peace process, as well as

its intensified efforts to acquire

weapons of mass destruction”.

So far only Israel, which
does not have trade or diplo-

matic relations with Iran, has

fully endorsed the move.
Mr Clinton is expected in

Halifax to try to persuade US
«nii« to refrain from extending

credit and long-term guaran-
tees to Iran and to stop conces-

sionary financing. He will also

ask his allies to reduce or

freeze their imports of oil from

Iran.

Washington is particularly
anxious that none of its allies

should step Into the empty
shoes of Conoco, the oil subsid-

iary of DuPont, which under
pressure fro a the administra-

tion relinquished a Slbn deal

with Iran to invest in develop-

ing two offshore oil fields.

The deal triggered the trade

embargo and Washington
would not like to see compa-
nies such as Total, the French

oil company which competed

with Conoco for the contract,

or Royal Dutch/Shell, the

Anglo-Dutch oil company
which is believed to have held

talkg with Iran, to cooperate

with Tehran instead.

The US will want to secure

more support at Halifax than

in Moscow last month. Russian
President Boris Yeltsin refused

to abandon a Slbn sale of light

water nuclear reactors to Iran,

which Russia says resembles a
reactor the Americans are sell-

ing to North Korea. He did,

however, agree not to sell Teh-

ran a gas centrifuge, which
would produce enriched ura-
nium.
China, which has an agree-

ment to sell Iran two nuclear

reactors, has defended the deal

and last month signed a con-

tract to treble its purchases of

Iranian off to $400m (£255m) a
year.

Despite the bravado shown
by Iranian officials, the US
embargo has been a blow to

Tehran. It has to find new buy-
ers for $4hn of oil exports pre-

Clinton: oQ imports caB

viously lifted by American oil

companies while fending off

the threat of other oil produc-

ing countries increasing their

production.

Last month Mr Gholaxureza
Agazadeh, Iran’s oil minister,

warned other big oil producers

Sharansky may lead new Israel party
By Julian Ozanne in Jerusalem

Israel's political parties have failed to

use a unique opportunity to gather East
European Jews into Israel and could

face a new immigrant party vying for

power at the next election in November
1999, according to Mr Natan Sharansky,

the Russian Jewish dissident freed from
Soviet detention in 1986.

He said Israel’s 600,000 Russian Jews
who immigrated in the last five years
and fuelled economic growth averaging

5 per cent a year felt deeply betrayed by
the two main political parties, Likud

and Labour.

Recent polls show that at least 4&50
per cent of Russian are disillusioned

with the political system and would
vote for a new party. The polls also

show Mr Sharansky is the overwhelm-
ing choice to lead such a party.

On a range of issues from economic

liberalisation and democracy, housing
and job creation to cultural pluralism,

Russian Jews were demanding political

change which might only be possible by
entering politics. Mr Sharansky said.

The creation last week of a new immi-
grant political movement led by Mr
Sharansky has caused unease among
Israel's traditional political parties. The
Labour-led government of Israeli prime
minister Yitzhak Rabin won the last

election largely because he gained at

least half the Russian vote. With Rus-
sians now making up 11 per cent of

Israel's 5.4m people and 14 per cent of

the Jewish population, a political party

supported by the majority of Russians
could decide who takes power in 1996.

Since 1986 Mr Sharansky has avoided

party political activity, concentrating

instead on lobbying for increased immi-
gration from the former Soviet Union,

where up to L4m Jews still live. He now

believes that fho political establishment

has become lethargic about immigra-

tion and is worried that increasing

assimilation of Jews across the world
win eliminate the opportunity to gather

all Jews into Israel.

“With the collapse of communism we
have had a unique opportunity in the

history of Zionism to bring the rem-
nants of East European Jewry to

Israel,” he said. “But there has been no

.

strategy and no attention about how to

do this. The government seems to be
content to wait for more pogroms to
force Jews to flee to IsraeL What we
need to do is to make Israel a much
more attractive place, a centre for

excellence and not a shelter from perse-

cution."

Deep discontent among the Russian

Jews already in Israel sent out negative

signals to Jews thinking about immi-
grating. said Mr Sharansky. The Rus-

RUGBY WORLD CUP

HZ 48, Scotland SO

Scots go
down still

battling
By Kuw Richards

Scotland, the one British

country to haye emerged with
credit from all three world

I cups, did themselves proud
again as they were ejected

from this year’s competition by
rampant New Zealand.

The right team won. But
where Ireland and Wales left

their fans embarrassed and
frustrated by the manner of

their departures, the Scots -

and in particular the retiring

Gavin Hastings - were rightly

cheered off as heroes by the

large and vocal following who
had sustained them through-

out a terrific contest

In defeat they equalled the

record score against New Zea-

land in their 92-year rugby his-

tory, and became the first Brit-

ish side ever to cross their line

four times. Those records
reflect enterprise, fire and
imagination in the face of the

Irresistible firepower of the All

Blacks. If they can overcome
the lass of the talismanic Has-
tings, they can look forward to

being a force in European
rugby over the next few years.

Once again All Black winger
Jonah Lomu - feelingly termed
“a big bastard” by Hastings to

post-match press conference
laughter - inflicted massive
damage, showing that he has

, speed as well as power, scoring

one try and setting up another.

And outside-half Andrew
Mehrtens has not only the cool

head and kicking skills of his

predecessor Grant Fox, but
much greater creative qualities

and lethal pace, showed to dev-

astating effect with a solo try.

The message that allowing
this lot anything like parity up
front means their backs will

destroy you will not have been
lost on England even amid the

euphoria of their own victory.

Scotland indeed dominated
much of the first half, driving
the New Zealanders back and
winning a series of penalties

from referee Derek Bevan.
whose display should make
him hot favourite for the final.

But 17-9 down at the break,

they were devastated by three

tries in the next eight minutes
- Little. Mehrtens and then
Bunce going over.

Amid the deluge Doddie Weir
drove over from a rolling maul
- and repeated the trick late in

the game as the Scots refused
to lie down. Skipper Sean
Fitzpatrick marked his 100th
international with New Zea-
land's last try,
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England gain their revenge
Engtaad ZS, Australia 22
England won their quarter-

final against Australia in the

most dramatic fashion in Cape
Town yesterday. Rob Andrew,
who scored 20 of England's 25
points, landed a drop goal from
40 metres as the scoreboard
showed that 42 minutes of the

second half had been played

and just after a loudspeaker
announcement that "there may
be extra time".

Andrew scored 20 of his

team's 25 points and then gave
the credit to his team: 1 don't
think anybody stood out,” he
said after England gained
revenge for their 1991 world
cup final loss to the Austral-

ians at Twickenham.
“It was just a superb

all-round team display, abso-

lutely unbelievable.” he said.

“When we were 13-3 up, to let

them back into it was a bit

disappointing. Some past
England sides might have col-

lapsed at that point, but we
kept at it.”

England started strongly.

Apart from a smattering of
empty seats Newlands might
have been Twickenham on an
autumn afternoon. Under over-

cast skies, England were
greeted by a huge roar from a
crowd dominated by their sup-

porters. Only a little puff of

dust as Rob Andrew kicked off

indicated that, even after four

days of rain, this was not an
English field.

Michael Lynagh, the Austra-
lian captain and kicker, and
Andrew exchanged early penal-

ties. Andrew then put England
ahead after a late tackle.

.lutVtfrs. .. w'.Vi-SCl.

Heading England's way: NZ winger Jonah Lomu crashes through Scottish defenders yesterday

England penned Australia
back with a series of up and
unders and when Australia
finally entered England’s half

their back moves, as against
South Africa, looked laborious

and over-rehearsed.

A try by Tony Underwood,
who ran half the length of the

pitch, was converted by
Andrew, Lynagh pulling Aus-
tralia back to 13-6 just before

half time.

Andrew kicked another pen-
alty but again Lynagh levelled.

Australia's pack was gaining
in strength, and on the hour,

Lynagh, put Australia ahead
after scrum-half Dewi Morris
strayed offside.

At the dropout flanker Tim
Rodber was obstructed and
Andrew made the score 19-1S.

Three minutes later England
were penalised on their own 22,

for killing the ball, and Lynagh
again put Australia ahead.

England seemed spent How-
ever, they summoned an attack
and won the penalty from

which Andrew made the score
22-22 and set up the nerve-
wracking final five minutes.
Australia pressed. They won

a scrum and seemed to have
set up a drop goal but Tim
Gavin, the No 8, drove instead.

From the ruck the ball went
not to Lynagh but to the wing,
David Campese, who scuffed
his kick.

England, and Andrew, made
the most of the let-off.

Peter Berlin

A kiss for captain Will Carling from an ‘old fart’

Victorious England captain Will Carling
received a congratulatory dressing-room
kiss on Sunday from the “old fart" who
sacked him as England skipper last
month, agencies report. Dennis Easby,
president of the Rugby Football Union,
was among the first to join the English

celebrations at Newlands after the 25-22
win over world champions Australia.

“I saw the president with tears in his

eyes and kissing the captain afterwards,"
said coach Jack Rowell, “We’ve got this
on video, it's worth a fortune and I’m
Victor [UbognJ’s agent."

Carling was sacked then reinstated
within 72 boors after referring to the RFU
as “57 old farts" in a television documen-
tary.

It was only the second win for England
over Australia in their last eight meetings
dating back to 1984.

Controversy dogs South Africa
S Africa 42, W Samoa U
South Africa faces an anxious
few days before it can name its

team to face France in the
semi-finals, reports AP.
Injuries and controversies

that have dogged the Spring-
boks throughout the tourna-
ment continued on Saturday in

a 42-14 victory over rugged
Western Samoa at Elhs Park.
Good news came from flying

wing Chester Williams , who
set a national record with four

fries in his world cup debut
after missing the pool round of
the tournament with a ham-
string injury.

But several key players will

undergo treatment and fitness

tests before the side is named
to face France in the semi-final
Saturday in Durban.

Full-back Andre Joubert,
who broke a bone in his left

hand in the first half, is almost
certainly out of contention.
Forwards Ruben Kruger,

Mark Andrews and Kobus
Wiese also were hurt during
the game, while wing James
Small continues to be troubled
by a hamstring injury that
forced Mm off the bench.

Flanker Kruger aggravated a
longstanding shoulder injury,
while lock Andrews suffered
from chest pains and lock
Wiese twisted a knee.

Added to the injury woes
were allegations that scrum-
half Joost van der Westhuizen
made insulting remarks to
Western Samoan players, and
that Western Samoan captain
Pat Lam was bitten during the
game.
The accusations came just a

week after the South Africans,

SEMI-FINALS

Saturday, June 17
Prance v South Africa

(Durban) 1300

Sunday, June 18
NZ v England

(Cape Town) 1300

were involved in a brawl dur-

ing their 204) win over Canada
that saw hooker James Dalton
and wing Pieter Hendriks
suspended.

Springbok captain Francois
Pienaar and team manager
Monte du Plessis denied any
knowledge of slurs made
against the Samoans and Pien-

aar said he was proud of his
team’s discipline.

Rugby World Cup directors

on Sunday cited Western
Samoan full-back Mike Umaga
for dangerous tackling. A disci-

plinary hearing by match com-
missioner Sir Ewart Bell, also
chairman of Rugby World Cup,
will take place today.

not to try to take away same of

Tehran’s share of the world oil

markets. -

The embargo also triggered a
crisis of confidence in Iran

which led to a rapid devalua-

tion of the rial, the local cur-

rency. In ah effort to stem the

rial’s fall Tehran has imposed
strict foreign exchange con-

trols which include a require-

ment on exporters to repatriate

all their foreign exchange earn-

ings. with the result that pri-

vate sector trading has come to

ahalL
The lack of continuity in eco-

nomic policy as the country
lunges from one economic set-

back to another has been a
deterrent to much-needed
investment, both foreign, and
domestic.

Recent attempts by Iranian
officials to distance themselves
from the death sentence
imposed by the late Ayatollah

Khomeini on Mr ftahmm Rush-
die, the British author, Indicate

that they are concerned about
Iran’s relative Isolation,

sian influx provided Israel with a sud-

den crop of highly educated engineers,

scientists, computer and software ana-

lysts and technicians. But while about

80 per cent of Russian immigrants had
found jobs, only 30 per cent were work-

ing in their professions.

The new party would be likely to

focus on greater and Easter economic
liberalisation and privatisation of the

large and inefficient public sector bet-

ter incentives for start-ups and small

companies; housing reform including
better loan facilities and the sale of the

92 per cent of the land owned by the
state.

But Russian discontent is also about
the conflict between a largely European
culture with a Middle Eastern one. Mr
Sharansky said Russian immigrants
wanted to maintain their culture and

j

thebr language and wanted reform of I

the education system. i

of accord
By Roula Khatafln Paris *.

Thousands of supporters of
Algeria’s main opposition par-
ties, tocludlng the banned
Islamic Salvation Front (FIS),

gathered in Algiers late on Fri-

day to support an accord for

national reconciliation signed
by the parties'to Rome to Jan-

uary. The accord -has been
rejected by the army-backed
Algerian government
The meeting to the Harcha

stadium to Algiers marked the

first time opposition parties

have sought to take their pro-
posal directly to a population
caught to a bloody conflict

between security forces and
armed Islamic groups. The
dvfl strife, which' erupted in
1992, has already cost more
than 40,000 lives.

Although permission to hold
the meeting was awarded by
the government only three
days earlier, some 8,000 to
10,000 people - as many as the

stadium could accommodate -
attended. They chanted slo-

gans calling for an end to the
violence and. against the presi-

dential elections planned for

the end of fins year.

The- accord signed in Rome
was the product of an agree-

ment between the FIS and
Algeria’s main secularopposi-
tion parties including the
National Liberation Front, the

former ruling party and the

Berber-based Socialist Forces

Front It committed the FIS to

democratic principles and
called for talks with the gov-

ernment leading to an end to

violence and the establishment

of a coalition government
The agreement however,

was rejected by the govern-

ment which has since last

November stepped up its mili-

tary campaign against Islam-

ist groups.

'

:

France 36, Ireland

Tedium 1,

rugby 0 in

French win
to the last three months Terry

Kingston's Irish XV have been

implicated in three truly

appalling matches - two
against the hapless Welsh, who
would currently have difficulty

beating an egg, and a cracker

against New Zealand. And it

takes two to contrive a non-

event on this scale, with the

French at least as responsible.

This match was a terrific

advertisement for rugby league
- and not a bad one for the

entertainment value of drying

paint
But then what should one

expect of two teams who have
opted for kicking efficiency

over attacking flair in selecting

their back divisions? The goal-

kicking of Thierry Lacroix and
Eric Elwood was precision
itself, with 12 of 14 kicks hit-

ting the target But both sides

were woefully deficient in
enterprise or imagination.
France, with their immense

resources and tradition of open
attacking play, were arguably
the guiltier party. Their inter-

mittent flashes of style were
far outweighed by those of

indecision or conservatism.
And when they did contrive

promising positions they were
hamstrung by the virulent
dropgoalitis afflicting outside-

half Christophe Deyiaud, who
foiled with four.

But the French were still too
strong all round for Ireland.
The Irish displayed their nor-

mal virtues of competitiveness
and defensive commitment,
holding their own in the first

half as penalty followed pen-
alty. But the danger signals
were there from the start But
Roumat dominated on the
French put-in at Uneouts and
took advantage of Kingston's
wayward throwing to poach a
fair amount on Ireland's.

After the interval, Lacroix
added two more penalties to

equal the world record of eight

held by Neil Jenkins and
Gavin Hastings, but try-scoring

efforts were -epitomised by an

abortive pushover attempt in

which the French eight woe
ignominiously shunted bach by
Ireland.

The tries came late and

undeserved - scorelessness
would have suited this game.

First French captain Philippe

Sainl-AndrG crossed inthe 78th

minute after their umpteenth

rolling maul then Emile NTTa-

mack ran an effortless 90 yards

with an interception for an

injury-time score. Intended

recipient of the pass was

Ireland's absurdly neglected

wing Simon Geoghegan.

Huw Richards
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NEWS: WORLD TRADE

Hopes fade

for US-Japan
cars peace
By Frances Williams In Geneva

Trade officials appear to have
scant hope of progress towards
a settlement of the US/Japaa

car trade dispute when the two
sides meet today at the World

Trade Organisation headquar-

ters in Geneva.
The talks are being held at

Japan's request and mark the

first step in its formal WTO
complaint against the US
threat to impose punitive tar-

iffs on $5.9bn-worth of Japa-
nese luxury car imports.

The sanctions are due to be

imposed on June 38, backdated

to May 20. if Japan does not

agree measures to boost
domestic sales of US cars and

car parts. Tokyo says the
announcement is already dam-
aging Japanese trade and rep-

resents a clear violation of

WTO fair trade rules, a view

that has almost universal sup-

port among trading partners.

However, Japanese officials

in Geneva say they expect the

US to spin out the process in

order to exert magimuwi pres-

sure on Tokyo to give way to

VS demands before the sanc-

tions deadline.

The US has already proposed

further talks in Washington on
June 20. after President Bill

Clinton’s June 15 meeting with

Mr Tomiichi Murayama, the

Japanese prime minister, dur-

ing the Group of Seven summit
in Halifax. Nova Scotia. By
then die US plans to have filed

its own WTO complaint alleg-

ing discriminatory practices in

Japan's market for cars and
car parts.

In a US television interview

on Saturday. Mr Mickey Kan-
tor, the US trade representa-

tive. confirmed Washington's
hard-line stance, and said:

"We’re not going to blink.” He
affirmed the sanctions would
be imposed at the end of the

month if there was no accord

with Tokyo.
Washington has firmly

rejected Japan's demand that

the case be considered under
the WTO’s emergency proce-

dures. Under normal proce-

dures. Japan must wait 60 days
from its consultation request

of May 17 to ask the WTO for

an independent panel inquiry.

The US is sending a rela-

tively low-level team to today's

talks, headed by a junior legal

counsel in the US trade repre-

sentative's office. Japan has
despatched two senior officials

from the foreign and trade
ministries.

Australia, which has
declared a third party interest,

will also be taking part m the

WTO consultations, which may
continue tomorrow.

At the Paris air show, aircraft makers reaffirm their confidence in the industry s future

Airbus and Boeing slug it out
By Michael Skapmker in Paris

Non-stop Bights from Europe
to Australia and from the east-

ern US to Hong Kong will be

possible within a few years,

the world's two leading aircraft

manufacturers said yesterday.

Airbus Industrie, the Euro-

pean consortium, said it would
be the first to offer super
long-range aircraft, with a
model capable of flying 8,000

nautical miles ready to enter

service in 1997. Boeing of the

US said its aircraft would not
be available until 1999 - but
would fly 600 miles farther
than the Airbus product.

The European consortium
countered that it was also
studying an aircraft which
could fly all the way around
the world, making only one
stop. This meant that, wher-
ever passengers were, they
would be able to Qy home with-

out touching down anywhere
else.

The battle between the two
manufacturers to provide air-

craft with ever longer range is

part of an increasingly bitter

struggle to dominate the mar-

ket for passenger jets with up
to 400 seats.

Boeing baa just launched the

777 aircraft at an estimated

cost of $5bn as a direct compet-
itor to the Airbus A330 and
A340 jets.

During separate briefings at

the Paris air show yesterday,

the two manufacturers spent
much of their time disparaging
one another’s products. Boe-
ing, which attracted fewer

for makers of

civil aircraft
Michael Skapinker on a defiant

McDonnell Douglas executive

Bell/Boeing’s V22 tilt-wing aircraft makes its Paris debut over the weekend epa

orders than Airbus last year,

remains the world's leading

manufacturer with about 60
per cent of aircraft sales over
the past few years, compared
with about 30 per cent for Air-

bus.

Mr Jean Pierson, Airbus
managing director, said yester-

day he wanted to win 50 per

cent of the market by the end
of the decade. The consortium
already claims to have the
world's longest range aircraft,

the A340-200, which can Qy
7,450 nautical miles. Airbus'

new proposed aircraft, the
A34O-80Q0, would be able to Dy
over 500 nautical miles farther.

Airbus said that if airlines

wanted the new 232 seat air-

craft, it could be introduced in

two years.

Boeing said its longest range
aircraft would be the 777-100X,

a version of the aircraft intro-

duced this year but with a
shorter fuselage.

The new aircraft, which will

be available in May 1999,

would carry 259 passengers,

compared with about 300 in the
777 model just introduced, and
would have a range of 8.600

nautical miles.

Boeing unveiled the first big

deals at the nine-day show
with orders worth some $564m
from three European airlines

for its new B737-800 passenger

jet European Airbus consor-

tium is expected to announce
two orders on Monday.
The commercial war between

Europe and the US was high-

lighted when French President

Jacques Chirac, officially open-

ing the show on Saturday,
called for greater European
co-operation to defend its

industrial base.

• The black B2 long-range US
Air Force stealth bomber yes-

terday stole the spotlight at
the Paris air show where it

went on its first public display

in Europe. The “Spirit of Miss-

ouri” B2 aircraft was built at a
cost of S500m by Northrop
Grumman.

Europe’s rice import rules likely to anger US
By James Harding

The European Union has finally set

its rules for rice Imports, but the
move Is expected to spark a trade

dispute with Washington and action

at the World Trade Organisation.

After months of pressure from
European rice millers, the European
Commission has agreed a new regime
to protect Europe’s industry. But offi-

cials privately acknowledged it was
“eminently challengeable” under
international trade laws.
Trade arrangements governing

cereals and rice frequently threat-

ened to jeopardise the seven-year

talks on the General Agreement and
Tariffs and Trade and were finally

resolved in negotiations behind
closed doors just before the deadline
expired in December 1993.

Commission officials, charged with
the task of putting detail on that

agreement, say they have been trying

to pick up the pieces ever since.

The dispute centres on how to
impose a ceiling price on rice imports
into Europe. Washington believes

that duty can only be applied on a
consignment-by-consignment basis,

so that traders who have paid more
for the commodity In the US pay a
corresponding reduction in duty.

Brussels, however, has argued that

such a system would encourage trad-

ers to claim they had paid more for

their rice, and would hit rice tariff

revenues.

As a result the Commission is to

apply tariffs on the basis of reference

prices, or quoted market price in the

US, rather than consignments.

A US department of agriculture

official said: “We have only called on
tbe Europeans to live up to their Uru-
guay Round commitments, and that

means running the system on a con-

signment by consignment basis.”

Brussels argued it had to change the
application system if It was to defend

its rice millers, ensure a revenue
from rice tariffs, and avoid fraud.

It is also understood there is no
special allowance for packaged rice,

which is likely to prompt further dis-

agreement. European producers had
feared they would be undercut by US
millers importing packaged rice

under the white rice price ceiling,

thereby using manufacturing costs to

eradicate their obligation to pay
duty.

US rice millers who were barred

from the European market by prohib-
itive tariffs prior to the Urnguay
Bound deal have rejected any change
to tiie agreement.

Bice demand in Europe has been
growing quickly in recent years.

While cereals consumption has lev-

elled off, the market for rice has been
growing at 5-10 per cent a year. In
the UK alone the £l50m market has
been growing at more than 8 per emit

a year.

Mr Bohit Samaal, managing direc-

tor of Tilda Bice, a leading UK rice

miller, welcomed the Commission
package, arguing that “the rules

make for a much fairer, more trans-

parent system”. Consumer prices

shonid drop, he said, encouraging
further consumption, growth and
larger purchases of rice.

I
f McDonnell Douglas was
not a civil aircraft manu-
facturer ft would now be

looking for ways to become
one, according to Mr Harry
Stonecipher, the. US group’s
chief executive. This is defiant

talk from someone who only
four months ago had to place
full-page advertisements in the
press denying ins defence and
aerospace company was plan-

ning to suspend production of

its MD-U aircraft

Many in the airline industry
feel it is only a matter of time
before McDonnell Douglas
withdraws from the civil air-

craft business, leaving the
to its larger rivals - Boeing of

the US and Airbus Industrie,

the European consortium. At
the Paris air show this week-
end Mr Stonecipher insisted
those who believed his group
would abandon the civil air-

craft industry were wrong.
Like Boeing and Airbus,
McDonnell Douglas feels the
industry will grow strongly
over the next 20 years.

All three mannfartn rws cal-

culate that airlines win spend
tl.OOObn on new aircraft.

McDonnell Douglas says that

more stringent noise restric-

tions in North America will

result in 4,800 new aircraft

orders there.

In the Asia-Pacific region, a
rapid increase in air traffic will

lead to 4,000 aircraft deliveries

over 20 years and the rest of

the world will require 4^00 air-

craft according to their fore-

casts.

Boeing said last week, how-
ever, that airlhip expenditure

on aircraft would remain rela-

tively subdued until well into

the next century. This was
because airlines would repair

their balance sheets before
buying new aircraft

Mr Stonecipher, who became
McDonnell Douglas' chief exec-

utive in September., agreed
that some airlines’ finances

would not permit them to place
orders. Air -France, fra: exam-
ple, has postponed the delivery

of Boeing and Airbus aircraft
Mr Stonecipher said, how-

ever, that AirFrance’s decision

was tbe result of its financial

difficulties rather than an
assessment qf future growth of
air traffic.

He does hot believe growth
in 'aircraft orders will remain
slow until the next decade. His-

torically. he said, the aircraft

market had shown it could
change suddenly. In the- early

1990s, demand for aircraft was
so high that atrHmy were buy-

ing positions on manufactur-
ers’ production lines.

“Then, six months later,

those same airlines were seek-

ing to delay their orders. It

turned fast then and it -will

turn fast again:* ... .. ..

The level of demand wiQ be

strong enough to support more
than two manufacturers, he
feels. A decade ago, he said,

many Americans doubted their

country could support three

car manufacturers. They pre-

dicted Chrysler would go out of

business, leaving General
Motors and Ford to represent

the US industry. Chrysler sur-

vived and prospered by cutting

costs and improving quality.

Mr Stonecipher said McDon-
nell Douglas would do the
same. Over three years the

group has halved the time it

takes to assemble its 155-seat

MD-30 aircraft

The group's drive to remain
in civil aircraft manufacturing

is expected to receive a boost

over the next week when Sau-

dia, the Saudi Arabian airline,

announces a long-delayed

order from. Boeing and McDon-
nell Douglas.

Mr Stonecipher said.' “We
always let our customers
announce the orders, but we
are happy to see that this is

apparently coming to a conclu-

sion-"

PUN FOR GROWTH
500 international companies have set up in Dubai in the past four years. Why?

The Potential

A large market - gateway to a region with $100+ billion

annual imports.

A growing market - Dubai's imports doubled since 1989;

strong economic growth (b% esL in 1994).

A prosperous market - strategic location at the heart of

one of the world’s richest regions.

An expanding market - trading hub for emerging

economies in the Middle East. CIS, Central Asia, the subcon-

tinent and Africa.

A diversified market - wide import requirements; opportunities for suppliers of most products.

RECIPE ON DURAI
The Incentives

A tax free market - no corporate or income taxes.

A liberal market - no trade harrier; no foreign exchange controls;

low or zero import duties; 100% foreign ownership in Jebel Ali Free

Zone.

An efficient market - state-of-the-art telecommunications; first

class infrastructure facilities.

An established market - well developed tanking and services

sector; regional conference and exhibition centre.

An accessible market - served by 100 shipping lines and 65

airlines.

A cosmopolitan market - superb quality of lifeand accommodation; top class education, health and recreation

facilities.

DUBAI COMMERCE AND TOURISM PROMOTION BOARD
34 Buckingham Palace Road. London SVV1W ORE. Brochure line (24 hours) Tel: (01711 630 8291

IN STRICT CONFIDENCE
Letters of interest are invited for

ON-SHORE DISMANTLING OF

BRENT SPAR
OIL STORAGE PLATFORM

Greenpeace believes that the cost estimates used by Shell UK to justify

off-shore disposal of Brent Spar are not commercially competitive.

They have not been made public.

Greenpeace is inviting commercially competitive tenders for on-shore

dismantling of Brent Spar in order to expose these costs.

Greenpeace believes that once these costs are made public. Shell’s

justification for off-shore disposal will collapse.

Once the sea-disposal route is closed, installations will be dismantled

on land. Some 400 other off-shore installations will become available

for dismantling over the next few decades.

The advantages to the on-shore industries of this possibility are obvious.

For full details of the “Scope of work” required to fulfil the tender,

please apply as soon as possible in strict confidence to Greenpeace,

Deutsche Sektion e V, Rambachstr. 1, 20459 Hamburg.
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Trip fuels speculation over Speaker’s intentions

Gingrich close to denying
presidential ambitions
By Jurefc Martin, US Ecfltor,

bi Washington

Congressman Newt Gingrich, the
Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, yesterday came within an ace of
denying he intended to run for the
Republican presidential nomination
next year.

Asked in a TV Interview, hours
before his afternoon “debate” in New
Hampshire with President Bill Clin-
ton, if it were possible to run for pres-
ident and remain Speaker, he replied:

“It would be extraordinarily bard -

and I don’t expect it to happen.”
Mr Gingrich's tour of the state,

which holds the first presidential pri-

mary next year, has led to a welter of

speculation about his intentions. It

has also produced a pack of public
opinion polls suggesting he would be
ill-advised to run.

An ABC poll yesterday found two-
thirds believing he was “temperamen-
tally unsuited” to be president and 59
per cent that “he does not represent
the views of most Americans”.
A Newsweek poQ found Mr Clinton

beating him 52-33 per cent in a

two-way race. But the president
trailed Senator Bob Dole, the majority
leader, by 49-40 per ant in their hypo-
thetical match-up.
Mr Gingrich was not surprised by

these results. To a very controver-
sial Speaker," he said, “who is trying

to lead a revolution.'’ He thought his

New Hampshire trip was merely a
means of getting out bis political mes-
sage.
The general view was that the joint

appearance with Mr Clinton should
work to the Speaker's advantage,
mostly on the grounds that the mere
act of sharing a platform with the
president gave him de facto equality,

even if he did not In the end seek the

presidency.

It was Mr Clinton, whose college

graduation speech had been planned
long before Mr Gingrich settled on his

New Hampshire trip, who first, half-

jokingly, suggested last Thursday
that since they were in the same state

at the same time they might just as
well debate a few issues.

Mr Gingrich seized on the opportu-

nity and his staff tried to persuade
the White House to make the occasion

more public and with a larger audi-

ence than the planned sma ll session

with about 200 local senior citizens.

He even proposed the presence of a
conservative moderator.
During negotiations which were

described as “prickly”, Mr Clinton's

advisers insisted on preserving the
venue and format But with both the
White House press corps and Mr
Gingrich's large travelling media reti-

nue on hand, it was already guaran-
teed to have a high profile.

The president also apparently felt it

would be “churlish” to withdraw his

initial offer and was reported to be
confident that the “town hall” format
was one in which he had always
excelled, notably in the 1992 cam-
paign.

Yesterday morning Mr Leon
Panetta, the White House chief of

staff, said Mr Clinton expected to be'

able to draw effective comparisons
between responsible budget-cutting
and the sort of extreme alternatives

with which the Speaker is associated,

particularly on issues such as Medi-
care for the elderly, a prime concern
for the New Hampshire audience.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich poses with a stuffed moose at a fundraising

breakfast for Republicans In New Hampshire over the weekend

Halifax puts on its best face for the G7 summit
Bernard Simon reports the Canadian city is using the opportunity to seek inward investment

H alifax. Nova Scotia,
will this week briefly

revel in the interna-

tional attention that it last

enjoyed half a century ago
when troops and supply con-
voys set sail from its harbour
to reinforce the Allied war
effort in Europe.
Leaders of the Group of

Seven industrial nations,
joined by Russia's President

Boris Yeltsin, are due to gather

in eastern Canada’s commer-
cial and shipping centre for

the&T annual summit far three

days from Thursday.
Like other cities which have

hosted G7 summits over the

past 20-years, Halifax is spar-

ing no effort to put on its best

face for the estimated 5,100 del-

egates, journalists and observ-

ers who are expected.

Construction crews have
been repairing roads, painting

street lamps and putting a

fresh, coat of asphalt on park-
ing lots near “Summit Place",

the newly renamed waterfront

office building where the lead-

ers will meet
A security fence will seal off

about one square kilometre of

the downtown area around
Summit Place, forcing several

dozen businesses to close for

up to a week before the meet-
ing.

The crush of visitors is likely

to stretch facilities to the limit

Hotels within a 100km radius

of Halifax have been asked to

give priority to summit book-

ings. About 1,600 local resi-

dents have signed up for sum-
mit volunteer jobs, such as
ushering and preparing media
kits.

But Halifax’s spring-cleaning

has stopped short of the top-to-

toe facelift put on by Naples,

last year's G7 host The city

council and Nova Scotia's pro-

vincial government pondered,
but then rejected as too extrav-

agant, a C$lm ($725,000) plan

to extend into deeper water the
pipes which spew millions of

litres of raw sewage into the

harbour right in front of the

summit site.

Nevertheless, local govern-

ment and business leaders see

the G7 gathering as a heaven-

sent opportunity to put Nova
Scotia's name on the map
again. While Naples’ clean-up

was directed primarily at
boosting the tourist trade, this

year’s hosts also hope to propa-

gate a welcoming message to

investors.

Mr Don Mills
,
former presi-

dent of the Halifax chamber of

commerce, describes the sum-
mit as “an opportunity to dis-

play the fact that we're not a
quaint little fishing village, but
quite a sophisticated prov-
ince".

Nova Scotia's economy has
up to now depended heavily on
government activity and finan-

cial and other services. Miche-

lin, the French tyre maker, and
Volvo, the Swedish car manu-
facturer, are among a handful

of foreign companies with
manufacturing plants.

B ut the province is pin-

ning its hopes for the

future on high technol-

ogy enterprises. The advan-
tages for these businesses of a
highly skilled workforce, an
easy going lifestyle and mar-
ket-oriented government poli-

cies could, so the argument
goes, outweigh the drawbacks
of being located in a relatively

isolated corner of North Amer-
ica.

Dr John Savage, a family
doctor who emigrated to Can-
ada from Wales 28 years ago
and is now the province's pre-

mier, says that Nova Scotia
has “a happy combination of
being fairly small and fairly

big”. The entire province's pop-
ulation is less than lm, of

whom almost a third live in
Halifax. But no fewer than
seven universities are located

in the Halifax area.

Nova Scotia has a pleasant,

relaxed ambience, marred only
by winter storms. Its conserva-

tism is reflected in Nova Sco-

tians' unflinching affection for

the British royal family. The
Union Jack was flying in the
grounds of the provincial legis-

lature last month in celebra-

tion of “Royalty Week".
Among the few ripples which

disturb the province's social

and political tranquility are
periodic protests by members
of the black community
around Halifax, many of whom
are descendants of Empire lay-

..alists who fled the US after the

British-Ainerican war of 1812.

The effort being put into

tourism and investment pro-

motion during the summit eas-

ily matches preparations for

the meeting itself. Indeed,
many of the planned “summit”
activities would be more suited

to a trade convention or
amusement park, than to dis-

cussions on reform of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund or the

US-Japan auto dispute.

An exhibition of trade and
investment opportunities,
named Summit Odyssey, will

be set up around the Grand
Parade and the restored His-

toric Properties shopping area

in central Halifax.

Organisers are crossing fin-

gers that these events and the
summi t itself will persuade the

outside world that Nova Scotia

has come a long way since the
days of the troopships, without
losing its charm or hospitality.

Growth rate in

Latin America
may top 6%
By Stephen Fidler

Growth in Latin America could
accelerate to more than 6 per
cent a year by the end erf the

century if a set of fairly plausi-

ble conditions are met, accord-

ing to a World Bank report
released today.

While Mexico's financial cri-

sis has hurt prospects for

growth in the region this year
and next, no significant down-
turn was in prospect. By early

1996 most countries will see

economic conditions starting

to improve, the report says.

The crisis has served as a
“wake-up call” for the whole of

Latin America and the Carib-

bean, making ft dear that fur-

ther policy actions were
urgently needed, it said. The
actions taken in the aftermath

of the Mexican crisis bad
already improved prospects for

acceleration of growth.
“We expect that if a set of

plausible conditions are met,
the region will grow on aver-

age, at rates in excess of 6 per

cent per annum between 1998

and 2005,” says the report,

issued to coincide with a bank-
sponsored conference on the

region in Rio de Janeiro.

Elsewhere the report says a

best case could see annual
average growth for the region

of 6.3 per cent between 1998

and 2003. However, to achieve

this a series of further reforms,

spotlighted by the Mexico cri-

sis, need to be put in place, the
bank argues.

“Raising domestic savings

rates, encouraging private

investment in infrastructure,

reforming the labour codes and
education systems, and deregu-

lating and debureaucratising
lower levels of government
now top the list of reform pri-

orities," it says.

The report offers what it

calls fundamental lessons from
the Mexican crisis. The current

account of the balance of pay-
ments should not be allowed to

get out of line. “Under most
circumstances a sustainable

deficit would rarely exceed 3
per cent of gross domestic
product"
Excessive reliance should be

avoided on short-term foreign

capital which is very sensitive

to changes in interest rates

and to political events. Keep-
ing speculative inflows under
control and encouraging
long-term capital, as Chile
has done, makes sense, it

says.

Improvements in productiv-

ity lie at the heart of economic
growth, and depend critically

on government efforts in edu-

cation and infrastructure.
There is an inherent danger in

using fixed exchange rates to

stabilise economies, because it

tends to lead to exchange rate

overvaluation and a loss in

competitiveness.

Attention needs to be given

not only to the size of a coun-

try’s public debt but its term
structure and currency denom-
ination. “The accumulation of

short-term maturity debt is a
sign of underlying fiscal prob-

lems and inconsistent macro-
economic policies."

A strong state is a prerequi-

site for a robust economy and
the report urges governments
to concentrate on building
powerful institutions - legal

systems, regulatory agencies

and so forth - that help pro-

mote competition, protect the

consumer and provide clear

rules. Waiting for the benefits

of economic growth to trickle

down to the poor is not enough
and needs to be reinforced by
government policy.

In its assessments of the

main Latin economies, the

report is particularly critical of
Venezuelan economic policies.

Of all the main Latin. American
economies. Venezuela “is the

only one in which the fiscal

situation is out of hand. The
fiscal deficit is almost 9 per
cent of GDP.” A dramatic con-

traction in private investment,

a generalised banking crisis,

capital controls, high inflation

and an exchange rate estimate

to be overvalued by 17-25 per
cent all contribute to poor
short-term prospects.
*Latin America After Mexico:
Quickening the Pace. By
Shahid Javed Burki and Sebas-

tian Edwards. World Bank,
Washington DC.
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End in sight for executive share options UK NEWS DIGEST

By Robert Peston,

Political Editor

The Greenbury Committee on
company directors' remunera-

tion is planning to sound the

death-knell on executive share

options by recommending' that

companies replace them with
other long-term incentive
schemes.
The disclosure came as Mr

Jeremy Hanley, the Conserva-

tive party chairman, called on
directors of big companies -

especially the privatised utili-

ties - to exercise “more self

control" and refrain from cash-

ing in share options before

Greenbury's report is pub-

lished in mid-July.

Mr Hanley, speaking on the

BBC. said: “Ahead of the

Greenbury committee, some
self-denying ordinance would
be desirable".

In the strongest criticism to

date by a government minister

of utility directors, he said: “I

think the way in which the

options have been cashed has

been inconvenient to the argu-

ment of the success of privati-

sation."

Mr Gordon Brown, the oppo-

sition “shadow” chancellor,

said: “Executive share options

as a reward for performance

have become discredited. They
are no longer the appropriate

way to reward performance".

The Greenbury Committee,
established with government
backing to review corporate

remuneration practices, will

urge companies to adopt
long-term incentive schemes
which Unk directors' pay more

closely to the performance of

their companies, in place of

traditional executive share

options. In its report to be pub-

lished in mid-July, the commit-

tee will not recommend that

executive options should be
outlawed. However its mem-
bers - led by Marks and Spen-

cer chairman. Sir Richard
Greenbury - expect most big

companies to follow its advice.

It will say that any company
coming to the stock market
intent on granting such
options should not do so until

about a year after flotation.

Such a delay would allow the

floated company’s share price

to reflect its long-term pros-

pects and minimise the likeli-

hood, that directors would earn

substantial “windfall" profits

from their options.

There has been widespread

disquiet that directors of util-

ity companies in particular

were given options during a

flotation at prices well below

the prices justified by the camr
parties' longer-term prospects.

The committee will provide a

figleaf to Mr John Major, the

prime minister, to make good

his promise to legislate on

executive pay- It wffl say that

although its recommendations

to increase disclosure of direc-

tors’ pay in annual reports can

be implemented through
changes to the Stock
Exchange’s rules, company law

should be MmpmteH to make it

consistent with these new
exchange rules.

Companies will be urged to

ensure that their non-execu-

tives are independent

backs Blair on

minimum pay

London SE lags

behind rivals

on settlements
By Norma Cohen,

in London

The London Stock Exchange,
the world's third-largest stock

market, has become a less effi-

cient place to deal in shares
than the stock markets of Bra-

zil, Thailand, Mexico and Tur-

key, according to one of the

world's leading consultants on
share settlement

The data shows a sharp rise

in the percentage of share
deals completed late since the

London market adopted a

tighter settlement timetable

last year, and raises questions

about the market's ability to

cope with an even shorter set-

tlement schedule starting this

month.
Share trades that fail to be

settled - share certificates

delivered to buyers and pay-

ment delivered to sellers - on
time are expensive for market
participants, which have to

borrow share certificates or

money to cover the gap.

The data from US-based
Global Securities Consulting
Service and UK-based Lee
Schwartz Associates show a

marked decline in the effi-

ciency of the London market.

This has occurred since the

exchange last July abandoned
its traditional settlement at the

end of fixed two- or three-week

account periods - and moved
to rolling settlement 10 days
after each deal
The change has left London,

where 12 per cent of global

equity trading by value takes

place, trailing well behind
other leading securities mar-
kets such as New York. Tokyo
and Frankfurt, and operating

at a lower level than several

emerging markets.
At the start of the second

quarter of 1094, before the

exchange abandoned rolling

settlement. 95.27 per cent of

trades settled on time. One
year later, that had fallen to

84-97 per cent.

After June 25, ail shares will

have- to settle five days after

each bargain is struck.

According to GSCS, London
now has the most inefficient

share settlement system of any
Important world stock market
when factors such as tbe pro-

portion of trades failing to set-

tle on time, the length of time

for which they remain unset-

tled, the average size of trades

and local interest rates are
taken into account. These fac-

tors are used to compute a
“benchmark" of settlement
efficiency, which allows com-
parisons across markets.

GSCS data is compiled quar-

terly from a survey of the

world's 10 biggest global custo-

dians. international banks
which hold investors' securi-

ties in safekeeping.

At tbe start of the second
quarter of 1995, London’s
“benchmark" score, at 76,92

per cent, was the lowest of any
leading market.

Better at

beer than
base rates
By Diane Summers,
Marketing Correspondent

Damage from two nights of rioting in Bradford, in the north of England, could ran into hundreds

of thousands of pounds. During the weekend, police were bombarded with petrol bombs, dozens of

windows were smashed, cars were burnt and a garage partially destroyed in rioting by 400 youths.

Senior police last night blamed a generation gap in the Asian community for the disturbances.

Building materials trade gap widens
By Andrew Taylor,

Construction Correspondent

British exports of building

materials surged ahead by 14.1

per cent last year to a record

£3.02bn f$4.74bn) as producers

took advantage of a weak
pound and stronger demand
from continental European
construction industries.

However, this was more than

offset by a big rise in timber

prices and Britain’s trade defi-

cit on building materials wid-
ened by 22 per cent to £1.74bn.

According to the Department
of the Environment, the deficit

on wood and timber products

rose by 18.6 per cent to £1.55bn.

This represented almost 90 per

cent of the total building mate-

rials trade imbalance.

Construction products and
materials accounted for 16 per
cent of the UK’s combined
trade deficit last year of

£10.53brL

Prices of lower grade struc-

tural timber, mostly spruce,

rose by 40 per cent between
1992 and the end of last year

but have since slipped by 10

per cent to 15 per cent follow-

ing an upsurge in exports from
Baltic states.

Lower wood prices should
help reduce the trade deficit in

building materials which,
before last year’s increase, had
reduced by £l.lbn since it

reached £L49hn in 1990. Since

1990, exports have increased by
more than £800m to £3.02bn

last year.

Imports over the same period

have risen by just £66m to

£4.76bn.

Many of Britain’s senior

managers have no idea what
base rates are, how much their

companies pay for accountants

or secretaries, or what phone
nails cost, but they can be
relied on to get the price of a
pint of Lager right
Three-quarters of managers

questioned by NOP, the survey
organisation, had no idea that

base rates were 6.75 per cent,

with some guessing as high as

25 per cent or as low as 0.4 per
cent.

While a temporary secretary

costs between £6 aid £12 an
hour, nearly a third of

managers guessed outside this

range, with estimates between
£2.50 and £50 an hour. Nearly

half also failed to guess the

true cost, between £104 and
£184 a day, of hiring an
accountant, said NOP.
The storey of 600 company

directors, owners and
managers, was conducted for

British Telecommunications
after Oftel, the telecoms

regulator, last month found
that domestic phone users

thought they were paying up
to three times more for their

calls than was actually tbe

case.

Nine out of 10 managers
knew that a pint of lager in a
pub costs £l-30-£2 and nearly

half knew that the Sun
newspaper's price Is 23p.

Female managers appeared
to be no better at knowing
prices than men.

Mr Tony Blair, the Labour leader, won' the support of life

party’s policy forum yesterday for a new strategy on minimum
pay. -- ; :

-
f ''•

The policy forum agreed there should be ho exact pay
formula setting a target figure before the next general dec-

tion. Instead, it called ou the. next Labour government to

establish an independent low-pay commission of employer and
union representatives to propose a minimum pay : figure,

depending on economic circumstances. ~

However Unison, Britain’s largest public-sector union,- at its

conference this week will back the introduction,of a-statiitary

rational minimum wage of £4.15 an hour. Last week die

executive of the TGWU general uhion said it would submit a

resolution for this autumn’s Labour conference in support of

the £4J5 pay target, winch is half the male median earnings.

Labour leaders believe the unions are in danger of isolating

themselves over the issue just as they did earlier this year
when they both opposed changing the party's constitution on
Clause 4 over common ownership. They believe most trade

unions will rally behind them. Robert Taylor.

Directors working ‘too widely’
Some UK board directors have so many non-executive direc-

torships that it may be impossible for them to fulfil their

duties to each of the companies which pay them, according to

research from Pensions Investment Research Consultants.

PIRC, which advises institutional investors an corporate

governance matters, has Identified 12 directors of the top 250

UK companies who hold four or more nonexecutive director-

ships. Moreover, PIRC’fi research shows, some multiple direc-

torships are held by individuals with foil-time executive posi-

tions In a fTSE-100 company.

PIRC estimates that the average nonexecutive director

needs about 20 days per year to fulfill Ms respanabOities.

“According to FISCs research, however, there are-numerous

directors who would be unable to devote this emormt of time,"

PIRC said in Its latest newsletter. Norma Cohen.

Recovery may be looking up
The UK’s economic recovery may have peaked a year ago but

after three successive quarters of decline it could now be

levelling out or even turning up again, a survey of small

businesses indicates.

The tentative conclusion from the first L200 of a series of

6,000 interviews being conducted by the Forum of Private

Business, a Cheshire-based lobby group representing 23,000

privately owned businesses in the UK.
The forum Is one of the more respected small business

associations. It interviews a quarter of its membership every

quarter, so that each is seen once a year. Interviewers record

the past 12 months' turnover, so actual trends in sates can be
plotted accurately.

Food poisoning: Some 7 per cent of UK adults believe they

suffered from food poisoning in the past year against only. 3

per cent a year earlier, according to an annual survey on food

safety. An underlying increase in food poisoning reported to

health authorities appeared to be exacerbated by a growing

tendency of people to blame stomach upsets on food rather

than illnesses such as gastric flu, according to the Food and
Drink Federation. Roderick Oram

Perhaps it’s because we have such a wide choice of

P roPerti’es and greenfield sites at highly competitive prices,

combined with opportunities for financial assistance.

"SEcTC'? ^ Perhaps it’s because our superb communications via the

M4, M50, M5 connect you quickly to your customers and

I
suppliers *• UK -

The network is completed with rail, air

and sea Links to Europe and beyond.

JL Or perhaps it's because our breathtaking landscapes and

' excellent leisure facilities promise an unbeatable quality of life

I
for your family and employees.

You too can discover why so many major

companies have chosen Gwent as their new home by taking a

look for yourself.

To arrange a visit or to find out more call Gwent

Marketing FREE on 0500 100820 or complete the coupon

below for a confidential response.

Gwent - the natural choice for relocation.

THE Natural CHOICE/-

Gwent Marketing, County Hall, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 2XF.
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UK COMPANIES

TODAY
COMPANY MffiTlNOS;

uw*san h**.
pwotey. w.. io.oq

The Swan Opkrtm, Strwtfay
omtama*. BortoWm, lOJO
MP^I^KCatfen^Coofawnee
G*™. lb-20. Duchess Mews. W„ 12.00
KaHEoargy. Coaegs KB AraoctaM*. 29.OWwm Street. EC_ 1030
£S*»**r Co-t Til. SaMraCout. 20.
Caste Terrace. Edinburgh. 12L30
YrMiy HUee,lhe MeaMy HOW.
Coventry. 11.00

BOARD MEETINGS:
Finals:

Am
BakyrcNkGoU
Capital Qeartes Tn
Cftamberinhi Plripps . .

Christian SaMean
EnsarKMga
B*edoftv (tMs4
naUQrp
Portsmouth & Sunderland
RanoW
Tex Hues
Umsoo

DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS

Bwfferd
Bumdene hw
Coda Grp
KMenaze HMgs
ta Zealand liw Tat

fe TOMORROW
COMPANY MEETINGS;
Beriowp, Cheater Grosuenor Hotel.
Chaser. 12.00
Brixton Estate, 22-24. By Place, E.C..
1Z00
Contort, The Queen Btza&nh n
Conference Centre, Weatmhsoi.
S.W-. 11.00
Dencore, Waveney Hotel. Secdec.

5uho*k. 12.00
EFQ. 23. Great VKncnaeier Street. EC..
11.00

Panmae. 4. CtnrtB Street. EC., 1?.00

14, Lyon Way. Greenford,
tjUdduM, 3,00
Templeton Latin America Itw Tat,
Butctwm- Hat BaMorn* CJobo, E.C..
11.00
Wenetan. 10. Nevhal Street,

Bnnmsham, 11.30

BOARD MEETINGS:
Fjnata:

Asian Orp
BertamHUge
British land Co
Brtfsb Thornton HUga
EtkKVU
Great Portland Estates
Oumfien aaecSa Oip
Hedelgh bids Orp
Heath (OE.)
IWPMI
MmsheSe
Menton Thompon A Emrehed
Mountvfaw Estates
Northern Foods
Oceana Consofldatad
OuMgottl
Rowe Ewans inv
Severn Trent
ShoprtteQrp
Voiex Qip
Interims;

Grebigar Tst
Throgmorton Pref Inc

WEDNESDAY JUNE 14
COMPANY MffiTINGS:
Blaichl Minina. 8-10. Now Frettar Lane.
EC, 12.00
8ody Shop bid. Waursnead.
Uttefonpun. West Susses. 11.00
Cl G«p. Novoth. Union Street.

WolverttanrptuH. 1030
Ho# {Joseph}. The Roebuck Hotel. 2,
Chuch Rood, FBxton. Menehestei. 120)0

Rhor A MercanWe Ord Cap A Inc TN,
Now Connaught Rooms. Greet Queen
Street, WC.. n.OO
Shfloh, Haidon FdU, Royton, 1130
TransTee, The Royal National Hotel
Bedford Way. RuaseO Sam, W C, 11.00
Walker fJQJ, Humtaeretcne Rood. Bedtoni
Way. W.C.. 11.00

BOAfflj MEETINGS:
Finite
Amheriey Grp
Baring Emer Europe
Bradford Property 1b»
Bristol Water HMgs
HUMre
FW
Mansfield Brewery
RabdonfOrp
Scottish Hydroelectric
Sdribtg Grp
UK Lend
West Tst
Interims:

GoMsborough Healthcare
London SootUsh Bank
Second Cone Tat

THURSDAY JUNE 15
COMPANY MEETINGS:
Aidofogaata HMge. institute of Chartered
Accountants, Moorgeta Place, EC.. 11JO
Compbefl A Atmebong, Britannia Hotel.
Dototon Lane, Stockpon.
10.00

Cfiy at Oxford few Tat, 41. Tow HBL
EC.. 12.00

S Ora MWng A Etpttn. 41, Chavef
Place. S.W.. 1130
Exploration Co. 41. Choval Place. S.W,
11.15
Huntfeigh Technology, The tnsmute cl
Dtreciore. 11E Poll Mn». S.W.. IQ.TO
Securitlea Tst of Scotland, SMttre Court,
20. Cosde Terrace, EdMxnph.
12.30
Wekehoume, Hoare Govea Rnance, 4.
Bioadgme. EC., iQfio

BOARD MEETINGS'Us
CML Meroaystams
Hartstooe Grp
London MarMiant SauiiMas
Moerpato Sm Coe
RegeHan Ptuperdea
Scape Grp
Smith New Court
Sth Wales Bacdridty
Southern Water
SmdWe, Speakman
Tinsley Robor
interims:

AAdera
AMs
Brooke Tool (Eng) Hktgs
Donby Grp
Eurocopy
Neetronlc* Tech
RCOHMga

FRIDAY JUNE IB
COMPANY MST1NG&
Dewhbxt Grp, Merchant Taytoris HaR.
Artwork. York. 1E00
KeBcal Bar, The Moytalr Hotel. Slranon
Street. W„ mo
BOARD MEETINGS:
Finals:

Cambridge Water
Dart Grp
Latham 1 lemns)
Interims

David Lloyd Latotae

Company mesangs are annual general
meetings unfass rMharwhe stared.

Please note: Reports and accounts are
not nomuOy available imtS
opproxknaMy sin weeks alter the
board moating to approve the preliminary

TODAY
Bectarwr iAJlp
Bentafe i.&sn

Bett Brethere T.75p
Chevron S0.4G25
Computer People 2p
EL ftj Pont De Nemours 7%aSv rto *99

S7S.fi

Eaton Fin 12Vi1e un Ln '14 EE25
Exchequer 129* ‘13/17 ES
FuJ Bank Inti Fin St) FHN S15571J3
General Bactrlc Cap 10% Nts June id
*96 05100
Grace (WR) SOS5
HepoaBm Ind FRNW S357.05
HJckaon Infl 2.15P
Honeywell SD35
Japan Dev Bonk S'.?% Hts V7 $475.0
Kobe Steel 4.7% Bd ‘38 Y4700000
Kubota FRN *97 Y65722.0
Ufiy (Bl) SQ^JS
Majnoka Grp Dip
MtSUl 4.30% Bd “B7 Y430000.0

Do 4.6096 Bd '3B Y4600000
Motsl SDS25
Monsanto SO£9
MwHdpdtty Fin 9’*% Nts *97 £950
Mchil 5.5% Bd '96 YSEmoOX
Hppen Santo 7.2% Bd *99 Y72000a0
P&017P
Royal btsuraace HWgs 791% 5b Bd ‘07

C1B1J5
Sabre bid (No Ser N VR Seed Nts *96

Y65C04J)
Do Ser O VR Seed Nts ‘96 Y70826.0
Sapporo Breweries FRN 37 Y631944J)
Splnu-Sarco Eng 8p
Sumitomo Bank Cap Mte F/FxdRN *03

$35626.07
Sumitomo Heavy Industries FRN *9S
Y68215
Takugtn Inti (Asia) F/FxdRN VS $3637.50
Toyota Motor Bd *97 $68.75

TOMORROW
Brttsn Empre Secunses and General Tst
ftlCp

Comes 2^p

enune Ccmnkedcabcns CSp
EngKh Chavs Cays 10£p
General MotaraSOJDI 5
United Inc S0 10
Lloyds Bank Prim Cap Un FRN S360L21
Pearson IOJ-% Bd 03 £1050
Sokeris Bn ana tnv 55% Prt RD.055
Surratomo Realty S Devatopmert 7^%
Nts ^ Y7200000
Tennaco 5040
Wankie Cotbery 2S0.125

WEDNESDAY JUNE 14
BoreAmtrica SO.46
Bank of Ireland un FR Pnm Cap Nts
$167.71
Chose Manhattan FR Sb Nb *09 SlWSl
ComrnerzbaA Overeeas Fin FRN 98
$4480.81
Conversion 9*-94 V2 C4.75
DSL Sank FRN *96 $1486.81
Hong Kong and Shanghai Balking Prim
Cap Un FRN (2nd Ser) $83.06
Inspee Grp r 67
Ladbroke Gip S*.V% Sb Corw Bd *04

E5155
Marppwor SO 06
NEC 7.1% Bd '95 Y710000.D
OGC tn« 3J9125p
Ragby FRN Dec 10 *97 Si6847^0
Tongajt-Hdeo Grp R0.7D

THURSDAY^ME 15
Abbey National Treasury Services 9% 96

Bd 04 L4812SO.O
AEQ 5-5% Prf R0 055
Antctogasa Hldgs 3 55
Attanbc RicWleU Si 375
Blenheim Grp 6.4*6 prf 33p
Bradford & Blngfey Bldg Say FRN *95

SI71 .71

Bmish Airways 10'i?i Bd *08 £108.75
Brunswick S0.125
Cassse NatianaSe des Autorovaes 16% Ln
‘06 £400.0
Canadian Genera tnv $0^25
CamaudMetaibcx FFrt.40

c&x so.44

Dairy F*m I rtf HUg3 50.0435

Dana SO33
Dover $036
Eaar Rand Gold and Uranium RO.fiO
Farey Grp 475p
Forte FRN *99 SM £49.45
Free State CarooMated Gold Mines
HI .45

GKN 502667
Grand Mwropobtan Inv 7% hits June
15*99 $70
Hongkong Land HUgn (Bermuda) SO.08
Do (Jeraey) $0.08
investors Cop Tn 5V<% £1.8375
JartUne Malheson HkJga (Bermuda)
SO.172
Do (Jersey) S0.1 72
Kobe Steel 5.1% Bd 2000 Y510000.0
Loutstane Land and Eimioretlon Cap SIMM
Mandarin Oriental Ind (Bermuda) $0.0395
(k> (Jersey) $0.0395
Midland Bank DUr Prt ShsSwAI snass
Do Non-Vtg D«r Prf She Ser A2 S0.0887S
Do Un FRN Cap Nts (Ser 3) $355.78
Pacer Sysares SOD35
PMk* Press 1ml Rn 7% Conv £b Bd
*98 $354)
PennzoJ S0.75
Pfizer S033
Preudteot 2p
Richards Grp I25p
Rarer & Mercantile Geared Cap and Inc
Ta *99 3.32Sp
Royal Bank of Canada FR Db '85 SlES.11
Do Un FR Prim Cap Nts $38021
St Lawrence and Ottawa Railway 49e 1st

Mon Bd Cl 0
Sanwa Australia Fa FrtTidRN *04

$1740.97
Sappon? Breweries FRN *99 Y14156.0
Sara Lee UK Vfldgs 9.43% Bd *04

£19383.89

Shioh 2-75p
Soutn Afnca (RepubVc of) 9%% Nis Dec
15*99 $4ai25
Tenneco 10?.% Nts *90/95 $107.50
Thomaon £0.125
Time Warner $0 09

Toyo Construction FRN *98 S3S4S3.19
Tnnova $0.18

TRWSOaO
Wagon Inttnytai HSdgs PsnG Prf 3.825p
Weir Grp 4.9p
Whirtpool«J 34

FRIDAY JUNE 16
Abbott Mead Vck*s Ei5p
African Lakes O.Sp
AmericanM Grp $0.1 is
Aspen Communeabons 32p
Carrs MWng Industries 2p
Chepstow Racecourse 5p
Creon (James) Urvts IRE25p
Elys (Wfmbiodon) I6p
Foreign 8 Colonial Pacific Inv 1st 1.55p
Goven Strategic Inv Tst E65p
Guangdong Development 30.038
Hampden Grp Ip
Holt (Joseph] 41 p
Ladbroke Grp 3007 11

Lasnto 9>t% Nts *99 £950.0

Leeds Permanent Bldg Scty FRN *98

£170.82
Lloyds Bank Ser C VR Sb Nts *98 £173.60

London and Manchester 1156p
Lowland Investment 3.5p
N.T.S. Sreei Groups PUdc 4% Bd *08

Oliver Grp ip
Rossmorn 02p
Santander Financial teaancas Sb UN
VRNS447E22
Scotland Infl FinU« Fxd/FRN *98

$36.65
Southeast Banking FR Sb Nts *98 3360.21
Sumitomo Chemical FRN *97 Y61 013.0
VTR 1.6p

Wigmore Propeny Inv Tst 025p

SATURDAY JUNE 17
Densnmn Inti ip

SUNDAY JUNE 1»
Templeton Latin America Inv Tst 052p

CONFERENCES & EXHIBITIONS
^NE 11 -12 JUNE 22-23 JUNE 30 JULY 7 AUGUST 6 -11 SEPTEMBER 18-19 JUNE 16 JULY batCompany Roporte CMhnowAi^rsls OtehonaTrusts, Companies and Mentoring Ahead-A Managing «JS“EH S»<OOLItonUng A Reengineering tor growth Bank of America* Seminar nn Spring & Privatisation ofand Accounts Uadmraad

"f*™.
»betr raaentre and Partnerships -The Intamatlonal Best Practice conference Riance: Designs ter the Future. Practical Senior Maug^on s«uaar sad

Bank«Amenca;Senwiaron ^
. JL _ f| ,

a^bdottaRSouratrand AppLcate* Dbnenston The vsiuc of raotog av^hbfc to rivet ood S ^ Workshop os Business Process Re- Spain: “PolRfcs, Economy and CEIffSLandEAsS^
cvEln^Sif Uinit^ Debt*

1

Serving StSy
*'

Pre”S A omirreorx for both practiliCBm pridange ofjwMve role modes jg botasrady eaectiihJk DirccAsd^l -'bIc^! fnEieecriog. ChaJlcogios new cooteei OuHook tor the Markets” EUROPE
Coven Ushil.iifTh^e,- . r.

_
C
*P

,C
*J?le and clicnu that focuses on lni«» and rconpnsed. Now a vital manamam activity. Secreurv - General Chartered lostimte of

tDr organiijuonaJ unplicnlnms ol .
,

... .. .. Sponsored by Price Waierfaouse. and
^ «m^«toAngi>^a*oo rad Cbmioenial Mentoring b being applied in sU kinds of Babken 1«= - 19V with PmfcUor Davij imp^meming BPR. selTObtcted .earns rad i«c Uus Mala de Mabra.

lfc/rBjlow ipcattfr , : raq
rSmym Merfmat? A^niSioM' S^ra^ilo^?eHCMd pasitm benefits organialioas with very positive results far Llewellyn, Loaehborough University, iransiiioaingto a process centred Bank of Spam: Manuel Combe. Spanish *ESS Rossi*. Av Ri. Polish Power Grid

JZilS'mSSS — ET"" *”"““ «“<« S* eCSto2Sr»ilwiw5Sa Conipa.y, CEZ. Sloven,ke

JUNE 22-23 JUNE 30
CashflowAnalysis Otfshora Trusts, Companiesand
Understand cosbQows, tbetr strncTure and PartrtanBilpff -lira lnfftrro»tVYT7ll
analysis. Induding Source and Application Dimension

SEPTEMBER 18-19

Re-engineering tor growth
Practical Senior Management Seminar and

JUNE 16

Bank of America: Seminar on

JULY 6 & 7
Restructuring & Privatisation of
the ELECTRICITY Industries In

CENTRAL and EASTERN
EUROPE

Coven Assets. Liabilities. Provisions and Examples and Case Studies. £395 4- VAT.
Contingencies, Shore and Loan Capitol, f.-.-fcur- Fairplaec
Reserves. Mergers and Acquisitions. Tel: 44 (0)171 329 0595
Turnover. Profits. Taxation, Dividends and Fax: 44 10 17 1 329 3g$3
Earring persfaarc. LONDON
Contact: FAIRPLACE JUNE 23
Teb +44 (Di i?i 329 0595 Investor Relations- BraveNew
Fax: +44 (Qj 171 3293853

companies. from: MARKS & SPENCER. 8T. ROVER Execnti« LlnVde r
Contact: Jeanne Besicr. European Stady J-°NDOH BOROUGH OF 5MU.JMIm and'Tom Frost! Fomcrij' 145^53

1

JUNE 23 Conferences Tel: 44 (0) 171 386 9322

investor Rrta&ons- BraveNew "*«»**»i »«
LONDON WwW — —

im.i The 1995 investor Relalions Society JULY 3-6
Contoeoce looks at the mmaaioii between Cuar.nM», —c—

.

ginessi
companies and invcsrois in the 2lst cemmy.

^Tealt Evaluation and Lending -

Dissemination of Information via the Senior Level

JUNE IS
DataYVfeahousms - the Busteesa
BeneRb

Treasury & Tom Boras. Financial Tunes.

Contact: Lorenzo Rodriguez

Tel: (34 J I 5555500 Fax; (3*1 1 5558823

Contact: Susan Morgan at The Industrial $t?tic,: Fairplace_ . TrkAr.ar- i*t al

A half-day seminar, addtwfam the Issue of ihe opportunities created by the 3
Pnmnirinr

accessing and analysing duaio ensure yon, Rlobol avaOabOitj of $12 trillkm for etprity An intmndvt and highly practical review of

LONDON Sockfy-
- Tel 0171 839 4300. Fax 0171 839 3898

LONDON

JULY 7-9

Marketing tor HighTechnology

Telephone: i-M <0| 171 329 0595
Fax: +44(0) 17I 329 3S53.

CAMBRIDGE

SEPTEMBER 13
The Listing Rules -Are You Up To
Date? The YeHow Book and
RataBed Statute

INTERNATIONAL

Tunes. Company, CEZ. Slovenske Elektrine,
Bayernwerk, Eastern Group. Soulhern
Electric. PreussenBekua/

5558823 Contact: Susan Mason

MADRID TeL +44 U7I)453 2125
j^iSSiP Fax: +44 (17])323 4298

Airports 2Q2D:Riti»e Prospects OCTOBER 11-12

forthe AirTransport Industry Worid AhpEra,, A,d 95
uoniereoce Conference & Networking
A two day conference on devdopmenis in Sprakcn ifom mnjfjr airports, airlines and

Exhibition
offshore invesimriH mjnagcraeni. mraafi aumrfacarers around the world wflj Business opportunities in worldwide aid

JUNE 26 -28

Airports 2020: Fuhn Prospects

forthe AirTransport Industry

BUDAPEST

as a pnstneas manager, are able to exploit the mvesnneni arc amor

full potential of yonr organisation's most be examined. Spea.

important asset. Inctndiag real-life, proven Peters Group, Bank i

case studies and featuring Sen KeOy, author RSA and MicroscdL,
of Data Warefunrsiag - Ike route to mass CosUCL Sac Pave?.
cuatamsadou. Tel: 0171 405 4767

1

Contact: Margaret Ryan.SAS Inamne
Tel: 01628 486 933 Fas 01 628 483 203 —

-

LONDON JUfffi26

Tel: 0171 405 4767 Fac 0171 40$ 4768

LONDON

Contact; FAIRPLACE
Tel: 444 (0)1 71 329 0595

Fax: +44(0) 171 329 3853

15
acquisitions. Speakers include Nigel derivatives, the use of limited panoetships develop strategies for the future.

aimed specifically al the pmcticaJ aspect of Atkinson. London Slock Exchange. Clive *»d expense ratios.
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P
oliticians have long been aware
of the power of sport to bind dis-

parate peoples, at least temporar-

ily. into a nation with a common
purpose.

There is no better current example than

President Nelson Mandela who has used

the rugby world cup to burnish his already

shining reputation among much of South
Africa's white population. He warmly
embraced the national team, visited the

players in their training camp, was pres-

ent for the initial triumph over Australia,

and never once commented critically on

the striking absence of black faces. It was
gesture politics at its most effective. Radio
phone-in programmes were inundated by
calls from grateful listeners praising the

president, and white-owned newspapers
were no less anxious to promote the view
that the predominantly white sport of

rugby bad served to unite the country

politically.

A week later a dozen international play-

ers visited Soweto, the teeming and
grossly deprived black township outside

Johannesburg which had played such a
prominent and painful part in the struggle

against apartheid. It could have been the

South African squad which made the ges-

As in sport, so in politics
ture and reaped the gratitude, but instead

it was the Welsh who became the first

international team to visit Soweto and
conduct a training session for 200 of the

township’s youngsters. The visit helped

also to underline the more profound chal-

lenges facing South Africa, and why bitter

references to what is seen as a lack of

white reciprocity crop up increasingly in

conversations with ministers and senior

members of the ruling African National

Congress.

In part, the Sowetan experience offered

the best of the new South Africa. The
initial negative impression, created by
wailing sirens and seven police vehicles

parked around the scuffed and uneven
open space where the training session was
to be held, proved misleading. The mainly

white officers of the Sowetan Plying Squad
were not there to intimidate, but because

last year several of them had become
members of the local black rugby club.

Multiracialism was beginning to take root

on the sports field in

Soweto.

But while the will

for further progress Johaonesbl
was there, as it is on *

.

the broader South Community
African stage, the bififiCI D£l
means for carrying it M
forward had yet to prGSSUT
materialise. "We Roger I
have become very &
fashionable. Every-

one wants to say they have played against

Soweto, because of our name and because

we are integrated,” says police major Mar-
tians Steyn. "But apart from some kit and
other equipment given to us by the British

we have nothing, no proper pitch, and
what little money we can raise goes on
travelling to away matches. Why don't

you go and ask him what help he's pre-

pared to give us?” Him was Avril Malan,

former captain of the Springboks, now
director of development with the regional

DATELINE

Johannesburg: the white
community could play a
bigger part in easing

pressures, writes

Roger Matthews

rugby authority.

Malan is sympa-

thetic to the Sowetan

«» the white Plight, keen to
8* Eire wlulc the social

:Ollld play a benefits of integrated

in ra<;inp rugby, but deeplyin easing
cautious about the

>, Writes provision of material

atfh<*w*s assistance. Heannews
emphasises the need

HM-i for a gradualist

approach, both in terms of rugby adminis-

tration and in the development of players.

As in sport, so in politics. Some of those

frustrated with the slow pace of economic
delivery were back in their tens of thou-

sands on the streets of Johannesburg last

week. It was the biggest demonstration in

the city for more than a year, and a
reminder of the political muscle that the

trades unions can muster. The specific

union targets were to secure improve-
ments in the proposed new labour rela-

tions legislation, and to persuade the gov-

ernment against moving any farther

towards the privatisation of state assets.

Mr Mandela may not have agreed with the

unions specific aims, but be was not going

to miss the opportunity to make a brief

appearance in a gesture of sympathy with'

the people who had brought him to power.

B ut it was a political gesture that

drew a howl of protest from Mr F
W de Sleek, the last white presi-

dent of South Africa, leader of

the National Party, and deputy president

in Mr Mandela's cabinet "The demands of

time require President Mandela to be
full-time president to everyone in South
Africa, and not to give so much attention

to tbe party interest of the ANC," he told

parliament last week. By appearing at the
demonstration, Mr Mandela was backing '

the unions, sending all the wrong signals

to foreign investors, and drawing a line

through cabinet decisions.

Mr Mandela’s 1 action had cast a dark
*

cloud over- the prospects of securing bal-

anced labour relations legislation, thun-

deredMr de Klerk. It was im odhntet rich

In irmly for ANC members,, and jflnsteated

again one of the largest gaps ' in' .percep-

tions between -the black, andwtrite seg-

ments of toe government • .-.v .
. \

ANC ministers are' seiisitive toThe pres-

sures at the grassroots, which they sag ate
becoming more acute/ They - accept thqt

economic progress -will be much: slower

than they wOuld.-Wish, and 'are increas-
ingly anxious about finding ways of reas-

suring their supporters. The. National
Party, and tfaje. white community at large,

could play a stgnfficant part in helping to

ease those pressures: But ANC ririnlistere

say there is minimal response.
;

- - -

"

- Whites accept Mr Mandela’s efforts: at
reconciliation as their due and give. little

in return. All parties accept the need far a
more equal distribution of national wealth
and opportunity, but the efforts being
made to address the issues are falling weD
short of what is required. In the pursuit of

nation budding, it might just be more pro-

ductive to build better playing facilities tor

rugby in Soweto, than to win tite world
cup.-

’-
:• •
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FT GUIDE TO
G7 SUMMITS

So it’s that time of year again. The Heads

of government of the Group of Seven
countries are heading off for sunnier
climes for their n-nnnnl summit.
WelL Halifax

.
Nova Scotia, may not be

everyone's idea of a weekend break. But

you've got the drift The leaders of the G7
- that is the US, Japan, Germany, France,

Britain, Italy and Canada - will be con-

verging on Halifax on Thursday and stay-

ing until Saturday. Finance and foreign

ministers will also take part, as will Mr
Jacques Santer, the president of the Euro-

pean Commission, and Mr Boris Yeltsin,

the Russian president, who arrives on Fri-

day.

This is the economic summit isn't it?

The G7 meetings started as economic
summits. That was in the mid-1970s when
tbe world economy was reeling from the
breakdown of the post war Bretton Woods
system of semi-fixed exchange rates and
the first oil shock.

International monetary relations, multi-

lateral trading issues and economic rela-

tions with the developing world have been
on the agenda of all G7 summits. But
while economic policy has been the core

business of the summits, the interest

shown In It by the leaders has varied. The
early summiteers put their faith in policy

co-ordination to pull the world out of
recession.

This approach was discredited by the

early 1980s because of high inflation, and
countries relied more on their own poli-

cies. Co-ordination was back in vogue in

the mid to late 1980s only for the G7 to

revert to the Sinatra Doctrine of "doing it

my way" in the recession years of the

early 1990s.

The deployment of Soviet SS-20 missiles

in Europe and the invasion of Afghan-
istan meant political and security issues

became increasingly important from 19S0

onwards. The fall of the Berlin Wall and
the collapse of Communism in 19S9 cre-

ated a whole new agenda and brought
Russia increasingly into the G7 orbit so
that it now joins in the political talks in

the G7Va.

Tokyo in 1988. This year's summit will

probably be overshadowed by events in

Bosnia. The fact that the threat posed by
Chernobyl will still feature in this year's

communique shows how some crises

become fixtures.

So it's really just an opportunity for big-

wigs to chew over the issnes of the day?
Not really. A lot of preparation goes into

the summit That's where the “sherpas”,

the officials who prepare the meetings,
get involved. A good part of this year’s

summi t will be concerned with the reform
of international institutions such as the

International Monetary Fund and the
United Nations because the leaders agreed

last year that they would work towards
that
On the other band, summits are always

being overtaken by external crises. An
Israeli invasion of Lebanon overshadowed
Versailles. The nuclear fall out from the
Chernobyl disaster hung, literally, over

All this talk of preparation seems
bizarre. I thought these meetings were
supposed to be informal get-togethers?

That was the original idea. In fact, the

first of these annual jamborees, the Ram-
bouillet summit in France in November
1975 was billed as a “fireside chat". Only
six countries took part that year (Canada
came on board in 1976, the European Com-
mission in 1977). Delegations were small.

After that the summits ballooned in size

and splendour. An early warning sign of

burgeoning pomp came in the preparatory

phase of the 1980 Venice summit when
Washington bombarded the Italian
authorities for details of President Jimmy
Carter's motorcade (difficult to supply in

a city of canals). However, the past two
years have seen an effort to bring the

summits back towards the Rambouillet
ideal.

Why is that?

As a rule of thumb, tbe bigger the summit
the more useless it has been. Certainly,

that was the case with Versailles in 1982
which was an extravaganza, notable only
for ill-concealed acrimony among the par-

ticipants. The Paris summit of 1389 was
big and jolly, but that was because
it got mixed up with the celebrations
of the bicentenary of the French revolu-

tion.

No one remembers the 1990 Houston
summit for its record 84-point economic
declaration. Instead it was the look of

puzzlement on Mrs Margaret Thatcher’s
face when she was presented with a pair

of cowboy boots, and the ten-gallon hat

worn by the diminutive Japanese premier
Toshiki Kaifu at the summit rodeo that

stick in tbe mind.
Summit extravaganzas became discred-

ited with the Munich meeting in 1992. An
excess of ceremony helped Munich stretch

over nearly four days, making it the lon-

gest summit so far. Munich was where
President George Bush and the US sher-

pas are supposed to have needed more
than 40 vehicles to move them from one
location to another. The G7 leaders finally

realised that such excesses did not

play too well with TV audiences at home
who were suffering from the effects of
recession, especially when little was
achieved.

The Munich summit, for example, failed

to address the key problem of that year -

the stalled multilateral trade talks.

Adding insult to Injury, the GTs final

economic declaration, which pledged to

"act together to assure . .
.
growth picks

up", was followed barely a week later by a

Bundesbank interest rate rise that added
to Europe’s economic misery and acceler-

ated that autumn’s crisis in the European
Monetary System.

But surely, they haven't all been non-
events?

No. The Bonn summit of 1978 was an
early example of activism. The seven
agreed a co-ordinated boost to their econo-

mies. with Germany taking the lead.

Unfortunately, these plans were upset by
the second oil crisis and crashed in reces-

sion and inflation. Germany ended up
blaming the Bonn summit For an unchar-

acteristic spell of inflation that helped end
the career of the then Chancellor, Helmut
Schmidt Germany has been averse to pol-

icy coordination ever since.

my-neighbour policies at bay.

In this age of information overload, it is

probably even more important for leaders

to .understand each others’ problems at
first hand. But it's a close calLThe pres-

ent particularly nasty trade . dispute

between the US and Japan either shows
you how important it is that the G7 lead-

ers stay in touch or jhow little progress

they have made in 20 yeari. •"
.

So you are telling me that these summits
are a waste of time?
Yes, I mean no.

The summits do set benchmarks against

which future actions and policies can be

judged. They have probably helped to

reinforce common values, such as faith in

market-based economic policies, among
the seven.

It is possible to argue that tbe summits
have saved the world from protectionism

and a 1930s style depression, especially in

the early years. At that time, the world
economy was less interdependent and the
annual G7 powwow helped keep beggar-

So have summits a fixture?

The omens for Halifax are quite good. If

all runs according to plan, it will be a
greatly slimmed down affair compared
with the meetings of the early 1990s, and
ter more workmanlike. At the last count,

5,100 delegates, journalists and observers

were expected in Halifax for the even!
That is an awful lot less than a few years

ago.

With hick, this week's meeting might
give G7 summitry a new lease of life.

However, at same point there will have to

be a review of the GTs composition and
the logic behind the group. It is- hard to

see how a group containing fotrr' Euro-
pean nations while excluding vast, fast

growing economies such as India and.

China can hope to set the world’s eco-

nomic agenda In the longer term.

Peter Norman,
Economics Editor

' ~ '

Prague’s late night
corporate lawyer
Vincent Boland finds Daniel Arbess burning the
midnight oil over investment in the Czech Republic

When Daniel Arbess was
leaving New York to

begin working for his

law firm in impecu-
nious eastern Europe five years ago,

his senior partner took him aside

for a final word of advice.

"You’d better make sure we get

paid." the partner confided,
anxiously.
Memo to White & Case, New

York: Arbess worked 42 straight

hours the first Friday and Saturday
of this month. Then he got three
hours* sleep and gut up to work
some more. Memo to Czech govern-

ment the bill is in the post
The reason for the long hours is

one of the most complicated deals
ever negotiated in tbe Czech Repub-
lic -a $700m investment in the oil

refining industry by a consortium
of western oil majors that looks set

not just to break the lawyer's
endurance record but to rewrite
Czech law in a crucial and underde-
veloped area.

If the deal is closed by deadline -

and success is not guaranteed
because it is so complex - it will be
another landmark in the career of
the 34-year-old Arbess, who has cut

his teeth and made his reputation
as a lawyer in helping the Czech
Republic deal its way to the top of
the inward investmentleague In

eastern Europe.
“This has been a great place to do

big deals." Arbess says, swivelling
in his chair at his desk in one of
Prague's best located offices, the
Old Town Square spread Invitingly

below his window.
Arbess is managing partner in

Prague of White & Case, the blue
chip US law firm, and head of its

global privatisation unit. He earned
his elegant office and his stiff fees
through a rare - and occasionally
intimidating - mix of brilliance,
arrogance and a conviction that
what he is doing, extending the
country’s legal environment with
every deal, is historic.

"He's relentless, just a brilliant
negotiator with a total grasp of the

nuances" of Czech law, says a rival

lawyer.

A graduate of Osgoode Hall law
school in Canada and of Harvard.
Arbess took an interest in arms con-

trol issues and international affairs

as a student, which persuaded him
that the Soviet Union's military

threat was exaggerated. A period

working for White & Case in Stock-

holm on US-Soviet joint ventures In

the late 1980s convinced him be was
right: Perestroika, then in full flow,

was about to transform eastern
Europe.
Arbess bad visited Prague as the

Velvet Revolution was beginning;
when communism fell, he per-

suaded bis deeply conservative firm
that eastern Europe should be
taken seriously as a market. He
arrived in the Czech capital with
the blessing of his bosses and with
impeccable contacts, having met
most of the current Czech govern-
ment's senior ministers on their

first visit to the US in 1990.

soon followed, lured by the gover-

nment's radical reform plans, and
assignments flooded in.

As the firm won more business in

Prague and elsewhere in the region,

White & Case was propelled to the

top of Privatisation International's

league table of legal advisers in 1992

and 1993. Arbess was rewarded by
becoming a partner in the firm in

mid-1992. just four and a half years
after joining. The usual apprentice-

ship is eight years.

IBM gives Manzl new
lease of life at Lotus

H is thoughtful but
supremely confident
style and his formidable

contacts have led some
rivals to ask whether Arbess is not
living a charmed life in the small
and exclusive circle of power in

Prague. He disagrees. Having vis-

ited hundreds of Czech companies
while other advisers queued for
business at tbe ministries, he is

aware of the context in which he
operates.

There is no sign that be is slow-

ing down, but his recent luring of

Jan Mateicek from Squire Sanders
& Dempsey to become his partner

in Prague could he a prelude to a

move. He has advised the Russian
government on privatisation and
Moscow, where even bigger deals

await, could be one destination. But
so could New York or London, he
says - and he plays down talk of an
imminent move.
But the Czech market is maturing

and the pioneering days are nearly
over. “He's too good a lawyer for

the bread and butter legal work
that is needed here long term." says
his friend Richard Wood, a leading
Prague stockbroker.

First, however, there is the oil

refineries deal, which has been in

the pipeline for nearly two years.
Despite the hard work involved
- imposed by an absolute deadline
for agreement of June 30 - Arbess
clearly loves the challenge. "There’s
so much fun to be had being a law-
yer." he says, as be prepares for
another sleepless night.

T he Czech Republic has set
the pace of east European
economic liberalisation,
and Arbess has advised the

government on almost every note-
worthy foreign investment deal
over the past five years. These
include Volkswagen's investment in
Skoda: shoe king Tomas Bata's
return to his native land: and a so

far unsuccessful attempt to settle a
trademark dispute with Anheuser
Busch, the US brewer, over Czech
Budweiser.

Finding work was not easy ini-

tially. “I was sitting alone in Prague
saying 'this is where it's going to

happen'." he says. He was almost
alone in that view, but not for long.

Other western law firms and banks

Jim Manzi, chairman and chief

executive of Lotus, will stay on to

run the personal computer software
company under the $3.5bn (£2Jlbn)

agreed hid announced yesterday by
International Business Machines,

writes Louise Kehoe in San
Francisco. Manzi 43, will become a

senior vice president of IBM.
Known for his intellectual

prowess, sharp wit and strong will,

he has ruffled lots of feathers

during his nine years at the head of

Lotus. In particular, he has been an
outspoken critic of Microsoft, the

industry leader, and waged a bitter

five-year legal battle with Borland
International over copyright issues.

Manzi has also been widely
criticised for Lotus' first quarter
losses. "Generalissimo Jim Manzi
marches like an industry

strongman, but seems unable to run
a company that can make a
profit . .

." says David Coursey,
editor of PC Letter, an industry

newsletter.

Manzi joined Lotus in 1983, one
year after the company was formed.
Before that, as a consultant for

McKinsey & Co. he was involved in
bringing Lotus’ first product, the
1-2-3 spreadsheet, to market He was
appointed chief executive in 1986
and elected chairman later the
same year, upon the retirement of

Lotus founder Mitch Kapour.

not made chief executive, he
decamped to Malaysia, where he set

up the Malayan Banking
Corporation, now the country’s

biggest financial house.

Once again he quit after a
boardroom quarrel, and turned his

attentions to one of the pillars of

the old colonial banking
community - Britain's Standard
Chartered Bank, which has big

interests in the region. When it

faced a hostile bid from Lloyds

Bank in 1986 it was Khoo, along

with Sir Y.K. Pao. the shipping
magnate, and Australian tycoon
Robert Holmes 4 Court, who came
to its rescue by buying a blocking

stake.

His partners have both died since

then and their stakes have been
sold, bnt Khoo, who owns 15 per

cent of the British bank, has stuck

with his investment through good
times and had.
At one stage he was negotiating

to buy controlling stakes in

Hongkong Land and Wheelock
Marden, one of the territory’s

oldest trading bouses. But then the

bubble burst and he ran into

trouble with the National Bank of

Brunei, which he had helped set up
in the mid-60s. Khoo had to step
down from the Standard Chartered
board and disappeared from the
corporate scene.

Apparently all is now settled and
Khoo can take his tea in peace. His
SSOOm investment in Standard
Chartered has proved the merit of
being a long-term investor - albeit

not always a welcome one.

Oh. Kayl: Tommy Krasker, Eric Stern and Dawn Upshaw

MUSIC
Fans ofVan Morrison, who have

had to endure some startling

fluctuations in the quality of his

output over the years, will greet

Days Like This (Exile) with a sense
of relief. It is a welcome return to

form, mellow and occasionally
positively jaunty in mood; even the
album's "bummers", “Underlying
Depression” and “Melancholia”,
don't really convince that Morrison
is anything but content with his lot
The album's highlight, “Ancient
Highway”, is eight minutes-plus of
serene mysticism, worthy to stand
alongside his very best work, which
is saying something.

(Nonesuch) is given a fresh account
by, among others. Kurt Ollmann,
Dawn Upshaw and the Orchestra of

St Luke’s, conducted by Eric Stem,
it has one of the brothers' most .

enduring standards, "Someone to

Watch Over Me".

Bernard Ashley’s

glamorous suitor

Afternoon tea with
Khoo Teck Puat

«|g|§ • JUI

Daniel Arbess: relentless with a total grasp of the nuances of Czech law.

Most afternoons a distinguished,
rather frail Chinese gentleman in a
white suit takes tea in the lounge
of the Goodwood Hotel in

Singapore, writes Kieran Cooke in

Kuala Lumpur.
Khoo Teck Puat not only owns

the Goodwood, one of the Island

republic’s more refined hotels. He
is also one of Singapore's richest

men, with a personal fortune
conservatively estimated at

USS1.6bn. Last week Khoo, 78.

expanded his hotel empire, paying
$104m for the Royal Garden Hotel
next door to Kensington Palace,
Princess Diana's London home.
The son of a rice trader, Khoo

started his career at the Overseas
Chinese Banking Corporation
during the war, working his way to
the top of what is now one of
Singapore's big four financial
institutions. Frustrated that he was

Georgette Mosbacher, the wife of
former US commerce secretary Bob
Mosbacher. takes pride in

glamorous, even shocking attire.

One can hardly see her donning a
demure Laura Ashley print, writes
Jill Davidson in Washington.

But, despite protestations from
Sir Bernard Ashley that be has no
intention of selling his 34 per cent
stake in the company named for his
late wife, the American
businesswoman and socialite is still

interested in acquiring the British

fashion and furnishings group.
Mosbacher, who kicks off her

curriculum vitae by claiming to

"represent what is possible in

America", currently heads her own
vehicle, Georgette Mosbacher
Enterprises. As well as hawking
The Exclusives by Georgette
Mosbacher cosmetics line an cable

shopping network QVC, she has
been particularly hi the public eye
since the publication of her book
Feminine Force, expounding
Camille PagUa-style feminism.
She is a Republican fundraiser.

Her husband is one of President

Bush's oldest friends, and she is

co-chairman of the Republican
National Finance Committee.
Her office is staying quiet

concerning any next move on the
Laura Ashley front. But Sir Bernard
should perhaps not underestimate
her. “If you work hard, anything is

possible", as that cv points out.

Back in the mists of time, before
New Age ambient music became
fashionable, a keyboard player
called Rick Wakeman composed
long instrumental pieces which
people mocked for sounding like

inferior movie soundtracks. Well,
cameth tbe hour and all that; The
Seven Wonders ofthe World
(President) is a series of melodic
mood pieces based on the Hanging
Gardens et al, touchingly dedicated
to the former Yesman's family, and
immaculately played and arranged
on digital keyboards.

Shostakovich’s magnificent

Symphony Number 13 "Babi Tar”
was hardly given the most
expansive review by nervous Soviet

officials in Prxwda: “Yesterday the

Thirteenth Symphony ter

Shostakovich was performed." It is

a fierce, controversial work,
vibrantly played here by the

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

conducted by Sir Georg Solti on
Decca. with Sir Anthony Hopkins
reading the Yevtushenko poems
which inspired the composer.

One of the Gershwins’ most
charming musicals, Oft, Eay!

In brief: Englebert
Humperdinck's new aHnnw

,
Love

Unchained (EMI) has the impudence
to kick off with “Too Young”, and
doesn’t get any better (or younger);

Edgar Freese , ofTangerine Dream
feme, combines old and new

"

material on the double Beyond the

Storm (Virgin); Therapy? sound
fashionably gloomy but a little

'

pass# on Infernal Lone (A&M).

Peter Aspden

FILM/VIDEO vK.l-:

:

With Thomas Jefferson we go to

Paris this week: a safe distance
from which to view the other
American releases which consist of
Bad Boys, an inchoate black crime
thriller, and Silent Fad, a duff
murder mystery starring Richard
Dreyfuss and a corpse.

Meanwhile, and more
momentously: Did the father of the
American Constitution and
one-time ambassador to France
(Nick Nolle) have a child-fathering

affair with his black slave girl? Did
he also love and leave a British
painter’s wife (Greta Scacchi)? And
ttid he wander round Paris

witnessing everything from the
early days of hot-air ballooning to
the first stirrings of the French
Revolution? Jefferson In Paris is

visually sumptuous and historically
intriguing. But the team of

Ivory-Merchant-Prahhvala.
purveyors of fine cinema to the
gentry, spread their story a little

too wide and their wit too thin.. You
cannot be bored, even over 2'/*

hours. But fewer plots and
perspectives, and a more alert or

irreverent focus, would have done
wonders.

The best new film - bold on to -

your credulity - is from Cambodia.
Rithy Panh’s Rice People is a stem
(rat strong rural drama, with a
Haidyesqne feel for the cruelties of

nature. Its tale of Calling harvests
and stricken families may sound
on-tempting as a iright at the

movies. But as the performances
exert their power - especially Peng
Panh as inafl Mum — you will do far

less dock-watching here than in

the week's rival films.

On video, interesting films rear

up from the past Cold Heaven is a

middling-to-mesraeric Nicolas Roeg
movie. Scenes FromA Marriage is

Bergman's coruscating drama, of
connubial breakdown. And. at last,

there is Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs-

Nigel Andrews
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M anagement consul-
tants seldom capture
the public's attention,
except perhaps as the

pun w nostde remarks from jaun-
diced businessmen.
Last week's proposed merger

between EDS and AT Kearney
therefore presents a rare dash of
colour by bringing together a part
Of. the aggressive US computer
services company founded by Ross
Psrot. and a low-key but
well-regarded independent
consultancy which had its name on
the same letterhead as McKinsey 90
years ago

.

The controversial transaction -
whereby EDS will acquire Kearney
and merge its own unit into a new
subsidiary trading under the
Kearney name - creates one of the
top 10 management consultancy
groups in the world. But it also
raises Important issues about the
emerging shape of the management
consultancy industry over the next
few years.
Are integrated, one-stop “shops"

- of which EDS/Keamey is by no
means the only example - the
dominant model for the late 1990s?
Will there be a flurry of corporate
activity as other big players
reposition themselves to meet the
new competition? If so, can the
resulting alliances withstand those
cultural problems which invariably
arise when merging “people"
businesses in general, and
management consultancies in
particular. Stories of staff at one
newly "integrated" London firm
using separate lifts in the same
building may be sensationalist, bnt
they are also salutary.

Management consultancies'
lacklustre image notwithstanding,
the sector’s prospects look anything
but dulL Most of the big six
accountancy firms, for example,
reported last week that their UK
management consultancy arms had
increased revenues by between 10
to 20 per cent last year, with
Touche Ross, KPMG and Ernst and
Young all recording close to 25 per
cent growth. The research
consultancy Gartner group - in a
report published in March -

estimates that worldwide fee
income from consultancy will
increase from $lL4bn (£7bn> in 1994

to $21bn in 1999, equivalent to a
compound annual growth rate of 13

per cent Few other industries can
look forward to such a rosy future.

The forces driving companies to

hire management consultants -

who do everything from advising

chief executives on strategy to

installing and running a new
computer system - come from
several directions. Business
uncertainty is perhaps the key
factor as senior executives seek
guidance on which way their
industries are headed, how business
processes should be structured,-bow
toi empower their employees, and
how technology can be used to
attain their business goals. “I’ve

been through other cycles and in

my experience the growth of our
business is greatest when the rate

of change is greatest", says John
Pendiebury. managing principal of

EDS Management Consultancy
Services Europe. Another factor

favouring consultants - thanks to

the “downsizing” and stringent cost

cutting of recent years - is the
shortage of available talent inside

companies to carry out these
assessments.

Consultancy firms come in all

Tim Dickson examines the changing face of consultancy following the

planned controversial merger between EDS and AT Kearney

A blend of aggression
and tradition

shapes and sizes - from
multinational giants like market
leader McKinsey to sole practitioner
tiddlers - but in terms of fee
income the big six accountancy
firms still dominate (see table).
Built up on the back of their
traditional accounting practices and
extensive business networks in the
1980s. they all feature in Gartner's
top 10. Andersen Consulting, Ernst
& Young and Deloitte & Touche are
all in the top five.

"Traditional" firms - such as
McKinsey, Boston Consulting
Group. Booz Allen & Hamilton and
AD Little - are generally best
known for their strategic expertise.

But some of the fastest growing
players in recent years, IBM and
EDS among them, have spotted the
the opportunity to consolidate
client relationships by selling
"upstream" consultancy services on
top of their core outsourcing and
systems integration skills.

Andersen and Gemini Consulting
are also seen as particularly strong
in "implementation".
EDS. founded by Perot in 1962

and now a quoted subsidiary of
General Motors, makes most of its

money running the computer
networks of its clients more
efficiently than they can. Like all

companies in the technology
indukry it has had to take bets on
which products its customers will

want in the information age. and
management consultancy is

certainly one of them. Since
mid-1993 the firm has aggressively
hired 1,300 consultants, bought up
seven smaller firms and. more or
less from a standing start, has built

up a business with an estimated

$200m in revenue. Kearney,
however, is the big one.

By adding the Chicago-based
partnership, which effectively
began life in 1929 when Andrew
Thomas Kearney joined James O
McKinsey & Company but only
adopted its present name in 1946.

EDS more than doubles its size.

More to the point, however, it lends

plausibility to its claim to be an
integrated player coupling
information technology and process
management capabilities with
Kearney's more traditional
consulting skills. This follows a
trend in the market towards
offering packaged solutions - from
strategic advice all the way through
to systems design and
implementation - which can be
seen in Gemini's successful
“Transformation" product and to a
lesser extent in McKinsey's
Pentagon (with its emphasis on
shareholder value).

EDS, meanwhile, clearly has
bigger ambitions If the relative sizes

of the information services industry

and the management consulting
business is anything to go by. “For
every $10 we earn from our

CummSmca

HSHili
traditional activities we find there

is about $1 of consulting work."
explains Pendiebury. Given EDS's
more than 80,000 employees
worldwide there is scope on this

basis substantially to expand the
newly enlarged management
consultancy division, which, post

aggressive hiring, organic growth
and selective acquisitions.
Acquisitions will either be global as
In the case of Kearney or more
niched as with, for example, the
purchase of Eurosept in France
last year."

Not surprisingly in a business

Leading worldwide management consultants for 1994
Share of Shore of

.
Revenue Sm marvel Revenue Sm market

McKinsey •

1.400 12% CSC 310 3%
Andersen Consulting 950 8% Arthur D Utile 305 3%
Ernst & Young 880 8% AT Kearney 300 3%
Detoftte & Touche 605 5% Bain 280 2%
Gemini Consulting 560 5% Mercer Management 220 2%
C&L 545 5% EDS(MCS) 208 2%
BCG 440 4% IBM 195 2%
Price Waterhouse 420 4% Other 3,000 26%
KPMG 390 3%
Booz Allen & Hamilton 380 3% Total 11,400 100%

Soiree: Gartner Group estimates

Kearney, will have more than 2,300

consulting professionals or 3.500

people in all. Adds Pendiebury; "We
have three methods for growing:

stuffed with “insecure
overachievers" as one insider put it

last week, sceptics are lining up to

pooh-pooh the EDS strategy. Few of

them deny the value of the Kearney
brand, its complementary "skill

sets" (notably in logistics and
manufacturing) and the additional

geographic coverage which the
Chicago-based firm will bring.

What they question, though, is

whether vertical integration is an
inevitable trend. “Consulting
depends on the individuals
involved," is one typical comment.
“In our experience clients are
willing to make up their own
minds, and more often than not
each service is sold at a different

level in the organisation to a
different buyer. There is much more
decentralisation of decision making
on this sort of thing than there was
10 years ago."

Precedents elsewhere, however,
suggest that mergers can create
giant people businesses - and that

this may be what clients want. Take
stockbroking for instance, which
has been radically restructured over
the last 10 to 15 years, despite
initial criticism that the big players

were wildly overpaying for a place
at the table. The takeover of SG

. s 'm

Warburg by Swiss Bank last month
was a vivid reminder that
companies which are medium sized

in global terms often struggle to

find an independent role.

It is certainly possible that
cultural differences will surface and
defection of some key people or
even teams cannot be ruled out.

Kearney itself lost a large chunk of

its financial services capability
when more than 150 consulting
professionals left to set up the
Mitchell Madison Group last

autumn. Kearney’s shareholder
base - 118 shareholding partners -

is narrower than many of its rivals
and it is quite possible that some of
those outside this circle who
contribute to the firm’s bottom line

will be feeling disenfranchised.

It would be unwise, though, to

under-estimate EDS's ability to

make the Kearney marriage work.
Not all precedents in the
management consultancy sector
point to blood on the walls, as the
relatively smooth creation of

Gemini from the merger of different

firms can demonstrate.
Financial sweeteners, moreover,

will help ease the pain.
Approximately 7m shares of GME
stock (special shares issued by GM
for the purchase of EDS), reflecting

EDS's performance and worth
9296m at Friday’s market price,
have been vested over the long term
for certain Kearney people joining

the new entity. And. while EDS
senior vice-president Gary
Fernandes will serve as chairman of
the board of the new subsidiary, its

CEO will be current Kearney CEO
Fred Steingraber. Kearney’s
headquarters will remain in

Chicago, well away from Plano.
Texas-based EDS, if not too far from
General Motors’ Detroit base.

Possibly of most significance is

EDS's proven ability to take onto its

own books large numbers of people
from corporate cultures alien to its

own and absorb them successfully

into its own ranks. Over the past 18

months in the UK. for instance, the
Inland Revenue's 2.500-strong
computer staff have ceased to be
civil servants and joined (he EDS
payroll - a challenge which might
cause upheaval in most companies
but which EDS apparently now
takes in its stride. Of the 80.000

worldwide employees more than
half have “emigrated" in this way.
This has been a powerful learning

opportunity for a company wbose
newly bolstered subsidiary will be
lecturing clients about empower-
ment, trust, team-based leadership

and other appropriate buzzwords
from tiie consultancy lexicon.

A bigger concern might be
whether EDS is overpaying by
offering $300m in cash and
contingency payments, not least

given strong indications that the
talks may have been going on for a
couple of years while Kearney
shareholders held out for more. The
answer to that probably depends on
whether optimism about the
industry generally proves to be well

founded. Another deep recession
would be harmful given that chief
executives tend to be less

fnture-focused in tough times. A
talent shortage could yet dent the

industry's expansion and failure to

find a successor to the extremely
lucrative business process
re-engineering craze might also be
damaging. Given consultants’
notorious creativity in developing

new products, that somehow seems
the least likely problem.

Knowing your place is good therapy

I
’ve found out why 1 feel so

tired all the tima It is not
because my baby is waking
me at night. No, it is because

of the way my desk is organised. I

have just been talking to William

Spear, an expert la Feng Shui, the
ancient oriental science of “place-

ment". He says that to sit, as I do,

with my back to the room with
shelves above my head is to ensure

that there will always be more work
than I have energy to do. He says

the situation would be remedied if I

invested in a kidney shaped desk,

and replaced the shelves with a mir-

ror, so that at least I could see who
was creeping up behind me.
According to tbe publicity mate-

rial sent to me by the Feng Shui

Network International. Sir Richard
Greenbury. who must be the least

faddy businessman in the world,

believes in it Companies including

Virgin and the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Bank are apparently

using Feng Shui to increase their

profits. Architects are queueing up

to learn how to maximise the bener

ficial energy flow of buildings, and
so too are estate agents.

That being the case. I asked Mr
Spear for any tips to help me sell

my house. He told me about one
lady who could not understand why
she was having such difficulty sell-

ing her desirable property until she
discovered that the pointed eave of

a neighbouring house was directed

at her front door. This was very
bad, as the sharp point represents

fire, which melts metaL Once she
attached something to her eave to

deflect the fire, the property was
sold at the asking juice.

In my case, he said the sale would
be dimmed if I spent £20 or £30 on
two round pot plants with red flow-

ers and put them on the doorstep.

Red, be said, is the right colour for

bringing money into the house. I

am prepared to give it a try, though
it is touch and go in central London
which will happen first: the money
be sucked into the bouse, or the

pots be stolen from the doorstep.

LUCY
K E L LA WAY

What I would like to know about
last week's RSA inquiry into

Tomorrow’s Company Is why it

took two and a half years to pro-

duce. Even on the admission of tbe
inquiry team, the report added little

to the sum of human knowledge:
instead its value was in drawing
attention to some neglected aspects

of business success.
This surely could have been done

in a fraction of the time. The
interim findings, published in Feb-
ruary after more than a year’s delib-

eration, were almost exactly the
same as tbe final ones. They con-

tained the dreary new phrase
“inclusive company”; they dis-

cussed the over-reliance on finan-

cial measures of success, and
bleated about the dangers of adver-
sarial relations between companies.

I can only assume the generous
timetable is what happens when
you get quite so many big cheeses
together. Tomorrow’s Company
may be one in which there is a
happy partnership between all

stakeholders; today’s company is

one in which the boss’ diary is very
full indeed.

The extraordinary amount of PR
work done by the REA may also
have slowed progress somewhat.
There was a video and a floppy disc

to produce, and no fewer than nine

pages of glowing endorsements to

collect from everyone who is

anyone is business. The
endorsements themselves are not
without interest, as nearly all the
big names quoted take the
opportunity of reminding us that

their companies are already living

by the findings of the report. Which
is statistically odd, as the whole
thrust of the RSA’s inquiry is that

the vast majority of British
companies are still doing quite tbe

opposite.

It is bad enough for Tubby, a
middle-aged script writer, that Sally

no longer wishes to be married to

him. But what is intolerable is the
fact that she, having just returned
from a management course, is

running their separation as if it

were a business deal complete with
agendas and memos.

In David Lodge's new novel.

Therapy. the management course is

seen as one of tbe essential

trappings of the 1990s, along with
aromatherapy, mid-life crisis and
health club membership. But
whereas aromatherapy is presented
as a harmless - if ineffective -

outlet for the hero's neurosis, the
management course is something
more pernicious.

I used to think the main danger of

management training was that the
lessons tended not to stick; you
spent a lot of money only to forget

the self-improving behaviour the

minute tbe "facilitator's" back was
turned. But now I see Lodge is

right: tbe greater risk is that you
take the lessons seriously and start

trying to impose on top of vour
natural self some new behaviour
that does not suit you.

If your boss, who usually ignores
you. comes sidling up. all false

smiles, and says what an excellent

job you are doing, does it make
your day? No: you wince, and
conclude he has just come back
from a management course, and
hope it won’t be long before he
reverts to form.
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MorphoSys
As conversation stoppers in

Germany's financial community,
the topics of venture capital and
biotechnology would be hard to

beat. Risk financing is scarce
and genetic engineering often

viewed sceptically.

But the southern state of

Bavaria likes biotechnology
companies and is keen to

finance them. One beneficiary is

Mnnirh-based MorphoSys, which
still has to reach the profits

stage but has caught the
attention of pharmaceutical
companies due to its pioneering
biomedical research.

"Venture capital is difficult

bore, there’s no question about
it," says Simon Moroney, the
chief executive. “But yon can
get a lot of soft money on a scale

that’s unprecedented
anywhere." Thus it is

embarking on a third financing
round in which each D-Mark of

venture capital will be matched
by two from state and federal

funds.
MorphoSys is researching

drags for cancer and other
diseases by seeking to optimise

the properties of proteins and
peptides (amino acid

compounds), especially as

antibodies. Some companies in

the US and UK do this by
working with transgenic

animals such as pigs and sheep
and others build up synthetic

molecule libraries.

Tbe unique MorphoSys
method, stemming from the

work of Andreas Plftcktium, a
German biochemistry professor,

is to select the best biochemical
variants from a vast number
and repeat them ova- and over
again. In the case of cancer
treatment, an antibody variant

would be cbosen which binds
best to the malignant cell and be
repeated constantly.

“It's molecular evolution,"

says Alex Korda, joint managing
director of Korda and Company,
a UK venture capital company
which invested in MorphoSys
two years ago. Korda, the
German federal government and
Technostart, a Stuttgart-based

technology finance operation,

together put in DM2.1m
(£950,000).

A further DM3.7m was
provided last year, with Atlas
Venture Capital (Dutch-based
witb a German operation),

Standard Life of the UK and
Jafco (part of Nomura
Securities) also participating. It

hopes a UK institution will

participate in the new DM8m
financing round.
“Sales don’t exist at this

stage." says Moroney. “It's

purely venture capital." All the

money now goes into research
and development. He hopes for

“cash neutrality" in about two
years. But adds: “The potential

rewards are enormous".
The company is pinning its

hopes on big drugs companies’
desire to put one more research

to specialised companies.
MorphoSys is in advanced talks

with a British group on
development of a prophylactic
for septic shock {associated with
invasive surgery) and with a .

German company on a
diagnostics kit.

Moroney says the company's
techniques are widely applicable
- “any disease is associated

with some aberrant molecule".
In abont two years,

MorphoSys hopes to give its

investors (who own 75 per cent)

an exit through a share flotation

- possibly oa Easdaq, the

planned European version of the
US’s Nasdaq - or a trade sale. It

may then link up with another
company; possibly in the US, to
give it greater strength m the
field of antibody engineering.

Andrew Fisher
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Following soon after the presidential elections this Survey will be an irxJepth examination of the policies the new Government will pursue and present the business opportunities this country offers.

The Survey will be read by an estimated 1.2 million people and will be an ideal advertising medium for aii companies active on the French market. For advertising information please contact

Dominic Good in Paris
Tel: (33 1) 42 97 06 21

Emma Lewin in London
Tel: (44 171) 873 4263

FT Surveys
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Rise in airfares Cholera alert

Creek air fses Increased
between 8 per cent and 9
par centfofheaocoad
quarter of the pear
compared wdtfa the same
time few* year, wide
dhcoqnt economy fares b»
Portugal decreased 14 per
cent, Scheherazade •

Daneshkhu writes.

Some of the hugest fare
Increases elsewhere were
to eastern Europe and the
Common—Hh or
Independent States wWch
increased between 4 per
cent and S per cent. Amex
said the upwards trend to
these areas would
continue as longas
demand outpaces
capacny.

[
Theformer

Soviet rapiiaKc

of Ukratoe

reported 20
cholera cases

last week. The

first cases were reported on

Monday in hftofayev, north of

Odessa. The health ministry has

blamed the outbreak on a

decaying sewage system and

the unwlingness of city

authorities to stop dumping raw
' sewage into the Yuzhny Boug
river, which supplies drinking

water for 3m Ukrainians.

Two cases of cholera have

been reported recently in

Moscow, and people have been
waned to buy only food with

quality cer tificates and to avoid

street vendors.

Manila security rapped

Security gape at Mantta’s

International airport are

being tightened after Hie
United States said It wnrid
cancel flights from the
Philippines over the issue,

GasSermo Cunartan, airport

general manager* said.

The US Federal Aviation

Authority mas concerned

.

about the airport's afa&tyto
detect Squid explosive used
In an attack by suspected
Moslemextremists on a
phSpptae Akims plane
last December In which a
Japanese passenger was
MBeri
The US letter of Hay 4

gave the Plii&pphtes ip to
the first week of August to
meet Its security concerns.

Non-stops dropped
•

|
Date Air Unas

h saidWs week ft.

j «3 tfscorifcue

j
norvstop *

y Ir service or two
J=L routes from te

hubatRatMuftWartofeyear. ••

It wBI end flights between
FrankMt and Prague In •

November, but w9 start a da8y

one^top service from Prague to

New York's Kennedy aigxjrt via

Amsterdam. Delta also sad it

will cfiscortirtue its non-stop
service between Frankfurt and
DeBas/Fbrt Worth at the end of

November.

The afrfihe saki the
discontinued non-stop service

from Frankfurt to the two cities

win efimftiate 14 weekly fights at

toe Frankfurt bub.

Arrivals service Strike threat

From Thursday United
A&fties fe offering a .

eonipBmentazy arrives
senicezt Its nine European

- *-* X* 1- -oesmwoovrs.
. The ofier appSes te

tUMbire firm and
Connoisseta1 {bustoess)
class passengers and
Includes a Bght breakfast,

showery access to the
tefapfanen andfax machines
and, atsome destinations, .

fitness faietttfes.

The services wfll be
provided at United’s Red
Carpet Room airport

kxmges or at hotels wftfa

which it has an

f
Two hundred .

.

"

Greek airport >
nxiway workers

seeWng-better

pay-and

ccnci&jnsan

due to stage a’ na&nwfcfe sfr&e

.

on Friday ttrat is likely to delay.’

flights, a union leader said.

On Saturday, toe broader -
.

Federation of Gvfl Aviafion

Unions. with 2,500 members,
has ordered a 24-hour

’

stoppage, to be followed by a -

48-hour strike starting an June
23.

‘ ;

• AS SAS domestic and
international ffigfris were,

grounded on Friday after pay \
tafl<s wfth ptots broke down, the
Scantfcnavian carter said. .

It is getting more difficult for smokers to light up in the air, says Christine Buckley

S
moking or non-
smoking ... the ques-

tion that has for long

been part and parcel of
checking in is becoming
increasingly redundant. And
the familiar overhead no-

smoking sign, lifelong sidekick

of the “fasten seatbelt” light,

may also soon be without any
work.

Last month Virgin Atlantic

and United Airlines joined the

growing number of carriers

slapping a total smoking ban
on certain routes. Both extin-

guished smoking on all their

transatlantic flights. Virgin
becoming the first European-
based carrier to do so. The air-

line headed by Richard Bran-

son - a former smoker and
now member of Parents
Against Tobacco - also
included most of its Far East

routes in the ban. But Virgin

was forced to decide against a
ban on its route between Lon-
don and Tokyo because of the

demand for smoking seats -

the Japanese are formidable
opponents of smokeless flights.

All flights into Japan allow
smoking. Similarly. Air New
Zealand's ban on smoking was
recently extended to all flights

from Europe - except to Japan
and Korea. Virgin's flights

between London and Athens
also allow smoking.

Much of the industry is pur-

suing an ambitious goal - set

by the International Civil Avia-

tion Authority - of banning
smoking entirely in the air by
the end of next year. Although
the authority has no power to

impose a complete ban, many
airlines are happily and

Last gasp for nicotine
HWH V6c| LirANGTHER
ONE SflNDEfcs?
“WERE OTHER,
People desps^hte
FbR. F) CieRRErr£

k Tbo Vtow KNOW/

Forest, the UK pro-smoking
group, also blames some of the

anti-smoking popularity upon
the US’S zealous rarnpaigmiig

In the US. where the health
lobby is strong and vocal,

smoking is hannorf on all inter-

nal flights shorter than six

hours. Last year the health
lobby sought to extend its

influence beyond its own air-

space when the US House of

Representatives voted to ban
smoking on all incoming awrt

outgoing Bights. The move did
not, however, find approval in

the Senate.

While the airline

industry’s drive
to make the skies

clearer of smoke
is another victory for the anti-

smokers who are steadily driv-

ing the addicted from practi-

cally every public place, it can
also prove a problem for these
who need to smoke.
A guide to smoke-friendly air

travel is published by Forest,

but as the airlines are chang-

ing their provisions so rapidly,

smokers should check for

themselves.

And it is worth remembering
that the diehard smokers will

invariably need to ask the air-

line rather than expect to be
told as a number of carriers

have a practice of implement-
ing a ban without drawing
attention to it.

If yon don’t think to ask
before travelling the first you
may know about a smokeless
flight is when you don't hear
that familiar question at the

check-in desk: smoking or non-
smoking?

quickly heeding the call. A
fresh ban is announced virtu-

ally each month.
In March the Federation of

Tour Operators added its

weight, saying that its mem-
bers. which operate 90 per cent

of charter flights from the UK.
declared that charter flights of

six hours or less would be non-
smoking from November.
The airlines say the bans are

prompted by market demand,
although anecdotal evidence is

strong that many travellers

are determined to continue
their nicotine habit airborne.

Earlier this year the Scottish

Earl of Lovelace became a
smoking cause celibre when he
took a 4,000-mile detour on a
trip to Australia from Aber-
deen so that he could have a
cigarette on the journey, the

direct route with Qantas hav-

ing outlawed smoking.
However, all is not lost for

smokers, even in the US,
where the habit is frowned on.

Travellers are increasingly
choosing to favour Dallas/Fort

Worth international airport
with their custom. They say
they prefer to make onward

connections there where smok-
ing fadlities are greater than
at a number of other airports

and say they are happy to lose

time changing at Dallas if it

enables them to have a ciga-

rette.

But demand for smokeless
flying can be seen, even if it is

only in the form of court cases

brought by disgruntled passen-

gers against airlines who have
failed to provide a reasonably

smoke-free atmosphere. Last
year British Airways paid an
out-of-court settlement to a
family who said that they had

to suffer passive smoking dur-

ing a flight. And the number of

actions brought by passengers

on the grounds that non-
smoking seating near the nico-

tine zone leads to discomfort is

growing.

The tobacco and smoking
lobbies counter that this could

be alleviated if the airlines

changed cabin air more fre-

quently. However, airlines say
they change cabin air

frequently enough - British

Airways says all the air

on its flights is replaced at

least every three minutes.
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House of

delights in

Brussels
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In tire Brussels

house of Victor
U Tte Horta, the
A ^ great art nou-W .11 I veau architect,

1 now the Horta

AN HOUR museum, one

TOSRARE could easily
mmmmmammmm spend an hour
simply admiring the stair-

case.

Horta used the iron and
glass of industrial architecture

to dramatic effect in the
domestic interior. At 25 rue
Americaine, the stairwell’s

slender cast-iron columns open
up the heart of the house. In
fluid curves, golden tie-rods

and girders rise throughout the

building to support the glass

and iron roof which floods the

stairwell with yellow-tinted

light.

There is barely a straight

line to be seen, from the gently

curving marble treads and
scrolling metal banisters to the
exuberant twists of the wooden
handrail above.

Belle ipoQue beauty is com-
bined with all mod cons. An
elegant radiator pillar, resem-

bling nothing so much as a col-

umn of loosely stacked CDs,
stands at the foot of the stairs.

Cable for electricity is con-

cealed within the tie-rods of
the stairwell and glass lamps

in the form of flower bells

hang from these delicate metal

stems.

Gleaming new materials
combine with the sumptuous
and traditional In the dining

room, above bands of pink and

white marble and a floor of

American ash and mosaic,
there are walls and vaults

of white enamelled brick -

the finest marble would
probably have proved less

costly.

Structural metalwork is

exposed and ornamented, and
sculpture integrated into the

whole through a series of bos

reliefs portraying the arts.

Horta designed every last

detail down to the door han-

dles and hinges. Needless to

say. he designed his own furni-

ture, too. The museum also

houses ftimiture made for vari-

ous clients' houses, along with

architectural models and
designs.

Admirers of that other Bel-

gian hero. Tintin, may prefer

to visit another Horta building,

the Magasius Waucquez
department store at 20 rue des

Sables, now the Centre Beige

de la Bande Dessin&e and
devoted to the history of the

Belgian comic strip.
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Pom as a guide to

business potential

MEDIA FUTURES

Tim

It is always
difficult to
know whether
or not a new
media tech-
nology has
real business
potential. One
way of decid-

Jackson ing might be
- - — — called Jack-
son's taws of Media Futures.
First law: if pornographers are
among the early adopters of
the new technology, then it

has definite commercial possi-

bilities. Second law: if there is

a public backlash against por-
nographic use of the new tech-
nology, then its future is

assured
Looking back over new

media that have become main-
stream, one can see plenty of
instances of these laws at

work. The history of photogra-

phy is one; premium-rate tele-

phone service is another the
VCR Is a third So how does
the Internet fit in?

Until a month ago, this new
technology seemed to be a

counter example. Its accep-
tance as an important new
technology was beyond doubt.

Its use for the transmission of
huge quantities of sex-related

material was obvious to the
most casual observer. And yet
nobody seemed to take much
notice. The most serious
attempt to curb Internet por-

nography had been easily out-

manoeuvred in Congress.
Tins year, things are differ-

ent. Senator James Exon, a
Democrat from Nebraska, is

back, demanding more stri-

dently than ever that the Inter-

net should be made "safe for

children'*- His proposals have
been appended to the telecom-
munications deregulation law
currently before the Senate.

Political hostility towards
media sex and violence is

growing, as Senator Robert
Dole's recent statements show.
Internet pressure groups are
taking the Exon threat seri-

ously: everywhere one looks,
electronic signatures against
the Senator's proposals are
being collected

The trouble with the anti-

Exon campaign is that some of

its members take the word
“cyberspace” too literally.

They act as if the online world
should be independent of
ground control.

A good example of this men-
tality is the case of Jake Baker,
a student at the University of
Michigan. Baker posted a story

on an Internet newsgroup (dis-

cussion forum) in which he
described, in the first person,
how he and another man had
raped, tortured and killed a
young woman who happened
to have the same name as one
of his college classmates. Had
Baker typed his fantasy on
paper ami handed out copies in
the university cafeteria, his
politically correct fellow stu-

dents would probably have
cheered when the FBI came to

take him away. But because
his chosen wwriimn was elec-

tronic, numerous groups have
sprung to Baker’s defence.
With enemies like that. Sena-

tor Exon hardly needs friends.

The senator’s proposals

express an underlying feeling

that must be right A text that
it is illegal to print in a book
should not be tolerated just
because it is typed at a com-
puter keyboard and posted on
an Internet newsgroup. Words
that are illegal to say on the

telephone or in a private letter

should not acquire immunity
when sent by e-mail.

What is more, there is a case
for raising the penalties for

breaking tbe law over the
Internet. The anonymity of the
Internet encourages people to

type things that they would
never dream of writing down
or saying to someone's face -

just as the partial anonymity
of tbe telephone tempts people
to be much ruder than they
dare to be at meetings.

S
o Senator Exon's
wish to raise the

stakes to a $100,000

(£63,700) fine and two
years in jail makes

sense. But the senator wants to

go further still. The first draft

of his proposed law tried to pin
responsibility for illegal mate-
rial not just on its authors, but
also on the companies that dis-

tribute it from bulletin boards
to online services, and from
Internet providers to telephone
companies.
This approach betrayed a

lack of understanding of how
the online world works. For
tbe Internet is not one medium
with a controlling editor

publisher, but many different

media, each with a different

degree of editorial control. The
bill's first draft was therefore

Education and the
information society
The G7 countries must act to unite the world as

technologies converge, writes Carlo De Benedetti

Senator James Exon: Internet should be made “safe for children"

New delivery

- old pictures

TheUnlton Deutscfa

Collection, one of the largest

pictu re archives in tbe world,

is offering digital

transmission of its 15m
Images, as well as its more
traditional delivery methods.
The images can be

transmitted direct to Apple
Macs over an ISDN line.

Recipients will also require

4-SightISDN Manager
software. E-mail requests;

100530.10l@CompuServexom

rightly shouted down as ludi-

crous, since it would have
forced Internet providers who
wanted to keep their hands
clean either to close down alto-

gether or to censor everything
posted by their clients, includ-

ing private electronic mail.

The senator's subsequent
attempts to ameDd this provi-

sion have served merely to

confuse the matter. But the
Exon proposals suffer from a
more fundamental flaw: they
fail to take account of the legal

remedies already available
against some material on tbe
Internet. Federal and state
laws in the US already prohibit

the promotion, interstate trans-

portation, or transmission by
telephone of obscene material
There are also stringent rules

on pornographic pictures of
minors, even the possession of
which can be illegal.

If these existing restrictions

were enforced, tbe range of
offensive material on the Inter-

net would be significantly nar-

rowed. Yet rather than urging

more comprehensive enforce-

ment the Exon scheme is to

broaden the definition of what
is forbidden.

As well as obscenity, which
is not protected under the First

Amendment of the US Consti-

tution, Exon wants to outlaw
material that is “lewd, lascivi-

ous. filthy or indecent'’. This
wider definition could cover all

kinds of material, from Lady
Chatterley's Lover to the
screenplay of the latest Taran-

tino.

Tbe best argument for such
restrictions is that Internet

hype has attracted attention

from children, and given them
access to sexual material they
would find hard to obtain on
video or in print
But children can be pro-

It’s the game of the name
Diane Summers reports on registering Internet addresses

W hen Puma, the
sportswear manu-
facturer, recently

came to register

its name on the internet, it

found someone else had got

there first

The “domain" name Puma -

which would have allowed
Internet users immediately to

locate -the company’s address

in cyberspace - had already

been appropriated by the

Power. Users' Macintosh Asso-

ciation. Not unreasonably, the
association had decided- -the

acronym was snappier for

users to type in than tbe full

version of its name, and Puma
will now have to settle for a
second best, such as Pumas-
port

.

The case has prompted
Puma's advertising agency,
London-based KHBB. part of

tbe Cordiant group, -to contact

all its clients suggesting they

register domain names imme-
diately, whether or not they

have any current plans to use -

the Internet to provide lrifor-

matinti on their products and
sendees.
Registration is done in the

US through a body called firter-

NIC - the Internet Network
Information Center - and in

tire UK through the UK nam-

'

mg committee made up of the

.

main service providers, which
includes Demon, and Pipex.

These bodies check the Inter-

net to ensure a name is not
already in use and weed out

any obvious attempts by com-
panies to register the names of

their rivals, before allowing
registration.

But to register a name, com-
panies must, at the same time,

sign np to the Internet - a step

some organisations do not yet

want to take. KHBB, and a few
other agencies which have full

Internet connections, are offer-

ing to register names on cli-

ents’ behalf for a flat fee of

£250. This includes consulting

with the company on the most
appropriate domain names,
checking on the Internet that

the name derided on has not
already been taken, and regis-

tering with the appropriate
authority in the US or UK. The
names continue to be owned
by the company, but are “held”

by the agency until the point

when the derision is made to

start using the Internet

According.to Simon Law, the

account planner at KHBB who
has been most closely involved

with the domain namas issue:

“As.more andmore companies

go - on. to the Net, it gets

increasingly likely that
another company will have
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registered the name you want.
You need to use a minimum
number of letters in your
address to make it as memora-
ble and professional as possi-

ble. Most people are trying to

keep to eight letters or less, so
there could be a lot of overlap.

Over the next year, as a mass
of companies go on to the
Internet, it will get even more
difficult to get your name reg-

istered-"

As organisations resort to

second-choice names, he
believes there will be added
kudos in having a perfect

domain name. "It will show

you were one of the earlier

companies on the Internet and
you're a forward-thinking
organisation.” he says
Moving to register a name as

soon as possible will also cut

down on the possibility of

fraud, hostile action by com-
petitors and individuals
attempting to make money out

of registering corporations’

names and then trying to sell

them back, he says.

The latter was a particularly

hot issue in the US last year
after Joshua Quittner, a jour-

nalist writing in the computer
magazine Wired, managed to

bag the McDonald’s name from
the hamburger giant. Follow-

ing a flurry of activity by law-

yers, McDonald’s now has its

domain name back, but this

and other cases prompted “a
bit of a gold rush at the end of

last year. People were thinking

’this will be my million. If a
company wants its name back
they’ll have to pay me'." says

Law.
No one knows how much has

been made in this way by
enterprising individuals - like

almost everything about the
Internet, the legal picture is

hazy and settlements have
been out of court.

Simon Law's Internet address
is: slauxfccmekhbb.cauk

Make a date with news you want
Stephen McGookin describes Individual’s customised service

Yosi Amram is fond of

romanticising about

his company. "Think

of us as a computer-

ised dating service,” says the

president and chief executive

of Individual Lux, the Massa-

chusetts-based . company be

founded in 1989.

Individual matches readers

With information by connect-

ing subscribers to material

from 500 electronic news pro-

viders, which use exclusively-

licensed Smart (system far

manipulation and retrieval of

text) technology developed by

Gerard Salionat Cornell uni-

versity. •
. : .

The company receives

between 15,000 and 20.000

articles a day from wire ser-

vices. trade periodicals, news-

papers* stock markets and gov-

ernment sources. ' These are

categorised into topics and

<mt to those customers whose

news profiles they match. -

’ Individual has a range of

products. One called First! is a
daffy customised news service

- aimed at corporations. It costs

$5,000 (£3,185) a month with
LAN {local area network) dis-

tribution. HeadsUp and iNews
are more personal news ser-

vices for executives, costing

from $40 a month. NewsPage is

a World Wide Web service on
the Internet (lmw.news-
pdQe.com). ft is free, although

it is set to charge for foil-text

articles from. July 17.

First! stories are delivered in

foil text via fox, e-xoail or as a

feed for groupware computer

platforms. To ensure that the

corporate user profiles remain
relevant, First! uses a system

called Relevance Feedback,

where the reader uses a grad-

ing process to label the articles

recaived accordtngto their use-

fulness. This information is

then fed back into the system

so that SMART teams about

the shifting interests of differ-

ent readers.

In HeadsUp and iNews, sub-

scribers create their profiles by
choosing topics from each
day’s news briefs. Full-text

articles can then be chosen and
downloaded.

F
rom September I, the

company is introduc-

ing NewsPage UK
(www.newspage.co.uk)

which is focused for readers In

Britain and Europe. It provide

faster access times than the

currant worldwide service.

NewsPage has tapped into a
potentially lucrative source by
putting a sponsor's banners at

the opening of each topic cate-

gory. Readers dick on the ban-

ner to link to further informa-

tion. Around 100 of the 1,000

topic riotsra the UK version of

NewsPage have already been

sponsored. •

The company says NewsPage

UK will be available free of

charge until December 1. Then
story briefs will be available

free,: with charges levied
for downloads of full-text

articles.

The value to content provid-

ers of participating - aside

from the royalty payments
allowing them to leverage their

fixed editorial investment - is

that they can gain access to

incremental readers not In
their core market and build
their reputation as a news pro-

vider, as well as gaining free

market research cm potential

customers.

“News is becoming a com-
modity." says Amram. “We’re
not trying to replace core

sources that you should be
subscribing to anyway, what
we do is provide relevant

articles from sources you
might not otherwise see, or

might not be able to afford to

subscribe to.”

tected without restraining
adults’ access. An enterprising
wife-and-husband team in Cal-
ifornia has launched a new
software package called Surf-

Watch, which keeps track of
several hundred inappropriate
newsgroups and allows parents
or teachers to restrict Internet

access to them, and to update
the list of forbidden fruit
monthly. Mac users can buy it

now; a Windows version is doe
next month.

If governments wish to legis-

late, they could impose on
Internet providers similar obli-

gations to the proprietors of
video or magazine shops. One
possibility might be to give

providers an obligation to ask
their customers whether they
are over IS, and to disable

the accounts of minors to

prevent access to adult
material.

As other solutions are found,

a Third Law of Media Futures
will come into play. That law
is: if the fuss over the use of

new technology for pornogra-
phy has died down, then the

technology is ready for mass
commercialisation.

At that stage, more mundane
concerns will take over. For
instance, people at work are

using the Internet to waste
company time. A recent cover

story in Information Week
magazine asked American
computing managers: “Are
your workers becoming Net
potatoes?" Inside, a poll

revealed tbat 95 per cent of

employers said their staff used
the Internet for non-work pur-

poses, and 32 per cent believed

their staff did so for more than

an hour a day. There, rather

than electronic pom, lies the

real threat
Tim Jackson can be reached at:

.
LjacksontsSxip3.denum.co.uk.

T
he electronic and
digital revolution is

fuelling a conver-
gence between com-
puters, electronics,

telecommunications and media
teat is already highly' visible in
the marketplace. This was
reflected at a meeting I chaired
in Washington recently. It was
attended by business leaders

from computer, telecoms and
media companies in the seven
major industrialised countries.

And, for the first time, they
called for government action to

promote construction of the
global information society. The
meeting made two clear recom-
mendations tbat will be sent to

delegates at this week's G7
summit in Halifax, Nova Sco-

tia.

First: action must be taken
as soon as possible to acceler-

ate full liberalisation of tele-

coms infrastructure and ser-

vices in all GT countries by no
later than January* 1 199S. and
to ensure that independent reg-

ulatory authorities are estab-

lished and empowered.
Second: global trade should

be promoted by opening up
basic telecoms services and
infrastructures. The World
Trade Organisation should by
next April negotiate a success-

ful and balanced accord while
agreeing to remove all barriers

to trade in the telecoms and
information technology sec-

tors.

The business leaders are also

urging governments to encour-

age the production of interna-

tional operating standards, as
well as guidelines for privacy,

security' and tbe protection of

data and intellectual property

rights.

It was recommended that
implementation of global pilot

projects should be accelerated.

In particular, special attention

must be paid to education.
This is the only way to ensure
that tbe demand for the goods
and services of tbe information

society rapidly achieves the
critical mass needed to create

self-sustaining growth.

In the information society,

consumption depends on
knowledgeable consumers. If

the intelligence and knowledge
of potential users is limited it

puts a brake on demand. The
foundation of the information
society, therefore, is wide-

spread intelligence: intelli-

gence in products, in business,

in the public sector, and
among consumers. This is the

primary reason why we are
urging governments to take
action to improve education
systems.
A second reason stems from

the fact that digitalisation and
the growing use of computers
are creating new forms of illit-

eracy and poverty, even in the
most advanced societies. Peo-

ple who lack keyboard skills or
do not know how to access
information on a CD-Rom run
the risk of not having the
knowledge they need to do
their job. Moreover, computer
illiteracy affects every social

group: it is not confined to the

poorest social classes.

Another danger is that new
forms of discrimination may
emerge between countries
equipped to enter this informa-
tion-and-knowledge society,

and countries tbat cannot In

Africa, for instance, one out of
two people has never used a
telephone: but then. Africa has
fewer telephones than New
York.

D iscrimination at
social and
national levels

between “haves"
and “have nots"

must be avoided. In principle,

everyone should have the
chance to be a “have" and to

take an active part irrespec-

tive of cultural background, in

the creation of the information
society.

This is why we have stressed

the importance of education.

Japan’s business leaders have
decided to organise a Junior
Information Society Summit to

offer young people and chil-

dren all over the world an
opportunity to discuss and
draw up proposals for the
development of the informa-
tion society. Young people
must be accorded this right

because we are laying the

foundations today for tbe soci-

ety they will lead tomorrow,
and because the)' often display

greater insight and creativity

in seeking solutions to the
issues of new technology.
Edith Cresson, the European

commissioner for research and
human resources, intends to

launch a special European pro-

gramme of education and
training. I trust tbat it will

meet with approval at the
European summit in Cannes at

the end of this month.

T
oday - and not just

in Europe - the
education field lags

seriously behind
other areas in the

use of new technology. Com-
puters. modems, CD-Roms. net-

working and so on are a part of

daily life in the corporate
world and in many public sec-

tor bodies. But in schools,
where they could be of extraor-

dinary value as teaching aids,

they are rarely used.

This is not a question of

financial resources. It is a
question of policy. Europe
spends more than $350bn
(£223bn) on education (5.5 per
cent of GDP) - not much more
than the $250bn it spends just

to support the unemployed.
More should be spent on educa-

tion which could lead to job

creation. Knowledge and intel-

ligence are the main assets of

job-seekers. These assets
should be continually
enhanced and renewed
through permanent education
anH training programmes.
All these initiatives take

time, but business and. above
all. governments must realise

how important and urgent is

the need for committed action.

The information society
opens up the prospect of new
wealth and broader market
participation. When markets
grow, democracy grows. But if

the transition is not correctly

guided, the information society

will be mis-shapen and will

fuel new conflict and new
forms of discrimination or cul-

tural subordination.

Carlo De Benedetti is chairman

Of Olivetti.
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Energy

on the move

We are an east German gas merchant company: our day-to-day business shows

us what it takes to put the east German economy on the move towards recovery:

energy. For us, energy Isn’t just natural gas - even though natural gas is the most

popular form of energy with consumers, utilities and businesses. For us, it Is also the

initiative, flexibility and commitment needed to put our economy back

on its feet. Together with our partners in energy - regional distributors, local

government and industry - we have already moved a long way within a short

space of time. We are able to supply natural gas via an area-wide network to all

parts of east Germany - a major achievement which has received international

recognition. Now we are focusing on the finer details: greater flexibility In gas

purchasing and the ability to meet growing demand for gas. That makes us the

right partner tor energy.

Vtertiundnetz GOs AG Karl-Heine-Stra8e 10 - 04229 Leipzig Germany - Telephone: <0 1049)34 1443-Q1
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Only 24 Hours from the boardroom

N est Friday
banker Thomas
Bscher will click

shut his brief-

case and leave
Oppenheim Bank’s oEDce in

Cologne for the weekend. Not
just any weekend, for Bscher,

co-owner of the bank, is going
to Le Mans, along with a quar-

ter of a million other motor
racing fans. They will be spec-

tating. Bscher will be driving.

And he will be up against

other top businessmen, such as

Lindsay Owen-Jones. chief

executive of French perfume
group L’Oreal. and Moody
Fayed, heir to the Harrods
store.

These amateur racers will

lap the 24-Hour French circuit

at speeds of up to 350kph.
Esther's McLaren FI GTR cost

him Sim. A season campaign-

ing around Europe in the GT
Global Endurance series costs

dose to another seven figures.

Serious money for a Eoys Own
fantasy.

So does Bscher have any
chance of winning at Le Mans?
“If the car holds together we
have a good chance of finish-

ing in the first ten," he says,

after giving the matter serious

consideration.

This 43-year-old father of two

small children is no playboy,

acting on whim and bravado.

Everything in his team is done

with due diligence or not at alL

English engineer David Price

runs the Bscher car. "There's

still room for the amateur."

believes Price, who has 30

years of experience in car rac-

ing. including a good deal of

time in Formula One. “We're

leading the championship with

a driver who spends all week
running a bank. So we must be

doing something right.”

Team Bscher is run exactly

like the Porsche. Ferrari and
Jaguar works equipes with

which it must compete. The
owner has a professional co-

driver, John Neilsen of Den-
mark. with whom he must
accept the roles of both

employer and junior partner.

Tm quite happy to see John in

a different class from myself.

As an amateur you will never

be as quick as a professional.

On a two-minute circuit he is

as much as a second a lap fas-

&m
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ter than myself," explains
Bscher. “John drives as much
as possible. Exactly how much
depends on pit stops. But at Le

Mans I will drive maybe seven
or eight hours out of 24. How-
ever, we have analysed our
previous races and know that

we have never dropped a place

due to my driving," Bscher
adds.
Neilsen and. his patron came

together under the sign of Mas-
eratl Bscher has collected the

Italian marque for years, and
raced these classics in historic

car series. In 1992 the factory

produced a “race spec” super-

car. which Bscher coveted for

his own. Maserati told the
would-be buyer that he had to

race the car or it was no sale.

In the following year's Maser-

ati series. Neilsen won and
Bscher came second.

McLaren's route to building

personal racing machines for

wealthy individuals was one of

serendipity rather than strat-

egy. Its chief engineer Gordon
Murray had originally con-
ceived the FI as the ultimate

road car - a market where
companies such as Ferrari,

Bugatti and Lamborghini had
shown that demand was
scarcely price-sensitive. So far

seven enthusiasts have written

$lm cheques.

In recent years, there has
been a noticeable, and much-
criticised, influx of young driv-

ers into the lower echelons of

Fl. Fabulously rich Brazilian.

Italian or Japanese families
know that a fat wallet can buy
a drive in a struggling team. It

is not an arena for captains of

industry. “Nothing could per-

suade me to do Fl.” says

Bscher. “The safety aspect is

too small, the costs too high. It

would not be compatible with
my business life.”

This incompatibility is not
just to do with time away from
work. Bscher's reasoning is

more subtle than holiday rotas.

Colleagues and clients' want to

talk about the McLaren and
sports car racing all the time.

It has made him a minor celeb-

rity in German banking circles.

If he were to aim at FL Bscher
would probably be seen as mid-
dle-aged executive indulging a
menopausal fantasy. And, any-

way, the sports car world is so

much more civilised.

“People still talk to one
another in this end of the
sport. You go into each other's

garages and have a chat and a
Laugh." explains David Price.
“That went out of the window
In Fl years ago. And it [sports
car racing] is still affordable,

compared with $20m a season
for a competitive Fl car."

Of course, such things are
relative. If the Bscher/Neilsen
car has a crash at Le Mans a
replacement door will cost

$14,000. A blown engine would

Bscher’s Sim McLaren Fl GTR: a replacement door would cost $14,000. a blown engine $180,000

be around $180,000. although so
far the motors have stood up to
the factory promise of me per
season.

Bscher chooses not to reveal

his annual budget, saying only
that it is “very, very expensive.
Without the sponsorship of
West cigarettes for maintain-

once costs, I could not do this,"

he says.

For professionals, servicing

the amateur dream can be
tricky.- David Price says: “Pve
been involved in the past with

rich people who want to go rac-

ing. Once they realise how
much money these things can
gobble up they discover they're

not as rich as you think they

are."

“This car is a million dollars-

worth of equipment and you
can’t look after it in your gar-

den shed. “Thomas Is totally

realistic about that He realises

that we put a lot of effort in

and expect him to do the same.

He arrives when we tell

him to, does the job, and
goes back to the bank. It’s

as simple as that” With six

noughts.
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Gem of an exhibition in Lincoln’s Inn aid >^ rra>'

New gallery adds another dimension to the Sir John Soane Museum, writes Colin Amery n- rrta:‘

^
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or anyone even remotely
interested in architecture

a visit to the Sir John
Soane Museum in Lon-
don's Lincoln’s Inn Fields

ha always been an eye opener and
an insight into a highly creative

mind. But a completely new dimen-
sion has been added with the open-
ing of a small exhibition gallery

which enables the museum to put
on regular small displays of its

incredible riches.

Sir John Soane died in 1837 and
left his house, office and collections

to the nation. He built three houses

in Lincoln’s fan Two form the
museum and one day the third will

be re-acquired as a study centre.

On the ground floor of No. 12.

Soane had a dining room and a
breakfast parlour. These two rooms
have been added to the tour of the
museum for the first time. The
breakfast parlour has been restored,

almost as it was - with a painted

ceiling of trellis and leaves. The res-

toration is based upon an accurate

watercolour painted in 1789 by
Joseph Gandy.

It was derided to make the formerEva Jiricna chose a cruciform arrangement of glass show cases

dining room into a small exhibition
gallery - a brave decision because
there are a lot of sensitive purists

around who resist all change and
are unaware of the public thirst for

architectural knowledge.
Even braver was to commission

Eva Jiricna - branded “high tech"
- to design the new room. She is

best known for her stylish shop
designs and restaurants. The gal-

lery was paid for by property com-
pany MEPC, which donated £lm for

the restoration of the museum and
the new gallery, providing the Gov-
ernment matched the donation.

Jiricna evolved a brilliant solu-

tion which is as immaculate and
careful in its design as anything
Soane would have done himself. It

Is also highly original and very
beautiful.

Visitors approach the new gallery

through a link passage way which
was designed by the museum's res-

toration architect, Julian Harrap.
This is an ingenious series of small

stepped spaces with some intricate

and ingeniously lighted small show
cases to display some of Soane's
small objects. It is entirely in keep-

ing with the intricacy of the whole
museum, which is throughout
domestic, small scale and crowded
with an intense display of works of

art
The new’ Soane Gallery is a very

important London attraction
because it is one of the very Tew
galleries devoted to architecture.

Jiricna was faced with a very diffi-

cult design challenge as well as a
lot of understandable nervousness

about doing anything at all in these

sacred rooms. She chose to place a

cruciform arrangement of glass

show cases in the centre of the
room - leaving the Soane walls

untouched.
These cases had to be designed to

the highest conservation standards

and have perfect lighting and
humidity controls. They also had to

be easily accessible for the chang-

ing of exhibitions and, in such a
small space, not be subjected to dis-

tracting reflections.

It was right to launch the gallery

with a display of some of the cream
of the collection. It is not generally

known that Soane’s collection
amounts to some 30.000 drawings,

including 54 volumes of drawings
by the Adam family. There are

drawings by Piranesi Clerisseau,

Nash, Wren, Hawksmoor, Kent.

Chambers and Dance. There are

Italian Renaissance drawings as
well, of course, the most remark-

able and complete collection of

Soane's own works.

This perfect little exhibition is a
microcosm of the collection. There
are only 45 drawings to look at but

they are so well shown that there is

time to enjoy each one completely.

The selection explores Soane’s col-

lecting instincts while also reveal-

ing same of the sources ofMs inspi-

ration. The “North Italian Album"
is a 16th century source book of

designs for artists and craftsman to

use - probably goldsmiths and cabi-

net makers. This theme continues

in the lively drawings by Grinling

Gibbons of his designs for decora-

tive works for the royal apartments

at Hampton Court Palace.

How fascinating is the design by
Sir Christopher Wren for the Royal

Hospital for Seamen, which appears

to block or remove Inigo Jones's

Queen’s House from the composi-

tion. It is a very French design and
is well contrasted in the exhibition

with the more mobile design In

Hawksmoor's band for the Great

Hail at Greenwich.
To see pages from Sir Joshua

Reynolds's sketch book reflects

both the interest of that artist in his

Italian sources and shows how
closely Soane and Reynolds were
involved in the infant Royal Acad-

emy.
One of the best Robert Adam

drawings shows a full-size coloured

drawing of a table that was
designed for the architect's own use

in his rooms at the Adeiphi.

The architect George Dance
emerges as something of an unsung
hero from this show, he was a dis-

tinguished artist as well as an
architect His watercolour of a din-

ing room has a lively group of din-

ers at the table.

This opening exhibition will run
until September at 13, Lincoln's fan
Fields, London, WC2, and is open
Tuesday to Saturday, 10am to 5pm.
On the first Tuesday of each month
it is open in the evening from 6pm
to 9pm.

CONTRACTS & TENDERS COMPANY
NOTICES

INVITATION FOR BIDS
Date of Issuance: .„_,199S

Quebec Central Railway

Company Capital Stock

The Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Transportations. General Directorate of Radicwommunications intends to

acquire the National Monitoring System Project which shall be composed of National Monitoring System (NMS)
and National Frequency Management System (NFMSJ components on the basis of foreign erw# which is to be
guaranteed by the Bidders.

The General Directorate of Radiocomxnunications fTGM). invites bids from eligible joint ventured bidders in the

sealed envelopes for the Turnkey construction of: National Monitoring System Project at the location and
configurations as specified in the Bidding Documents.

Interested bidders may obtain further Information and inspect the bidding documents tree of charge at office of:

T C ULASDRMA BAKANUGI
TELSIZ GENEL mODURLUGU
LHastirma Bakan&gi Sites! L Blok

0651 0 Emek-ANKARA/TURKEY
Telex No: 44371 TGM-TR Fax No: 90 (312) 221 32 26

A complete set of Bidding Documents may be purchased by any Interested Bidder on the submission of written

application to the above and upon payment ol a non -refundable lee of. 100.000.000.- Turkish Liras, from the date
of 12 June 1995. Only those Bidders or their representatives who have purchased the Bidding Documents may
participate in the Bid

Bids must be delivered to the Bidding Committee at the above address before 12 October 1995 at I4.00h in

scaled envelopes as indicated betenrr.

Envelope A “Documentary Evidence Unpriced” (Sealed) shall include "

Jorm Venture Agreement notary approved copies of documents defining the constitution or legal status, book of

authorized signature, place o( registration and principle place ot business of the joint venture partners,

technical/administrative and financial qualifications of Bidders and the Bid Band for the amount at least then 3%
of the Bidders Commercial Proposal and the other evidence required by the Bidding Documents.
Envelope B -Technical Proposal Unpriced” (Sealed) shell Include:

Unpriced Technical Proposal and the other documents as required by the Bidding Documents.
Envelope C -Commercial Proposal" (Sealed) shall Include:

Commercial Proposal including financial proposal and the other documents as required by the Bidding
Documents. AD these three enveloped shall be submitted In a sealed outer envelope.

Bids shall be opened in the witness of the Bidders or their representatives on 12 October 1995 at 15.00h in the
office of the TGM Bidding Committee located at Ulastirma Bakanligi Sliest L Blok 06510 Emek -

ANKARA/TURKEY.
In case of any change, in or declaration as a holiday of the Bid Submission and Bid Opening Dates, for any
reason the succeeding wort-teg day and hours and the same place shall apply.

TGM is not bound by the State Bidding Law Number 2886 and may invite the Bidders to submit the Secondary
Commercial Proposal and to bargain, if required. TGM resen/es the right to accept or reject any Bid. and to annul
the Bidding Process and reject aW Bkfa. at any lime pnor to Award ot Contact, without thereby Incurring any
Irabitity to Che a/fecteq Bidder or adders or any obligation to Inform the affected adder or Bidders of the grounds
for its action.

til preparation tor 0k payment of Ac half-

yearly dividend due July 15 1995 on ihc

above Mock, ike transfer books will he

dosed u 330pm. on June 23 1995 and will

be re-epcTKd tm July 3 1995.

D.R-f.caM

Assiaanl Secretary

(C-ttf Trafalgar Square,

Loudon WON 5DY.

June 12 1995.

APTOINTMENTS
ADVERTISING

appears in the UK
edition every

Wednesday &
Thursday

and in the International

edition every Friday

For further information

please call:

Wm

k
'WfM

Andrew Skarzynski on

+44 0171 873 4054

Toby Finden-Crofts on

+44 0171 S73 3456

MSrSISTSYOFEO)NOWA^DFmiCM)RRS
ANDSERVICES

TRANSPORT SECRETARIAT

SCOTTISH EQUITABLE
POLICYHOLDERS TRUST LIMITED

FEKKOCAKK1LES
NETBorotmnos sa

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN dial the second ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Qualifying Poiicy holders of Srettsh Equitable roffryfufdere Triad Limited will h?
held -it Si Andrew Square. Edinburgh on Monday "tv lure.- 1-*>5 at Ojo am tar the
faUowing purp.wcc

imranvoiONAL public tender h° 777

PUBLIC TENDER TO PERFORM A STUDY
OF VIABILITY OF AN INTEGRAL SYSTEM

OF TRANSPORTATION FOR THE METROPOLITAN
AREA OF BUENOS AIRES

11 is hereby called to a Public Oder of Background and
Metltodolagy witha fixed price for the hiring ofa multiple discipline

Professional Team or Consulting Company/ies, in order to perform
o VIABILITY STUDY OF Ah INTEGRAL SYSTCN OF
TRANSPORTATION FOR THE METROPOLITAN AREA OF BUENOS
AIRES, concerning specific ideas, strategies and proposals for

the development of alternative and complementary means
attending the use of public propertiesaswdl as the corresponding
self-financinq mechanisms for median and long term, withself-financing mechanisms for median and long term, with

achievements in stages, comprising the next thirty years.

Proposal Opening Date: August I*
1

. 1995 -

Opening Time: 01:00 PM
Opening Place: Bartotome Mitre 28 15 - I" plsa Of. 102 -

Buenos Aires - Argentina.
Inquiries and Purchase of Instructions to Bidders:
FE.ME.S.A. - Bartolome Mitre 2815 I” piso. Of. 1 18 -

C .P 1201 - Buenos Aires - Argentina
FAX: 15411865-4140

Tout Prize of the Study: S 505,000.00 (VAT included I

Registering fee: S 1,767 50

f. To consider the Report on the activities of the Company for the year ended ?l

Dtwmber
2. To appro- c the aggregate ordinary remuneration lo be nude available to thy
Owns ot the Company

3 To reappoint Director?, “t the Company retiring by rotation at the MevbnK.
namely:

tat Eric I CuthbcrtsOn WS
tbl Peter Star-month Darting MA
to HambhM InptisCA

Any Qualifying PoticyhoMe: who is entitled to attend and vote is entilk-d to appoint
another person (who need not he a Qualifying Policyholder) as his prrrey 10 attend jixl
vote instead « him. A prow is entitled to vote but ts not enrith-d lo -peak cux-pl In
demand or pm In demanding a poll. Pro*? forms. ivftJch can be obcunuj from Ih*

Company Secretary (at the taDowinp address), must he deposited at 25> Si Andrew
Squire. Edinbuipil before 930 am on ir June 1995.

Every Qualifying Pobevhokicr whose paticy. os at the communoemcn! of the Mix-ting,

is m forec. and has been at least one year in farce, is Mitittud lo attend and vote at the

Meeting.

-Qualifying lYilleytwIders" for the purposes or this Notice li*. the meaning set .nil m
the trust deed oMiurd bv theCompany on 31 December l-W and ctlmlr- u»

In any jMwn who was a member of Scottish Equitable talc Assurance Soeuttv and
whose notice has bv-31transferred to Scottish Equitable pic

.

IW any pawn who has a with profits policy with Svottoh Equitable pie where the

pahey has bwn linked id tfu- With Profits Sub-Fund for a continuous period of at

least one year as at the cemmenaerncTil n( the Meeting

Any queries in respect of the qualification of pcticvhnlder. tn onend and -.me a: the

Meeting should be addressed lo the Company S-OVtary f-’t the addru.s -yvdficd

tvkiwl.

The j*iw and cons td eiderdown. How togs an measamL How
sates Increased by over 200% In two years-.

For some, this ts .vftat information. And ft's ail available by

searching under the word dbvef on FT PROFILE.
.

But the chances are yoo won't need Information on duvets.
'

$o FT PROFILE lets yoo search under aff sorts of headtqgB,

from apple pies to zoom tenses. Anything which couhj bo of

Interest to you and your company.

Witt straightforward search faculties, you can get a good
vtew of a subject In a matter of mfnotes.

Why no* caS now for room cfetaSs oo +44 {Q) i7i 825f7€Ep$.:-nr? ,

complete and retm the form below?
•’

'•pV

?

V'V'

Mts
bUlDl

We * send ym an information pack on Europe’:

*

bnsbweai fafbanatiqn sendee.

you need to search under, ft profile v

Call for a full information pack on
+44(0)171 825 7909

Please send me more information about FT PflOFJLE.

And If yoo need more details. FT PROFILE has more fufi text

articles than any other online service.

As vnU as Financial Times articles dating tack to 1982, yew

afar Instant access to Investors Chronicle, The Economist,.

Mhitel reports. FT McCarthy, FT Extol phs over 4.000 other

impeccable international business sources. And each oneh
csrefctify selected to ensure that you have the most reS&te and

crwflWe fnfonrration Wat Is avaSabte - anywhere.

phone No

lot Busmaas

Postcode

Fax No

Does your company already use online services?

YES NO

There's no need to question the veracity of your Information.

So instead, you're free to concentrate on using ft to the ftriL

Please complete and nosi to: FT PROFILE.
FT information. Finioy House.
J3-17 Epworo, Si

. London EC2A 4DL
Tef *44(01171 875 7FD7 Far *44/01171 825 7390

FINANCIAL TIMES
Information

2? Si Andrew Square, Edinburgh EH2 tYF

By Order ot the Board

P H Grace
ManaKinc; Duvetor FT PROFILE - IF YOU’RE ONLINE, YOU'RE IN .BUSTWESS^I;
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bienaia’ ’urr (London !n:err-a*iena!

£5estiya! '.ofJTjbeatre' starts this weak and
l m_y •eontitiuas unti,

! July 9. This ysar’s events

L’-,
.

come trcrn- Algeria, Australia. Bo;i. ErarT
: ‘ '

:

'.Canada.:'China, France, oomnany, jnc'a.

Japan. Mexico, North Africa, Tunisia, arc
the US- Arseny 'he most prominent

-- ' "
' companies' is the Market Theatre cf

Johnunr.esbvnq. which this wee'-t presents

:•: two she -.vs: ‘,'jozi Jcz:
1

fief:; at the Theatre

Royal Stratford East (opening today], and
.. .“'The SuhA a: the T-xycte Theatre

.(opening on Thursday;.

Comedian Julian C'arv /far riant:

***. “'X opens in Genet’s -SDlcndidV'

-v ’
." at the Lyric \ neatra

!?**".As. .

- 'Hammersmun on Thursday,

f.

‘ '

' Cne ol London’s great

ARTvS
SAINT LOUIS HAMBURG BERLIN m
Opera Tnea'.re of The Kunsthaiie The Buigabsn-born artist Ch risto '.vih fulfil one cf his

SG'.-it Lou'S g
:ves has organised most cherished wishes on Saturday wheri he starts

tne world premiere an exhibition of drape the Berkn ReichstdQ in cloth. Chhrrto describes
on Thu^cay of a Picasso tne building as a steeping ceauty which nfeeds to be
new oper-3 by drawings, from awakened. It will remained covered far tw’0 weeks, at

American ccmpose r the collection a cost of DM' Dm.
Stephen Paulus. of his daughter
Entitles "The Marina. A!; data

CARDIFF

to.vi trom tne

tells summer arc
2 autumn cf

'ift
r v/ho 192S, and are

taken from

sketchbooks ir

5s of WiT.cn the amis

nuclear experiments
gomg cn around
her. Richard

Buck'ey conducts,

Colin Graham
Girecrs. and Sheri

Greenawake s :ngs
the title role.

iceas tor ms
sumea'ist

sculptures. T.ne

show opens on
Friday and runs

tiil mid-Auoust.

Brecht
with a
tin ear
David Murray
reviews ENO’s
new production
of ‘Mahagonny*

T
he refrain of my favour-

ite song in The Rise and
FaU of the City of Malta-
gormy runs “Und wenn
einer tritt, dann bin ICH

es ) Und wird einer getreten, dann
bist's DUH

: roughly, if somebody
gets stepped on. it'll be ME who
does the stepping and YOU who gets
stomped. Kurt Weill set Brecht’s

verse as an elegant beguine (as in

“When they begin the..."), but
with the personal pronouns trucu-

lently stressed - and. indeed, every
other Brechtian nuance deftly cap-

tured in the music.

In German, it is practically impos-
sible to sing it wrong. But Declan
Donnellan’s new staging at the
ENO employs a translation by Mich-
ael Femgoli as Jenny, the leading

whore of Mahagonny, Lesley Gar-
rett has to warble “So lie DOWN
and get KICKED if you want to; as
for me. I would rather stand and
HICK" (?!) - which is impossible to

sing right Feingold has a tin. ear for

Brecht and Weill alike; one could
multiply painful examples.
__It__hnrts particularly In this

“opera", because it is an expansion
of their original Mahagormy-Song-
spiel - retaining its format of mini-
mal narrative and distinct tableaux,

and therefore its foundation in lapi-

dary mock-pop songs, where words
and music must go hand-in-glove.
That partly accounts for the perva-

sive lack of bite in the ENO's ver-

sion. Though in its way it is a val-

iant effort on the first night it

neither gripped nor stung.

Miss Garrett is pert, sexy and
musical, but musically innocent; a

streetwise “Wie man sich bettet"

was never on the cards. As Widow
Begbick, the founder and whoremis-
tress of Mahagonny (a nothing-
barred Las Vegas on the way to and

from the Alaska Gold Rush), Sally

Burgess gives us a crisp, smart ste-

reotype where something like a
Mother Courage, or at least the
Mother Goose of Stravinsky’s Rake,

would be nearer the mark. Brecht

viewed decadence as raddled and
desperate, not chic.

There is a lot of amplification,

strangely little of which helps to get

any of the words across. Fortu-

nately the American tenor Robert
Brubaker needs no such help. He
hant a useful resemblance to the

younger James Cagney, and his ear-

nest fervour as Jim, the fleeced and

INTERNATIONA!.

AMSTERDAM
CONCERTS _
Hot Concertgebouw Tet (020) 071

8345
• Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra:

with vtoflntet Jaap van Zweden.
.

Zoltan Peskd conducts Rihm and

Stockhausen; 8.15pm; Jun 17

GALLERIES
Beurs van Serfage Tet (020) 626

0284
• Salvador Dali - Sculptures and

Illustrations: retrospective Of

sculptural work from the 1930’s

onwards; to Aug 20 . .

opera/ballet
4

-

Het Muziektheater Tel: (020) 551

8922
• Die Meisterslnger von NOmberg:

by Wagner. Hartmut Haencnen

conducts the Netherlands

Philharmonic Orchestra and sotoists

Jan Hendrik Rootering and Siegfried

Vogel; 5.30pm; Jun. 13, 16

BERLIN
CONCERTS
Konzerthaus Tet (020) 309 21 02/

21 03

Lesley Garrett: pert, sexy and musical as the chief whore

nrined hero, gave the show its only

real focus. We can look forward to

his Don Jos£ for the new ENO Car-

men in September,

The quartet of male losers is com-
pleted - in descending order of

effectiveness, but they are all credit-

able - by John Daszak, Richard
Angas and Riccardo Simonetti. Bet-

ter still are Ms Begbick's partners

in crime, the black American bass

Brian Matthews’ Trinity Moses and
Adrian Thompson's alarmingly
obese Fatty. And yet even they
present themselves rather deco-

rously: might Donnellan have taken

his cue from the older Weill's

remarks about Mahagormy?

• Berlin Symphony Orchestra: Kurt

Sanderfing conducts Beethoven and
Mozart; 8pm; Jun 15, 16, 17
Staatsoper unter den Linden Tel:

(03Q)200 4762
• Berlin Stale Orchestra: with

pianist Daniel Barenboim, soprano

Laura Aikin and mezzo-soprano
Katharina Kammerioher. Pierre

Boulez conducts Wagner, Bartdk

and Ns own compositions; 4pm; Jun
17. 18 (11am)
OPERA/BALLET
Deutsche Oper Tel: (030) 34384-01
• Der Rosenkavalien by Strauss.

Conductor Jifi Kout, production by
. G6tz Friedrich; 7.30pm; Jun 13, 15

• Onegin: music by Tchaikovsky.

Premiere at this venue,

choreographed by John Cranko,

produced by Reid Anderson arid

Jane Bourne; 7.30pm; Jun 14, 17
(5pm)

. • The Masked Ball: by Verdi.

Conducted by Rafael Fruhbeck de
Burgos/Sebastian Lang-Lessing,

produced by Gdtz Friedrich; 7.30pm:

Jun 12

BRUSSELS
CONCERTS
De Munt/La Monnafe Tel: (02) 218
2211
• Julians Boise: soprano
accompanied by pianist Wolfram

Rieger, 8pm; Jun 16

FRANKFURT
OPERA/BALLET
Oper Frankfurt Tel: (069) 23 60 61

• Lady Macbeth of Mtsenslc by
Shostakovich, Conducted by Guido
Johannes Rumstadt and produced
by Werner Schroder. Soloists

include Valeri Alaxejev, Ryszard

For different reasons, Brecht and
Weill both felt vaguely embarrassed

about it later. Brecht referred to It

as a •‘culinary opera" - calculated

to please, like good cooking, but not

to do much more. Weill came to

think it too closely bound to its

time (1929). and urged new produc-

tions to abjure extravagant carica-

tures or grotesquery, though those

were exactly what ensured the
impact of the original “Songspiel".

Donnellan has observed Weill's

strictures all too faithfully and mod-
estly. When at last the raucous tri-

al-scene takes fire at the start of Act

3, we realise how tame the earlier

proceedings have been.

Karczykowski and Christine

Clesinskl; 7.30pm; Jun 15, 18
(3.30pm)

GENEVA
OPERA/BALLET
Grand Theatre de Geneve Tel:

(022)311 2211
• Orphee: by Gluck. French
adaptation by Pierre Louis Moline.

Conducted by Jeffrey Tate,

produced by Andreas Homoki.
Soloists Include Anne Sofie Von
Otter. Barbara Bonney and Elizabeth

Futral; 8pm; Jun 12, 15, 18

LONDON
CONCERTS
Barbican Tel; (0171) 636 8891
• London Symphony Orchestra:

with soprano Cheryl Stutter and
cellist Tim Hugh. Andre Previn

conducts Mozart, Beethoven and
Strauss; 7.30pm; Jun 15
• Royal Philharmonic Orchestra:

with violinist Jonathan Carney.

Yehudi Menuhin conducts Mozart,

Takemftsu and Brahms and Sir Peter

Maxwell Davies conducts the

London premiere of his "Time and
the Raven: United Nations

Overture", written for the 50th

anniversary celebrations of the

United Nations; 7.30pm; Jun 14

Royal Festival Hal Tet (0171) 928

8800
• Grand Classical Gala: the

National Symphony Orchestra with

pianist Philip Dyson and the Kentish

Opera Chorus. David Coleman
conducts a selection of favourite

classics: 8pm; Jun 18
• Itzhak Perlman: with the

PhBharmonia Orchestra. Yoel Levi

conducts Brahms' "Academic
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AJastalr Muir

The conductor is Sian Edwards,
as usual brisk and unyielding. She
draws an excellently bright, brittle

sound from her orchestra, but
leaves scant room for quasi-pop
nuances from her principal singers.

Vital thrills are lacking: the immi-
nent typhoon in Act l sounded
quite inert She has chosen to omit
the “Crane" love-duet (it was added
later to the opera - but tbe opera is

what the ENO is performing, not
the “Songspiel"]; and to reinstate

the first version of the yearning
"Benares" song, more dismayingly
woozy and therefore better. This
Mahagonny is worth hearing, but
not altogether to be believed.

begins today. As
previous prize-

winners have inducer

Dmitry Hvorostovsky
and £ryn Terfel, ’his

contest has an
enviable track reccra,

There ivi!! be five ticiiy

heats at St David's

Half, followed by the

Tina: at the weekend,
with coverage on
BBC Radio 3 ar.d

BSC2 television.

1

Culture without
boundaries

M y play Pentecost
began in that
extraordinary
spring and sum-
mer of 1990. when

it seemed the entire youth of

Europe was marching, the “Ode to

Joy" on their lips, old Sonet army
caps at jaunty angles on their

heads, through the great yawning
gaps in the Berlin waH
To the west, the national barriers

had already fallen, and there were
only a few pockets of resistance to

clean up before the Delors ideal of a
frontier-less, supranational Europe
was fully realised. To the east, it

was only a matter of time before the

new democracies followed the west
down the pan-European path.
Indeed, was not November 1989 the

final victory of European human -

ism. had not the wall been punched
through by at least one of Michelan-
gelo's Sistine ceiling fingers, and
would not the former satellites

gratefully exchange their failed

transnational utopia for an obvi-

ously successful one?
Even two years on, things looked

very different Far from the east

importing western universalism,
the traffic appeared to be the other
way, with Bavaria, Catalonia and
Lombardy eagerly emulating the
emergent separatism of Slovenia,

. Slovakia and the Baltic states. And
instead of being a temporary festiv-

ity. the ceremonial ornaments of
new nationhood were hardening
into real statehoods with real bor-

ders, both external and internal
(virtually the first act of any new
east European state appeared to be
the banning of the language of its

own minorities).

The concept of Europeanness
itself had changed from one of
inclusion to one of exclusivity, less

about who you were than what they
were not Even in 1990, it was dear
travelling through Yugoslavia that

'Europe" was a place that stopped
20 kilometres to the east of wher-
ever one happened to be; by Christ-

mas time in Prague, it was clear

that even liberal Czechs had drawn
thick black borders between them-
selves and Slovaks, gypsies, and
even (sometimes) the Moravians.
The conversion of Europe from an
assertion to a denial of enlighten-

ment ideals seemed an urgent sub-
ject for a drama.
Happily, my sobering journeys

through tbe centre and south-east

of the continent prodded a number
of rich metaphors. First, there was
the phenomenon of the restitution

of state property to its former own-
ers, with its anecdotes of rock musi-
cians discovering they owned car
factories, and Pennsylvanian expa-
triates inheriting great tracts of the

Ukraine. Second was the consequen-

tial history of so many European
buildings, as they zigzagged from

religious to secular use. from palace
via parliament to nightspot, and
from, the prosaic to the unthinkable.

And then finally, in a monastery
near Skopje in Macedonia, I saw
some 12th century frescoes of the

Crucifixion that teetered so tantalis-

ingly on the brink of Giottan natu-

ralism that is was impossible not to

wonder whether tbe beginnings of
the renaissance, the starting shot of

the great relay race from medieval-

ism via the reformation and the

enlightenment to the scientific revo-

lution. might have begun not in
Europe's heartland but on its east-

ern edge.

From this came the idea of a
church in an unnamed south east-

ern European country, with an emi-

nently checkered history, behind
one wall of which is a hitherto

unknown fresco that if painted
when it seemed to be could revolu-

tionalise the history of western art.

David Edgar
considers the new

map of the

imaginative world

Added to that was a bitter contest

among art historians, priests and
politicians for both literal and his-

torical ownership of the painting,

culminating in an invasion by those

forces from tbe east and south on
whose “otherness" the very concept
of European culture depends.
Running under ail of which was

(and I hope is) a dialectic accepting
the failure of the universal Commu-
nist utopia, but questioning
whether the only alternative is a

return to national and religious fun-

damentalism. Communism in
essence sought to reveal the univer-

sal in humankind by stripping off

the bark of past tradition, and cloth-

ing the subsequent naked trunks in

uniform. The new nationalisms see

history as a fancy-dress box from
which they can plunder the liveries

of those old social, cultural and eth-

nic hierarchies they seek to re-es-

tablish. I wanted to posit a different

way of looking at culture: one
which acknowledged that all cul-

tures are fundamentally hybrids,
developing in response not just to

the urge for continuity but the exi-

gencies of change.
If clothing is one metaphor of

this, then language is another. By
attempting to construct a system
free from the irrational detritus of

the past, communism was a kind of
social Esperanto. By contrast, its

successors are attempting to re-es-

tablish barriers between languages
that have long since mingled: in

Minsk and Zagreb linguistic com-

missions solemnly construct neolo-

gisms for aeroplane and print-out

with all the zeal of western govern-

ments combatting Swinglish and
Franglais.

But in fact, this enterprise is

doomed. The real contest in the
world is not between Belarus and
Russian, nor even Croatian and
Serbo-Croat, but between mono and
bilingualism. Which is why the
English that is now the most spo-

ken language in the world is not
our English, or even Hollywood’s,

but rather that huge, rich casserole

of dialects, patois, pidgins and cre-

oles that makes up English as a

second language. English not as a
dub card bnt a passport.

Impure, mutating, incomplete,
corrupt ESL is a vivid metaphor of

how cultures actually relate, in the

real world, away from the hermetic
fantasies of the nationalists. It is

not via ancient tradition but freer

travel that we came, saw and bor-

rowed Moorish dancing from the
Spaniards (corrupting it to “Mor-
ris”). Freud based an entire theory
of childhood recollection on a mis-

translation of Leonardo's note-

books. The English of Romanians is

influenced by tbe popularity of
bootleg videos of Dave Allen, Rugby
league and The Onedm Line. And as

Robert Graves pointed out in his

assemblage of the Greek myths, the
climax of the Theseus story is based
on a creative misreading by a story-

teller of an ancient icon of a ship
with a black sail.

So the Pakistani sisters Salma
and Sabina (who sing Abba songs in

Hindi), and a legendary Welsh-
speaking Cardiff reggae band
(rejoicing in the title Rasta-Cymru)
are but the latest manifestations of
a tradition of cultural hyhridity
which stretches back to the con-
struction, via French gothic natu-

ralism and Byzantine iconography,

of what we now call the Italian

renaissance,
Properly, l considered many of

these notions in southern Italy,

where Greek temples, Norman forts

and Moslem turrets attest to
ancient tntermingllngs. and
Goethe's diaries. Wilde's last jour-

neyings and plaques to Ibsen to

more modern ones. With Pa es turn,

Pompeii and Capri in easy reach,

the Bay of Naples is now both a

heritage attraction for the vacation-

ers of northern Europe and a con-

tested point of European entry from
points south and east. It was a good
place to begin a play about the dia-

logue between cultural and actual

migrations.

*David Edgar's ‘Pentecost which
launched the Royal Shakespeare
Company's Young Vic season, is the

springboard for the RSC’s European
Festival featuring poetry, music and
debate. The festival runs at the

Young Vic from July 52-29.

Festival Overture" and "Violin

Concerto" plus Mozart's "Violin

Concerto No.3"; 7.30pm; Jun 13
• Itzhak Perlman: Yoel Levi

conducts Bernstein, Barber and
Tchaikovsky; 7.30pm; Jun 15
• New York Philharmonic: Kurt

Masur conducts Strauss'
"Metamorphosen" and Beethoven's
“Symphony No.3"; 7.30pm; Jun 16
• Vanessa-Mae: violinist with the

English Sinfonia. Oliver Gilmour
conducts Schubert. Bruch, AmcM
and Schumann; 7.30pm; Jun 14
GALLERIES
Barbican Teh (0171) 638 8891
• George Rodger retrospective of

approximately 250 pictures which
includes pictures taken during WWII;
to Aug 27
Riverside Studios Tel: (0181) 741
2251
• Yevgenny Khaldei: war
photographs by Khaldei who was
employed by the Tass news agency
during the second world war; to Jun
17
OPERA/BALLET
Royal Opera House Tel: (0171) 304
4000
• Billy Budd: by Britten. A new
production conducted by Robert
Spano and directed by Francesca
Zambdlo. Soloists Indude Graham
Clark, Francis Egerton, John
Duykars and Rodney GUfry/Peter

Coleman-Wright; 7.30pm; Jun 13, 15
THEATRE
Donmar Warehouse Tel: (0171) 369
1732

• Insignificance: written and
directed by Terry Johnson. Cast
includes Frances Barber, Alun

Armstrong, Jack Klaff and Ian Hogg;
8pm; (not Sun)
National, Cottesloe Tet (0171) 928
2252

• Richard II: by Shakespeare.
Deborah Warner’s new production
featuring Fiona Shaw as the king:

7.15pm; Jun 12, 13, 14 (2pm)
National, Lyttelton Teh (0171) 928
2252
• Absoluts Hell: by Rodney
Ackland, directed by Anthony Page.
Bohemian life in a London drinking

dub in 1945. Cast Includes Judi

Dench and Greg Hicks; 7.30pm; Jun
12, 13 (2.15pm)
National, OGvierTei: (0171) 928
2252
• Under MDk Wood: by Dylan

Thomas. Directed by Roger Michell

and stars Robert Blythe; 7.15pm;
Jun 12, 13 (2pm), 14

MUNICH
GALLERIES
Bayedsche
StaatsgemSIdesanrvnlungen Tel:

(089) 23 80 50
• Naples: works produced between
1988-90 by the action artist Ernest

Pignon-Emest that are influenced by
17th century Neopolrtan artists such
as Stanzlone, Caravaggio and
Ribera; to Jun 18 (not Sun)

PARIS
CONCERTS
Ch&tetet Tel: (1) 40 28 28 40
• The orchestra and chorus of Les

Arts Florissants: with soprano Susan
Bullock, alto Susan Blddey, tenor

Mark Padmore and Bass Thierry

Felix. William Christie conducts

Beethoven; 8pm; Jun 16
Champs Hys^es Tel: (1) 49 52 50
50

• National Orchestra of France:

with soprano Monica Pick-Hieroniml,

mezzo-soprano Nadja Michael, tenor

Thomas Dewald and bass Michael
Voile. Charles Dutoit conducts
Beethoven's "Symphony No.1” and
"Symphony No.9”; &pm: Jun 14, 15
GALLERIES
Louvre Tel: (1) 42 60 39 26
• Hans Memling: exhibition ol

paintings by the Dutch master to

commemorate the 500th anniversary
of his death; to Aug 14

OPERA/BALLET
Opera National de Paris, BastSle
Tel: (1) 47 42 57 50
• Les Capuiet et las Montaigu: by
Bellini Conducted by Bruno
Campanula and produced by
Robert Careen. Soloists indude
Jeffrey Wells, Cedlia Gasdia and
Jennifer Lamore; 7.30pm; Jun 12
THEATRE
Theatre de Nesle Tel: (1) 46 34 61

04
• Faith Healer by Brian Friel.

Alcoholic faith healer in Ireland. Cast
indudes Les Clack, Patricia Kessler

and William Doherty; 8pm; to Jun 14

• Zoo Story: by Edward Albee,

directed by Bob Friel. Part of the

English language theatre festival;

9.30pm: to Jun 24

WASHINGTON
GALLERIES
National GaRery Tel: (202) 737 4215
• Piet Mondrian: exhibition of 147
works on the 50th anniversary of the

artist's death; to Sep 4
THEATRE
Kennedy Center Tel: (202) 467

4600
• Angels In America: Perestroika.

Part Two of the Tony Kushner
award-winning play about politics,

sax and religion. Stars Jonathan
Hadary, 7.30pm; to Jul 9 (not Mon)
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Shakespeare didn’t

need a subsidy

T
here is no surer way
of annoying left-of-

centre cultural elites

than by proposing
cuts in funding for the arts.

Democrats have reacted with

predictable anger to calls from
congressional Republicans for

the phasing out of subsidies for

public television and institu-

tions such as the National
Endowment for the Arts.

r can understand the anger

because I benefit from cultural

subsidies. The only US televi-

sion I find bearable is the pub-

licly funded channel. I get plea-

sure from many other
subsidised institutions such as

Washington's superb National

Gallery of Art. which caters

mainly for affluent, educated

whites yet charges no admis-

sion fee. I am a beneficiary but
7 do not think the subsidies

can be justified.

People often claim the arts

would fall into decrepitude if

subsidies were abolished or

greatly reduced. This is non-

sense. You only have to think

of the conditions under which
most of the art we revere today

was created to grasp the irra-

tionality of such fears. It was
only with the rise of the wel-

fare state 50 or so years ago
that British and US govern-

ments began to subsidise the

arts lavishly.

For most of human history,

painters, composers and writ-

ers were either supported by
individual patrons or produced

for “the market." The miracu-

lous works of artists such as

Shakespeare. Titian and Haydn
found a market even though
per capita incomes in their day

were minuscule by our stan-

dards. Great art found buyers,

in other words, even though
communities - judged by our
standards - could not afford

the necessities of life.

There are more potential

patrons of art alive today -

and richer patrons at that -

than at any time in histon,'.

People are better educated and
more affluent than ever before.

It is thus absurd to argue that

art must be dependent on pub-
lic largesse when it nourished

in less propitious times. But
suppose, for the sake of argu-

ment. that the sceptics are
right Suppose the arts were to

collapse following the with-

drawal of subsidies. That
would mean nobody was will-

ing, voluntarily, to pay for the

MICHAEL PROWSE
on

AMERICA

products or services of artists.

In that case, the arts ought to

go into decline.

Government subsidies for

the arts are not just unneces-

sary: they are also potentially

harmful. It is notoriously diffi-

cult to judge the quality of the

art of one's own period, if only

because the artists that poster-

ity will judge great are often

still unknown. Ernst Gom-
brich, the art historian, once
pointed out that an eager critic

in 1390 would probably have

been ignorant of the work of

Van Gogh, Cezanne and Gau-

guin, Yet with this proviso, it

still seems likely that the sec-

ond half of the 20th century

will be rated a barren period

for the arts. It is not a coinci-

dence that this half century
also saw a mushrooming of

arts subsidies.

Public funding is pernicious

because it creates an artificial

barrier between the artist and
his public. The bureaucrats
who administer grants repre-

sent the producers of art, not

the consumers. They have a

pot of tax revenue at their dis-

posal and take delight in sup-

porting "progressive" works
even when popular demand for

such products is niL This is

because the peer pressure that

influences their decisions is

largely that of "experts" - the

artists themselves and the crit-

ics who swim in their wake.

The artificial market for art

created by public subsidies can
promote a disturbing arro-

gance in artists. It encourages
ffie delusion that any form of

self-expression is art I recall

listening to a most unappeal-

ing modem work by a minor
US composer. Afterwards. I

asked him whether be felt it

was important to give audi-

ences pleasure. Did he worry
that his compositions were
inaccessible? He seemed baf-

fled by the questions. He was

the artist, the winner of grants

and acclaim. The impression

he left was that the public

should learn to appreciate him.

not vice versa. It is hard to

imaginp Haydn taking this line

with his employer. Prince

Esterh&zy. Yet did Haydn's

need to satisfy the preferences

of an individual patron result

in servile music?
The case against direct subsi-

dies for the producers of art Is

thus powerful. But it may
appear that a stronger argu-

ment can be mounted for sub-

sidies for the consumers of art

Sceptics may concede that the

arts prospered mightily in past

centuries, but will note that

only a tiny fraction of the pop-

ulation possessed the means or

education to appreciate them.

In our democratic times, gov-

ernments should surely try to

widen access to art by provid-

ing "arts vouchers". Consum-
ers could use them, for exam-
ple, to gain discounts on opera
tickets and cheap admission to

museums and galleries.

Vouchers would promote the

arts in a non-distortionary
fashion: consumers' purchas-
ing power would be increased

but their preferences - rather

than those of officials - would
determine which artists pros-

pered and which failed. And if

the vouchers were means-
tested. the great inequity of

present arts subsidies - the

fact that the benefits go dispro-

portionately to the affluent -

would be ended.

Arts vouchers may seem a

good idea. The trouble is that

bureaucrats would have to

decide what constitutes art. I

would allow the use of vouch-

ers to purchase Bach and
Beethoven recordings; but I

would exclude John Lennon.
However, this is a personal
judgment. Others would dis-

agree. In practice it would be

foolish to restrict the use of

arts vouchers: they would thus

become just another form of

income support
I conclude that governments

should provide no subsidies

whatever for the arts. Any sub-

sidies represent a judgment
that all taxpayers should be
required to support certain art-

ists, living or dead, however
much they may abhor their

work. Such coercion is indefen-

sible in a free society. Govern-
ment should focus on tasks
that only it can perform.

Surely, it’s your cup of tea.
Wherher you're an .American insti-

tutional invcsior interested in the Tur-

lisfi marker, a Japanese manufacturer

making a long term investment in Tur-

key or a European trade company do-
ing business here, you surely will like

the way we serve the tea. Just like nur

banking.

As the success ot Garanti internati-

onally signifies. Garantr operates accor-

ding to the highest standards in every

sense. Ac a rime when economic turmo-

il precluded Turkish institutions from

access ro international credit markers,

Garanti Bank signed a S300 million

EuroCommerciai Paper Programme, re-

newed a two-year syndicated loan faci-

lity for DM 120 million and finalized a

seven-year S 100 million face value se-

curitization of future credit card rcec-

ivjb/cs. Our paid-in share capital is

among the three highest private hanks

in Turkey. We are rhe only private

bank in Turkey to disclose our financi-

als to Standard and Poor's. Vtc arc also

rhe only muln branch bank in Turkey to

receive j long-term “A" racing by Ca-
pital Intelligence for two years running.

To make a long story short, if you

want to do business in Turkey, Garanti

Bank is exactly vour cup of tea.

GARANTI BANK
*•5 Kiiyukdrre Oddest. Maslak SOb l-.ianbitl ' TURKEY Tel. Fax; 1 ’* 5 4ii 4<* Trie*

: p.m-ir

Fur limber inlormauen picom: vnntjct; Mr, Hu*nu Akh.111. bnvihw Via- Pra-iJcnl.
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When Sylvester

Stallone
bursts on to

cinema
screens

shortly as the gun-toting law

enforcer "Judge Dredd", only

one motor vehicle will have
survived into the garish, crime-

ridden 2lst century world

depicted in the comic strip

turned feature film. The
future, according to the movie,

will be ftiil of sci-fi Land
Rovers.

It is not just in fiction that

land Rovers have a cult sta-

tus. So strong is demand for

Land Rover's products that the

company, a subsidiary of Rover
of the UK, now owned by BMW
of Germany, has taken on
almost 2.200 employees since

1994 - a 20 per cent increase -

to raise output
The biggest increases in

demand are for the Range
Rover and Discovery. Produc-
tion of the new Range Rover
model introduced last year is

being stepped up by a fifth to

620 a week at the end of this

month, while a third shift is

about to be added to the Dis-

covery assembly line. Produc-

tion of the utilitarian Defender
range - the workhorse for

farmers and armies around the

world and once Land Rover's

only model - has also risen,

though by a far somller mar-

gin.

Last year, European motor-
ists bought 300,000 four-wheel

drive vehicles (known as

sports-utilities'), according to

Automotive Industry Data, a
market monitoring company.
Sales are expected to reach
600,000 units by the year 2000.

Land Rover's growth has
reflected that popularity. Its

sales are expected to exceed
110,000 vehicles this year, com-

pared with 95,000 in 1994.

The original Range Rover
virtually created the sports-

utility market when it was
introduced in 1970. Since then,

it has been progressively
improved, making it a competi-

tor for luxury marques such as
Jaguar. BMW and Mercedes.

In 1989, the Range Rover was
joined by the Discovery, a
model geared towards middle-

to-upper income buyers which
has become Land Rover's big-

gest seller. Even the workaday
Defender has been moved up-

market. possibly to make way
for a smaller, lower-cost

vehicle beneath it. Last year

the company made 54.500 Dis-

coveries. 18,000 Range Rovers
and 22,300 Defenders.

But as another 400 workers
join the company this month,
analysts are wondering
whether demand win continue
to grow for sports-utility

The vehicle maker will have to remain nimble to

stay competitive, writes Haig Simonian

A starring role

for Land Rover
Land Rower sales; up a -gj^ar

•
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US. The Range Royer. intro-

duced into the US 'in 1937,

opened the door to the Albert

can market, and the Discovery,
launched there , seven years
later, has built on- that- initia-

tive with expected US sales

this year of 15,000.
;

.

- Japan and continental

Europe are. also valuable mar-

kets. The new moddsime ftir-

ther increased sales in estab-

lished : markets _ such' . as

Switzerland. .France and Italy,

where Land Rover
:has' tradi-

tionally done;welL
Profits have, also risen.

Althougfa Land Rover’s figures

are not quoted separately from
the Rover parent: company,
analysts think It made . about
£i00m before taxinia&L.. •

This contrasts sharply with

the company’s record in- the
mid-1980s, when the debt crisis

in the.developing countries led

to a steep frill-in sales. Produc-

tion plunged to 33,799 in 1986

as foreign armies, governments
and entrepreneurs reduced
their budgets.

1690

SaWund Rover

-1991 .. 1993 ISM

vehicles that cost more than

luxury saloons - the Range
Rover, for example, costs

£43,950 ($69,805). The sports-

utility makers face growing
competition from “multi-pur-

pose vehicles” (MPVs, also

known as people carriers) that

seat seven or eight adults with
car-like handling.

People carriers offer many of

the advantages of sports-utili-

ties, such as a commanding
driving position and large load

capacity, at a lower price.
Moreover, their styling is as

striking and individualistic,

while they are probably more
practical for families, which do
not need the sports-utilities'

off-road capabilities. They are

also cheaper to run.

The MPV market, inaugu-
rated by Renault's Espace. is

thriving in Europe with many
car companies launching their

versions. Mitsubishi has its

Space Wagon and Space Run-
ner. Nissan the Serena, Toyota
the Previa and Volkswagen the

Caravelle. A new MPV. devel-

oped jointly by Ford and Volks-

wagen, makes its debut this

year: Honda is also about to

launch one: and the fruits of a
Fiat and Peugeot-Citroen joint

venture are already to be seen

on continental European roads.

But even within the sports-

utility sector, competition is

hotting up. Toyota is believed

to be planning a luxury ver-

sion of the Land Cruiser for

sale in the US under the Lexus
brand. Mercedes Benz, which
has failed to match Land
Rover’s success with its boxy
Gelandwagen. will start mak-
ing a sports-utility in its new
US plant in 1997. Even Ford is

thinking about entering the
sector via Jaguar or its up-

market Lincoln subsidiary.

In spite of its success. Land
Rover is a relatively small car-

maker in international terms.

In 1994, Chrysler’s Jeep subsid-

iary sold almost twice as many
of Its Cherokee - roughly
equivalent to the Discovery -

as Land Rover's total vehicle

output. Toyota and Nissan
are also bigger producers
of four-wheel drive vehicles.

Land Rover rejects the criti-

cism that demand for
four-wheel drive cars is a pass-

ing fashion. "What's wrong

with buying a car for its

image?”, asks Mr Colin

Walkey, head of external rela-

tions. "People like to be seen in

Range Rovers, even if they

never leave the city.”

Land Rover also points out

that its sales are spread across

a wide range of models, and
says its production lines have

been modernised to cope with

changing consumer tastes. As
the company has returned to

profitability in recent years, it

has ploughed earnings back
into its mam production plant

in the UK at Solihull in the

Midlands to increase the
number of model variations it

can accommodate, improved
labour relations are among the

factors that have made this

possible.

Land Rover’s vehicles, fur-

thermore, are much more
widely available than in the

past In the 1970s, sales were
concentrated in poor, develop-

ing countries, which snapped
up Defenders almost as fast as

tiie company could make them.

Today, the company's big-

gest markets are rich, industri-

alised countries such as the

he: trauma of the
mid-1980s lies
behind the current
warnings. that

Rover could face a

renewed crisis if It becomes, as

dependent on sales to the
image-conscious urbanites as it

was on sales to developing

countries a decade ago. -

"The company's products
have become fashion items, not
transport vehicles,” warns one

stockbroker who analyses, the

motor industry. “People buy
them for what they signify, not

what they do.”

Others see the trend as an
advantage rather, than a risk

for Land Rover. “People want
something a bit different at a
time when cars look and feel

increasingly alike," says one

analyst He argues that the ris-

ing demand for sports utilities

reflects the car market’s
increasing segmentation,
which has already prompted
many manufacturers to bring

out niche models, such as con-

vertibles.

Such confidence suggests

sports-utilities are here to stay,

If so, the challenge for Land
Rover will not be the disap-

pearance of its niches, but the

ability to respond quickly to

fluctuations in demand , for dif-

ferent models. That will take

highly flexible manufacturing

systems and require the con-

tinuing co-operation of the

company's workforce.

The futuristic styling of

Judge Dredd’s vehicles may be

a flight of fancy, but Land
Rover will have to stay nimble

if it wants to remain competi-

tive into the 21st century.
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WTO objectives hostile to EU integration
From Mr Harry Shutt.

Sir. Professor Jagdish Bbag-
wati (Personal View: “The high
cost or free trade areas”. May
31) is right to point out the
inconsistency involved in pro-

moting free trade areas while

yet purporting to uphold the

principle of non-discrimina-

tory, multilateral trade which
is central to the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade/
World Trade Organisation
model.

Yet in concluding that the

latter should be sustained at
the expense of further moves
to create free trade areas he

only serves to emphasise an

inherent weakness in the con-

cept of non-discrimination,
namely that it is inimical to

economic integration between
groups of countries. This
despite the fact that article 24

of the Gatt actually favours the

creation of customs unions and
free trade areas on the grounds
that they increase freedom of

trade through closer economic
integration between the parties

concerned.

As shown by the case of the

EU, the logical extension of

this argument is that freedom
of trade is maximised where
there is progressive movement
to economic, monetary and

ultimately political union
among co-operating states. In

such a union, it is true, the

attainment of a single market
is only possible if disadvan-

taged regions within it are
granted subsidies and transfers

to offset their lack of competi-
tiveness - as the history of
both the EU and the US sug-

gests.

Yet this should only worry
those who are afraid to recog-

nise that genuinely free trade

is a pipe dream.
Rather than opposing the

formation of such unions or
regional groupings, the WTO
should assume the role of

maintaining harmony between

them and ensuring that they

do not develop into mutually

antagonistic trading blocs. Yet

unless it also broadens its

remit to take account of the

whole range of factors govern-

ing international economic
relations - abandoning the

absurd pretence that such con-

siderations as environmental
and labour standards are irrel-

evant - it win fail to be taken

seriously in this or any other

role.

Harry Shutt
19 Termyson Close,

Horsham,
West Sussex RH12 4PN. UK

Utilities’ main priority being ignored
From Mr James Skiimer.

Sir. It is sadly typical of our
generally cock-eyed approach
to the economics of resource

management that the policy
debate on the utilities focuses

largely on who should receive

the juiciest cash handouts -

directors, employees, share-

holders or consumers.
The utilities are responsible

for managing two of our most
precious scarce resources -

water and electricity. Their

first priority should be to

invest in. conserving those
resources while supplying the

most efficient services possible

to consumers, it is now com-
mon knowledge that ineffi-

ciency causes massive waste of
both water and electricity and
yet investment in modernising

the delivery and utilisation of
water and energy supplies is

minimal.
The whole nation would ben-

efit if, instead of dissipating

surplus funds in handouts and
share purchases, the utilities
invested in improved technol-
ogy that provides better ser-

vice with less waste. Mean-
while. the Energy Saving
Trust, formed precisely for that
purpose, stands impotently by
while the utilities squander
their surpluses.

James Skinner,
Heron House,

Chiswick Mall,
London W4 2PR, UK

Pressure for audit practice changes
From Mr John Wosner.

Sir, Mr (an Brindle would
have us believe that the only
issue arising out of the
appointment of Price Water-
house as auditors to the RAC
is the relative efficiency and
effectiveness of the audit ser-

vice offered by the accounting
firms invited to tender (Letter,

May 25). The content of his let-

ter, however, raises more ques-
tions than it answers. For
example:

1. Mr Brindle says that

“every year PW spends tens of

millions of pounds researching
and developing better ways of
auditing”- He does not explain
how that huge annual expendi-

ture is recovered from a mate-
rially lower audit fee, espe-
cially as. by implication, he
suggests that Stoy Hayward
does not incur software expen-
diture on such a large scale.

2. Mr Brindle denies the exis-

tence or a link between an
audit appointment and the
opportunity to sell lucrative

consultancy assignments in a
world where "consultancy pro-
jects go out to tender and the
best tender wins". He does not
explain the undoubted success
of incumbent auditors in win-
ning such consultancy con-
tracts as evidenced by informa-
tion in the published accounts
of all public companies. The
opportunity to sell non-audit
services by an incumbent audi-
tor has always been accepted
by accounting firms as being
beneficial to client and auditor.

However it is only in recent

years that the link has become
such a dominant factor in
audit pricing.

3.Mr Brindle maintains that

his firm's software is far more
effective than the "busloads of
articled clerks” that used to do
the work. Yet he does not
explain how it is that Price

Waterhouse annually recruits

around 800 students - a not
substantially different figure

from that of five years ago.

The only issue of public

importance arising out of the
RAC audit tender is whether in
the 1990s the auditors of public
interest companies are inde-
pendent and seen to be inde-
pendent. That remains as fun-
damental today as it was when
the office of auditor was intro-
duced into company law in the
19th century.
The question is whether the

commercial pressures on big
accounting firms to sell non-
audit services has become so
material as to have eroded that
independence. Unfortunately,
the diminished standing of the
accounting profession and the
public loss of confidence in the
value of the audit suggest that
changes will need to be
imposed if they are not
adopted voluntarily by the
profession.

John Wosner,
national managing partner.
Panncll Kerr Forster,
New Garden House,
78 Hatton Garden,
London ECIN SJA, UK

Tread more
sofdy with
this test
From Mr Muir Banmngton.

Sir, I refer you to the. article

about the 360° appraisal test

(“Turning the tables”. May 31).

The 380° test is the wheel on

which beliefs are broken.

Some of those who have been

subjected to its ministrations

view it as a modern-day succes-

sor to the Inquisition. Paradox-

ically. like the chairman men-

tioned In your article, they

often are the very ones who
have the most to gain from Its

findings. . .

Rather than denyteg their

validity or attacking the

method, their time would be

better spent reflecting on the

information it provides.

However, I believe those who

cany out the tests also have a

continuing responsibility.

Often they underestimate the

psychological disturbance or

stress created when the evi-

dence produced' shows the

person's self-image is for

removed from their colleagues

view.

This stress is unnecessary

and can he avoided _
It is bad for both the wdfc

being of the individual anfl re^
utation of the 360° test_ Per-

haps the testers would be'w®
to reflect oh the lines fro®

WJB. Yeats: “I have sprejwLffl?

dreams under your- feet Treed
_

softly because you tread on

dreams ."

Muir Bennington,
12 Artvtme Close,

St Albans, *
“ -

Hertfordshire AL3 4JL, UK
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A pragmatic
Mr Chirac
A ‘'breath of fresh air" is how Mr
John Major described his weekend
talks with Mr Jacques Chirac on
the future development of the
European Union. The OK prime
minister seemed confident that
the new French president would
inject a note of realism into prepa-
rations for the 1996 intergovern-
mental conference (IGO-

His optimism was based on Mr
Chirac's signal that he wants to

broaden co-operation with the UK.
and is willing to soften criticism

of Mr Major's stance an economic
and monetary union. The Franco-
German axis. Mr Chirac added,
was a "necessary, but not suffi-

cient" condition for the develop-

ment of the Union: “We will not
build Europe without Britain." So,

if this first meeting proves an
accurate guide, Mr Major has
found a sympathiser, if not an
ally, in the Elysee.

Mr Chirac is genuine when he
describes his understanding of
British doubts over monetary
union. The Gaullist president
knows his Eurosceptics. Back in

1979 he fulminated that Europe
threatened to reduce France to a

vassal state. More than a decade
on, be supported the Maastricht
treaty, but indicated subsequently
his concern that it might restrict

his room for manoeuvre in tack-

ling France's high unemployment.
His suggestion at the weekend of a
study of the impact of a partial

monetary union reflects a parallel

concern that France might be put
at a competitive disadvantage IT

others stay outside a single cur-

rency.

France and Britain share some

ideas on reinforcing defence
cooperation, a likely focus of the
ICC. There are differences, but
their joint experience in Bosnia
has bonded the two countries
together. “British soldiers under
French generals, and French sol-

diers under British generals - that
is the real European defence
co-operation," Mr Major remarked.
There was common ground also

on institutional reform. Mr Chirac
said they wanted to see the Coun-
cil of Ministers reinforced relative

to the European Parliament and
Commission. And France is not
looking for a large-scale extension
of majority voting. Germany takes

a more overtly federalist line on
both issues.

It is not surprising that Mr
Major, under siege from the Euro-
sceptlcs in the Conservative party,

welcomed so warmly such prag-

matic rhetoric. Tbe prime minister
would be advised, however, not to

interpret Mr Chirac's words as
supportive of the almost entirely

negative approach the UK has
adopted thus Ear towards the IGC.
The French president has

offered a hearing for any construc-
tive proposals the UK might table.

But France has not abandoned its

support for a deepening of the
Union. Mr Major meanwhile is In

danger of becoming a prisoner of
tbe Tory Eurosceptics.

If he heeds demands - under-

lined again at the weekend by Mr
Michael Portillo, the Eurosceptic
employment secretary - to treat

the IGC as little more than an
opportunity to wield tbe national

veto, this latest entente will prove
short-lived.

Japan in a vice
The Bank of Japan insists that the
economy’s gradual recovery
remains on course. Its latest quar-

terly survey of corporate expecta-

tions, released on Friday, provided

some very modest grounds for

optimism. But the country’s inves-

tors found little to suggest that

the country is about to grow out
of its problems. Neither should the
Japanese authorities.

The Bank's trumpeting of the

survey, which showed a rise in

corporate confidence last month,
was understandable. Good news
about Japan has been difficult to

find in recent weeks. The core
consumer price index was lower in

May than it was a year earlier its

first move into negative territory

in the current cycle. And domestic
spending, which showed signs of

recovering last year, has also

dropped off sharply. More broadly,

the continued anaemic state of

domestic demand offers little hope
that it will be able to rescue tbe

recovery from the effects of the

yen’s 14 per cent appreciation
against the dollar since January.
That the Tankan survey can

find a rise in the number of com-

panies reporting “favourable"
business conditions, under such
circumstances, provides yet

another testament to Japanese

producers' resilience. But there is

a danger that the finding will be

taken as an excuse to defer, yet

again, the measures needed to

avert a further downturn.

A cursory glance at the state of

financial market sentiment ought

to rule out such complacency. Lit-

tle moved by the Tauten report.

the Nikkei index of leading stocks

fell again on Friday. The index
ended the week over 5 per cent
lower, bringing the combined fall

since the start of the year to
nearly 24 per cent
Japan shows every sign of

becoming trapped in a vicious

cycle of falling prices, worsening
private sector debt problems and
crumbling domestic demand.
Eventually, more profound
deregulation of the economy
would spur the real economy and
help bring down the yen. But In
the short term, the easiest way to

help would be to loosen monetary
policy further, which would work
against further yen appreciation

and support prices and demand.
However, monetary policy alone

looks less and less capable of heal-

ing the sector which worries
investors the most - the banks.

Japanese banks are now thought
to be carrying at least Y40.0O0bn

(£298bn) in bad debts, a figure

equal to 6 per cent of their total

lending. Last week the govern-
ment seemed about to accept the

need for more direct - and costly

- measures to alleviate this debt

burden. Yet the much-vaunted
package of support, unveiled on
Thursday, turned out to be only a
warmed-up version of the same
old policies.

Plainly, the scale of the crisis in

Japan, not merely in the banking
sector but in the economy as a
whole, requires a more aggressive

approach. Neither the govern-

ment, nor the central bank, can
afford to delay any longer in pro-

viding one.

Hong Kong court
The Sino-British agreement

.
on

Hong Kong’s court of final appeal

marks an important milestone on
the road to 1997. Not only does tbe

deal resolve one of the most con-

tentious outstanding issues, which

had been threatening to under-

mine business confidence during

the transition to Chinese rule. By
holding out for an agreement,

Britain has recognised that the

fine.. for bold independent initia-

tives is-past. -

Such crucial issues can no ion-',

ger be tackled unilaterally like the

earlier electoral reform. From now
on collaboration must be the order

of the day, China will inevita-

bly play the dominant role.- .. -

There has never been ah easy

trade-off between a smooth transi-

tion and the need to secure demo-

cratic and legal safeguards for

Hong Kong after 1997. Britain won
agreement on the court only at

the expense of a significant climb-

down. It wanted the court setup

well ahead of 1997 to provide a

body of jurisprudence. Instead it

will start operations only after the

handover. China trill effectively

.

be able to define its remit by

fryj fl
rng which stwatted “acts of

state** are outride its jurisdiction.

Not surprisingly this leaves the

1 community uneasy. Mr Mar-

Lee, the outspoken barrister

leads the anfi-Bfifiing Demo-

cratic party, fears the rule of law

will be undermined because the

court will be .unable to hear cases.

Against the government. By and

large the. business community is

tin

who

been avoided. At least there will

be no legal vacuum after 1997 and
Britain will have some say in

arrangements for setting up the

court.

At this stage, one can only
guess whether the business view

is too complacent No one knows
exactly how China will behave
after 1997. Yet Beijing’s readiness

to reach a deal after mouths of

obstruction is a positive sign.

It does not follow that other

badly needed agreements, like

that cm financing the new airport,

will now fall into place. Other dis-

agreements Be ahead, for example

over Hong Kong’s plan to relax

press censorship laws. But the ter-

ritory can lake some heart from

the foct that this deal involves

concessions from the Chinese side

as welL
Beijing has dropped plans to set

ixp a review tribunal which could

override decisions it did not like.

Its promise to work towards the

passage of the bill setting up the.

court is a rare recognition of the

role of the Legislative Council, an
institution it instinctively dis-

trusts.

Above all, the deal implies that

- Beijing is at least aware of the

risk to confidence if there is no
established rule of law after 1997.

If so, it must also recognise that

last week's agreement is only a
beginning. The real test will come
when file court is up and running.

Hong Kong’s legal system after

,1997 must be seen to be impartial

and independent if business confi-

dence is to be maintained. Only
then would current doubts be laid

to rest

T
o win a fourth term of

office with your party in

a trough of unpopularity

is not asx easy task. Mr
Pasqual Maragall's re-

election last month as Socialist

mayor of Barcelona, Spain's second
largest city, is a testament to the

popularity of his forceful approach
to the job of leading a modem Euro-
pean conurbation.
Mr Maragall is not immodest in

bis claims. He says there are two
ways of running a large city. One is

his: personalised leadership, ambi-
tious planning and a strong reliance

on municipal power as an agent of

change. The other is how London is

run: by what he sees as an unco-
ordinated mixture of central gov-
ernment, local government and pri-

vate-sector organisations.

He recalls a visit he made a few
years ago to Mr Michael Portillo,

then minister for English local gov-
ernment. Flicking through the may-
or's strategic plan for Barcelona, Mr
Portillo remarked that London's
new private-sector promotion body
was similarly ambitious.
“That summed up the difference

between us," says Mr Maragall.
“The public aspect of a city cannot
be separated from its promotion.
The two must go together."

Mr Maragall is a thoroughly mod-
em socialist, but unquestioning in

his belief in the value of high-profile

government action. He insists that

the job of the city government is to

sponsor ideas, generate popular
support and then seek to engage
public and private agencies to

deliver them.

This ideology is not to all tastes.

Yet tbe practical results are attract-

ing attention worldwide, not least

in Britain. London is a larger

metropolis, but not so much larger

as one might think. Barcelona has a
population of l.Sm and its greater

metropolitan area embraces 4m -

more than half the population of

Greater London. Two-thirds of Cata-

lonia's population comes within
Barcelona's ambit, giving the city a
position similar to that of London
in south-eastern England.

A sense of perspective is impor-
tant. A survey of 500 executives car-

ried out last year by Healey &
Baker, an international property
consultancy, ranked Barcelona an
impressive seventh as a European
business location - three places
higher than 1993, and above Milan,

Geneva. Munich and Stockholm.
Yet London came top of the league
in both years.

It is the speed and scale of Barce-
lona's transformation which are
remarkable. Its economic growth
rate is racing ahead of both Spain
and Catalonia: and it scored high-

est, jointly with Brussels, in a

recent survey of companies plan-

ning to increase their representa-

tion in European cities over the
next five years.

In this year's Keith lectures on
tbe modem city. Sir Richard Rog-
ers, the architect, held up Barcelona

as an example for London. “Auton-
omy, vision and strong leadership
have totally transformed the city,"

he said. The process had gone
“much further" than providing
facilities for the 1992 Olympic
games. “It included tbe realisation

of a masterplan, including the refur-

bishment of Barcelona's streets and
squares and tbe construction of new
housing and services."

Barcelona has its share of munici-

pal problems and shabby housing
districts, particularly in its “Red
Belt" of working-class dormitory
towns. But tile centre is now attrac-

tive, clean and efficient, and there

are beaches rather than decaying
docks for the first time in a century.

How did it happen?
The Olympics had a galvanising

effect, but were as much the result

as the cause of change. “Everyone
understood from the first that the

Games were tbe excuse, not the

aim," says Mr Joan Clos, one of

Barcelona’s deputy mayors.
Tbe pace has barely let up since.

Having renovated the inner city,

built new roads and beaches and
tripled the size of its airport, the

focus is now on upgrading the port,

rail finks and the still shabby east-

ern half of town.
Three themes stand out from the

experience of Barcelona over the

Mr Barcelona on a
winning ticket

Simon Kuper and Andrew Adonis on how a rebirth of
municipal leadership has helped the city to flourish

past decade. First, the importance
of civic leaders in managing
change. Second, the high price - in

tax and investment - of the trans-

formation. Third, the role of the
municipal government in forging
public-private partnerships.

Mr Maragall, a loyal ally of Mr
Felipe Gonzalez, tbe Socialist prime
minister. Is the public face of Barce-
lona at home and abroad. Yet his

municipal government embraces
only about half of the city’s popula-

tion, and under him are 36 borough-
type authorities (regidores) with
their own budgets. His council is

more akin to the old London
County Council, which covered the
inner boroughs, than the Greater
London Council abolished in 1986. A
Barcelona equivalent of the GLC,
embracing the city and suburban
authorities, was also abolished in

the 19803. But neither the regidores.

nor the existence of tbe Catalan
regional government (generalitat

)

under the control of Convergence,
the Catalan nationalist party, have
reduced Mr Maragall's status as
“Mr Barcelona".
Despite tbe number of administra-

tive tiers, excessive government
does not appear to be an issue.

“People feel strongly about Spain,

about Catalonia, about Barcelona
and about Europe, so the structure

makes sense," says Mr Maragall.

Furthermore, of the four tiers of

local and national government, only
two - city and central government
- have significant tax-raising pow-
ers. The budgets of the regidores are
met by the city, and the Catalan
generalitat is largely financed by
block grants from Madrid.
There is tension in tbe relation-

ship with the regional government,
led by Mr Jordi Pujol from a palace

feeing Mr Maragall’s office in the

city centre. Convergencia fought to

oust Mr Maragall from his office in
last month’s elections, and Mr Pujol

bridles at the suggestion that his

region is essentially Greater Barce-
lona. “1 have 941 municipalities, one
of which is the city," he observes.

However. Mr Pujol has played an
important role in channelling cen-
tral government funds to Barcelona.
Catalonia still pays Madrid more
than it receives - the balance going

London: municipal Jigsaw

ISLINGTON HflBmeer

The local government at Greater London’s 7m population Is divided between 33 boroughs.

A Government Office for London cn-orchnaies the activities of central government

departments in me capital, but has no formal relationship with the boronshs- The Lord

Mayor oi London Is non -executive head, for one year only, of the smaH&st borough, the

Corporation of London - or me City. The typical annual borough budget a E2SOm.
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Catalonia Is divided Into 941 municipalities, of which Barcelona is the largest with i.6m

inhabitants, it has a far larger reach and revenue base than any London borough.

Barcelona’s greeter metropolitan area, comprising the etty government and several smaller

municipalities, has a total population of 4m.

The cay is further chided into 36 ragidotBS. borough-type authorities, but their budgets

have little significance compared with the central municipal funds.

to poorer provinces such as Galicia
and Andalusia - but the imbalance
has shrunk in recent years.

Critics point to tbe city's debt,

which stands at Pta270bn (£1.4bn),

the servicing of which swallows
almost a quarter of revenue. How-
ever, that proportion is no greater

than for a typical London borough,
while tbe average per capita city

tax of Pta51,33S (£266). including
business taxes, is less than that
paid by Londoners.

Mr Clos estimates that a total of
PtaBTObn (£4Jbn) in public and pri-

vate money was spent preparing

Divided rule in London

B
odies claiming to repre-
sent London are so numer-
ous, and come and go with
such rapidity, that most

Londoners would be hard pot to
name them, let alone their leaders.

The past year has seen some ration-

alisation in the governance of the

capital, but there Is still no single

person or body in charge.

In the private sector, London
First has replaced the unco-
ordinated organisations that used
to promote the capital. It has estab-

lished the London First Centre to
attract inward investment It has
also been successful in launching a
variety of initiatives such as
improved tourism promotion and
support for small businesses.

In local government London’s 33
boroughs have until recently been
divided politically between the
Labour-controlled Association of
London Authorities and the Conser-
vative London Boroughs Associa-

tion. However, tbe split was healed
in April with the formation of the

Association of London Govern-
ment
Central government has also

brought its share of London’s
administration under one roof,

with the Government Office for

London. The new office has helped
to co-ordinate programmes to
regenerate the city and has access

to the government’s regeneration

budget But It has few real powers;

its role is to ensure the boroughs
make the most of opportunities to

bid for state funds and build pri-

vate sector partnerships to make
tbe most of their resources.

It has no control over education,

although higher education increas-

ingly plays a role in urban regener-

ation schemes (eight new universi-

ties have been created in London in

the past three years). Nor does the
office have any formal links with
the quangos that fund further edu-

cation, or with Training and Enter-

prise Councils, which distribute

training funds and have a role in

attracting investment
These developments have

received a broad welcome from
London's businesses and local
authorities. Nor should tbe city’s

existing strengths be underplayed:

international studies rate London
highly on many quality of life mea-
sures, notably parks and cultural

centres. But the fragmentation of

its governance has in the past
harmed efforts at promotion and
regeneration.

The opportunities for coherent
strategic planning are still limited.

Whitehall officials confess that

they are living in the shadow of the

Greater London Council, abolished

by the then prime minister Mrs
Margaret Thatcher nine years ago
after a confrontation with Us
Labour leadership. Since then,

there has been no directly elected

authority for London, and none of

the newly created London-wide
bodies has been able to play tbe

role.

The Lord Mayor of London -

often the figurehead for the capital

abroad - is in fact the non-execu-
tive head of tbe smallest of Lon-
don’s local councils, covering a
population of 5.000 in tbe central

business district

Planning for the capital thus con-

tinues to require tortuous negotia-

tions between many bodies.
Against the odds, a glossy London
Pride prospectus was launched ear-

lier this year with an ambitious
programme to make London "head
the league of world cities". But
implementing its plans will require
the co-ordination of an unwieldy
assortment of committees.

John Anthers

Barcelona for the Olympics. More
than a third came from private com-
panies, slightly less from Telefon-

ica. the largely private national tele-

communications company, and
about a third from the public sector.

Mr Maragall's pursuit of joint ven-

tures with the private sector has
taken him to areas where even the
UK'S private sector has long been
constrained by the government,
such as the four-lane ring road
around Barcelona.

The mayor is convinced that the
municipality’s sire and resources
give it powerful leverage when it

comes to industrial and infrastruc-

ture projects. He cites the decision

of Olivetti to close its city centre
factory’ in the early 1990s. The rent

was too high and the building out-

moded. Olivetti was considering

leaving the region altogether. Mr
Maragall did a deal: in exchange for

its central site, the city gave Oli-

vetti a more suitable location in a

technological park outside town.

The municipality then forged a

business consortium to establish a

shopping centre on the deserted
central site. Glories, the largest

shopping centre in Barcelona,
opened last month.
Similarly, when Barcelona city

hall decided that new hotels were
needed for tbe Olympics, it created

them swiftly without spending a

peseta or needing to gain the con-

sent of a plethora of borough
authorities. Against resistance from
existing hotels, tbe municipality
reclassified industrial land for new
hotels, a city-wide policy that could

work in London only if many bor-

oughs agreed. This has raised tbe
number of hotel beds from 17.000 in

1990 to 28,000 now.

he town hall has desig-

nated 10 areas of the city

as "zones of new central-

ity". which are to attract

offices, shops and
homes. The idea is to avoid a huge,
soulless business district. At tbe
moment they are little more than
lines on a map. and with no Olym-
pics in the offing, there is room for

scepticism about their prospects.

However, humility is not much in

evidence in the city hall. When the

planned design for one hotel struck

Mr Maragall as ugly, he called the
developers in for a chat. "A beauti-

ful city is one of my main priori-

ties," be says, “and obviously that

requires me to have a view on mat-
ters of design." The developers
amended their plans.

The city government is now run-
ning a campaign, featuring a poster

of an attractive woman applying lip-

stick in front of a mirror, to make
Barcelona look "pretty”. Most busi-

nesses in the old town have been
persuaded to renovate their build-

ings.

An attractive city with a thriving

cultural life is a magnet for new
employers and business conven-
turns - a significant growth indus-

try for Barcelona. The hope is that

tourism will continue to grow too.

particularly now that the city has
restructured its harbour to create

four miles of beaches.

Catalonia now accounts for half

of Spain's inward foreign invest-

ment. Mr Joan Torres, the city's

transport councillor, muses of popu-
larising the slogan: "Barcelona -

tbe Singapore of the Mediterra-
nean." He adds hastily; “Only in the

economic sense." The idea is to turn
Barcelona into a flourishing trading
centre like Singapore, while retain-

ing the rich collection of art and
architecture that Singapore lacks.

The city's main infrastructure
projects are a high-speed rail link

into France, planned for the next
decade, and modernisation of the

port. Mr Maragall's target is

Europe's shipping trade with Asia-

Pacific from Rotterdam. He points

out that if Asian shippers used Bar-

celona as their European port
instead, they would save four days
per journey.

Tbe old port is being remade for

tourists. It is modelled on Balti-

more's restored harbour, and will

have an aquarium like Baltimore's.

Mr Maragall and his officials have
learned from the latest develop-

ments in city planning around the

world. Now planners elsewhere are
trying to learn from Barcelona.

Observer
One more
great trek

Spare a thought for the

publishers of Afrikaans

pornography as they trek into

territory once forbidden to the
God-fearing volk. Important as

South Africa's decision to abolish

the death penalty is, it should not
overshadow other seminal changes
that post-apartheid attitudes to civil

rights are bringing to South Africa.

Censorship regulations have been
repealed and pornography is

booming. The state is not prepared

to prosecute, for it has to define

pornography; nor is it clear how
any ban could be reconciled with
respect for the civil rights

entrenched in the new constitution.

Although enterprising local

publishers have moved quickly to

satisfy English-speaking South

African curiosity, frustrated

Afrikaans speakers have bad to

become the equivalent of linguistic

voyeurs. Their young language has

been unable to cope with the

infinite variety of words and
expressions that this form of

publishing traditionally requires.

No longer. Rising to the challenge

are the publishers of anew monthly
magazine written In Afrikaans,

Lodyf, literally meaning loose body.

. But it’s hard work. Their English

speaking counterparts can draw on
the English. language’s rich history

of erotic literature, Lostyf editors,

have no such legacy. Instead they

have to coin new words and phrases
as they go along with each issue

extending the frontiers of Afrikaans
language, philology. . . .and
pornography.

Fat fee zone
Early doubts about the success of

the public offering of Clariant, the

industrial rhemiftala division of

Swiss health care products group
Sondoz, may be lessened by the
revelation that banks managing tbe
SFrLdbn offer stand to earn an
Impressive 4 per cent comntissLon.

That might even be enough to make
investors consider buying the

shares of the quoted banks in the

syndicate, Union Bank of

Switzerland, Swiss Bank
Corporation. Credit Suisse, and
Morgan Stanley.

Those with discretionary fund
management accounts at these

august institutions, or other

syndicate members Robert Fleming
and Goldman Sachs, should not be
surprised if some Clariant shares
turn up in their portfolios.

View finder
The Getty Museum, the US

library of Congress, the New York
Museum ofModem Art and the
Pompidou Centre in Paris all

apparently expressed interest But
it was an anonymous foreign buyer
who paid FFr3.2m last Saturday for

the personal archives ofRaymond

Loewy, the ground breaking
industrial designer.

Loewy was born in France in 1893
and trained as an engineer. But it

was not till he crossed the Atlantic

that his career took off! He began in

New York as a magazine fashion

illustrator and then opened his own
design company. He was involved
in designing everything from the

1934 Sears Coldspot refrigerator and
1947 Studebaker Starlight Coupe, to

tbe logos still used largely

unchanged by Esso and Shell today.

But perhaps his most intriguing

design contribution was a rather

hollow one: a port-hole in the US
rocket which landed on the moon.
The astronauts thanked him
profoundly afterwards for changing
the original window-less design,

which would have left them without

a view on the world.

Island hookers
Though Singapore puts itself

forward as a global information

bub, tbe island republic's

government makes sure inhabitants

are not exposed to harmful outside

images by banning the sale of

satellite TV dishes.

But the state's rugby fanatics

have found a way round the

regulatory scrum. Deprived of

watching the world cup in South

Africa, they have turned to nearby
Indonesia. Satellite dishes are also

banned there; but the Jakarta

government has a more relaxed

attitude to enforcing tbe rules than

does Singapore.

So after each game, a video is put
on a speed boat to Singapore. A few
hours after the final whistle blows.
Singaporeans can watch the action.

Filipino suckers
It's come to Observer’s notice

that for some peculiar reason some
Filipinos consider the British to be
vampires. VAT in the UK *s 17.5 per
cent; but that's hardly
bloodsucking. Evidence of this

strange belief comes from the latest

edition of the London-based
newspaper Pahaygan. for expatriate

Filipinos.

It says that a Philippines tabloid,

Superbalita, recently carried the

story that police are investigating

the arrival of a "shipload of

vampires from England” which
arrived in Lapulapu. The vampires

"have landed and are now about

their business in the cities of Cebu,
Mandaue and Lapulapu. No arrests

so far even though “several

witnesses had come forward to say

they had met some of them." What
- and lived to tell the tale?

Will to win
On the day England's rugby team

overcame world champions
Australia, it is only fitting that the

Prix de Diane Hermes (French

Oaks) horse race at Chantilly

should be won by a filly called

Carling.

100 years ago
Quite a day at Rome
They had quite a day at Rome
yesterday to celebrate the •

opening of the nineteenth Italian

Parliament Charity, we are told,

begins at home, but Italian

reforms apparently begin abroad,

if King Humbert's speech from
the Throne may be taken as a
criterion. To the lay mind it

would seem more appropriate to

promise that the domestic

reforms would be set on foot at

once, in the hope that thereby
the credit of the country abroad
would be re-established. It is

with pleasure that we note in tbe
Royal Speech the pointed

references to the “intimate

friendship" with Great Britain.

50 years ago
Greekmoney reforms

From Greek Government sources

1ms been received a full version ,

of the statement of M.
Varvarassos, Greek Minister of

Supply, on Ins Government’s
new economic policy. He said the
mate points were: state control
over all industrial and
agricultural undertakings;
collection and distribution of all

goods to the public; decrease of

State distributed fend prices;

stabilisation of the drachma; -

.
heavy and immediate taxation
on war profits; readjustment of
wages and increases from 59 per

'

cant to S3 per cent.
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Microsoft may have met its

match in fight over Windows
By Louise Kehoe
<n San Francisco

Microsoft may have finally met
its match. The dominant world

supplier of software programs for

personal computers, with 1994
sales of more than 85bn (£3.1bn\

is facing the prospect of a bruis-

ing battle with US antitrust regu-

lators.

The Justice Department's anti-

trust division has launched an
aggressive investigation of Micro-

soft's moves to enter the fast-

growing market for online infor-

mation services. It appears that

the agency may be gearing up for

a possible lawsuit to block Micro-

soft's plans to enter the online

information services market
In August Microsoft plans to

launch Windows 95, a new ver-

sion of its personal computer
operating system used on almost
90 per cent of PCs. The program,
which controls the basic func-

tions of a PC, is expected to take

the market by storm with tens of

millions of copies to be sold over
the next 12 months.

Built into Windows 95 will be
the software needed to access the

Microsoft Network (MSN), a new
online service providing software
support, news, entertainment and
communications capabilities.

Microsoft's critics charge that

the company is using its domi-
nance in the PC operating system
market to gain an unfair advan-
tage as it enters the online ser-

US authorities gear up for

lawsuit on online services

vices field. Over the past week
the Justice Department has
issued formal requests for infor-

mation from Microsoft and sev-

eral other companies concerning
MSN.
This is Microsoft’s third, and

potentially most serious skirmish

with US antitrust regulators. The
new investigation strikes at the

heart of the company's ambitions

to become the leading provider of

services to facilitate electronic

commerce, information distribu-

tion and communications.
This follows a Justice Depart-

ment lawsuit that last month
drove the company to abandon
its $2bn acquisition of Intuit, the
leading pnblisher of personal
finance management software.

Microsoft's first brush with the

agency came last year, when
after an exhaustive four-year
probe of the company's business
practices the Justice Department
filed narrow charges relating to

the terms under which Microsoft

licenses its popular Windows pro-

gram to PC manufacturers. To
avoid a trial. Microsoft entered a
consent decree. Court approval of

the settlement is still pending.
Rather than await the outcome

of the latest Justice Department
investigation, Microsoft is taking

the offensive. The company
claims that its plans for MSN are
“pro-competitive and in the inter-

ests of consumers”.
This ought to be an antitrust

regulator’s dream," said Mr Bill

Neukom, Microsoft’s senior
vice-president for law and corpo-

rate affairs.

“A capable company is making
a substantial investment to
become a new entrant in a mar-
ket with huge opportunity for

expansion. We believe we can
improve on services that are cur-

rently available with better tech-

nology and content and lower
prices. This is exactly what the

US ought to invite, and ought to

champion."
That is not, however, the per-

spective of established online
information services companies
such as America Online, Compu-
Serve and Prodigy which are
directly threatened by the Micro-

soft Network- Nor are Microsoft’s

ambitions entirely welcome in

the banking, publishing and tele-

communications industries,
which fear that the software
giant may be invading their turf.

In the new digital world, the

operating system for computers
Is similar to the dial tone for tele-

phones," said Mr Steve Case,

president of America Online, the

largest online service with over
2m subscribers. “You can't call

anybody without going through
the dial tone, and you can't use

software or a service without
going through the operating sys-

tem."
Microsoft responds that all it

has done is to include in Win-
dows 95 a program that will

enable PC users to subscribe, if

they wish, to MSN. The “pur-
chase decision Is entirely sepa-

rate”, Microsoft insists.

The company maintains that it

has a “perfectly legitimate right

to distribute access software for

MSN in Windows 95. Nor do we
believe it is our responsibility to

include in our product access
code for . . . competitors."
Yet Microsoft has been forced

to back down in its previous bat-

tles with the Justice Department
and in this fagtanr-g it may also
face pressure from its customers
in the PC industry to find a com-
promise rather than risk a costly

delay in launching Windows 95.

Over 150 PC manufacturers are
gearing their production plans
far the August 24 launch date of

Windows 95, while hundreds of

software firms are racing to

introduce applications programs
that run on the new operating

system. The closer it gets to the
launch date, the more difficult

and expensive it will become for

these companies to abort the
take-off.

HSBC Shanghai building opposed
Bank’s 20-storey office proposal threatens bid to reclaim waterfront site

By Tony WaHcer and
Quentin Peel in Shanghai

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank's
proposed development of a 20-sto-

rey office block behind its old

headquarters on Shanghai’s his-

toric waterfront has been
opposed by city officials in a
move that may dampen the
bank’s chances of reclaiming its

former premises.

The bank argued that the high
price it would be obliged to pay
to return to the Bund would not

be justified unless it was allowed

to redevelop the site.

But Mr John Gray, the bank's
chairman, was told by city offi-

cials last week that such a large

modem structure on Shanghai’s

famous Bund would be out of
character with surrounding colo-

nial era buildings and would
therefore be unacceptable.

Shanghai is seeking to revive

the Bund, on the west bank of
the Huangpu river, as China’s
Wall Street in tandem with a
financial district being developed

nearby on the east bank. 'Hie city

aspires to recapture its former
glory as a financial powerhouse
of East Asia. Officials make no
secret of their ambitions to chal-

lenge Hong KoDg.
Mr Hua Jianmin, the vice-

mayor of Shanghai who met Mr
Gray, said a paramount consider-

ation for redevelopment of the

mum

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank's former headquarters on the Bund,
Shanghai’s historic waterfront area

Bund was to preserve its charac-

ter. High-rise structures in the
Bund area risked “destroying the

skyline".

City officials will not specify

the cost of leasing the ornate,

domed structure that served as
Hongkong and Shanghai’s head-
quarters in China until the 1949

revolution, but a figure of about
$200m is being mentioned.
Mr Hua said the city was fac-

ing a “dilemma" because there

were “too many bidders" for the

building.

There were 10 bidders includ-

ing foreign and Chinese banks
and other companies. Mr Hua
would not be drawn on details.

but he indicated that a decision

was likely by the end of the year.

He expects the structure to be
sold by tender.

The decision has to be made
by market rules and commercial
rules ” he said. The city govern-
ment had decided against open
auction.

It is not clear how many of the

institutions said to be bidding for

the property are serious contend-
ers. Shanghai may be exaggerat-

ing the level of interest to
improve the price.

In Hong Kong, the bank said it

was indeed interested in “getting
possession" of the old building,

but not at any price.

“We’re interested in it for senti-

mental reasons because it was so

much part of our business histor-

ically, and also for symbolic rea-

sons. Our return to the Bund
would reinforce the importance

of China in our strategy, but
clearly there are limits on price,"

said Mr Bob Sherbin, the bank's
spokesman.
Hongkong Bank has conducted

a detailed study of the site and
the structure of the decaying
building - it has stood virtually

untouched since 1949 - and has
concluded that renovation costs

would be exorbitant Representa-

tives have told city officials that

the high leasing price could not
be justified without the site’s

extensive redevelopment
One compromise advanced by

the Chinese was for the proposed
20-storey structure behind the
existing premises to be made
lower to bring it into conformity

with the surrounding area.

Since the revolution, the for-

mer Hongkong Bank site has
been used as headquarters of the

Communist party in Shanghai
and the municipal government
These organisations are due to

vacate the premises at the end of
the month for a new building in

the centre of the city.

Many foreign institutions have
been eyeing premises in the
Bund area among the 57 being
offered for lease.

FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
It will be hot from Turkey towards Russia
with temperatures reaching close to 35C
and isolated thunder storms In the late

afternoon. Recurrent thunder w3l develop

from the Black Sea to the Baltics. More sun
is expected over Spain and Portugal

although the south-west coast will have
moderate temperatures as cloud drifts in

from the Atlantic. The east coast of Spain
may have an afternoon thunder storm. It

will be cool and cloudy from me UK to the
Low Countries and Franca The Alps and
Pyrenees will have rain, and showers are

expected In the Low Countries and
northern Franca
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Five-day forecast
Cool moist air will persist over western
Europe, maintaining cloud and showers
from the UK towards France and Germany.
It win become sunnier later In the week.
South-east and eastern Europe will be hot
with afternoon thunder. A boundary
between hot and cool air wfll be marked by
rain from the Alps across Poland to

southern Scandinavia
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Warm front A. Cold front ^ Yftod *pmmd In KPH '

TODAY'S TEMPERATURES Situation at 12 GMT. Temperatures maximum lot- day. Forecasts by Metao Consult of the Netherlands

Mzxfrrtum Belong sun 31 Caracas fair 32 Faro
Celsius Belfast doudy 16 Cardiff drzzf 15 Frankfurt

Abu Dhabi sun 42 Belgrade thund 29 Casablanca dOUdy 21 Geneva
Accra Itiund 30 Berlin doudy 18 Chicago fair 21 Gibraltar

Algiers far 24 Bermuda ter 28 Cologne shower 16 Glasgow
Anuaerrfem shower 15 Bogota shower 21 Dakar lair 27 Hamburg
Athens (air 29 Bombay shower 34 Dallas sun 29 Helsinki

Atlanta fair 28 Brussels shower 15 Delhi sun 43 Hong Kong
a Aires talr 21 Budapest thund 24 Dubai sun 41 Honolulu
B.ham drzd 14 C.hagen shower 17 Dublin doudy 16 Istanbul

Bangkok thund 33 Cako euh 39 tXibrowilk fair 26 Jakarta
Barcelona doudy 21 Cape Town fair 16 Bdintiwgh fair 17 Jereey

23 Madrid
17 Majorca
17 Malta

28 Manchester
18 Manila

17 Melbourne
22 Mexico Ctty

32 Miami
31 MUsn
28 Montreal

32 Moscow
14 Munich

27 Rangoon
23 Reykjavik

26 Rio

13 Rome
35 S-Freco

15 Seoul
24 Singapore
32 Stockholm
1" Strasbourg
21 Sydney
26 Tangier

15 Td Avtv

thund 29
dourly 11

lair 25
cloudy S3

fat 20
lair 26

shower 33
rain 16

shower 1?
windy 18

fair 22
sun 34

Your frequent flyer program:
Lufthansa Miles & Pdore.

Lufthansa

Karachi shower 35 Nairobi fair 27 Tokyo doudy
Kuwait sun 43 Nades fair 25 Toronto dtzd
L Angeles sun 31 Nassau fair 31 Vancouver doudy
Las Palmas fair 25 New York thund 26 Venice rain

Lima doudy 21 /Vice lot 22 Vienna cloudy
Lisbon doudy 23 Nicosia fair 32 Warsaw ram
London cloudy 16 Oslo doudy 19 Washington doudy
Lux.boug shower 14 Paris doudy 17 WeQngfon shower
Lyon efoudy IS path far 16 Winnipeg fair

Madeira far 22 Prague rain 17 Zurich rain
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IBM takes Notes
The extra 5200m IBM has put on the

table to secure the co-operation of

Lotus's management is money well

worth paying. Without Lotus’s agree-

ment, the acquisition would probably
have turned, sour, leading top software

programmers to defect As it is, not

only will Lotus's senior management
remain; there is a fighting chance that

the software engineers can. be made to

feel sufficiently happy to stay.

Lotus gives IBM a leading edge prod-

uct at the centre of the next wave of

computing, which is mainly about net-

working and communication. The
computer giant has strong enough
fiiumras to push Lotus’s flagship prod-

uct, Notes, which facilitates collabora-

tion between colleagues in a working
environment On its own, Lotus was
struggling to support the development
of both Notes and Its older products,

such as the 1-2-3 spreadsheet pro-

gramme. With Microsoft increasingly
beleaguered by regulators, there most
he some chance that an IBM/Lotus
combination can make an impact in

software.

There is still a question about how
the cultures will mesh. On an opti-

mistic view, the injection of Lotus will

accelerate IBM’s culture change. But
thp ppggfmistM- possibility is that ^
much bigger group’s staid culture will

dominate.
There is also a big question over

whether IBM’s slow-moving sales force

can be a success m marketing a fast-

moving “shrink-wrapped” product.

This acquisition wifi be the test of

whether Mr Lou Gerstner, IBM’s chair-

man. can give Big Blue a new lease of

tile rather than merely manage its

decline.
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should have substantial cost savings.

Pharmaceutical mergers also make
good sense even if the rumoured bid

for Zeneca looks unlikely; there are

benefits from cutting out duplication

In researching, developing and mar-
keting drugs.

One may harbour doubts about
whether IBM can really put more piz-

zazz into Lotus and worry that MCTs
decision to sink fffou ip*n Mr Rupert
Murdoch’s News Corporation was
driven by a desire to buy an entire to

a more glamorous world. But even
these rinaic have rtiw veneer of indus-

trial logic.

Opportunistic financial predators

have been absent from the latest wave
of takeover activity because they are
unable to achieve fh«> camp synergies,

industrial buyers hope for. Still, US
leveraged buy-out Hinds are laden
with cash When they enter the bid-

ding. investors should prepare to exit.

by the sharper style. Kg UK fnstito-

Hons are experts In the behind-the-

scenes approach. A quiet word of dis-

approval in the company broker's ear

is their -preferred tactic. They also

think ft mare effective than' confronts-"

tion. The Saatchl debacle 7 where US
shareholders engineered,the oustihg of

the company's chairman and damaged .,

the business in the process - is a case
,

in point There is much to be Kdd for

the British style, but Truly if.the velvet

glove does indeed contain .an hoh fist

Too often it does -not Brofknttrits of',

the softly* softly approach might even
recognise the benefits of harnfi^mg a
hit of US brashness, to their -'cause.

After all. the good guy/liad. guy.
approach works a dredm-m'poHcr
dramas. *

*
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Usinor Sacilor

Mergers and acquisitions
Global takeover activity this year is

up sharply on last year’s already high
levels. Competition has been intense

in recent bids such as those for John
Labatt, VSEL and Switzerland’s Holvis
- poshing prices up. The return of the

big deal is unsurprising. European ami
US companies have emerged from the

recession with reconstructed balance
sheets and resurgent cash Bow. There
is a lot of money to burn. Banks on
both sides of the Atlantic have excess

capital too, and are willing to lend at

wafer-thin margins.

But while the prices in some trans-

actions look expensive, most of the big
deals have some business rationale.

Consolidation of UK cable television,

as in last week's merger between
TeleWest and SBC CableComms,

US funds
News that Calpers, one of the larg-

est and most aggressive US pension
funds, plans to export its breed of

shareholder activism to Europe is

likely to ruffle corporate feathers. But
there is no harm in that. Many Euro-
pean companies pay ftiKiiffiripnt atten-

tion to shareholder interests.

The arrival of US fund managers
could shake things up. Companies
znay complain at an invasion of brash
Americans, but that is the price they

pay for tapping the world’s capital

markets. With the proportion of US
pension fund assets invested abroad
doubling in the past four years and
still rising, they are likely to become
yet more assertive.

It is not only corporate feathers that

will be ruffled; many home-grown
fUnd managers could be taken aback

couldn’t
move into the fast lane.
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The delay in privatising Usinor Sari-,

lor, Europe's largest steelmaker, -may-
have been politically expedient given

the French elections. But it will hot
help the French, treasury, achieve the
highest possible price when the group
is sold this mouth. That is not ’ftte

fault of its management which has
made heroic strides. After a.FFrLfim
(EGQOm) loss in 1993, th& company
posted pre-tax profits last year of.

FFrfbn, a substantial achievement
even if half, of this was generated,

through disposals. Productivity has
improved hugely and the company
does not require significant Capital

spending after heavily investing in

modem plant Strong cash Sow and a-

modest capital injection at privatisa-

tion should leave the group without
debt within two years.

But the privatisation's timing .is

poor. Steel stocks are suffering. Since

their peaks last year, British Steel and:

Thyssen’s shares have fallen ll per
cent and 18 per cent against their local

markets. True, steel prices have risen

strongly, but they appear to belosmg
momentum, as demand growth decel-

erates. Usinor is heavily dependent on
the motor industry, which generates

30 per cent of the group’s turnover.

But during March and April, year-dn-

year west European sales of new cars

actually fell.

In France, still Usinor’s biggest mar-

ket they plummeted 12 per cent dur-.

ing ApriL Moreover. Usinor is at a
disadvantage against soft currency
competitors in the UK and Italy. This
does not mean the French steel group
is a bad company, just that the price

will need to reflect the challenging
environment
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With production of car and commercial vehicles projected to rise hum 440.000 in 1994 to 740,000 in 1997, India is ode of

the world's fastest-growing automotive markets. So manufacturers critically need world class local suppliers.'. . . . .

Bundy India, wich two plants in the subconrinent, has accordingly transformed its businesses fzom supplyingcommocdry
cubing to manufacturing highly specialised fluid carrying sterns. Its Pune plant, built to serve motor manufisuzer £Ico; has

recently won their prestigious quality rating - Bundy’s brake and fuel lines now go "just in time' direct to Telco’s assembly
Unes without requiring customer inspection. With Bundy’s support, the Indian automotive industry can acceleratewM*

'

Bandy is one or TI Group's three specialised engineering businesses, the otheis being John Crane and Dowty. •

.

Each one is a technological and marker leader in its field. Toother, their specialist skills enable
H Group to get the enucal answers right tor its customers. Worldwide.

TI GROUP
WORLD LEADERSHIP IN SPECIALISED EROIREER.HO

ftclnnteml»m»on^^^ of „ Croup ^ ^^
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MARKETS
THIS WEEK

TONY JACKSON:
GLOBAL INVESTOR
One good reason for feeling slightly

queasy about US equities at
present is the dividend yield-, or
rather, the tack of it Not only are
stock prices at record levels;

companies are also paying out less
of their earnings in dividends.

Companies have also been buying back their own
stock in massive quantities. For bulis of Wall Street,

this means the market is cheaper than it looks.
Page 22

MARTIN WOLF:
ECONOMIC EYE
The proposition that national

monkary autonomy is mythical has
become conventional wisdom in

Europe. But for autonomy to be a
myth a monetary authority either

must be unable to after policy or, if

it is not witt have no impact on the
real economy. Both propositions are mistaken.
Page 22

BONDS:
Russia's two-year-old government debt market is

the most successful project in the history of

Russian economic reform", according to the deputy
chairman of Russia's central bank. Page 24

EQUITIES:
Traders in London win have some important UK
economic data to get their teeth into - notably

retail prices, producer prices, average earnings and
retail sales. New York awaits the figures on retail

sales due tomorrow. Page 25

EMERGING MARKETS:
Two global equity offers in less than a month are
awakening a wider interest in Portugal. Investors

may be favourably surprised by what they find.

Page 23

CURRENCIES:
Events such as this week’s G7 summit in Halifax,

Nova Scotia traditionally produce little to impact on
currency markets. But this time there are various

reasons for caution. Page 23

COMMODITIES:
By tomorrow morning the coffee market should
baste a better idea If last week’s price setback is

set to continue or to be recouped. Page 22

INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES:
VA Stahl, the Austrian steel group, has announced
an eight-fold surge in first quarter-operating profit

to Sch853m ($87m) from Sch102m a year earlier..

Page 21

UK COMPANIES:
MGM Cinemas, one of Europe's largest film house
chains, could be floated on the UK stock exchange
within five years if the US backed consortium,

which Includes Richard Branson’s Virgin Group,
wins its £200m bid. Page 20

Christopher Heath plans new venture

STATISTICS

Bass lending rates —2

7

Company meetings 10

Dividend payments ID
FT/S&P-A World indices _ 22
FT Guide to currencies — 23
Foreign exchanges 27

By Nicholas Denton In London

Mr Christopher Heath - the founder of the
Asian equities business which brought
large profits to Barings bank in the 1380s
and disaster earlier this year - has raised

$5Qm to set up an investment group.
Caspian, the new venture, will focus on

the emerging markets of Latin America
and Asia but will cover corporate finance,
asset management and stockbroking.

“There is a correction in the emerging
markets and fluidity in the Job market It

is a perfect time to be setting up,” said Mr
Headi, who intends Caspian to be fully

operational by the final quarter.

The project marks an effort by Mr Heath

to revive a career which surged from 1384,

when be became founder and managing
director of Baring Securities, Barings'
dynamic stockbroking arm. but then stal-

led. The Japanese equity market collapsed
in 1990, Baring Securities suffered losses

in 1992, and Mr Heath was forced to resign
as chairman of the subsidiary in 1993.

Mr Heath is launching Caspian in the
shadow of Barings' collapse in February
when Mr Nick Lesson, a trader in Singa-
pore, lost Efl60m ($L35bn) on futures and
options contracts on Japanese shares,
wiped out the bank’s capital and forced a
sale of the businesses to Internationale
Nederlanden Group, the Dutch hawk.

Internal Barings auditors criticised

checks and balances at Baring Securities

but associates of Mr Heath maintained
that the failure could not have occurred
under his regime.
Caspian is developing a global informa-

tion system with Andersen. Consulting, the
computer consultants. Mr Heath said:

"Risk management and the technology
that we have will make for a very secure
environment”
Mr Heath has attracted 850m from inves-

tors led by National Finance, the invest-

ment bank owned by Siam Commercial
Bank of Thailand which is believed to be
subscribing for a 10 per cent stake. A fur-

ther 8200m will be raised as required, Cas-

pian said.

Equitable Life, the UK life insurance
company, is taking a 10 per cent stake.

Other financial backers include Caledonia
Investments and Scottish Eastern Invest-

ment Trust.

Mr Heath is also investing part of the
personal fortune he built up in the late

1980s when be was the highest paid execu-
tive in the City, earning £LSm in 1987. Mr
Heath, who will be Caspian’s chief execu-

tive, and other executives are contributing

85m for a 10 per cent shareholding. He is

joined by former colleagues from Baring
Securities including Mr Simon LoopuiL Mr
Jim Reed and Mr Bobby Betack, who have
resigned from senior positions at Nomura
International.

Conner Mlddelmann assesses the privatisations of telecoms groups around the world

W hen Portugal raised
$936m earlier this
month through the sale

of 28.3 per cent of Its telecommu-
nications monopoly. It brought to

around $105bn the amount raised

through the privatisation of tele-

coms operators since 1984.

Yet an avalanche of new tele-

coms stocks is about to descend
on the international rapifai mar,

kets over the next year, with ll

operators - mostly European -
seeking to raise at least $30bn by
share sates

As telecoms operators jockey
for position in the growing queue
for international capital, there
are growing doubts over govern-
ments' ability to get all this sup-

ply away smoothly.
“If governments try to over-

price issues, they may find they
can’t sell them - there will be so
many alternatives ” says Mr Mur-
ray Davey, in charge of the Klein-

wort European Privatisation
Fund.
The operators that are expected

to come to the market over the

next year include Germany's
Deutsche Telekom. Italy’s Stet,

Telefonica of Spain, KPN of the
Netherlands, Israel’s Bezeq, SPT
Telecom in the Czech Republic,

Hungary’s Matav and Indonesia's

PT Telkom. France, Sweden. Aus-
tralia, Turkey. Ireland. Peru, Sri
Lanka and Venezuela are also

considering privatising their

state-owned telecoms operators
within the next 18 months.
Privatisation offers govern-

ments the opportunity to foster

efficiency, commercialism, cus-

tomer-orientation and entrepre-

neurial attitudes in their domes-
tic telecoms operators. It is also

seen as evidence of economic
good management, by moving
this fast-growing business out of
the hands of civil savants.
Privatisations can also be

highly lucrative for the invest-

ment banks that coordinate the
share sales. Total fees on Euro-
pean privatisations - including
underwriting and distribution -

are around 3 per cent of the

London recent issues 27
London share service . 30-31

Managed fund service 28-29

Money markets 27
New kit band issues 24
New York shares 32-33)

World stock mkt Indices—26

Lines to investors buzz
with avalanche of issues

Forthcoming Telecom Privatisations

Telecom
Operator
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amount raised. The partial priva-

tisation of Germany’s Deutsche
Telekom, due next year, Is expec-

ted to raise some DM15bn
($10.4bn), and could generate a
total fee pool of up to DM450m. If

telecoms sales succeed in raising

$30bn over the next year, that
mpjiTvr around $90Qm in bankers’
fees.

So far, most telecoms issues
have proved attractive to inves-

tors. The cash flow tram telecom*;

tends to be strong, generating
steady and predictable profits in

their home markets. British Tele-

communications's dividends, for

example, have grown every year
since its privatisation in 1984.

“They represent a nice mix of

stability coupled with growth
prospects which other utilities

such as gas or electricity don't

offer," says Mr John Yeomans of

KPMG.
In the short term, at least, tele-

coms operators look to be a prof-

itable investment New technolo-

gies are likely to boost operators'

business, allowing them to
expand services beyond tradi-

tional voice telephony to an

array of multimedia products and
services.

While short-term rewards
beckon, the medium-torn outlook
is murky.
Mr Scott Mead, a managing direc-

tor at Goldman Sachs, says:

“There is no guarantee or pre-

dictability of regulatory direc-

tion. technological change, con-
sumer preferences and industrial

alliances.”

T his leaves many investors

puzzled. “Will deregu-
lation and competition

mean telecoms companies' mar-
gins will keep shrinking?’' asks
Kleinwort’s Mr Davey. “Or will

growth of the new sides of the
business make up for that?”

The trend towards deregulation
will open opportunities for tele-

coms operators, particularly out-

side their domestic markets. But
if they are not prepared for com-
petition, deregulation could mean
getting crushed by more power-
ful rivals.

EPMG's Mr Yeomans said:

“While it's important to open the

market to broader participation.

‘If governments
try to overprice

issues, they may
find they can’t

sell them - there

will be so many
alternatives’

Mr Murray Davey, Kiemwort
European Privatisation Fund

there’s a real danger that if you
allow totally free competition,

the market could suffer from
oversupply."

Operators from countries such
as the US which have already
deregulated their telecoms mar-
kets are likely to be better pre-

pared to compete than those from
countries only beginning the pro-

cess. Many European countries

fell in the latter category, with
the EU enforcing competition in
telecom services by January L
1998.

The spectre of increased com-
petition has sent many of the
world's telecoms operators
scrambling into global aiTiartrev.

with operators who would other-
wise be rivals. But with competi-
tion heating up in all sectors of

the communications industry -

cable, cellular, global telephony -

there is a danger that these alli-

ances will prevent some opera-

tors from developing a clear
strategy. “Telecoms operators
will have to decide whether they
want to compete in all areas,

form alliances and compete in
other operators' markets, or

remain focused on defending
their home market,” says Mr
Mead.
Even those that survive in the

race for telecoms supremacy may
not be able to offer investors the
ever-increasing dividends they
have become accustomed to.

BT's dividends, for example,
cost the company £l.lbn (Jl.TZbn)

last year. Shareholder pressures

for higher dividends were bear-

able when capital expenditure
was lower, but “now that capital

expenditure and other invest-

ment is TT>rrpa«ring at home and
abroad, such that it could more
than double over the next few
years, the pressures are unlikely

to prove bearable,” says Mr Laur-

ence Heyworth. telecoms analyst

at stockbrokers Robert Fleming.
“Something will give - most
probably the rate of dividend
growth."

Telecoms companies in less

developed nations offer particu-

larly attractive growth opportuni-

ties - although the risks are com-
mensurate. “Emerging market
operators offer great prospects

because there’s growth as far as
the eye can see, though admit-
tedly political and regulatory
risks are much higher there than

in most developed countries,”
says Mr Peter Golob. head of
S.G. Warburg's telecoms team.
Some investors see liquid tele-

coms stocks in small, emerging
markets as useful proxies for a
country’s underlying economy,
especially as telecoms companies
often mirror these economies'
fortunes.

However, the proxy argument
has a flipside: “If the market suf-

fers a bout of selling, as these

markets often do, everyone
dumps the most liquid stock
first" says one fund manager.

“In the near term, the flood of

issues could weigh on prices."

says Kleinwort’s Mr Davey. “But
in the longer term, those compa-
nies with up-to-date technology
and good management will see
their success reflected in their

share price.”

Delays
dog debut
of junior

market .

By Christopher Price in London

Only between 10 and 20
companies will begin trading on
the Alternative Investment Mar-
ket when the new junior market
opens for business on June 19.

AIM is replacing the 4.2

matched bargain market and the

Unlisted Securities Market The
constituent companies of these -
some 450 - most move to AIM,
the fall list or go off-market

Few companies will be trading
on the opening day because of

delays in the processing of the
documentation for companies
wishing to join, caused by the

need to comply with recent Euro-
pean Union proposals on new
issues.

The official application docu-

ments were only made available

last week. The London Stock
Exchange, which devised AIM
and which will be responsible for

supervising tbe market, has
extended the life of the 4.2

beyond its June 19 expiry date
for a further three months The
USM is due to terminate next
year.

Besides picking up most of the

companies from the two expiring
markets, AIM hopes to fulfil one
of its original premises: to
attract and be a vehicle for

yonng dynamic private compa-
nies that need to raise capital.

No new companies wiH be among
the AIM debutantes, which are

all drawn from the -L2 market
Only one' intends to raise some
equity capital.

AIM's development has been
dogged by tbe frostiness of some
institutional investors who are
concerned over the joining regu-

lations that some fear may lead
to poor quality companies.
However, moves by the

Exchange to bolster the role of
nominated advisers as well as a
rigorous approval procedure for

tbe advisory role, have placated
many sceptics.

Last week, a survey by BDO
Stay Hayward, the accountancy
firm, showed almost four out of
five institutions expected to
invest in the new market
The Exchange also plans to

fine companies that breach AIM
rules. Ms Theresa Wallis, head of
the AIM development team, said
that the fines system would
answer adviser concern on polic-

ing.

“The fine clarifies that it is the
company and not the nominated
adviser which is responsible for

complying with the rules,” she
said.
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Mobile phones

prove handy for

surging shares
Nokia's shares broke through to new
highs last week and its profits will .

probably repeat the feat this Friday,

when the Finnish telecommunications

group announces its figures for tbe first

four months.
A continued surge in sales of mobile

phone infrastructure and handsets is

powering the upturn, even though

prices margins are under pressure.

Analysts are looking for pre-tax profits

ofBMtdfaa (SS25m) to FMLGbn for the

period, after FM969m last year, with

full-year profits of around FM5.5bn after

last year’s FM4bn total

Optimism about the figures as well as

- the group's success' tn gaining orders

for Personal Communications Systems

fa the US are behind the rising shares;

.

Nokia has already bagged around

FMlbn worth of PCS business but there

should be more to come.

Telecoms-related businesses now .

account for an estimated 90 per cent of

Nona's profits and 70 per cent of sales.

The ff>lermiTirr>nw
'

lgflt:*Qns 3™* mobile

phone divisions are growing by around

50 par cent a year; its other operations

are either growing more slowly in' are-

being sold. Thegroup now has 20 per

cent of the handsets market, making it.

the world’s second-largest mobile phone

maker after Motorola of theTJS. The

main non-tfllecoumpuDfoaiions business,

Consumer Electronics, has suffered,

heavy losses in recent years but^

returned to profit fa the last part of

1991 Analysts will hope the improved-

trend has been maintained.

Strong four-month femes are

expected from many of Finland’sbig

industrial groups. Amongst tbe

companies reporting this week are:

Metra, tbe diesel engine manufacturer

(today); Kemira, the chemicals group

'

(tomorrow); RautaruukH. tbe steel

concern (Wednesday);andpulp and

paper mBimfarfimws MetsS-Serla and

Enso-Cutzeit (Thursday and Friday

respectively).

Share, price (SKr)

.
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JAPANESE UFE ASSURERS

Sector united in losses

from sluggish market
Japanese life assurers are scheduled to

announce their annual earnings results

this week.
The companies havebeen hit by the

negative spread between their

investment returns and dividend

payouts due to tbe decline fa interest

rates and the sluggish stock market
and the industry saw an investment

return on assets of around 3 to 4 per

cent while paying out policy dividends

averaging 5.5 per cent.

Of the leading life insurance

companies, Chiyoda Mutual life and
Toho Mutual Life are expected to have
posted current losses for the year to

last March, along with four smaller

companies. It will be the first time in

post-war history that more than one of

the country’s fife insurers have posted

losses on the recurring level

Although the ability oftbe companies

is not expected to be jeopardised by the

losses due to reserves, dividend payouts

which they offer bn future policies may
need to be lower than those paid by
other companies.

; The leading right life assurers

Incurred negative yields oh accounts

through which they manage corporate
'

pepsfnn funds and tax-qualified pension

plans.-

lastyear the 'sector lifted premium
revenues but a sluggish domestic bond
market, smaller interest and dividend

income and low interest rates hurt

returns on investments.
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Companies fai this Issue

Airbus 6 HI

Ampotex 21 IB

Attwoods 20 rr

Barings 19 Kc

Boeing 6 La

British Aerospace 20 M<

Browning Fonts 20 Me

Conoco 4 Mi

GE Capital 21 Pa

GEC 20 Re

Expertise in

Syndicated Loans

negotiations with potential trade

buyers succeed.

Northern Foods and Unigate: Two of
the UK’s largest food processors will

Update investors this week on their

efforts to restructure dairy operations
and to deliver their year-end results.

Northern has already said it is taking a
£91m charge, £S9m of which will go on
dairy and ^hilled dairy products.

Unigate will be hard pressed to better
the pre-tax profits of £Ll&5m (5178m)
last year.

FKL The UK electrical engineering
and electronic components group is

expected on Wednesday to report

increased annual profits of about ETQm
($ll0m), compared with £523m,
following strong growth by its

materials hamTHng anri hardware
divisions. Those two businesses, based
mainly in North America, have been
the group's first to achieve douhle-diglt
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MGM Cinemas may
float within five years

Cable on the verge of the big time itii>

By Peggy HoSinger

MGM Cinemas, one of Europe's

largest film house chains,

could be floated on the UK
stock exchange within five

years if the US backed consor-

tium. which includes Richard

Branson's Virgin Group, wins
its £200m bid.

This appeared increasingly

likely over the weekend as the

Philadelphia-based Reading
company, which is the consor-

tium’s majority stakeholder,
announced it was in exclusive

negotiations for the cinema
chain with vendors Credit

Lyonnais.
The announcement means it

appears to have fought off rival

bids from Michael Green's
Carlton Communications, the

former favourite to buy the
chain, and Rank Organisation.
However, if the negotiations

break down, Carlton is likely

to reemerge as a front runner

in the bidding for Britain's

largest cinema chain, which
comprises 102 cinemas and 18

multiplexes.

The consortium is under-
stood to be confident of clinch-

ing a deal within a month. It

plans to appoint Mr Bob Smell-

ing, former president of Sony
Theatres and now head of

Reading Cinemas in the US, to

lead the new company which
will be set up after the pur-

chase is completed.

An. insider said notation in

the UK would be a possibility

within three to five years.
Reading, and its 47 per cent
stakeholder Craig Corporation,

had a history of holding invest-

ments in publicly-quoted com-
panies, he said.

The consortium has also
negotiated a structured finance

package, believed to include

about £100m In senior debt pro-

vided by Credit Suisse and a
tranche of subordinated debt
arranged by CS First Boston.

The consortium partners will

be expected to put up about 30
per cent of the £20Qm purchase
price. Reading will hold a
majority stake, with the Virgin
group as a substantial minor-
ity shareholder.

They are understood to have
arranged financing as part of
the purchase deal to build a
further 10 to 12 multiplexes
throughout the UK within five

years. It has not yet been
decided whether the rinomas
will carry the Virgin name.
The French bank took over

the cinema group in 1990 after
railing in loans marip to the
Italian financier, Giancarlo
Paretti. who bought it for
$1.3bn in 1990.

BAe considering response

to GEC in VSEL bid battle
By Bernard Gray, Defence
Correspondent in Paris.

British Aerospace has not yet

decided whether to increase its

bid for VSEL, the submarine
maker, in response to GEC's
£2l.50p a share bid last week.
Senior management at BAe

said they would considertheir

future course of action when
they return from the Paris Air
Show at the end of the week.
"We are here in Paris to sell

aircraft and to win an order for

the UK attack helicopter com-
petition, not to debate the
VSEL bid," said Mr Richard
Lapthome, finance director.

BAe has plenty of time to

decide what it will do.

It has not yet posted its cur-

rent offer of 3.3 shares for
every VSEL share, and has 46

days after it does to increase it

Analysts are divided as to

whether BAe will continue the
bid battle against GEC's
attempted knockout
Same argue BAe should not

risk its renewed reputation for

financial prudence by pursuing
the campaign.
Others point out that tax

T hey lose millions of

pounds a year. Their

capital requirements

would sink a small bank. Yet

Britain's cable companies are

suddenly enjoying a positive

news flow which is being
reflected in their previously
sagging share prices. Analysts

are now wondering if the sec*

tar could he about to undergo a
re-rating.

What may in future years be
seen as a defining moment
came last Thursday, when
TeleWest and SBCC. the big-

gest and fifth largest cable

operators, unveiled a £689m
merger.

It was the most significant

move yet In the consolidation
taking place In the industry
and the 6p rise that day in

TWs shares to 169p edged the
US-owned group ever closer to

Its November flotation price of

I82p.

There was further good news
on Friday when Nynex Cable-

Comms. Britain’s second big-

gest cable group, achieved a
listing price in the middle of its

forecast requirement, defying
sceptics who had predicted a
lower price as had happened
with previous cable floats.

Analysts attributed the success

partly to the TeleWest/SBCC
deal which, among a number
of positive aspects, removed
another big potential flotation

candidate from the scene.

At a stroke, the TeleW-
est/SBCC merger created a
company valued at £2.4bn and
nearly twice as big as its near*

est competitor. It also pushed
the new TeleWest into the

FT-SE Index of Britain's big-

gest 100 companies, a promo-

tion which will bring the bene-

fit of greater liquidity in the

group’s shares as funds track-

ing the index taka an interest

in the group.
The merger also put a dis-

tinct value on one of the indus-

try’s leading private companies
- SBCC being owned by South-
western Bell and Cox Commu-
nications - and Should fOCUS
investors' minds an just what
value should be attached to the
previously under-researched
sector.

For companies which rely an
future revenue growth, ana-
lysts have traditionally used
rtiawintpri flow models —
estimating revenues at a point

in the future and then dis-

counting back to arrive at a
valuation. However, as the
cable companies have begun to
construct their fibre optic net-

works, build up their asset
bases, and generate revenues,
more realistic forecasts iming

different valuation criteria are
being used.

Christopher Price discovers the sector may
undergo a re-rating after its defining moment

eqmpropnt IwTOstingnt are thpn

deducted. The figure that is

• left is the “goodwQT value of

the group, the value the mar-
ket is putting on the future

revenues. Dividing this by the
number of houses in a fran-

chise gives the read across val-

Some analysts

have expressed

disappointment at

the relatively high

chum rates

experienced by
some operators

O ne of the most
favoured methods, and
the one used by S.G.

Warburg in advising Nynex on
its offer price, is the so-called

read across valuation, which
allows comparison between the
six quoted cable groups and
hoipg give an impTipH value to

the others.

It is calculated by taking the
market capitalisation of a com-
pany and adjusting it for cash
and borrowings. Capital expen-

diture and plant, property and

nation.

This method awards a higher
basin valuation to tbnsp com-
panies which have laid more of

their fibre optic networks. Less
network built implies a lower
value.

For example, thi» share price

of TeleWest, which has just
under 40 per cent of its net-

work built, gives a value per
home of $530, according to fig-

ures from S.G. Warburg. SBCC.
which has built slightly more
of its network, received the
samp value rmripr the terms of
the merger, reflecting the dom-
inance of TeleWest in the new
partnership.

For the other quoted compa-
nies, Warburg calculates the

read across value as; $478 per
.

home fin* Comcast, Bell Cable-

media on $443, Videotron on

$404, Nynex on $374,- General

Cable on $354 and Interna-

tional CableTel, the cheapest

with only 13 per cent of its;

network built, on $374

Premiums and discounts to.

this valuation method are pot

on a company for a number o£

reasons. The degree of control

a company exerts over its fran-

chise areas is seen as impar-

.

tent, particularly as consolida-

tion in the industry gathers

pace. SBCC. for example, had
100 per cent ownership in its

franchise areas, giving it a pre-

mium rating. General Cable,

on the other hand, shares
many of its areas in partner-

ship with other operators.
. .

.

Where the shares are listed

will also be a factor in valua-

tion. Those listed on the Lon-

don market, as well as in the

US, will be afforded a higher

rating as the shares are likely

to have greater liquidity and
greater cash-raising possibili-

ties.

Quality of management is

another factor and the pedigree
of the parent companies, many
of which are US-owned with

experience of the US cable

market. A company's chum
rate - the rate at which cus-

tomers do not renew subscrip-

tions - is also an important

factor, reflecting a company’s
Tnarirpthip ability,

Whether or not the cable
companies are re-rated will
dspehd a lot oel the. flow of
industry data. Soma analysts
have expressed disappointment

on .the rate.of growth of the
industry, and at the relatively

high chunr rates experienced
by some operators. This, cou-

pled withthe feet that the mar-
ket is suffering from indlges-

. tion due to the flood of .cable

flotations, hi the past 18
. months, has contributed to the
imderperfonnance of the sec-

tor; ..--!•••

Only , last week, BZW down-
graded its forecast for thenum-
ber of cable television subscrib-

ers for the year 2000 from 40
per. cent of homes to 82 per
cent

It revised, its industry valua-

tion from £79bn to £7.1hn, and
downgraded its valuations an
the quoted cable companies by
between 5 and 10 per cent The
broker made its cuts after

research showed cable tv pene-

tration had stuck at 22 per cent

for the past three years.

Quarterly figures- from the

Independent Television Com-
mission. last week, showed
that cable continues to suffer

from poor marketing, with
only 21.4 per cent of homes
passed by cable actually asking
to be connected - 963,000 out of

a total of 5.165m. With statis-

tics like this, the sector may
have to wait a little longer fin-

its re-rating.
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Richard Lapthorne: in Paris selling aircraft not debating VSEL

advantages make VSEL worth
more to BAe than to GEC.

If BAe does choose to return
to the table it is likely to dis-

cuss it with shareholders to

ensure their backing.
Analysts were surprised that

BAe’s shares had not fallen

further in response to GEC's
bid for VSEL “There Is strong

buying support because of the
earnings recovery under way
in this stock, which should
help if it returns with another

bid using shares,” said one.

• BAe is extending its alli-

ance with the Franco-German
Eurocopter Group. The BAe-
Eurocopter team is offering the

llger helicopter in the current
£2bn UK attack helicopter com-
petition. and the two will also

team on the NH90 transport

helicopter. The Department of
Trade and Industry has called

for alliances between compa-
nies competing for the attack
helicopter.

Former shareholders in
Attwoods, the waste manage-
ment company taken over by
Browning Ferris Industries of

the US In a £391m hostile bid
last year, could receive
up to a further $9.4m (£5.98m)
following the sale of the UK
company's German busin-
esses.

BFl announced it was selling

the portable sanitation, accom-
modation and office businesses

for $56.8m to an investment
group backed by CVC Capital

Partners.

It said it could receive up to

a further $9.4m following a

financial audit, which it expec-
ted would be concluded within
a year.

In Its offer, BFI promised to

remit to Attwoods' sharehold-

ers the proceeds in excess of
$5&8m which it received on
the sale of the businesses.

BFL one of the world’s larg-

est quoted waste companies,
won its three-month battle for

Attwoods in December when it

raised its cash offer from
£364m.
The company was founded

by Mr Ken Foreman, husband
of the former model Mandy
Rice-Davies.

BIDDER/iNVESTOR TARGET SECTOR VALUE COMMBfT
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Interbrew (Belgium) John Laban (Canada) Brewing £1.25bn Agreed bid

beats Onex

Schwarz Pharma [Germany)

Schwarz Pharma (Germany)

Central Pharmaceuticals

(US)

Unit of Reed & Carrtck

(US)

Pharmaceuticals

Pharmaceuticals

Cl 12m

£73m

US package

part oL.

' ...non-Europe
' drive'

0 Mining raises;

. jjflm in piacenwsB^l

Arjo Wiggins Appleton

(UK/France)

Newton Fate (US) Paper E37.7m Buy bom
Sweden's Store

Northern Foods (UK) Green Isle (Ireland) Food C25m Stake raised to

79% ‘
•’ : Wjrijfca

Blockbuster (US) Grupo Mexicano de Video

(Mexico)

Entertainment £22m Acquiring 00% . t *• Hi
ZZ~ w-l*

Securicor Services (UK) ASD (Germany) Security

services

Cl7.8m Develops
German strategy

' 1 .*.• T- .C -.’‘XAtlflg,-.; ,,-r
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.

Homestake Afining (US) Navan Resources (Ireland) Mining £15-2m Stake plus

option'

* ?*gs!

: f- f

Welmans (US) Unit of Akzo Nobel
(Nsthertands/Sweden)

Plastics rVa PET project for

buyer

•

(UKJ/Steroens (Germany)
RaDcars (JV)

'

Engineering n/a Heavy main-
tenance move
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NEWS DIGEST

GE Capital to buy
life activities of
American Express
GE Capital, the financial services arm of
General Electric of the US, is buying the life

assurance business of American Express,
writes Maggie Urry fa New York. Terms were
not disclosed, but the two said the deal would
not materially affect their turning?;

The business changing b flmte earns amnml
premiums of 5460m, of which 5337m come from
Amexco’s long-term care insurance business.

Other lines include long-term disability, acci-

dental death, and corporate owned life insur-

ance. Ameaco is keeping the insurance busi-

nesses relating to its charge card activities,

SUCh as flTinnIKftg aryrj travel jncnranra*

The deal “will propel GNA Into a position of

leadership in the rapidly growing long-term
care market” and add add $l.6bn of assets,

bringing GNA’s total assets to Sl&fibn.

Pancontinental declines

to recommend offer
Directors of Pancontinental Mining, which has
been fighting a bid worth about A$500m
(USS360m) from Renison Gold Fields, another
Australian mining group, has declined to

make any firm recommendation to sharehold-

ers, writes Nikki Tait in Sydney.
Renison controls of SO per cent of its target

and has declared its offer unconditional. How-
ever, QBE, the Australian insurer, holds over

10 per cent of Pancontmental’s shares, and has

indicated that it will not accept the bid -

meaning that Renison cannot compulsorily
mop up all minority holdings.
panwwtinowtai hag outlined three options

for remaining shareholders - to accept the

offer, to sell shares in the market, or to remain
as a Pancontinental shareholder, but said

“each entails potential risks and rewards”.
“Your directors are continuing to discuss with.

Goldfields (the Renison bid vehicle) the recon-

stitution. of file hoard of directors to ensure
appropriate representation for Goldfields and
for minority interests,” they added.

Star Mining raises

A$50m in placement
Star Mining Corporation, a small Australian

company, has taken another important step

towards developing Sukhoi Log in Siberia, the

world’s biggest known gold deposit NatWest
Securities and County NatWest Securities Aus-

tralia have placed with US and UK institutions

200m Star shares at 2S cents each to raise

A$50m gross, writes Kenneth Gooding.

Star owns 35 per cent of Lena Gold, a Rus-

sian joint stock company that has the rights to

Sukhoi Log.

It is unofficially estimated that development
of the first stags of the project will cost

between US$400m and US$500m. Star is obliged

to provide USS250m towards this in the next 18
months.
Mr Stephen Fabian of County NatWest said

the placing would enable Star to cut the out-

standing obligation to about US$200m and
would add weight to the company's case in

further negotiations with the Russians. Inves-

tor interest in gold operations in the former
Soviet Union had increased recently and the

issue was oversubscribed.

Star previously raised A5l5m at 38 cents a

share in December.
A feasibility study on Sukhoi Log was due to

be completed this month but there were delays

in gaining access to some geological informa-

tion because the deposit was deemed a

“national treasure" by the Soviet authorities

and these details were a state secret. Mr
Fabian said this problem had been overcome
and the study should be ready in September.

Wesfarmers to divest

‘non-core’ businesses
Wesfarmers Barmings, the Perth-based agricul-

tural products and natural resources group,

plans to divest its “non-core” manufacturing
businesses, writes Nikki Tate in Sydney.
These comprise Du Feu Metal, which makes

steel products for the housing industry; The
Roofing Centre Group, which also services the

housing industry; and a shareholding in Ster-

Iands, a New South Wales-based manufacturer
of wall frames and roof trusses.

Ampolex court move
on convertible notes
Ampolex, the Australian energy company, said

that it was beginning court proceedings, in an
effort to get a declaration that the proper con-

version rate on its convertible notes was one-
for-one, writes Nikki Tait.

This is being challenged by Sir Ron Brier-

ley's GuLaess Peat Group, which claims that

the original trust deed indicated a 6.6-to-one

ratio. However, Ampolex maintains that vari-

ous subsequent documents made plain that

the one-to-one ratio was intended.

Aircraft alliance named
The new British, French and Italian alliance of

regional aircraft manufacturers is to be called

Aero International Regional, or Air, writes

Michael Skapinker fa Paris. Mr Nino D'An-
gelo, an Italian, will fill the rotating presi-

dency during the first year of the venture,

which British Aerospace, Aerospatiale of

France and Alenia of Italy will begin operating

in January.

i The Reuter Foundation

FINANCIAL TIMES

ROBERT MAUTHNER
MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP

The Financial Times and the Reuter Foundation have

established a new visiting fellowship for journalists at Oxford

University in memory of the late Robert Mauthner, the

distinguished Financial Times writer on European affairs who

died last year.

The Robert Mauthner Fellowship will offer mid-career

journalists from European Union member countries an

opportunity to spend three months studying a subject of their

choice at Oxford, as members of the Reuter Foundation

Programme based at Green College.

The annual fellowship is open to journalists of all media, from

any EU country, who distinguish themselves in reporting and

interpreting economic, political or social developments in the

European Union.

Successful candidates are likely to be aged between 28 and

45. Study projects will be agreed as part of the selection

procedure. Fellowships will be for one term (approximately

three months) starting in October, January or April.

Applications will dose on June 30th 1995. Application forms

and more information may be obtained from:

The Director

The Reuter Foundation
:

85 Fleet Street, London EC4P 4AJ

Tel: 0171 510 7015 Fax: 0171 510 8599

Big jump in profits at VA Stahl
By Eric Frey m Vienna

VA Stahl, the Austrian steel

group, has announced an eight-

fold surge in operating profit

in the first quarter of 1595 to

SchB53m (587m) from SchlOhn
a year earlier. The result
brightens the prospects for the
privatisation of the state-

owned company, which is

scheduled for the early
autumn.
The company's chairman. Mr

Peter Strahammer, told a news
conference that sales in the
first quarter advanced by 23
per cent to Schll.lbn from
Schdbn. Price increases of up

Soda Ash
Botswana in

liquidation
By Kenneth Gooding,
Mining Correspondent

Soda Ash Botswana, a $50Qm
venture that started up as

recently as 1991 and in which
Anglo American Corporation

of South Africa has a substan-

tial stake, has been put into

liquidation. It employs 452

locals and 114 expatriates and
has been contributing about
$2Qm a year in export sales.

AEd, another South African

company, formerly known as
African Explosives & Chemi-
cals and which has been man-
aging the project, said SAB
bad been incurring operating

losses and bad required sub-

stantial financial assistance

from shareholders.

Analysts suggest the share-

holders had to faject another
300m puna (about $l08m) dur-

ing 1992 and 1983.

AECI said SAB’s cash short-

fall in 1994 was 106m puna and
this was budgeted to rise to

171m puna in the current year.

Private shareholders - AECI
with 26.5 per cent, Anglo
American and its De Beers
unit, with 12£ per cent each -

bad been negotiating with the

Botswana government, owner
of the other 48-5 per cent and
SAB's bankers but had failed

to agree on a restructuring and
refinancing package.

to 10 per cent for VA Stahl's

main products also helped
boost earnings.

Based on first-quarter
results, analysts expect full-

year operating profit to climb
to a record Sch2.4bn from
Schl.3bn in 1994.

Mr Strahammer confirmed
that the state holding group
OIAG will sell at least 51 per
cent and perhaps as much as

74 per cent of VA Stahl in Sep-

tember or October through a
public share offering. The
exact amount will depend on
the market conditions, he said.

The trraiwg of the issue has
been in doubt because OIAG

wanted to avoid a clash with

the privatisation- of the giant

French steel group, Usinor
Sarilor. But as Usinor’s share

offering is scheduled to be
completed by July 4. the lead

managers believe that by the
end of the summer there wffl

be sufficient demand for VA
Stahl shares.

Earlier this year, the privati-

sation share offering of Boeh-
ler-Uddeholm, the speciality
steel maker, had to be cut

down sharply because of a
weak stock market
Beside bringing cash into the

state’s coffers, the share offer-

ing should also boost VA

Stahl's paid-in capital from
Sch3bn to Sch3.3bn and
increase its equity ratio from
30 to 40 per cent
Total debt is set to fall from

Schfibn to below the total cash
flow for 1995. which is esti-

mated at Sch45bn.
However, plans to rescue a

loss-making VA Stahl steel

pipe plant at Kindberg in the

province of Styria hit a snag
following reports that a Rus-
sian steel group has cancelled

its plans to buy a 26 per cent

stake in the factory. A closing

of the plant would cause the
loss of 700 jobs in an economi-
cally depressed region.

Saurer chief executive quits
By Ian Rodger In Zurich

Swiss shareholders,
emboldened by recent battles

over Union Bank of Switzer-

land and non-woven fabrics

group Holvis. continue to Hex
their hitherto flabby muscles.
Mr Melk Lehner has resigned

as chief executive of the loss-

making textile machinery
group Saurer only two days
after a large minority share-

holder won the support of the

annual meeting for a change in

strategy.

Mr Lehner blamed a “relent-

less media campaign" for lus

withdrawal, but the key move
came last Wednesday when BB
Industrie, an investment fund
with 22 per cent of the shares,

won support at the annual

meeting for two of its nomi-
nees to join the board.
Mr Carl Hahn, a former VW

chief executive and Saurer's
chairman

, sensed the change of

mood, and suddenly there were
five of nine directors backing
BBI instead of four of seven
backing Mr Lehner.

BBI, formed only a year ago,

has been concentrating its

efforts on reducing hostilities

between Switzerland's two
largest textile machinery pro-

ducers, Saurer and Rieter.

The two dominate the world

Spinning machine sector but
have engaged in a bitter battle

for market share, resulting in a

30 per cent erosion of some
prices in the past three years.

In the past few months. BBI
has lifted its Saurer stake to 22

per cent, surpassing that of Mr
Tito Tettamanti. who tried

unsuccessfully to merge the
two. Although Mr Tettamanti

has only 16 per cent of Saurer,

his nominees until last week
controlled the board.

Meanwhile, another group of

Swiss investors will be press-

ing for a generous buy-back

offer at Wednesday's annual
meeting of Merck AG. the
Swiss holding company for

most of the international

operations of German pharma-
ceuticals group E. Merck.

E- Merck intends to make an
initial public offering of its

own shares in the German
market in the autumn and at

the samp jimp bid to buy back
the 16.6 per cent of Merck AG
shares held by the public.

Kone down at four-month stage
By Christopher Brown-Humes
bi Stockholm

Kone, the Finnish lifts group,

blamed “extremely tough"
price competition and the

stronger markka for a 9 per

cent drop in profits in the first

four months of this year.

Profits after financial items

fell to FM67m (515.43m) from

FM74m, even though its fig-

ures were boosted by last

year's acquisition of Montgom-
ery, the US elevators group.

The group also disclosed that

it is in talks to sell its remain-

ing non-elevator divisions,

Kone Instruments and a steel

foundry. It has already sold its

cranes, wood, and shipboard
handling equipment units.

Lift sales rose to FM2.61bn
from FM2.34bn, helping to
increase total group sales to

FM2.68bn from FM2-4Sbn.
Orders for lifts increased to

FM?..2hn from FM2.1bn.
Excluding a 15 per cent rise

in the value of the markka.

both elevator sales and new
orders would have been nearly

30 per cent higher than in 1994.

Kone said Montgomery,
which cost 5280m, had made a

significant contribution to its

figures, accounting for about
two-thirds of sales and growth
in orders.

However, the impact of the
acquisition was reduced by
increasing competition “in all

market aTeas” and lower
demand fa important markets,

such as France and Italy.

ITT sells

remainder

of financial

division
By Richard Tomkins
In New York

ITT, the US conglomerate, has
completed the disposal of its

ITT financial division by
agreeing the sale of the three

remaining businesses fa sev-

eral transactions generating
gross cash proceeds of $5.5bn.

Net proceeds will be much
lower because the gross figure

makes no allowances for debt
remaining after the businesses

are sold. ITT said net proceeds
“approximated book value”.

ITT said total cash gener-

ated by the disposal of ITT
Financial came to 513bn. Jt

would not disclose the net pro-

ceeds, but the figure is

believed to have fallen slightly

short of the S3.3bn to 5&5bn
the company bad hoped for.

The disposal of ITT Finan-
cial began in September last

year when ITT announced that

it was selling its financial ser-

vices operations to fund an
expansion of its hotel, leisure

and entertainment interests.

The divestment has involved

20 separate transactions cul-

minating fa the latest agree-

ment with a number of buyers
to sell the assets of ITT Resi-

dential Capital, a mortgage
lender; Lyndon Insurance's

reinsurance business; and ITT
Financial’s portfolio of real

estate loans and properties,

mainly fa southern California.

Separately, ITT strongly

denied a US newspaper report

that nr and Mr Barry Differ,

the US entertainment industry
executive, had come “within a
whisker” of buying CBS, the

television broadcasting net-

work, for about $5bn fa cash.

The New York Post said the

deal fell through because Mr
Lawrence Tisch, CBS's chair-

man, “wanted too much.” But
ITT dismissed the report as
“absolutely fictional”.

Last year ITT was widely
believed to have approached
General Electric about a possi-

ble purchase of GE's NBC tele-

vision network, but no deal

materialised.

(*Including full results and commentary on the May General Election *)
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One good rea-

son for feeling

slightly queasy
about US equi-

ties at present

Is the dividend

yield: or rather,

the lack of it

At around 2.5

per cent, the yield on the S&P
Composite index Is the lowest

on record - lower even than in

the summer of 1987, just before

the crash.
What we have here is a

two-way stretch. Not only are

stock prices at record levels;

companies are also paying out

less of their earnings in divi-

dends.
Last year, US corporations

reported a 40 per cent increase

in earnings. Even allowing for

one-off effects such as lay-offs

and restructuring, the rise was
around 15 per cent Dividends,

meanwhile, rose 5 per cent
In part this is a function of

the economic cycle. Profits

fluctuate, but companies are
expected to keep the dividends

flowing.

As a necessary consequence,
the pay-out ratio fluctuates
with the cycle as wen.
The effect has been particu-

larly marked in the latest

upswing.
The recession of the early

1990s caught corporations with
unusually high borrowings, so

the damage to profits was cor-

respondingly severe. Measured

Commodities

THIS WEEK

Global Investor / Tony Jackson

Two-way stretch for US equities
against reported earnings
(Including one-off charges), the

pay-out ratio in 1992 rose to an
almost unprecedented 80 per

cent
Since then, companies have

been rebuilding not only their

dividend cover, but their bal-

ance sheets.

Through a combination of
profit and parsimony, their

pay-out ratio has halved.

Of late, they have also been
buying back their own stock in

massive quantities. For bulls of

Wall Street, this means the
market is cheaper than it

looks. The more a company
spends this year on buying its

stock, runs the argument, the
less it can afford to raise its

dividend. Next year comes the

catch-up. All the company's
free cash can go to the divi-

dend payment, and it is divided

among fewer shares. In the
meantime, as a smoothing
exercise, the dividend yield

should be adjusted upwards.
There is room for scepticism

here. As Albert Edwards of the

London brokers Kleinwort
Benson remarks, adjusters
always seem to be work
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upwards, never downwards.
Those with long memories may
recall the efforts ™»te in the
late 1980s to argue that
Tokyo's triple-digit p/e ratio

was not what it seemed. One or

two really heroic adjusters
managed to get Tokyo's p/e
below Wall Street’s. Precious
little good it did them when
the Japanese bubble burst
A more interesting defence

of low yields comes from the

Wall Street firm Dean Witter.

The baby boomer generation in

America is close to its earnings
peak. It is also exposed to job
insecurity, white collar shock
and a growing awareness that

pension promises might not be
an that they seem.
The baby boomers are there-

fore saving for retirement.

They are not interested in divi-

dends today; they want capital

growth in 30 years’ time. Com-

panies are sensing this. Their

response is to re-invest more of
their cash in the business,
rather than giving it away.

In part, this is the kind of

argument that makes you want
to check your wallet. When-
ever the market gets absurdly
high on fundamentals, there
are always people ready to

explain why the fundamentals
no longer apply.

Nevertheless, there may be a

nub of troth in it. One could

even push it further. Perhaps,

over the long run, dividend
yields are heading downwards.
In the 1920s and 1930s. US
stocks yielded as much as 9 per

cent. In the 1950s - when
stocks first yielded less than
bonds - the figure dipped
below 3 per cent. Now, the

bolls might argue, it is poshing

towards 2 per cent
Demographics could be part

of the : explanation. Another
reason is equally basic. In the

long run, the proportion of US
stocks held by financial insti-

tutions rather than individuals

is steadily vising. The more
stocks yon hold in your portfo-

lio, the less it matters if one of

themgoes bust little by little,

the shift to institutional owner-
ship means that stock-specific

risk Is being squeezed out of

the market. It is logical to

expect the required return on
the market to fall accordingly.

Ibis Is not to say that US
stocks are other than expen-

sive. The question is rather

how much more
.
expensive

they will get, and how sharp
the eventual correction will be.

On the (me band, while the div-

idend yield is clearly a warning
sign, other measures such as

price to book value or the yield

ratio between stocks and
T-bonds are less alarming.

Then again, as Mr Edwards
of Kleinwort argues, the out-

look for corporate earnings
may be riskier than it looks.

Despite being mean with their

dividends, companies have
been spending heavily on capi-

tal tnvestment and sfodk. buy-

backs; As a result. COTynrato
borrowing is, li^g/sbirply.
Should ,the economy have^a.
hard-landing after all; fbeiisks

'

are obvious.

But r as' Mr, Edwards also
points out, things dould

' be
worse. 'SpecfficaHy, they could

be moreMe .the UKjUS'corpo-

rations are doing- what
baby imbrues? want , investing :

heavily, .and holding back^an
dividends. :i‘ ..“W

'

hi the UK, the reverse is

true. Companies are still reluc-

tant to lower their hqnfle rates

of return for. investment
Rather, than spending'.' to
^ypattd, they are banding jthe

cash back to shareholders. -*

In the medium teem, the
results could prove qftrverse.

By failing to invest-UK compa-

.

nies risk creating capacity .bot-

tlenecks
.
and subsequent infla-

tion. They could therefore

ermtribute to a sum^my.tovi-
ronment in which higher divi-

dend payvoutS-become neces-

sary to match rising bond
yields.

In the US, the circle could

prove correspondingly virtu-

ous. To the extent tbat .compa-

nles.ezpand capacity, they con-

tribute to holding down
inflation and bond yields, and
low dividend pay-outs thus
become seffdustifyj^.Perhkps

a 2 per cent yield oh.toe SAP is

achievable after all One. of
these days, anyway: - -a-

:*c/7

’

Richard Mooney '-B

Coffee estimate awaited
By tomorrow morning the
coffee market should have a
better idea whether last week's

price setback is set to continue
or to be recouped.

After tonight’s close in New
York the US Department of

Agriculture win release its lat-

est supply/demand estimates

for all world crops, which
should include its latest assess-

ment of the Brazilian coffee

crop for 199566 in the after-

math of last year’s frosts and
drought.
"While the USDA may not be

the most accurate, it is the

most neutral arbiter of crop
size,” a London trader told

Reuters news agency last Fri-

day.

Brazilian trade house Esteve
Irmaos could hardly claim to

be equally neutral, which may
he the reason its forecast last

week that the biggest coffee

producer's harvest could be
halved, produced little market
impact. If the USDA came out

with a similar projection
investment funds would seem
certain to take it as a signal to

re-enter the market in force.

Other significant data for the

coffee market due this week
are today's release of the New
York Cocoa, Sugar and Coffee

exchange's certified stocks
report and Friday's commit-
ment of traders report.

Today could also see the
start of disruption to Brazilian

coffee shipments if the Santos
port authority has failed to

reach a pay deal with its work-
ers overnight. An indefinite

strike has been threatened.

Yet another coffee event this

week is Wednesday’s annual
press conference of the Ger-
man Soluble Coffee Associa-

tion in Hamburg.
• In London tomorrow Inco,

the flanadian nickel giant, is

holding a presentation to min-
ing analysts, at which com-
pany objectives and outlook
will be discussed. There will be
extra interest in this following

last week's news that Inco had
takan a 25 per cant stake in
Diamond Fields Resources’
massive nickel discovery at

Voisey Bay, Labrador.

The International Primary
Aluminium Institute’s April
stocks figures are due out
today.

This announcement appears as a matter of record only.

A consortium consisting of

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya, S.A.

Grupo Brescia

has acquired from The Government of Peru
60% of the common stock of

Banco Continental
(A bank organised under the lau/s of the Republic of Peru)

The undersigned assisted in the organisation of the consortium and acted
as exclusive financial advisor to the consortium in this transaction.

BARINGS

Member of the INGA)GROUP
June 1995
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"How much
autonomy do
monetary poli-

cies have
today in
Europe? With
capital moving
freely between
interdepen-

dent economies, an autono-
mous monetary policy is no
longer a credible policy
option. Member states will

only lose a prerogative which
in practice they cannot use.

By collectively managing
EMU’s monetary policy, the
participating central banks
will exercise... a shared but
effective responsibility over
one of the strongest curren-

cies in the world."

This argument appears in
the Commission’s “green
paper” on the practical

arrangements for the intro-

duction of the single currency,
published at the end of last

month. It is one of a number
of arguments that national

sovereignty is a myth, while
European sovereignty is not.

In many cases - money being
one - these arguments are

doubly wrong: national sover-

eignty is no myth and, if it

were, so would European sov-

ereignty be.

The proposition that mone-
tary autonomy is mythical has
almost become conventional
wisdom in Europe, but it is

remarkably radical. The Euro-
pean Union contains the
world’s third, fourth, fifth and
sixth largest economies. If

these have no monetary
autonomy, then almost every
country in the world - except
the US and Japan - should
close its currency down.
For monetary sovereignty to

be mythical a monetary
authority either must be inca-

pable of altering policy or will

have no impact on real eco-

nomic variables, if it does.
Each proposition is mistaken.

Ask the Bundesbank
whether it is incapable of

changing monetary policy.
Yet it is not alone. After ster-

ling was brusquely expelled
from the exchange rate mech-

Economic Eye / Martin Wolf

On monetary
sovereignty

Is monetary autonomy reaUy a myth?. ...

Effective exchange rate indices
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anism in September 1992,

three-month rates of interest

fen to a maximum of almost
2'A percentage points below
the German level. In May
1994, sterling short-term rates

of interest went above the

German level, where they
have since remained. In the

era of exchange-rate targeting,

such a swing from negative to

positive interest-rate differen-

tials would have been impossi-

ble. That was no longer true
with a floating exchange rate.

Such changes can also have
big and long-lasting real
effects. The correlations
between movements in the
nominal and real effective

exchange rates of sterling and
the Italian lira, since their

departure from the ERM, are
almost perfect (see chart).

This has already given the UK
and Italy almost three years of
substantial real effects. Mr
Yves-Thibault de Silguy. the
ElTs monetary commissioner,
knows this perfectly well It is

why he said this week in
Frankfurt that "If the [single

currency] does not arrive, the
very existence of the single
market would be threatened."

One can argue, as does Mr

. ,i«e4 '.vT- r.

de Silguy, that competitive
devaluations undermine the

single market One can also

argue that an autonomous
monetary policy must be inef-

fective. But one can hardly
argue both things at toe same
time. Companies could surely
ignore transitory swings in
competitiveness. It is because
they are not transitory that

currency movements create

such anxiety.

The fundamental issue is

what monetary autonomy
means. To answer it, the con-

fusion of sovereignty with
absolute power must be elimi-

nated. Fortunately, govern-
ments are always constrained
by the reactions of those who
hold their currency.
This is just as true in a

dosed economy as in an open
one. The monetary authorities

can always determine toe rate

of inflation. If people fear
higher inflation, however,
they win flee into real assets,

thereby creating a rise in
nominal long-term interest
rates. Economists who believe
prices and wages are flexible,

even In the short run, would
argue this is the end of toe
story. Others argue the

authorities can follow a count-

er-cyclical monetary policy.

Some would also suggest that,

:

in the right circumstances,

.

monetary policy can help

change relative prices.. Lord
1

Keynes, for example, argued i

that tt is less costly - and'far
i

swifter - to lower disequilib-

rium real wages by .raising

nominal prices than by tower-

ing Tmmfnfll wages.
.Very little in this analysis

changes In an open economy.

Openness turbo-charges: toe

effects of monetary policy, hut

does not change their nature.

If people fear monetary poEey

is inflationary, they have.tbe

extra option of flight into for-

eign assets. The coimter-cytii-

cal effects of monetary policy

are more powerful, since
changes in real exchange
rates affect a country’s com-
petitiveness in external mar-
kets. Finally, if higher prices

are able to reduce real wages
at all. a devaluation brings

this about more quickly, 6y
raising the prices erf tradeable

goods and services.

Monetary policy must have
real effects in an open econ-

omy, if it has them in a closed

one. Conversely, If monetary
policy is ineffective in single

member states, because prices

and wages adjust instanta-

neously, the same must be
true for the EU as a whole.

Again, if people will flee from
pi inflationary monetary pol-

icy in single member states,

they will also flpg from infla-

tion in a anj^e European cur-

rency (if they are allowed to).

As so often in debates about

Europe’s economic future, size

is confused with effectiveness.

National monetary autonomy
is no myth. Its exercise can
certainly bring long-lasting,

though possibly not perma-
nent, real effects. It is pre-

cisely because of this that peo-

ple want to eliminate national

independence. The $64,000

(sorry, Ecu or Enro-Franken)
question is only whether, toe

benefits of national monetary
autonomy are outweighed by
those of intra-European
exchange-rate rigidity.-:
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The Emerging Investor / Peter Wise

Developing a safe haven in Portugal
Two global equity offers to less
than a month are awakening a
wider interest in Portugal, one
of Europe’s peripheral emerg-
ing markets that was previ-
ously an undiscovered area for
many International investors.

Encouraged by the recent
issue of Portugal Ttelecom - to
be followed later this month by
an offer of 40 per cent of Poitu-
cel-Industrial, a pulp producer
- a number of institutions are
examining the country’s poten-
tial for the first Hfn«»

They may be favourably
surprised by what they fmd.
A tendency to bundle Portu-

gal with Spain - as a relatively
undisciplined economy stimu-
lating growth by successive
currency devaluations -

proves unjustified on closer
examination,

“Portugal hag maintained an
impressively firm exchange-
rate policy since the earl;
1990s,” said Ms Sally Wilkin-

son, southern Europe econo-
mist with Union Bank of Swit-
zerland.

"All the right policies are in
place to build a developed
economy; it just takes time.”

Investment is forecast to
take over from exports this

year as the main drive behind
Portugal's slow recovery from
recession.

UK forecasts gross domestic
product growth will rise to 3
per cent this year from l per
cent in 1994, moving up to 35
per cent in 1996 - above the
European Union average - and
to 4A per cent in 1997.

Large EU transfers wfil fuel

strong investment in infra-

structure, a trend that is being
additionally stimulated by the

CURRENCIES

approach of a general election

on October L
Recovery is occurring

against a healthy backdrop of
fiscal discipline, a stable
exchange rate, and controlled
inflation, which is forecast to

remain stable at about 4£ per
cent this year and Tiggt.

in spite of the general elec-

£km and a presidential election

early in 1996. Portugal is rela-

tively free from political risk.

Both the ruling centre-right
Social Democrats and the oppo-
sition Socialists, who are ahead
in the polls, are committed to

meeting convergence targets

for European monetary union.
Differences over economic

policy are little more than a
question of nuance.
A minority government

would, however, hamper
reforms.
Fund managers starting to

look at the Lisbon stock mar-
ket will find that Portugal was
the best performing European
bourse in 1993 and the second
best in 1394-

Growth has been flat this

year. Hie National Continuous
Index (BVL-INC) closed down
10 points on Friday at 1,300.41,

a loss of 1.5 per cent since Jan-
uary, But the market has
gained from a low of L254.86 in
MTarrh

“We expect the market to

rise by 5 to 10 per cent by the
end of the year,” said Mr Pierre

Boulle, director of research at

Frncor, the Lisbon brokers.
“The increase in the year from
the trough of last March is

likely to be more impressive.”

Portucel and Portugal Tele-

com, which accounts for 16 per
cent of total market capitahsa-

Portugal
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tion, will strongly influence
overall growth.
After a week of trading Por-

tugal Telecom has gained only
2.1 per cent on the offer price
of Es2£00, considerably short
of the 10 per cent rise targeted

by the global co-ordinators.

Dealers are confident of fas-

ter growth for Portucel. The
price range for the issue, to be
concluded on June 27. has been
set at £s920 to EsL210. "There
is more risk and more poten-
tial gain in Portucel,” said a
Lisbon trader. "If the entry
price is low, investors will be
looking for substantial gains
before exiting as the pulp sec-

tor reaches the top of its cycle
in two to three years.”
As a relatively high-growth

European economy that is also

structm-ally sound, Portugal is

becoming difficult to classify

either as an emerging or a
developed market
The country no longer suf-

fers from the volatility and
risk that beset markets in
Latin America and eastern

Mar Apr May
1995

Europe, but neither can it

match their growth rates.

"Portugal is gradually losing

Its status as an emerging mar-
ket and is likely to earn recog-
nition as a small, developed
market in about two years,”

said Mr Mark Howard, a Mad-
rid-based analyst with Singer
& Friedlander.

"The country is a safe haven
where selective Investors can
be almost certain of a reason-

able return.”

Emerging market fund man-
agers, eager for strong perfor-

mance after the losses of 1994,

are looking for stronger gains
than Lisbon can offer thic year.

As a result, few give Portugal a
weighting of more than 5 per
cent. But they continue to

drive the Lisbon market, which
is forecast by Carnegie Portu-

gal to show an average price/

earnings ratio of 12.4 this year.

Other institutions pick indi-

vidual stocks rather than play

the index. New investors
drawn to Portugal by Portugal
Telecom and Portucel are

likely to look for large, liquid

companies. They will find that
the biggest barrier to Portu-
gal's becoming a fully devel-

oped market is the scarcity of
such stocks.

“Many Institutions are
deterred by markets where
they cannot invest at the level
they are used to,” said Mr
Paulo de Araujo, emerging
markets director at Schraders.

“They often work in units of
several witiiinn dollars anrf are
not encouraged when they find
it can take up to week to build

a position of that size in Portu-

gal."

The Portugal Telecom and
Portucel issues will go some
way to improving liquidity in a
market where the free-float is

estimated at about only 30 per
cent They are also a first step
towards diversification into
industrial stocks and utilities.

A future and options market
due to be launched in Oporto
later this year will further
enhance the liquidity of the
market as a whole. Investors

would like to see more issues

of fixed-rate long-term govern-
ment paper to complete the i

picture. I

According to Mr Trevenen
Morris-Grantham, an analyst
with Carnegie Portugal, two of

the few liquid stocks likely to

attract new Investors are
Sonne Investimentos, with
holdings in retail distribution

and wood products, and the
cement company Cimpor,
which will he favoured by
strong Investment in infra-

structure. Banks, which domi-
nate the market, are not expec-

ted to make any significant
gains until 1996.
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Busy week for currency traders
The combination of some key
statistical releases in the US
and the backdrop cf important
policy meetings makes for an
important wed; on the foreign

exchanges.
The key event is the G7 sum-

mit in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Traditionally these meetings
produce little of substance to
impact on currency markets.
But .there are various reasons
for caution on this front.

First, the rally in the dollar

in early May came soon after

the Washington meeting of G7
central bank governors and
finance ministers in late ApriL
Second, the recent, successful

round of central bank support
for the dollar had its roots in
flip communique issued at that

meeting.

This has led some observers
to wonder whether leading
industrial natfans are not pre-

paring themselves for a
“reverse Plaza accord" (that is.

a concerted effort to reverse
the fell in the dollar).

At the very least, markets
are likely to be cautious for

fear of being caught offside by
some policy initiative, even if

it seems unlikely.

Tomorrow also sees the
release of key consumer infla-

tion and retail sales data in the
US.
The market was last week

retreating from its view that

the economy was plunging into

recession, and the retail sales

figure wfil have an important
influence on this discussion.

Currently, stronger economic
data is likely to be seen as dol-

lar supportive.

At feast three other events
have the potential to impact on
the dollar; the meeting in Hali-

fax between President Clinton
and Mr Tomiichl Murayama.
the Japanese prime minister;

further developments in US-Ja-

pan auto talks, in the run up to

the June 28 trade sanctions
deadline; and the Bundesbank
council meeting on Wednes-
day.

The trade dispute remains a
key issue for the dollar, with
any signs of heightened dis-

agreement hitting the US cur-

rency.

There is also widespread
expectation of a further cut in

German interest rates, if not
this week, which would lend
support to the dollar.

FT GUIDE TO WORLD CURRENCIES

The tafcte below QtvoB lho Most ovaftbio I8tu of exchange (rounded) against lour lay currencies on Friday. June B, 1995 . In some cases the rale b nominal. Merkel rates are the average oI buying and aaBbig rates except where
Bray are shown to be ottwrwfaa. In soma caaaa market race have bean calraiatad trom those of foreign currencies to which they are Bed.
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Mexico
The Mexican equity market is

poised to be cme of the prime
beneficiaries ofa fall in US
interest rates in the second
half of the year, according to

Ms Maryam Mansomy,
emerging markets strategist at

Trfthman Brotha-s in New York
writes Philip Coggan.
Mexican companies are

around 70 per tint geared,

according to Ms Mansomy. and
a US interest rate cut would
both help them and relieve the
pressure on the Mexican
banking system.
The stock market should

also start looking forward to
1996 earnings, which should
look good in comparison with
1995. After the recent bond
market rally. Mexican shares
look attractive in relation to

fixed interest securities on Ms
Mansoury's measure, which
compares the earnings yield

with, real bond yields.

Equity funds
Capital flight from emerging
market equity funds barely got

off the ground during the first

quarter, according to a survey.
“With market performances
now turning positive, it is very
likely that the flight wfil be
grounded before it becomes
fully airborne," says Micropal
in its latest emerging market
fund monitor. Fund managers
in the US. Europe and Asia
were net sellers of less than

S300m, representing l per cent
of the S26bn covered by the
survey.

An interesting feature was
that managers of dedicated
regional funds sold more than
their counterparts managing

News round-up
globally diversified funds.
• Olliff&Partners, the
specialist broker dealing in

closed end funds, has
recommended buying Hungary
and Pakistan and selling

Turkey.

Venezuela
The 1FC is to make its first

investment in an electronic

securities exchange to be
established in Caracas. The
IFC is investing $500,000 for a 9
per cent equity stake in
Sistema EJectrdnico de
Transacciones.

The Bolsa Electrbnica de

Valores de Venezuela will be

designed, said the IFC, “to

offer a more efficient and cost

effective alternative to the two
securities exchanges currently

operating”.

Vietnam
Hanoi held its first auction of
domestic treasury bills last

week, selling bills worth 83.6hn
dong ($7.6m), which was 39 per
cent higher than had been
anticipated. The state bank
had aimed to sell 6 month hills

worth 60bn dong.
Thirty banks, including

three joint ventures and four

foreign branches, submitted
sealed bids for bills in
denominations of lQm dong,
5m dong. 2m dong and im
dong. Hie interest rate was set

at 18 per cent a year.
Auctions of T-bills will

replace existing six-month
treasury bills which carried a
fixed interest rate of L7 per

cent per month.
The government is preparing

for the country's first

international treasury bond
issue but has not disclosed

when this will take place.

Ivory Coast
The Ivory Coast expects to

privatise 15 more companies
this year to raise some CFA
FFrSObn, the government said

last week. The prime minister,

Mr Rsnipi Kflhian Duncan, said
in London that economic
growth was on target, forecast

at 68 per cent to 1995,

increasing to 10 per cent by
1998. However, such targets

were dependent on agreement
to reschedule the country's

large foreign commercial debt,

he said.

Edited by John Pitt, further

coverage of emerging markets
appears daiiy on the World
Stock Markets page

Baring Securities emerging markets indices

Index am/as
Week on week movement

Actual Percent
Month on month movement

Actual Percent
Year to date movement

Actual Percent

World (352)

Latin America

...147.85 -1.83 -1^2 +0.10 +0.07 -10.18 -8.44

ArgoUina £23) 80.08 -4.05 -4.82 -1-34 -1.65 -6.03 -7.00

Brazil (23) 178.58 +0.5* +0-30 -6.13 -3^2 -30.79 -14.71

Chile (13) 232.90 +0.47 +0.20 +1.01 +0.44 +2124 +10.09
Mexico (25) 65.88 -1.80 -2.65 -6.54 -7.75 -31.75 -3222
Peru (16) 929.08 -16J8 -1.73 -4.54 -0.49 +80.41 +9.47
Latin America (100)

Europe

..117.54 -1.53 -1^9 -4^6 -3.50 -2123 -1520

Greece (18) 104JJ2 +1.48 +1.44 -5.74 -5.22 +17.33 +19.92
Portugal (23) 124.47 +0.94 +0.78 -2.90 -7-7R +8.19 +7.05
Turkey (22) 141.80 +12.77 +9.89 +5.42 +3-98 +65.69 +8620
South Africa 132.54 -7 29 -1.65 -5.44 -3^4 +4.59 +3.59
Europe (95)

Asia

-115.07 -0.05 -0.04 -3.89 -327 +1727 +17.78

Indonesians) 142.36 -1^8 -1.10 +19.99 +1624 +8.67 +6.49
Korea (24) 136.S5 -0.70 -0.51 -3.43 -2.45 -3.04 -2.17
Malaysia (22) 249.12 -6£3 -2.59 +2457 +1024 +3826 +1A15
Pakistan (15) 85.11 +3.66 +4.49 +5.40 +6.77 -21.09 -1928
Philippines (12) 287^8 -5.66 -1.93 +23.82 +9.03 +5.45 +1.93
Thailand (25) 269S4 -2.07 -0.76 +8.61 +3.30 +1820 +727
Tamm (32) 147^7 -3.00 -1.99 -5.80 -3.67 -3628 -20.03

Asia (157) .,219.02 -3.71 -1.67 +11.82 +5.70 +8.40 +329
Al kidfcro n S tBfira. January 7th 199&.1DD. Sauna: Baring Sectattos
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HoWerbmk-

Rruncidre Elans Ltd.

CH-8750 Saris

Notice to the Holders of USD 102,920,000

4Vz% Subordinated Convertible Bonds due 2008
HOFI International Finance Limited

(incorporated with limited liability in the Cayman Islands)

guaranteed on a subordinated basis by, and convertible into Bearer

Shares of,

“Holderbank" Financiers Glaris Ltd.

(incorporated with limited liability in Switzerland)

The Annual Genera) Meeting of “Holderbank" Finandere Glaris

Ltd. held on June 1, 1995, approved the creation of conditional share

capital in the amount of maximum CHF 7,750,000. The Board of

Directors of “Holderbank*" Finandere Glaris Ltd. decided to use a

maximum of CHF 7,436,700 of the conditional share capital to

secure warrant rights that were allocated to the shareholders as of

June 7, 1995.

In accordance with the terms set forth in the Trust Deed the conver-

sion price is reduced with effect from June 12, 1995, from CHF 841.-

to CHF 834.- per bearer share. In case of future conversions a cash

adjustment of USD 78.30 (CHF 1 1 9.02 at the exchange rate of

CHF 1-52 per USD) for each USD 5,000 prindpal amount of Bonds

will be made.

Glaris, June 12, 1995 “Holder-bank” Finandere Glaris Ltd.

Swiss Security Number 098882

ISIN XS0045079083

Common Code 4507908

Notice of Redemption
to the Holders of

MBE Finance H.V,

US$3(MXXMX»
Guaranteed Dual Basis

Bonds due 2001

TrancheB US $10,000,000
grrowtrodby

Mtsubtehl Bank (Europe)SA
Notice is hereby given that in

accordance with Clause 5(b)

of the Terms and Conditions of

the Notes, all of the Bonds of

Tranche B US $10,000,000 wil

redeem at the option of the

Issuer at their principal amount
on July 12, 1995.

Interest on the Notes w8J cease
to accrue cm and after the

Redemption Date.
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™
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WORLD BOND MARKETS: This Week
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The US Treasury market ended
last week on a sour note as

hopes of a cut in interest rates

receded following comments
from the r.hairman of the
Federal Reserve. The yield on
the 30-year bond rose from 6.5

per cent on Wednesday
morning to more than 6.7 per

cent on Friday evening.

More evidence of the
economy’s strength will be
offered this week in a heavy
round of statistics.

Tuesday brings retail sales

and inflation numbers for May.
MMS International says the

median forecast for retail sales

is for a rise of 0.6 per cent, or

0.4 per cent excluding motor
vehicles. That would represent

a rebound from the depressed

level of April sales.

The consumer prices index is

predicted to show a 0.3 per cent
rise, which should not cause
concern, especially after

Friday's producer prices index

showed inflation under control.

Manufacturing industry
statistics will be watched
closely. On Wednesday. April

Benctaurfc yield cuve'(H)
r

0/MJ5 — Month ago =
7.20 — - :—-

5.60' * >

0 tO years 20

*AD yfeUs are market oonwntfen
Source; Monti Lynch

business inventories are

expected to be up 0.7 per cent
On Thursday, industrial

production for May is forecast

to be down 0J per cent while

capacity utilisation, one of the

statistics the Fed focuses on
most carefully, is expected at

83.6 per cent down from 84.1

per cent in April.

The market will also be
looking for significance in any
remarks made at the G7
meeting in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, starting Thursday.

A plunge in gilts prices at the

end of last week left

participants in the UK
government bond market
wondering whether the recent

rally is over.

The September 10-year gilt

future lost more than a point

on Thursday and 2£ points on
Friday, with yields in the cash

market rising above the 8 per
cent barrier and the spread

over German bunds widening
from 147 to 157 basis points.

Developments in the US
were seen as largely
responsible by analysts, with
mildly disappointing UK
economic data leading to a
further deterioration in
sentiment
Mr Nigel Richardson, head of

bond research at Yamaichi
International (Europe), said

comments on Wednesday by
Mr Alan Greenspan, rihaimvre
of the US Federal Reserve, bad
an important impact
indicating that the US is not
entering recession and that an
Imminent rate cut is unlikely.

Hus week, a raft of UK

Benctmwfc yfefcfcuwa (96)*

.ams — Mortgage .

a.75.-W^-—“-At—

"AHyMdSMSSWkK COrttamJOQ
SoukkMmM Lynch .

economic data will occupy the
market’s attention. Producer
price figures are due on
Monday, average earnings and
unemployment statistics on
Wednesday and amaimw
price and retail sales figures on
Thursday. Disappointing
figures are likely to lead to

further I mflwpgrlni-iramnft

Mr Richardson said the retail

sales figures could be the most
important "If they bounce
back, it could be a negative
sign for gilts,” he said.

The Bundesbank is not

expected to do anything this

week - although economists

have mostly factored a further

interest rate cut rate this year
into their calculations - but it

will have something to say. It

will hold a press conference

after its Magdeburg meeting,

as It always does when
meeting outside Frankfurt
The strength of the D-Mark

has reinforced the battle

against inflation
,
still at an

annual rate ofjust above the

central bank's 2 per cent

target, but it has also caused

economic growth forecasts to

be revised downwards.
Bundesbank directors

commonly make equivocal
statements about interest rate

policy, but there was no
mistaking the words of one of

them last week.
Mr Johann Wilhelm Gaddum

said inflationary dangers Tiafl

not yet been warded off;

consumer prices were moving
favourably, but there was still

pressure In the pipeline from
producer prices.

Germany ' 7
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Thus the Bundesbank should

not react too quickly, so its

policy became easy to read, he
added.
There has been speculation

that a cut in rates could be
made to help the dollar,

especially with the G7 summit
about to start in Canada, but

any relief would be short-lived
and the Bundesbank dislikes

.

acting for exchange rate

reasons. A weakening economy
and softer inflation could
prompt a move later, though.

Financial markets were, r,
.

-

unconvinced by last week’s -

quarterly survey of business

sentiment which suggested

that a mild economic recovery

is still in place. Shares

continued their descent while

bondssaw dealer buying.

“Given the appreciation of

the yen and a slew of articles

on manufacturers moving
production overseas, it is

difficult to believe that

business conditions really .

improved over the last three

months or that companies

have actually revised up their

domestic capital expenditure

plans,” says MrBrian Rose at

S.G. Warburg Securities. - -

The weakness in equities,

which were also hit by the lack

of new measures inthe

government's bad loan

clean-up package announced
last week, is expected to

support bonds. The banking
package left investors feeling

that the disposal of the banks'

bad loans would take longer

than expected, raising fears

over the economy.
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Both long and shortterm ;

yields are hkely to decline -

amid such pessimism!The. .

yield on the 10-year benchmark
could test the 2£85 per cent

level seen on MayAwhile the
Rank of Japan may lead the

overnight call rate dawn to 1

per cent if the Nikkei falls .. .

below 15,000. .
.....

Tuesday’s monthly economic

report by the Ecrabmic
'

Planning Agency will provide'

the government’s view of

current economic condiHons.
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Syndicated loans

Borrowers benefit from stiff competition

10-year benchmark bond yields

The round of refinancing

continues in the syndicated

loans market as borrowers
seek to make the most of the

stiff competition among banks
to cut borrowing costs and
relax covenants. The Bank of

England has recently warned
banks about the risks associ-

ated with this trend.

Some bankers say borrowers

are in danger of going too far

and may put long-term rela-

tionships at risk. For example,

a £275m four-year refinancing

for MEPC, the UK property
company, has met hostility

from some banks because its

structure gives the borrower
excessive power.
“This market has given a lot

to borrowers but this structure

is allowing them to take out
the last cent,” said one banker.

Rothschild, which has
invited 14 hanks into the deal,

is confident of a good turnout,

however, and is also talking to

other companies about the
structure. The so-called "flexi-

ble participation facility"

structure, first used last year
by John Lewis, the UK retailer,

enables borrowers to reset pric-

ing during the life of the loan.

The margin on £75m of the

total amount of MEPC's loan is

fixed at 47V* basis points until

February 1997 and then rises to

50 basis points until May 1999,

when the loan matures.

However, the margin on the
remainin g £200m is variable

and banks will be asked to

make bids on their commit-
ments at the start of the loan

and again in February 1998.

Among other companies
seeking to refinance. BET pic

has asked Chemical, the
arranger of its current facility,

to set up a new £200m five-year

facility.

Barclays and Society Gener-
ate are arranging a £i00m five-

year facility for Saab Finance,

the UK arm of the Swedish car

company. This deal partly
refinances a £57.5m facility

signed in December 1993. Saab
is believed to have made a sig-

nificant saving.

INI, the Spanish state indus-
trial holding company, is

looking for a $750m seven-year

facility with a margin of about
V* over Libor. BBV, Citibank,

J.P. Morgan and UBS are
believed to be In the running.
Chemical and Sumitomo are

syndicating a debut facility for

Stockholm Energy, which Is

owned by the City of Stock-

holm. The margin on the
$3Q0m seven-year deal for the
first five years is 17'/* basis

points over Libor, rising to 20

points in the last two years.

The commitment fee is S%
points, rising to 10 points.

Elsewhere, the size and pric-

ing on a syndicated loan for

Transnet, the South African
state-owned transport group,
has highlighted the eagerness
among hankq to establish rela-

tionships with the country
since the end of apartheid.

Eight to 10 banks have been
invited to underwrite the
$200m loan, which win have a
term of three years, the cur-

rent limit for South African
borrowers. The underwriting
commitment is believed to

have been set at $25m.
Some bankers noted that the

arranging group is rather large

considering the size of the
loan. There was also some dis-

cussion about whether there
would be sufficient appetite in

general syndication to allow
arrangers to scale back their

commitments.

Sumitomo is to co-ordinate

the group and Fqji, Hill Sam-
uel, Royal Bank of Scotland
and NatWest are believed to be
among the banks invited. A
group should be in place by the

end of the week.
As well as size, Transnet has

obtained what bankers say is

an aggressive margin of 60
basis points over the London
interbank offered rate (Libor).

This compares with the 75
points over Libor which South
Africa's state-owned Industrial

Development Corporation
(IDO obtained on a three-year

$50m facility in April Transnet
will pay underwriting fees of

15 basis points and up-front

fees of 20 points.

Some bankers say concerns
about Transnet’s loan are
unfounded because so many
hanks want to strengthen their

ties with South Africa. How-
ever, they say the success of

the deal depends on a strong
arranging group which has a
clear syndication strategy.

The healthy response to

IDC's loan when it entered gen-
eral syndication should also
bode well for Transnet,
although its loan is much

smaller. IDC's loan is now at

the documentation stage and
should be signed before the
Anri of the mrwtth.

Fuji which arranged the
deal with Henry Ansbacher,
declined to disclose the final

commitments but said the
response meant IDG could
increase the loan to between
(60m and (100m without tak-

ing up the total commitments.
The trend among banks to

look down the credit spectrum
is also working in favour of

Turkey, which only one year

ago experienced a severe finan-

cial and economic crisis and
lost its investment-grade rat-

ing. Margins on deals for Turk-
ish banks have come in by
about 30 basis points in a mat-

ter of months, though there is

little evidence that banks are
willing to lend money for more
than one year.

Margins for Turkish credits

are now close to levels last

seen in 1993. This raises the

question of whether pricing is

coming down too quickly con-

sidering Turkey is still in a
recovery phase.
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NOTICE TO THE HOLDERS OF
US$ 500,000,000

T-bills set to test strength of demand

CS HOLDING FINANCE (GUERNSEY) LTD.
(corporal cd with limiini liability in Guernsey)

4%% Subordinated Convertible Bonds Due 2002

Guaranteed on a Subordinated Basis by,

and Convertible into Bearer Shares

ofCS Holding, Zurich
(incnrpomnl with limiird liability m Switzerland)

Tlic Annual General Meeting of CS Holding held on 29 May 1995 resolved,

inter alia, to split CS Holdings bearer shares in the ratio 1:5 and to exchange

such shares for registered shares with effect from 19 June 1995, i.e.

Each CS Holding bearer share with a par value of SFr 100, security no. 146 249,

will be exchanged for five CS Holding registered shares with a par value of

Sfr 20 each, security no. 146248.

Therefore, with effect from 19 June 1995, the conversion terms of the

above captioned Bonds will be amended as follows:

Each US$ 5,000 principal amount of Bonds may now be converted into

75 CS Holding registered shares, with a par value of Sfr 20 (1SIN CH000 1462487),

and a Cash Adjustment of US$ 242.29 (corresponding to Sfr 330 at an exchange

rate of Sfr 1.362 per US$ 1 = USS 242.29).

In accordance with clause 9. (D) (2) ofthe Terms and Conditions of the Bonds,

the conversion price per share will be Sfr 86.40 with effect from 19 June 1995.

Zurich, 12 June 1995

For CS Holding:

CREDIT SUISSE

Mr Andrei Kozlov, a deputy
chairman of Russia’s central

bank, has tittle doubt about
the importance of the two-year-

old government debt market
“This is the most successful

project in the history of Rus-
sian economic reform,'’ he
says.

Although Mr Kozlov may be

stretching the point, there is

no doubt that the creation of

Russia's Treasury bill market
has been a powerful weapon in
the government's struggle to

introduce sound public
finances and combat inflation.

In 1993, the government was
able to raise Rbsl(&5bn of non-
inflationary finance by selling

Treasury bills. That jumped to

Rbs5,700bn last year but the
government now Intends to

test the market to the full: it is

accelerating its programme to

cover the bulk of this year’s

Rbs32,000bn financing needs.
“The Russian government is

moving from monetising the
government deficit to capital

markets financing within two
years. That is pretty impres-
sive," says Mr Dirk Damrau,
director of emerging markets
research at Salomon Brothers

in London.
In contrast to Russia's infa-

mously ramshackle equity
market, the market for govern-
ment bonds (GKOs) has won
acclaim for its sound trading
and settlement arrangements.

“It is not the most sophisti-

cated infrastructure of any
emerging market but it is defi-

nitely in the second tier. It is

far from being a rinky-dink

operation." says one trader.

The GKO market has been
through some testing times,
with yields rising above 300 per

cent earlier this year as the

monthly inflation rate peaked

at almost 18 per cent and trad-

ers feared the financial conse-

quences of the Chechen war.

Some observers suggested the

market was comparable with
Russia’s notorious pyramid
selling schemes, where new
money was being raised simply
to pay off earlier obligations.

But the government’s fierce

monetary squeeze has helped
cut inflation to below 8 per
cent in May and it is likely to

fall further. The bond market
has responded impressively,
with yields on government
debt tumbling to 70 per cent -

perhaps giving the government
a chance of attaining its finan-

cing targets this year.
The central bank is now try-

ing to take advantage of the
benign market by offering lon-

ger-term securities to a broader
range of investors.

Last month, Mrs Bella Zlut-

kis, head of the securities
department at the Ministry of

Finance, detailed plans to
launch several new securities,

Including two-year notes with
a floating coupon rate pegged
to the current yield in the
T-bill market; three-year gold-
backed bonds, secured on
Rbs2,000bn of gold deposits;
and three-year floating-rate
notes which may be denomi-
nated in US dollars to help

soak up almost (20bn of domes-
tic savings.

This week also sees the
introduction of OFZ bonds
with a redemption period of

more than one year.

“The maturities will extend
as people have more confi-

dence in the longer-term infla-

tion outlook. You simply can-

not run the country on three to

six-month money when it takes
two years Just to bnild a
hotel," says Mr Peter Derby,
chairman of Dialog Bank,
which helped create the GKO
market
The central bank Is also

helping to improve liquidity by
extending trading beyond
Moscow, with five other
regional centres in St Peters-
burg, Novosibirsk, Vladivos-
tok, Rostov-on-Don, and Yeka-
terinburg establishing trading

floors.

Merrill Lynch, the US invest-
ment bank, is also advising the
Russian government on how to

coax more foreign investors
into Russia and how to tap the
international capital markets.
But although economists

applaud the GKO market’s
development and praise the
government's strict adherence
to its stabilisation programme
- backed by a $&8bn Interna-
tional Monetary Fund stand-by
fund - some say the picture is

now being clouded by Russia's
exchange rate policy.

Incredible though it would
have sounded a few months
ago, currency traders fear the
rouble is appreciating too fast

“It was worrying when the

rouble was at R.bs4£50 against

the dollar. But at Rbs4y881 it is

scary. Unless inflation falls

very quickly, this exchange
rate is unsustainable and
something has to give," says

Mr Thomas Reed of AIOC Capi-

tal, a Moscow-based securities

house.

Mr Sergei Glazyev, a former

government minister and par-

liamentary leader, said it was
“an economic absurdity" for

the rouble to strengthen while

inflation was still high and
Industrial output continued to

ML
He described the current eco-

nomic situation as “a bluff for

the sake of short-term political

dividends" and forecast a

repeat of last October’s “Black

Tuesday”, when the rouble lost

more than one-fifth of its value

in one day.

But on Friday, Mr Anatoly
Chubais, the first deputy prime

minister in charge of economic
policy, chided his critics for

being too pessimistic and
pointed to signs that industrial

production was recovering to

justify the stronger rouble.

With between $9bn and $lObn

of hard currency reserves, the

central bank has a lot of

ammunition to defend its Una
Whichever view prevails, the

next few weeks will be impor-

tant for the country’s fledgling

government debt market and

critical for the course of; Rus-

sian economic reform. .
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Floating Rate Notes due 2001

In accordance with the provisions of the Notes, notice is hereby
given that for the six month Interest Period from June 12, 1995 to

December It. 1995 the Notes es/ry an interest Rate of

7.46875'>e per annum. The interest payable on the relevant interest

payment date. December 11, 1995 wilt be U.S. S18.879.34 per U.S.

$500,000 principal amount

By: TheChase Manhattan Bank,NA
London, AgentBank CHASE

June 12. 1995
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EQUITY MARKETS: This Week
NEW YORK
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Last week the stock market swung up
and down on speculation and rumour.
This week it may swing again as
investors reassess their views ofthe
economy, but at least they will have
some, economic statistics on. which to
base their judgments.
One of the most important pieces of .

data to be released this week will be the
figures on retail sales doe tomorrow.
Economic data released so far this
month - including the employment
report that showed a 101.000 decrease in
jobs for May - have indicated that the
economy is slowing quickly gud have
led to speculation that the Federal
Reserve will lower interest rates as
early as July.

Many economists, however, believe
that rising consumer spending might
revive the economy without a rate cut
The median forecast among analysts is

that retail sales will have risen by 0.6

Source: FT Qraprtto

per cent to reverse April's 0.4 per cent
fall. If the figure is substantially lower,
it could lead to renewed talk of an early
interest rate cut
Also due to be released tomorrow is

the Consumer Price Index for May.
Investors will look carefully at the
figure because it is the primary
measure oT inflation, but it will not
necessarily move the market because it

does not provide much information
about the future direction ofthe
economy. Economists expect CPI
growth to have slowed to about 0.3 per
cent from 0.4 per cent in April.

Looking for

confirmation

of slowdown
The London equity market starts the
week in need of a pick-me-up after a
sharp fall on Friday, in the wake of
weak bond markets and Wall Street
The US markets will continue to be a

substantial influence but this week,
traders will have some important UK
economic data to get their teeth into -
notably retail prices, producer prices,

average earnings and retail sales.

Since Mr Kenneth Clarke, the
chancellor of the exchequer, and Mr
Eddie George, the governor of the Bank
of England, met in May, pmnnmir data
have supported the chancellor's view
that the UK economy is slowing.

Any sign in this week's statistics of

robust activity or price pressures will

put a dent in that theory and revive

fears of rise in interest rates.

A change In interest rate sentiment
would add to the factors encouraging a
correction to London's recent rally

FT4SE-A Ad-Share index

1*45 •—

<

Source: FT Qnohke

which, by last Thursday, had lifted the

FT-SE 100 Index by 400 points since
early March.
Even last week's bid activity - actual,

in the case of GEC’s offer for submarine
maker VSEL and rumoured, in the case
of the sharp rise In the share price ci
Zeneca - did little for the overall

market.

The yield on the 10-year gilt climbed
back above B per cent on Friday and
with equity yields still below 4 per cent
(on the All-Share), shares may have
difficulty making progress in the short

term.

OTHER MARKETS

FRANKFURT
Last week’s interest rate
reductions by the Dutch and
Belgian central Hanks have
spurred expectations of a cut

by the Bundesbank in. coming
weeks.
UBS notes that recent

speeches by Mr Hans
Tietmeyer, president of the

Bundesbank, and other council
members have suggested that
there mightbe another wtcmg
in official rates if M3 growth
remains subdued and inflation

continues to behave well
However, the bank feds that

hisWednesday's Bundesbank
council meeting is too early for

such, amove and that the Buba
might wait until after the

summer break.

. James Capel notes that Mr
Tietmeyer has said that

interest rate decisions will rest

squarely on money supply,

whether there are inflationary

pressures and the Internationa!

situation.

Consequently, in Capet’s
view, there Is little case far a
further cut, although It would
be foolish to rule out such a
move in the near term.

In a week largely bereft of

corporate news, Karstadt,

Germany's largest retailer,

holds its balance sheet press

conference today.

AMSTERDAM
Ahold’s first-quarter figures

are due out on Friday and in

common with many other
Dutch companies exposed to

the US dollar, it will be
expected to reveal a weakness
due to volatility in the
currency markets, writes John
Pitt.

The food retailing group
derives some SO per cent of its

sales and SO per cent of its net
profit from the US and,
estimates James Capel, a IS

per cent fall in the dollar

translates into a 4^ per emit
decline in Ahold's net profit In
guilders. Paribas expects

management to improve
operating margins in Holland,

restructure the US divisions

and rationalise peripheral
activities to lift earnings by 15

per cent per annum over the

next three years.

ZURICH
The moment oftruth for the

two4rack spin-off plan far the

industrial chemicals division of
Sandoz has arrived, writes Ian
Rodger.

Top executives of the
division, to be called Clariant if

it becomes independent, have
sounded out the world’s

biggest investment ingqtntinng

on what they might pay for

shares in the new company.
On Thursday, together with
Sandoz executives, they are to

fix a narrow price range for
book-building - unless, that is,

Sandoz bosses have already

convinced another big

chemicals group to buy the
division outright at a more
attractive price.

HELSINKI
Results for the first four
months come on Friday from
Nokia, the telecommunications

group whose shares have
rocketed by 770 per cent since

the start of 1993.

Analysts who are forecasting

pre-tax profits of FML4bn to

FMl.fibn for the period, after

FM969m last year, will be
watching for evidence of a
continued turnroimd of the

consumer electronics business,

the rate ofgrowth far cellular

communications and the size

of the order book.
Four-month figures also

came today from Metre, the
industrial group, and
tomorrow from Kemira, the
chemicals group. Rautaruukki,
which has announced that it Is

to invest FM1.75bn to increase

its steel capacity by half a
million tonnes, reports on
Wednesday and MetsS-Seria

details its four-month figures

on Thursday.

HONG KONG
Share prices are expected to

continue consolidating this

week, in spite of last Friday’s

agreement on the setting up of

the Court of Final Appeal
wires Louise Lucas.
Although agreement on the

court, which replaces Britain's

Privy Council upon Hong
Kong's return to Chinese
sovereignity in July 1997, is

good news for business
confidence, dealers said the
outcome had already been
anticipated by the market
Instead, investors are likely

to focus on the take-up of

Cheung Kong's latest release of

flats at Kingswood Villas,

which are priced at the low
end of market expectations and
carry attractive repayment
terms.

Some 200 flats are an offer,

although moremay be released
- depending on the level of

subscription. This will provide
a pointer for the health of the

property sector.

Investors will also continue

to monitor US economic data
to assess the likelihood of an
interest rate cut, which would
filter through to Hong Kong
via the US$ currency peg.

However, profit-taking is

expected to keep prices in

check as investors cash in an
what has been a good run -

Hong Kong was the best

performing developed stock

market last month, according

to rankings compiled by
Morgan Stanley, rising 1Z8 per
cent

TOKYO
Last week saw a wave of

selling by overseas investors,

the only prominent buyers of
Japanese shares this year,
writes Emiko Terasano.
Traders expect further

selling- nf the pannings

growth-related stocks which
overseas investors bought
earlier in the year.

Meanwhile, domestic

Institutions have also been on
the sell side, and results for the

country's life assurers this

week will outline their

problems.

Life insurers already suffer

negative returns on their

investments, and latent profits

on stock holdings are expected

to have declined as they have
been realising gains to cover

for the negative yields.

There is little appetite

among domestic investors for

any sort of risk," says Mr Tom
HID, strategist at S.G. Warburg
Securities. This includes the
equities and foreign

currency-denominated assets.

Campikd by Michael Morgan

Competition hots up for

mouth-watering mandates
Equity syndicate managers'
travel budgets will have to be
generous this summer to cover

all the shuttling around
Europe in the hunt for lucra-

tive mandates.
Those who emerge from

these "beauty contests" as the

global coordinators of the
jumbo deals waiting in the
wings will be more than amply
compensated for the frustra-

tions of Hanging around air-

part waiting lounges, holding
client presentations in foreign

languages and working around
the dock to perfect their pitch.

“All those big European pri-

vatisation deals have a lot of

people frothing at the mouth,"
said one banker. “Everyone's
throwing people and money at

them like there's no tomor-
row."

In many cases, preparing
presentations to the issuer can
keep large teams of syndicate
officials, analysts, corporate
financiers and other assorted
number-crunchers tied up for

weeks.
“On a recent pitch we had to

get in people from all over the

organisation and practically
lived in the office, surrounded
by empty pizza boxes and ham-
burger wrappers, just to get

the document out," says one
banker.

The cost of these self-promo-

tion campaigns ran run into

thousands of dollars a day.
especially when investment
banks' top-level executives are
flown in to support the effort

“On a big deal a pitch can
easily be worth more than
3100,000." says one banker.
Some large HanVc with Higher

overheads often don't even
compete for the smaller issues

because they are unlikely to

cover their costs.

For the winner, the effort

and cost are well-spent With
total fees - including selling,

management and underwriting
commissions - on most Euro-
pean privatisation offerings

averaging about 3 to 3V4 per

cent of the issue size, those
heading the deal stand to make
a tidy sum. Up to 85 per cent of

the fees can go to the global

coordinator, with the balance
divided among the 10 to 16
other banks involved at co-lead
and co-management level

“The economics are very
much skewed towards the
global co-ordinator - It's the
winner-takes-all principle,"
says a dealer.

But m fact, the runners-up
can. also do well. “The good
thing about equity deals is that

you can always win a second
prize.” unlike in the mergers
and acquisitions business,
where banks either get the
deal or walk away emp-
ty-handed, says a banker.
On a large deal the “consola-

tion prize” for a co-lead man-
ager can more than cover its

costs. So even when they know
they are unlikely to get the top

job, many banks compete for

the job of global coordinator

in the hope of being appointed

as high up in the syndicate

structure as possible.

Moreover, “there’s always
the incentive of the next deal -

if we do a good job as co-lead,

we could be considered for

global co-ordinator for a fol-

low-on tranche", says another.

But while mouth-watering
mandates abound, the number
of investment banks deemed
able to handle such large share
nffartrygR is limited. This
raised the spectre of a conflict

of interest for hanks pitching

for mandates while they
already hold mandates for

other sales which could be in
the same industrial sector or
he issued at the same time.

This conflict is at its stron-

gest in the telecoms sector,

which is facing a flood of priva-

tisation offerings worth some
$30bn in the next 12 months.
"Some issuers feel that if

they award a mandate to a
bank, they want the full atten-

tion of the firm that gets it."

says one dealer. Issuers' fears

are sometimes exacerbated by
beauty contestants warning
Issuers not to appoint banks
that already hold mandates for

other large deals.

Tt's a case of reverse mar-

keting, where not having a
mandate becomes a selling

point for some houses!” says

one banker. The opposite can
also be true, however. “Some-
times issuers will appoint peo-

ple because of their industry
experience and because they
have been awarded a mandate
for a similar deal by a similar

company.” says a dealer. “It
cuts both ways."

As the market continues to

mature, however, issuers may
find that bankers, especially at
the big houses, can juggle
more than one deal at a time.

“We are very used to work-
ing on several transactions at

any one time, but there are
some people who feel that if

you have one telecom mandate
you can't work on anything
else," says a US banker.
That line of thinking often

rules out the strongest candi-

dates, who already have large

mandates, and means picking

second-tier houses with possi-

bly weaker placement power,
he says. "Issuers should recog-

nise that the top-tier bouses
can deal with this situation

and have the resources to
avoid a conflict of interest*'

In this light, bankers are

keenly watching the appoint-

ments of the global coordina-
tors for the forthcoming priva-

tisation sales of Italy’s oil and
gas group Eni (estimated at

S3bn-$4bn), its telecoms giant

Stet (S6bn-58bn). Spain’s Tele-

fonica (Slbn) and KPN, the
Dutch telecoms operator l$4bn>
- all expected by the year-end.

The appointment of global

coordinator for the Stet sale

highlights the difficulty of

picking a strong bank that is

not already involved In

another closdy-timed deal
Stet has not short-listed

Goldman Sachs as global co-or-

dinator for its offering; Gold-
man already has a full plate

with Deutsche Telekom's 1996

deal, seen totalling $l0bn,
Indonesia's PT Telkom, esti-

mated at S2bn, later this year
and the advisory role in KPN.

Merrill Lynch may be “con-

flicted” by its mandate to lead-

manage the sale for Italy's

electricity utility Enel
, dealers

say, and Morgan Stanley, while

expected to obtain a senior
position in the Stet syndicate,

is unlikely to be global co-or-

dinator as it is advising the

company on the sale.

This leaves a group includ-

ing BZW, Ji*. Morgan, Lehman
Brothers. Paribas, Salomon.
S.G. Warburg and UBS compet-
ing for the mandate.

Conner Middelmann

SGA SOCtETE GENERALE ACCEPTANCE N.V.
FRF 300,000.000 TME FLOORED BOWS

DUE JUNE 15,2000
ISUY CODE : XS0037973418
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'Interest", the rate of interest applicable to the period
from June 15, 1994 to June 15, 1095 is 7.875 %.

This rate of interest has been determinated according to the
Condition 4. (il). i.e. 'The Bonds bear Interest at e rate which

is the higher of Annual Average ofTME - 0.10% or 7.50%
per annum', (Annual Average ofTME forthe above

mentioned period being 7.975 %).
Therefore, the Interest payable against surrender of

coupon nr 3 will be: FRF 787,50 per Bond
in the denomination of FRF 1u,000

THE PRINCIPAL PAYING AGENT
SOGENAL

SOCIETE GENERALE GROUP
15, Avenue Emile Reuter

LUXEMBOURG

CONTRACTS ft TENDERS

REPUBLIC OF TUNISIA
CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING MINISTRY

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OLYMPIC CITY
"NOVEMBER 7TH, 1987* IN RADES

Itausa has decided to construct an Olympic Sports Compter that win be

used for the 14lh Mediterranean Gamas In ZOOL The project win start in

.
1995.

TteOmpItttedades:

- Ad 80J100 seat football stadium and3 practice playing fields.

- A 5,000 seat athletics stadium.

? A lQjOOOseat indoormuhtpurpoHMuera

A2^00 seal individual specs arena.

. Two swimming pods, one covered and oneopea-aii; with 3,000 seats.

- A5#W seat center court tennis with 7 training corals

- Auwi. or“sports tw aff*.

- An admjnisiiation center; press center^ a.spansmuseum aod bo

Hus Complex will be constructed 15 kfloineteo south of the capital Tmis,fa

tte “RatEs finest area" on a rite at about 130 ha.

AfT? to the ale is from die Ttaris-Socaso Highway, the MC33 idad, die

mam GP1 road, by man and asm-

The first phase wiD be consmided in 1995-1997.

Bhritadw

- Ttodewiopinancflhesle;
"

The 80.000 seat football swiimu with 35JXB covered seals.

- The 10JQ00 sett Indoor lnuIti-jMrpoaartas.

Tbe 80#00 seat sratBmn and 10^000 scar indoor wenawiH be coostnictod on

a "trim key" basis. The successful team wfll provide the design, consawaicn

and financing. The team will be selected through an international

competition-This competition.win be announced in national and

The A»ogii erf thes* fadlhiss shall be competitive with facilities recently

coostnieted or 'under construction in the worid, in all respects, and will

rv^igT w»n ifltaw TfaalA to hnrt naite

sporting event and wffl ccrmply witluall hucmational standards and

These fedtties will offer a high standard of arantectum ipalny as wax

w. ft
yyra* tte rational ardnaanral heritage and the cocoa*qf the

local envnoaffloi

Thru*?**
tloaguenisaaibepmmliied

at die Birr**—

*

tVw uni of the Olympic Chy Nowoiber 7th, 1987 (address:

CtoefimrGW-Ascriiede Ranee BmAum\

Proviskwal doctnndils: .

• Location Flan

Site dMriapmerff Plan. .

- fliactiffwland BdinicalPtopagts.

SGS Societe Generate de
Surveillance Holding S.A.
8, rue des Alpes - 1211 Geneve 1

PAYMENT OF DIVIDEND
Notice is hereby given to shareholders that following a resolution passed at the Annual General

Meeting ol the Company held on 9th June. 1995. a dividend for ihe year 1994 wifi be paid as follows

:

CHF 10.00 gross for each registered share oi CHF 20 nominal value

(reference number 249 745)

i.e. CHF 4.50 nst per share, after deduction of Swiss federal withholding tax of 35%. and

CHF SO.OO gross for each bearer share ol CHF 100 nominal value

(reference number 249 746)

CHF 50.00 gross for each bon de jouissance category A without nominal value

(reference number 249 733)

i.e. CHF 33-50 nst per bearer share or bon da (ouissance, after deduction of Swiss federal

withholding tax ol 35%

Rsgistsrod shares

The dividend wril be paid, free of charge, on 14th June. 1995. directly to the shareholders on record.

Bows do Jouissance and bearer shares

The dividend wifl be paid, free of charge, as of 14th June, 1995. upon presentation of coupon No 30
(bearer shares) and of coupon No 16 (bans de jouissance) to any branch in Switzerland of Union

Sank of Switzerland, Pictet & Cie. Bank Julius Bar & Co. SA.. Bank Sarasin & Cie. Bank J. Von lobel &
Co. SA. and Bordier 5 Cie, or aithe registered office of the Company.

Shareholders are reminded that, in accordance wiih the Statutes of the Company, any dividend not

claimed within 5 years of its due date, becomes statute-barred in favour of Ihe Company (i.e. as of 3rd

July. 1995 for bons de jouissance coupon No 10)

Geneva. 12th June, 1995. On behalf of the Board of Directors

The Chairman
Elisabeth SALINA AMOR INI

iimiimmiiimuiiiiiimmmiimi
S.G.Warborg Group pic

6J PER CENT. SUBORDINATED
CONVERTIBLE BONDS 2008

NOTICE IS HEREBY .GIVEN ro hokfen of the above Bonds that

the document describing the proposed scheme of arrangement

under Section 425 of rite Companies Act 1985, pursuant to which

a reorganisation of the S.G.Warburg group of companies will be

effected and, inter alia, holders of Ordinary Shares in

S.G."Warburg Group pic will receive cash and shores in Mercury

Asset Management Group pk, is available from the offices of the

Paying Agents and the Registrar.

Dated 12di June, 1995

By Orderof the Board
L B. Marshall

Secretory

Registered office:

1 Finsbury Avenue,

London ECZM2PP
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andiatfe International

effidon everyBiday

J^finiher iofocraation

K mart (Australia) Finance Limited

U.S. $28,091,000

12.031% ExtendedTerm Debentures

NOTICE OFOFFER
Notice Is hereby given of the intention of Cotas Uysr Lid. (the ’PurchmeO to make an offer (the “Offer*) to purchase for

cash the entire principal huouh outstanding (amounting » U S. $27851,000. which excludes the Cotas Myer Holding

(as defined betav}} of the U-S. $28,091,000 12.031% Extended Term Debentures Issued by K mart (.Australia) Finance

Limited (the "Debentures') and, tor this purpose, it has appointed Goldman Sachs International ("GST) as its exebshre
Dealer Manager.

The Oftar wfl] be Open tor a period from and inducing 12 June 1995 until no later than 12 noon (London time) on the tounh
business day toUoWing the Certification Date (as defined below] or tor such other period as may be notified (the "Otter

Period"); however the Offer can only be accepted after the Certification Date (as defined below). The price at which tire

Purchaser will purchase Debentures tendered pursuant to the Offer wfll be tiXLS per cent of (heir principal amount (the

"Purchase Pitcal plus interest at a dally rate of 12.031 per cant per annum on the principal amount of the Debentures
accrued from and including l July 1995 to but mdudng the SatOement Date (as defined below}.

The Offer is subject to two conditions (together, the "CondltlonaT as follows;

(0 the hotaers (the "DebertufahoMeisT of not less than 50 per cent of the aggregate principal amount outstanding of

the Debentures having elected In accordance with the instructions printed on the interest coupon due onl July 1995 to

redeem the Debentures In lull on 1 July1996 (the^"Redemption Condtthm"); and
(B) the receipt by GSI of a certificate (the "Certificate") bom Shawmut Bank Connecticut (the "Indenture Trustee")

stating that Ihe Redemption Corctition has been satisfied and confirming that, as at that date, the Debentures have
not become redeemabta (In whole or In pan) pursuant to the teems and conditions of the Debentures lor any
otter reason.

Upon receipt of the Certificate by GSI (tte date of receipt being the "Certlflcaihiii Data") the Offer win become
unconditional.

The indenture JnoH&ihasmcBcetedthathw&pmvkte the Certificate tin the dayon which the Redemption Condition has
been sattstea notwithstanding faaittiQ votingperiod extends lo 1 August 7995. ConsequerOy, the Certification Datemaybo
as earlyas4July 1995.

As to (he date ofthfe Notice, GS! is the holder of U.S. $tiL222,DOO In principal amount of Debentures and currently intends

to vote Its Debentures in favour of redemption and, If the Offerbecomes unconditional, to aocopt such Offer with respect to

all its Debentures. However, there can be no certainty that QS1 will so vote: GSI ta under no obtigasion to so vote and
DebenturatoUere should nor refy on GSI to so vote, fn view of the Redemption Condition. Debemurebokters who wish to

have tholr Debentures purchased pursuant to the Offer should consider voting in fevour of redemption.

Details of the voting procedure and certain other information deemed by Coutts 8 Co (Cayman) Unrated (the "Stock
Truetee") to be relevant to the redemption decision are contained In ihe Information statement distributed to

Debertiurehoiders by the Stock Trustee (the "Information statement") and, in tin case of Debemureholctars holding
Debentures through Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, Brussels office as operator or tin Euroctear System
fEurodaer) or Cede! Bank, soctete anonyme {"Cedar), in the notices dtetribund by Euroctear or CedeUas appropriate).

FUrtfnr copies of the Information Statement may be obtainad from the Stock T̂rustee.

In the event that one or both of the CondHons Is not satisfied, the Offer wifi lapse arid the Purchaser shall be under no
obfigation to purchase any Debentures from any Debentureholder whether pursuant to ihe Offer or otherwise.

Debereurahotaers may Indicate thalr interest In tha Offer by telephone on any business day between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm
(London time) during tin Offer Period but may not accept the Offer priorto the Certification Oate. On or after the Certification

Date, GSI wifi notify each Debentoreholdar who has indicated its interest in the Offer that the Offer has become
unconditional and ask such Debentumhotder if it wishes to accept the Offer. No Debenturehotder is obliged to accept the
Offer. GSf wfP send ail Debentureholders who accept the Offer a confirmation of such acceptance.

SetfiBfnem in respect of Debentures purchased pursuant to the Offer Is expected to take place on the 7ih business dey after

ihe Certification Date [the "Settlement Date").

Debentures purchased pursuant to tha Offer may onty be detvered and paid tor through Euroctear or CedeL To participatB

In the Offer, Oobenturehottsre who do not have an account at Euroctear or Cedai may dellvar their Debentures through a
bank, custodian or otter financial institution which maintains an account wih Eurodaar or CedaL Each Debenture must have
al unmaturad coupons appertaining thereto attached or dafivered therewith.

No obligations in relation to the otter or the Debentures shall be created between the Purchaser and any
DobenturehoMer unteaa such Debwjtureholdar accepts the Otter on or after the Cartffieatton Ds*e in the manner
tot out above, In which case such Debenturehofder shah be obliged to sell and the Purchaser shall be obliged to

purchase the Debentures.

The Offer isgoverned by and shal be construed in accordance with English law.

GSI is not acting for redptants at this Notice end it will not be responsible to recipients tor providing customer protections

and It fa not advising recipients as to the anangementG described above. Debanturetotteiswho are Inany doubt as to their

position should consult thalr stockbroker, soStitor. accountant or other professional adviser.

6SI shaDreoeivaa customary foe in respect ofacting as DealerManager for the Purchaser Inconnection with tha Offer.

CotasUysr Entitlements

Ihe Purchaser holds UJ5. $240,000 aggregate principal amount of the Debentures (the "Coles Uyer Holding7.

Debentures held by the Purchaser or any of its atffltaias are not considered outstanding tor the purposes of determining

whether me headers of at least 50% of me aggregate principal amount of tte Debentures have elected to redeem such
Debentures onl July 1996 and aecorcfingiy wii be excluded from tte vote fnJuly 1995.

NOTE
ht the event that ft) the CendRfene ere eetbfled and (U) a DebantmahtMar does not accept the Offer, such
Dobenturaholdar be entidadto rvcatva onl July 1996 Its prunrta share ofth* proceeds of the public auction of
the Pmpartlaa cafcufefed In accontenca wflfr tfte tanas end camtthna of tha DobanOms. MonnaOon on tha
Pngerbaa it contained fn the frifarroffon Statement

Any questions wiih regard to tiffs Notice and Initial Indteations of Interest in the Offer should be directed » the following

persons atGSI:

Angola Worath Fiona Stenheuse
T*l:(44 171)774 23 26 or Tat: (44 171)7742325
Fee (44 171) 774 57 11 Fax: (44 171) 77457 11

Goldman Sachs international
Peterborough Court, 133 FleetS4r«eLLondon EC4A2BB

Bar tout*tyGMkniaaii htaiatemLrtgJmltf
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— 1160 690 25

-90 0.00 790 09
-.10 190 4S8 —
+/G OSS 790 09
+.10 21 14 0/
-.14 *30 290 1.7
-98 6 178 —
-J08 4.18 208 09
—SB 110 252 0.4
-.10 1030 15/0 _
— 830 766 19

+3510.10 760 —
-34 4 118 21
-Z6 4/2 2/2 —
-SO 17/0 1160 06
— 20.10 15 17/— 890 0/0 *3

-15 795 5 10
+65 160 5J5 23

-1020701560 06

Z 11
*7 10*1 A'l

91382 man—
05072 Hsfc~ 189023 ItewUg— 200 NornlA—
46342 NmdbFx
45342 NmcbFX
82574 NmtiM
15005 HcnmE
93100 MHTel

2(88120 Nona— 6000 Noanco— 1083 Numac£

— 1W290 S£te(— 66000 no*

”-ia
*-*1

BS%

”*1
- .14. +h 514
IBJa +ta IM +1

£ M.

^ ..... _
30*i -J* 831 DA
425 +5 425 *1G

25 -H »2SV as

K Ja;

-101
-101
-501.
_21

+3011 .... ._
+2 432 345 —
H23 G44 416 —
+40 2520 1/40

- - NEW ZEALAND (Jun 9 / NZ $)

348

— tedNew— Ltailta— Santo)— TetoCp— wwori

-01.100
+21/20
-4 1330
-5 543
-5 281
+1 649
-8 787

— NzxLm— NtwO)!

WnCm

+8 745 480
-0 430 205 — —
+5 622 410 „ — Tuyote

-28 375 734 1.1 _
-4 601 435 _ — *22*
+201/601.400 — — TvmbM
3 ® 215 - z ?3S£

Toyota]—
TatMte—
TsCman

ACMA
Amcat
AirteP

emov

_ MmFk

Z SS

|

— SSmn— mnnd

= Sgg£
— NpOnsn

838 -151/60
063 +21/00
533 -18 708
577 +32 770
312 -fl 438
52G ... 690
300 +: 459
TM -221.110
bob -8 see 665

4.010 -140 5-600 4/40
4G6 -IB BOS 428
B06 -)5 410 285

1/20 +10 2100 1.480
1/30 -10 1/00 1/00
739 -11 1/10 710

504 —
570 —
310 1/
510 —
200 _
633 19

US INDICES

Jm
9

Jm
7

1995 Shea EamMkn
K# Lon

Homs Bends

Transport

442399 445157 446103

101.(1 10193 1(8.18

irwte 3832/0

SB) CW)
13296

(era

1644.38 164250 1853/1 II

20162 20492 207/8 20966

SB

9363

pni

147119

tan)

183.03

071)

*48590

S®95)

10877

nan013^

1B62J9

mm
(26®95)

4192

mnz
5493

(ITHUBIJ

12/2

(8)7/325

1050

0/4/32)

*n» retel l i^ite —
_1.7101.1B0 1/

-25 643 420 —
-12 633 447 —
-9 71

-30
-17 500

208 -8 400 200

tf88 ^8?So!/«
534 -18 728 524
496 -ID 724 403
701 +fl 389 7BS ...

*14 -14 717 404 —
448 +2 678 435 —
355 —

2JB0 -140
1/30 +101.' _
45* — 885 418 1.1 —

1/40 -20 2/501,400 —421
*92 -23 040 400 —
412 -1 628 403 —

2580 -1101330 .

1630 -10 21201
342 -fl BIS
816 +3 1,030
307 -3 410
376 -10 560
37B -19 &00
327 -13 580
296 -18 414
256 -8 412
607 -31/70

1/40 -10 1.120
075 -56 1/10
055 ... 045
*07 -13 752 „ ...

1600 -30 2/80 1.830 -
1,190 -10 1.6001.130 —
7T0 -401.170 710 —
916 -61,115 B91 _

1680 —20001,4*0 0.7
7)3 -10 1/50 711 _ _ SAkF
336 -10 643 330 16 — SLM
567 +1 735 550 19 38/ SPrnsF
sw -10 704 sen _ — gw
654 -48 1,050 650 — — Snail
755 +3 854 635 — — Bttdt
478 -fl 687 460 — — TatLeg
685 — 929 655 _. _ TkmsP
768 -19 039 7*0 — ... UOBF
*40 -20 080 437 _ — UHErm

aural 595 -3 080 545 — — uOwtLd
WBL
WngTto

AUSTBAIIA pin 9 / AlKtS]

1.10 -/I 1.18 1/*
171 -/a 195 109
560 -/2 590 460
4SB +Z3 466 390
4/3’ -.03 495 153

5 -/5 6L70 464
108 -XU 398 278
3/7 — 175 390
660 -.12 898 S/3

8 +.101060 8/9

Z Z MWOHEWunB/SS)

irate
Victor

YtoanaC

Z VtenSoc

_ YmncM—
YortHon
YtenKOg
YmTian

VaakH
VtaHr
YnsTiB

rwnnuk
VMmflb
VamLnl
YuBtiPD
ruasa

DJ ted. Day* Mgn 4*6107 1*402.12 ) Low «K4/0 (4431/0 J (Ttwavdca^)
Day's ngh **5067 (4*68^ ) Low *407/4 (4*52/8 ) (Aawdf)

Stmtani and Poora
Donpodb t

PRHSQ12DT

RancU

527/4

628.77

50/1

53235

83148

51.10

533.13

83275

51.73

535/0

(5IB)

63*20m
52/7

(5fl

499.11

(371)

546/8

071)

41.41

C2711

535/0

(5W9H

63425

<66/99

5257
0W951

4.40

(16732)

3.62

CM/67S23

0/4
(17107741

NYSE Can*L 28405 286.45 286/6 MM 25073 MW 446
WE) 071) 0665) (2SW/42)

Arm Maun 48059 4BOE2 40X57 48210 433.12 49210 29.31

01/5) 071) (31665) canz/72)

NASDAQ Crap 884J8 80013 881/0 0M.13 74358 66X12 54/7
(B61 071) 0665) (31710/73

RATIOS

Abteyl
AdiAlft
Amcor
Amcnb
An®
Aanton
ANZBk
AusRw
Aue&U
AM
Btfl>

5»

GSR
CRA
Calm
Qyda
CDMA)
CCMnal

Dow Jones bid. Dtv. Yield

S & P Ind. Dtv. yMd
S S P ind. P/E raUo

HEW YORK ACTIVE STOCKS

Jun 2 May 26 May IS Year ago
2/4 2/3 254 269
Jun 7 May 31 May 24 Year ago

Z20 £.19 221 2.48

17.85 17.72 17.61 24.06

a TRADMt ACnvrrv

MOf

6m Motors

RtMannaid

Kmart

PUP Uonlt
Merck

IBM

Gen Electric

Stocks Dose Dunce • Votame (mNJon)

GUte tertv
ATST

Mgh Low EsL voL Open int.

OflflX

Open SonPrice Change Ugh Low EsL voL Open Int W BOO

traded prica Ml dey Jin 9 Jun 8 Jun 7

7.227,400 42h -M New Yttk SE 327/71 mo imti 227.731

5,7*0.100 sen -3>4 Araax 14.453 17.763 1X514

3/99.700

3^14,600
3,410.400

14H +14 NASDAQ 3J&733

TDK
4714

-in
-h

NYSE
Laura Traded 2/73 2/05 2986

rt-Ynsann 69V* -X Rises 044 1/28 876
2160/00 55* -Id Feta 1/88 1.156 1/65
3/54,100 4BW +h Unchanged 741 781 755
2741/00 5%i +n Nm fflghs 67 110 124
2306,400 50h +h Nw Loin 10 3 12

OpenSan Plica 'Change Hflh Law EsL voL Open tot.

2/6
142
10/6
390
090
298
4/0

2
4/3
190
16/2
274
1.10
3.44
o/a
1398
3.0*
4/6
1106
107
I/O

13.40
7.7B
4/9
4.79
109
1 JB
140
660
0/0
260
1.17
238
271
1.10
1.16

216
1/4
0.13
JO
2.00

. 208
Lendls 1898u)MM 1.77

118
0.12
275

NUB 1198
MatCon 067

-.12 468 362 1/
-SB 3/2 207 IS
-63 273 1/0 _
-JO 960 5S5 OS
-ZO 14/0 0 —
-JO 1790 1160 —
-62 1.46 0S1 —
-OS 765 5/0 —
-.10 17/0 12/0 06
+Z9 236 161 —
— 120 3/

-.10 2/0 203 ._
-68 5/0 4/2 66
+65 130 145 —
-64 4 3 —
-JO 1250 175 ....— 1140 10 16
+61 1/8 163 —— 1/0 1.11
+61 112 1/0 39_ 6.40 460 —
-62 140 290 27
+61 200 I/O 3/
-60 17/0 11.70 16
-.16 0/5 7/0 —
— 865 7/0 1/

-.07 1/1 I/O 10
102 3/2 IS

-.15 065 5 IS
-.10 14.70 1210 1.7
—15 960 6S0 —
-St) 2791) 20.60 __
-67 104 262 16
-.12 3/0 284 36
-.12 300 28* 36
+62 4/4 106 1.B _ .
+62 464 3/8 _. — AmgoU
-.10 14/0 10/0 2.0 _. Ampul
-.01 291 232 __ m_ Angvaa

+ 112 295 2-6 — AnowM
-64 3/0 280 34,4 76 Bartow— 208 2 Bantnt

Bndten
BuH

SOUTH KOREA plfl 9 / Wonj CNAM

44889 IHOamx
37400 /OUb
1500 WICB

_ 40700 WDSteG

Z MONTREAL (fexi9/Can$)
- Apmdose

1250
190
193
166
ftnr;

207
1.66
15/0
BSO
130
1/2
160
5/5
13/0
0.90

25.40
288
3/6
3/8
4/8
148
18/0m
2SO
3JB
278

123803 Bmbnffl
50774 BtoCW
28850 Caitaa
32235 Cacade

20 CnMac
393 CTCB

24470 JCoutu
17HX) MIHlcti

83968 NsBHC
37851 Pnrtgo

280 ObrwA
4448 Vkten

Vi .'57% 7%’
" ]12i

z AFRICA
Z S0liniAFBCM(lkin9/R8IKg

... ABSA— AEO
M,. ABted

Amtc
_ Amcote
_ Angara

13/5
20/0
112
ISO

294M
195

30OMI

>/- M0) Law YH WE

— 14/0 11 39
-JO 32 20/0 26
— 112
— 210
-1 290
-4 235
-1 413

77 36
177 16
235 20
182 26
296 46

DoBCan
/- ngb Low VM PA Pm*1

.

uuwiit

+61 395 250 19
-.02 10.44 B.70 — mm
+.02 10.74 863 3S __
+69 465 105 1.8 — HyEnaC 32600 -TOO 41600 30l500 09 Drtetn
+.05 1BO n 36 31/ KorQP 20600 -300 30/00 3/55 1 7 Z DwO«b
•S I S 2"? SESP* 7J3*° 4fl0 11000 1660 — — §*00~m

f 2S
M 4®WM0 -1000 mGS suae _ Em«— 215 ISO .M. 209 LG Eta 21600 -300 33JD0 25/iH _

--OC 4.52 46B 5.1 — ftawst B39D0 -1900 TO.ftOO 53/00 1,1
-°2 1 .40 1.1* 7S 13 ,«So

21 -L*00 —40032/00 10/00 23

+/U f!S ni U 7J 21/00 -200 31353 29JO IS
-62 3.72 123 66 ZZ

14% (?S il 339 WIWANPunfl/TWS)
—6* ISO 296 12 1*6

2-SI *-S«i-JSH la2 O-hs 136 -1
10Z —1

Offlev 120 +1
ansa

_ EdUarn

_ Bands

= S38.
_ FTBtell

Bnbl

GFSA

DiiolO
CnnmBk
Crusdr
Emaa
EnfleaA
FA)
Forte
Hum:
GnPrTr

-JO J0 1690 19 __ Sii
-.11 4/5 3 2J _ sy
-.02 ISO I/O 6 7 _.— 1490 11/0 69 711 ___
-'S 9™ 7-76 2/ „

SHKII
Taiscd

HrSbJ

lOAua

-63 468 ADS 4.8 _.
-60 5/6 490 IS
-.1* 158 765 BJJ _— 1.BD 1.16 0.4 _
-.To 7/0 3OT

7
_2

15
!f THANJUD (Jui 9 / BaW)

-.01 0.78 165 14 17
- 104 2*4 26 _

-62 192 1 07 11 —
-63 253 213 19 116
-6* 2.83 2/4 5.9 _
-63 1/4 061 26 21
-63 1/2 1.12 9/ _
-62 294 262 _. 76
-66 1.78 1.16 __ _-07 1180 a.w 36 311 gPm 212

0 00 0 03 _ SUraCm 1680
— KJ® 2SO

203 13150 1.1
198 90 —

. . 148 111S) _
21B0 -.10 3X50 2390 —
102 -I/O 180 Iff „

51/0 -.50 05 50 29
78/0 -1 114 77 16
194 +2 104 136 __

AMtf
BgkSnk

taucist
Howrite
HmAtea
North
OPSM
Oram
PacDun

Jun

Jri

MX

19400
1941.0

1989.0

1B91.5

55.0
+45.0

1943.0

1941.0

1987.0

1693.0

23,797

321

53,511

4S31

Jim
JiJ

1260.0

126BO
12644
1371.0

+240 12M.0
1271,0

1254.0

12684
3415
110

Jun

15467 Sep
654

530.50

536.15

528.70

533.15

2^5
-3.05

531.50

536.15

528.70

533.15

33.938 127461
56440 104,857

Jun 212&5 2107.0 -32/ 21316 21056 24,077 113.B92 Jun 27944 2799.0 -214
Sep 21474 21286 -346 21526 2127.0 7,133 16,013 Jul 2792.0 2792-0 -186

“ Serf June 3; Taiwan weighted Mee fej : Kama Comp Ex 090.01 Base Mtead of el Mcea are 100 exeape Aussoae M Orrfnay and
Mning - 500; Austria Traded, BEL20. FEX Oen, MB Gan., SBF250, CAC40, Eire Top-100, EEQ OmraD; Twenu CotnUMaods S
Mnerata and OAX - an 1 jXKt JSE Geld - 2S&7; JSE 2fl tedustrinte - 3B4S; NYSE At Camroi - 50 md Stanrkad end Poer^ - ia §§
MmtMB). + Toronto. fc» Ctosud lu) UnaraKlbte. I IB64MX etterJnn teetac Jun 9 - 2107.16 -3065.

27B6.0
28006

27816
27876

5/76
630

19496
2,807

Sep 152306 15140.0 -3906 15280.D 150506 38610
Dee 15300.0 16150.0 - 15300.0 15160.0 110
Open Hanoi Igune ta pnwtoua day.

94645
660

PlacDai
Rube
PdbScI
PuUBr
OSEto
OCTRa
ate
RranGd

Sanaa
SdM
71t Cemcttn Cakuteud at ISOO GMT. • Eadudteg bonte. } tedustod, ptee U«i«, Financial md Tmpmutai.

* Tha CM M. ndto thaeradeel day’s hgta ertd tare me the weraaea ot the Nghest and bmte prtcae reached dwteg Bw duy by each S22f
tewrata Hie oeui day’s h^U end taw tanked by Taiekunl rapraeent 9i* Nahwt and lew) nriuoa Dvt ilia indeei has reached buEvT“ ‘ “ ‘ u - “ "

SGacOtdumg Dm day. (The Agures ki bracken era pmum day's;. V Subject to efleiai MeeteutettaL

To subscribe to the FT call Europe: + 49 69 156 850

Asia/Pacific: + 81 3 3295 17 11 USA/Canada: + 1 212 752 4500

TNT
Tamp

138
7SO
1/2
3J4
2/3
195
262
2S4
1/0
1J2B
398
3S

960
243
465
5.47
1/4
1/2
4/S
4/7
3/4
X28
225
8.13
110
cso
S/7
327
169
2.92

FfllOne

nThflk
Lnglou
PhTtcra
SteraCm“ Mama

2,75 1 ns in* SWnCm
+10 1B4D 1148 4A 344
-61 292 1 .70 2/ 44J Tn**
+68 183 5S 182
+ us an ... os-« 361 JSO 5.1 _

“SS ’?-?3 ,a,B 04 117
-.02 1.10 (LB5 14 36
-64 132 422 2J
j- 7/7 4/0 5!* 72 CANAOA

+.02 1/0 1.44 17 __
+<Bi 142 Z74 28 M_
-.01 X13 1.7S ___ 1/0 1JU „ „-62 34B 2J8 7.7 m..
-.01 362 2/2 _ _
-« lb? m - -

T3
i

‘15 M2 ,J> -
-62 366 l/S 16 _
+63 *20 3.10 _ Mm
-T l 5/4 442 44 _
-62 1*3 194 36 „-/* 2J0 T/O _
-62 4.00 190 OH _-m S 76 4/5 ... _
-63 3/7 3J7 7/ 06

2/0 E ...
+63 3.55 2.B4 ._ __
+ L.J38 5J30 4/ __ 8.18 4J0 12

-62 114 2.70 5/ _-68 144 110 Z
_T J* SLM 7/ Z14

--5s X1B 1.08 __ 10-64 390 130 _ _

380
208

41/0
138
138

424
200
94

230

_ 412 284 _
-8 288 103 _
m_ 6150 20/0 _
-4 200 75/0 _
-2 156 09 2/
-m 93 B84Q _
-2 648 300 0/
-fl 24; 138 _
+11/84 1940 _
+8 J*8 320 _
-fl 280 ISi _

— 1&J— scon
= sr— Jhnnkmm— KloolB

UbUeHUM
MeOsak
MdWIt— Utomo

— PteabM— HASP— ftamGp— Pram— Ftendln— RteMp— ftourcn

+T 89 _____
-4 258 173 23 _

NORTH AMERICA

TORONTO (funs /Can S)

4 pm dose

29/0 -1/0 31/0 2440 _M —
26 -JO ffl 23 02 -
132 mm 132 87 0/ —

36.75 -JS -40 3095 1/ —
22/0 _ 2540 20 17 —
0.70 „ 190 170 — —
2240 _ 30.50 2213/ _
3/0 „ 130 150 1/ -
9140 -195 106 7940 04 —
3.10 -.10 160 110 15 —
2.40 -JO 4.40 2.10 _ —
51 Z

^16 10/0 8 10 —
+95 12 ITS — —
_ 140 113 1 A —
_ JB 15/0 *J -

^BS' .38 - JIBS -
_ 2640 2175 44 —

+.70 82 3100 19
-J)S 0/5 065 2.4 —
-9D14/0 11JB-U!. —
-2 1 25 90 2.1 —

38 * Z7 —
—.40 IB.75 10/01*8 -
-JO 41/0 33/01/ -
__ 50 4125 1/ —

-.10 *75 3J0 1* -
-1 8160 72 14 —
__ 30 2*40 «

-JO UK376 - —
-95 0150 2995 11 —
+JS 00 3796 43 —

98^ -4M 7M83^ ,.i3 :Z
9640 -2/0 100 8175 1/ —

22 __ 2150 1096 11 —
„ 25.75 mei — • —

9/o _ njs eg 16 —
.. SB -.73 « ja —_ T-
1175 —96 18 « 1/ i-
*3JS -/0 *0/0 37 1/ —

58 _ 70 52-S0 1 L7 —
'l% -.ro"s$ 4% z
« -5*i»iaJa|/-35
S -S^i^l? =

03/0 -SO 110 - 7B 3S —
70 -1715D' MM -

3115 -.80 37 29 24 ~
1095 -981125-10-- —
63.75 -98 BS .5*1.7 -+
ISOte -JS J) J? ifcM

1-J10* -IJg II* JJ4 —
53/d -35 w-saao ]/ —

*0 +2 « 2 3-S
-

40 +2 *0 31 IS —
92/0 —I/O 111 O T

32 -.76 3745) 30/0 — —
.IBB 1+5 WO — —

+40KM « H -

37
B/6.

7
125

1180
23/0

24

12
100a

10.78
33/0
4128
4.15
86

2695
37/0
28.7S
33-75

781180 ADMIX
B3700

5*1906

TteOtt
+/-M Lew TngHU «6S -55*940

J15i -ta SB Z1L Wteete .
JIB -10 370

lB*a +L0A 10 Wkw- 41.7S -JS 71.75

— 1

2128 AtomsWWW AknN
2700 AlraD
24143 Amur

isanr
5*2106 BCE

BtttaB

1141330

6*353
1150

271730
SJSI5 i

CAE

TOKYO MOST ACTWC STOCKS; Fridgy. June 0. 1906.
wm"t

mi«.mJw^mSS2?a2S2?
ranto rnelw wu feSmwffm w*S.
eirtiWMwtaOtaim JteLffmwteB

ttssassa&ssp

Fudo Const
Nippon stael
Kawasaki Steel .........

STxnva Una
NEC Corp ’

Stocks
Traded

176m
8.4m
86m
7.1m
5-Bfn

Closing
Prtoea

743
298
2S3
81

881

Change
on day

+18

-TO

-SO

4

MHaubteta Huy

.

Toshiba Cbrp _
NKK Corp.
Sumitomo Bank .....

Toyota Motor

Stocks
Traded

5.4m
&2m
5.1m
56m
4.7m

CMtaS
Rrtoflfl

584
495
204'

1630

Chanfl*
-on day

-1

-10

s
so"

". +10

W l*Q \



( [x 5?.t*

\*y\ A'-"*

•

• yii 3?

f'^r r -”^0.

arnra-mr* nSETS
POUND SPOT FORWARD.AGAINST THE POUND

Emp*
Austria

Btigkm
Danmark
FWand
Trance

Germany
Owe*
Mand
»* .

Luxembourg
Nathflrtarda

Norway
Portugal

c*“2* BUUwhr Oar's Mki on* month Utma months One ytar Bank of
mifl-potot an day spreeg high lour Rets %PA Rate %PA Rats %PA Ena. Max

DOLLAR SPOT.FORWARD AGAINST THE OOL£AR^;^!
j

Ckatog Cnongo Bidfettv Pay's mkf On* month Three months One year J.P Morgan
rnttpotm on flay spreM high low Rae fcPA Rate %PA Rie %PA tops*

WORLD INTEREST
MONEY RATES

Sweden
Switzerland

UK
Ecu
80RT
Americas
Argentina

BrazS

tSeh) 16.7105 -0.1054 047
CBFi) *8,0490 -03659 346
(DKr} 87223 -0.0668 169
0rM{ 68501 -0.0*52 *60
(FFr) 78525 -00612 468
PMJ 2.2342 -00208 33d
(Dll 388387 -2254 251
0£) 09780 -0005 768
81 2607.69 -10.03 a»

tLFiJ 460400 -02659 348
(FQ 2*884 -0.0222 672

(NKj) 8S335 -0.0826 279
(Eaj 234878 -2.382 561
ptq) 133.753 -1538 883
tSKf) 115037 -0.0336 933
(5Fr) 18396 -0.0208 385

- 1.2131 -0.0045 124
- 152126

(P«30) ' 5966 -00104 082
(RSJ 1*591 -00145 580

- 163 153301
534 403970
278 07737

- 551 B.SDOQ
- 561 7.9144

• 3*8 2250S
-524 364.016
792 09631

- 969 262028
;

634 4&3370
995 05217
900 10.0371
795 230539 :

823 195.148
13* 119497
407 19533

15.6374 1.8 15.8402 1.8 _ 107.2

Europe

Austria (Scrt) 9^255 -0.1323 234 - 276 9.9120 9.3220 9.6135 1 5 9.7935 1.3 9.699 13 1063 Briglutn 4Vj

46984 1.7 454S4 1.7 46244 1.7 1069 Brigkjm (BFll 28.7995 -03805 950 - tMO 29 1350 267540 28 7645 13 28.7095 13 28££95 0.7 109-2 week ago 4fi

67259 -0.5 67177 62 68860 0L4 110J Denmarit (DKO 5.4SS0 -043707 525 • S75 5.4985 5.4508 5 4586 -06 54S7 -OS 55025 -09 1089 Rraaea 74
« - - - - - B7.3 FtntonU (FM) 4^841 -04)572 816 066 4 2165 4.2810 4.2823 05 4^791 05 427do 0.1 SRO week ago 74

7.8604 -12 7.671 -03 7.8388 02 1067 Franc* (FFr) 4-Q110 -0.0715 C$5 - 125 4.9S8S 4.9040 4 9175 -1^ 4.9299 -1.5 4.96 -1.0 107.7 Germany *i
2.2308 1R 2.0 2.183B 23 11241 tSemwiy (DM) 1J973 -0.022S 970 - 975 1*097 1.3959 1.3956 IS 13325 1.4 13816 1.1 111.1 week ago 4t£

- - - - - - 88.7 Greece (Dr) 22S390 -693 340 - 440 226180 225.110 227.39 -10,6 231.14 -104? 240^9 -9S 672 Mand Bi
05776 05 0.B774 02 69777 0.0 972 Ireland (IQ 1.6346 +0.0191 331 -366 1.6370 16225 1.63S5 -0* 1.8373 -06 1.6421 -04 week ago

2817.39 -4,4 2S34L89 -4,1 270839 ~!LB 67.6 Italy 04 1631jOQ -1735 on- 20Q 1847.00 1629.75 1637.5 -+£ 165025 -4.7 17105 —43 67.1 Italy 104
46984 1.7 45-854 1.7 46244 1.7 109.fi Luxerobouig 6F0 267995 -0*605 950 - 040 39 1350 267540 26.7645 IS 28.7095 1.3 253835 0.7 10*3 week ago ion
2*043 2.0 2.4908 \2 2*382 2* 1068 Mtolierianda (FD 13826 -0.0245 620 - 630 1.6805 1-5620 1^604 1.6 1^564 1.5 12143 12 1089 Netherlands 41*

9.9248 1.1 9.9012 1.3 9.7739 12 963 Naiway (MKT) 62125 -0.0837 100 - 150 62850 &2090 82138 -0.2 6.2065 0* 0199 02 97-B week ago *4
23X813 4.4 236983 -3.9 - - 9S.9 Portugal (Ea) 146.770 -2.49 720 - 820 148.300 146.690 147^2 -3.7 14822 -40 154.02 -4 9 953 Swftxartand 2»
194.253 -3.1 195J28 -3.3 200.353 -64 81^ Spain (Pro) 121.175 -1^55 150 - 200 122.350 121.020 121.515 -3.4 122.315 -3.8 726.65 -43 803 week ago

11.608 -02 11.5105 -02 11.5291 -02 78* Swadan (SKri 7.1945 -0.0505 BOS - 995 72430 7.1804 72102 -26 7^46 -Z3 7*32 -13 78-0 us 6
1.8349 3.0 1.B246 63 1.7786 6* 113.7 Swtoerttmd (SFt) 1.1505 -00200 500 - 510 1.1620 1.1500 1.1478 2.7 1.143 23 1.128 2.1 1123 week ago

- - • - - S4.1 UK 1*990 +60107 967 - 392 1.5992 1.5926 1^996 oa 1.5969 0.5 1.5823 1.0 83.9 Japan
1.2132 0.0 1^119 0* 1-2047 0.7 m Ecu 1.3101 60136 176 - 106 1-3190 1.3119 13179 0.1 13178 0.1 13133 a3 week ago 1H

19089 1.5923

Canada (CS) 2-2022 +0019 014 - Q28 2-2037 2.1890 23047 -1.4 2.2075 -1.0 21083 03 820
Meeoco (Now Peso) 0.8471 +0.1235 439 - 502 83545 9.8000
USA (5) 1.6960 +03107 987-992 1.5992 1-5326 13888 03 1^69 03 13823 13 883
PacAcRAdtfla Bast/Africa
Austrata (AS) 22206 +0326 185 - 217 23225 £2182 22228 -12 22262 -13 23365 -0.7 77.7
Hong Kong (HKS) 123663 +0.0823 635 - 690 123684 123184 123823 a* 123520 0* 12386 0.6
India (Rs| 503311 +03449 152 - 489 503830 50.0470 . . _ . _ . .
Israel (Shk) 4.7839 +0004 588 - 680 4.7910 4.7376 . . . . _ . _

Japan m 134.712 -0341 811 - 813 135.400 134.480 134.147 5.0 132.892 5* 127.032 5.7 i7ai
Mdayda (MS) 33022 +03293 008 - 038 3.9038 3.8875 _ . .

NewZertand PCS) 23982 +0 0286 985 - 998 24004 2.3951 2403 -24 2.4121 -23 2.4287 -1.3 97.9
Phfflplne* (Paso) 412130 +03745 888 - 393 41.3687 41.0784 - -

Baud Arabia tSR) 53971 +034 SS0 - 963
Stogapora (SS> 23247 +0.0146 235 - 256
South Africa 5.8734 +0.0258 712 - 756
South Korea (Won) 122334 +1818 349 - 419
Taiwan (TS) 41.0718 +03739 828-810
ThatEand (BtJ 39*062 +0.169 920 - 203
t Ttera* to Jut B. Bttr Oftar «mti in 8w Poind Scot raaa knpkad ay curarn (nraresr ram SMigsdn cafcu
M4-IWM to both Ms oae a* Outer Seal aeto* oonvad

983 5.9988 5.9735 - - -

258 22260 22168 - - - - -

755 5.8838 5.8536 - - -

419 122427 121246 - - -

810 412855 40.9115 - - - -

203 39.4300 392880 - - - -

St she* only As totf turns asdmaS peas. Format rates or* nor tfrscSyquM to too irertet but
taad by me Bulk of Enefcmt Base avsn iBeC • ICQ Mm raboaad TiB/OS. Bid. One m
tam TVC VAMCLfTCRS CU5SMO STOT tV>TES. Soma w*u»o an rrxnOati byn F.T.

Argentina (Peso) 09998
BrazS fRJl 0.9125
Canada (C*> 10773
Mexico (New Peso) 62210
USA (*)

PeeBteTMUifie East/Africa

Australia (AS) 12687
Hong Kong (HKS) 7.7340
India (Fto) 31.4150
Israel (Shk) 2279*
Japan (V) 842500
Malaysia (MS) 2.4405

New Zealand (PCS) 1.4997
PhUpdMS (Paso) 25.7750
Saint Arabia (SR) 3.7507
Singapore (SS) 1.3913

South Africa (FO 3.6733
South Korea (Won) 765.400

Taiwan (TS) 255868
Thailand (Bt) 24.6450

T SDR rate por $ tor Jut & BWraher

:

monwt txe cn knptod by anuu town

-0.0002 997 - 998 02998 03997
+0.003 120 - 130 09130 09090

-0.0175 773 - 815 3.0020 2-9660

- 000 - 500 25.8500 25 7000

*5*35 300 - 500 765.900 760.700

1J7B8 -1/4 1.382 -1* 1.3938 -13 80.9

6 2233 -0* 6.2264 -04 6.2313 -02 -

- - - - - 90-1

1.3903 -1.4 1.3942 -1.6 1*154 -13 79.6
7.7322 as 7.7317 0.1 7.7475 -02 -

31.495 -3.1 31.74 —1 T - - •

83.915 48 83£5 4.7 80545 4.4 i7a4
2.4385 TO 2.4361 0.7 2.4305 a* -

13CQ1 -2.7 1.5099 1.5292 -2-0 -

3 7517 -03 3.7538 -09 3 7657 -04 .

1.3861 45 1.3778 39 1.3513 2.9

38943 -69 3.7453 -7 8 4.DDT3 -8.9 .

768* -4.7 7719 -3* 790.4 -3.3 -

25.7066 -0.9 25.7468 -0.9 - - -

24 666 -1.0 24.6925 -09 24.73 -0.5 -

Befclmn 4Vs 44 4]) 4* 5 7.40 4.00
week ago 4fi 44 4% S 514 7.40 4.00

Prwoee 74 7V 6!% 6H S.«j - 8.00
weak ago 7* 7J 7% 7* 6* 5.00 - &.D0

Otmufi 4i 4% 4H 4% 44 6.00 4.00 4.51
week ago 4*6 4V 4Va 4V4 4 A 6.00 4.00 4LS1

beland 6ft 8* 6fl 6fi 7i - - 645
weak ago 046*6368 7* - - 625

Italy 104 10s* 100 lOBi 11V - 7.50 1040
week ago ion 10V 103 10* 11 _ 7.50 10.40

Nethertonda 4V. *4 4 to 4V - 555
week ago 4ft 4£ 4* 4£ 44 - 555

Swtaortand 2Ji 34 3J 3V 3V 6.625 3DO
meek ago sn> 34 3* 3V= 6.625 3.00

US 6 8 6 5S 50 - 555
week ago 0 6 6 SB 53 - 525

Japan 1% li. 1’* 1* 14 - 1.00

weak ago 1H lK 14 lj i» - 1.00

S LIBOR FT London
~

Interbank Rnkta - 04 64 66---
week ago - S& 6 5% Sft - - -

US Dokar CO* - 5*4 6.85 5.78 5.80 -
week ago - 554 5.63 5.46 5.42

ECU Lkikad Da 6H $ife 64 6V*

weak ago -6%64 6ttG%---
SOR Lkikad Da - 36 3Q 3'* 3V
week ago 36 4£ 4& 4V

S UBOR IniarearA fbono ™oom attend reaes Cor (lOm quoaed to tns martwt by tour mtorarce tanks
a: itwn men wonong day. The bares ac BaNwie Thai, Bank at Tokyo, Bnieeya and rkntmsi

Mbairmsur.
Me ran an shown tor the dcrnocac Monoy Rate*, US3 COv ECU & SDR Unked Duponts (py.

EURO CURRENCY INTEREST RATES
Jun9 Snort 7 days One Three Sfa One

term notice month mantfs months year

sprooda n too (Mar Spa taao axM onfy Tw us auoo decimal places. Forward ten are not drseey quetod to the
soi raws. UK. Mnl & ECU are emoted tfi US currency, j P. Mason nominal racer Jim 8 Baur avarsos 1390-1 DO

vf ^ fi
t-v

CROSS RATES AND DERIVATIVES

EXCHANGE CROSS RATES
Jun 8 BPr DKr PFr DM

Balglura (8ft) 100 IS.94 17.05 4.85T
Denmark (DKr) 52.80 10 9.004 £561
Franca
Germany

Norway
PariugM
Spain

Sweden
SwBzartand
UK
Canada
US
Japan
Ecu
OanWi Itanar.

(8Fr) 100 IB.94
(Od) 52.80 10
FFt1 6B64 li.li
(DM) 20.61 3.904
(tq 47 09 8313
04 1.766 0.334

(R 18.43 3.492

(NKr) 4036 6.780
(Es) 19.62 3.716

(Pta) 23.76 4^01
(SKr) 40.04 7.584

(SFt) 2&03 4.740

(£} 4&05 8.722

(CS) 20.91 3l961

(5) 28.80 5.455
(Y) 34.19 6 476

37J6 7.190

French Franc, Nonsagan hranar.

8030 2284
0.301 0086
3.144 0^94
7.905 2249
3JM6 0952
4J152 1.153

6.B29 1.943

4268 1214
7.853 2234
3-566 1.015

4.911 1.397

5.830 1.658
6.474 1.842

and SmcStfi Kronor

2124 5683 5.42S 21.57

1.121 2990 2264 1129
1245 3321 3.181 12.65
0*39 1167 1.118 4.447

1 2667 2^54 10.16
0.038 100. 0.096 0281
0.392 1044 1 3.977
0.984 2625 2.515 10
0.417 1111 1.064 4233
0505 1346 1269 5.126

0850 2268 2.172 a638
0532 1417 1258 5299
0278 2606 2*88 9234
0444 1184 1.134 4211
0212 1631 1262 6213
0.726 1836 1254 7275
0206 2150 2.059 8.190

par 1ft Belgian Franc, Van. Escudo, Lira i

«HES^Nl5fe)eV
’

-
-

Sckg
Jun etooe

9 30/12/94

Jun MU Cap
B Sn

S at

Bold

Mine
Grass rih

Iteu H
52 week

tfign 1tm

189501 -4.1 190592 4795 ioooo 216 233790 1B3791

2467 t7 -22? 2485 M 1325 2H.1B 121 ri187 2<3al9
213322 -11) 218281 5.40 11.49 1*4 2951.49 173&20
1/0129 +10.3 170682 28.39 6a34 QBO 1911 21 1348.13

D-aaARK FUTURES (IM4) DM 125,000 per DM

Open Settprice Change High Low EsLvol Open bit.
Pound (a New York

Jun 0.7098 0.7125 +0.0021 0.7170 0.7098 31^55 59.128 Jkm B —Ctn» — -Pfpv. ctee

Sop a713S 0.7153 +0_0Q22 0.7202 0.7122 4^11 14912 £ap« 1*943 15060
Dec a71 80 +0.0024 £7102 (L71S3E 50 1*01 ItoSi

3 ibBi

If

15939
15623
15776

15958
1.5039

15800

FT GUIDE to WORLD CURRB4CIES

The FT Guide to World Currencies
table can be (bund on the Emerging
Markets page to today's edition.

Ma Dk. Grs P/E

dir. cov. yid ret

Lv4.88 2.1 42 122
y- - - 192

v32 2.3 27 14.7

HirOLi 22 28 132

Sanaa mAWC FUTURES QAOri] SFr 12SJ00 par 5Fr

Jun
. . 02613 08631 +00018 08703 02611

Sep 0.8700 02689 +00019 02760 02675
S»c 02760 02742 +02021 00760 02740

JJlKANnKVHiF«yrU»»(»MM)Yem22porYamOO

Open Sett price Change High Low
Jun 1.1818 1.1860 . +02040 1.1900 1.1795

sap 1.1940 1.2008 +02043 1-2050 1.1940

Dec.
. .

12100 12154 +02045 12169 12100

BTCRL—O FUTURES QMM) £62^00 per C

RIGHTS OFFERS

18253 22.406
2.117 5,714
15 739

EsLvol Open H.
14272 54,696

2.709 11278
88 1,420

hssu?

price

P

Amount
ptod

up

Latest

Renun.
dale

BKftSWB
mSSSSi 34 IV) ia«

205 N) 1V7
10 M 2m

One Three Ste One 4 Ni 12/6

month months months year 476 Nil 9/6

Jtto 15960 15948 -0.0028 15994 15928 7232 23.038

Sep 15920 15826 -0-0026 15980 15006 135* 5*08
Dec - 15882 -05028 15810 15870 1 176

PMLAPELPiBASCC/* OPTIONS E31250 (cents per pountf)

*. w .

•

;

Strike

Price Jtxi

- CALLS -
Jul Au9 J»X1

— PUTS —
JU Aug

“
, v'*r 1526 655 - • - 007 0.40

' '

r • 1550 447 - - - - -
‘

1576 2.12 255 3*7 0.17 057 158

r- f 1500 058 152 Z10 1.09 258 2.77

1525 0.05 0.67 156 257 3.68 442
1550 05S - 548 - -

UK INTEREST RATES

LONDON MONEY RATES
Jim 9 Over* 7 day:

Werbenk Steritog 54 - 4 ^ - 6 6,'< - 6A 6% - 6^ 6?8 - 6fi 7>4 - 6f£
Surihg CDs - - 6% - 6A 6j5 - 6is 6{I - 6^ 8^ - Oii

Treasury BSa - 6>t - 6,
1
. 6,’< - 6l«

Berk BIN - - &4 - 5,3, 6(J - 6il 6^ - 6i3
Loral aulhorty deps. S,’, - 5A 8i - 5i3 SA - 8,1 e/« - 8,', 6^ - Oh 7% - 7
Dtacowd Merkel deps 7I«-6%8iV-6d

UK deoitog berk case lendbig rale 64r per cent from February 2, 1995

Up to 1 1-3 36 02 9-12

month month months months months

Cede of Tax dep. (£100,000) 3 5l| 5* 6 B>4

Cens or TWi dap. indir Cioopoo la 2>2pc. D^mos rmhemra torcam i |«pc.

Aue. tandar raw of dWoounr 4273Gpa ECGD Ibwd rdM SOD- Enpert Fhanca. Mefco up dm May 31.
1(M6-A(p*ed orator period Jww 24. 1SB5 to Ji4y 25, 1B86. Schemas I & El 8 03pc- Rofcroice rate tor

period Apr 29. 1B95 to May 31, 1998. Schemes IV* V B.788pc. Hmnee Houae Bara R«i» 7pa ham
June 1. IMS

BANK OF ENGLAND TREASURY BILL TENDER

enuru 1995
date High Low Stock

19/6 35pm 3pm DafWfe (SI

19/7 Z8pn 27pm David Brown
28/8 3pm 2pm £Lasar-Scan
12/6 2]2pm 1pm Prime People
9/6 44^2pm 27pm SCQB 3 N ULS 95ri»

Closing +or-

price

P

20pm -5

27pm
2pm -1

1pm
39pm

MARGINED FOREIGN
EXCHANGE TRADING

Fast. Competitive Quotes 24 Hours

|
Tel: +4* 171 815 0400

- Fax: +44 171 329 3919

pnvtoua day’s vot. Crib M/A Puts MM. Prav. da/a open tot. Cato M/A Puts M/A

BANK RETURN

EMNKMG DEPARTMENT

Capital
PubHC depowta
Baniura depoeta
Reserve and other accounts

Jun 9 Jun 2 Jun 9 Jun 2

BOta an oBw EllOOn EllOfta Tag accepted rata 84973% 64772%
TaW ngm

1

£S554m £268110 Am. rate of wart 84735% 6.1801%

Tottaflocataf OlOOra moon towage yWd 64732% 84768%
Mn. accepted Hd £98430 £98.435 Otter at nett tenter £130to £l300n

U0M4 mta. into 97% 27% MR. accept bid 182 C«(

INVESTORS -TRADERS - CORPORATE TREASURERS
SATQUOTE™ - Your single service for real time quotes.

Futures * Options * Stocks * Forex * News * Via Satellite

LONDON +171 329 3377
LONDON+171 329 3377 NEW YOFK+212 2698 FRANKFURT+A96B 440071

laFims I
Berkeley.

Wednesday
7 June, 1995

£
14,553.000

120S^S5J>Q4
1384330.151
2361.795.154

increase or

decreaes tor week

+942381,724
+90388379
-124240386

;s limited
1

TRADERS
F>*M EFF>T£VT

a l*inwrrmr sebvke

38 DOVER STREET, LONDONWK3RB
TEL 0171 629 1133 FAX: 0171 495 0022

BASE LENDING RATES

.
5.766433.809 +918530.417

c

'

Auaati
Government securities 1.735,843*58 -359505500

; Advance and other accowna 2429408599 +890531208

Premfae, oqukxnant and other secs 1.791516.779 +591513*81

Notes 9585,438 +5.498508

\- com 1SI538 +34.722

IS 5.788533509 +018530*17
> ISSUE DEPARTMENT

;
LtoMBCfaft

Notes in efrotetton 18.910,714584 -346,498506

Notes in Banking Department 9585*36 +5.496508

16520500500 -340500,000

Assets
Other Government seeurtfes- 18579584,193 -777*72,788

Other Seatodes 2540.735507 +437*72,768

18520.000500 -340,000500

Adam&Company— 675
Afled Trust Ebnk .3.75

AS Bar* 3.75
•HenryArsbecher &75
Barkd Banda 6.75

Banco BBiao vtaceya-6.75
Bar* of Cuxijb -&75
BarktX tretond _&75
Bar* oT tocSa _.. 2.75
Berkof Saxtend —0.75
BwdajBtak —6.75
BBBktriMdEaa £75

•atOMiShttoy&CbUi -675
CHbsnkNA —.6.75
OydasdotoBark -6.75

The Cpdpeodka Bar*&75
Caras* Co —— 6.75

CredtUomb —.675
Cyprus Paputar EM* . 375

Duncan Laurie . ........ 6.75
Bxatar Bar* Lto*ed —7.75
Hrrandal& Gen Bar* ..750

•Robert Ftomtog& Co . 6.75

amber* &75
•OutoneaeMphcn 675
Habb BankAQ 2kafcfi 675

•HambnaBank -2.75
HetSable&Gen Ira/ Bk. 675

•HiSemueL ...675
C. Hoars&Co 6.75
Hongkong 6 ShangheL 675
Jt*8n Hodge Bar*— 6.75

•LacpoldJoseph5 Sons 6.75

UoydsBank 8.75

MatfnlBankUd 375
Mdend Bank ...... ..A75

•Mount Bw*lna 675
Neiwwmtostor... ...675•M BroBnra— 675

* Roxburghe Guarantee
ConMrsMon Ud • no longer

authorised as a banking
hattution. 10

Ftoyal Bk o( ScoSend . 675
Sircar&Frisdtander.. 675

•Snrih&WAkrwnSecs 3.75
TSB 375
UnCy Trust Bar* Pto ..3.75
WeetanTrust -6.75
Whteawey Laktan ... 3.75
Yortsh*eBank 675

•Membrasol London
Invesanert BanMng
Aaodaboo

• tofldnhkteriw

YOUR PERSONAL REUTERS FINANCIAL REPORTER

Currencies, Futures, Indices and the latest news updates.
Futures Pager keeps you in touch with the markets 24 hrs a day.

FOR YOUR FREE 10 DAY TRIAL FREEPHONE 0500 800056 TODAY

FUTURES PACER

TAX-FREE FUTURES OX
INDIVIDUAL SHARES

GMS-FutureView

UK GILTS PRICES
accuracy a s
avia sateS

A aubnoaiy cr the LOE

ue for money package. AvatoUe n

kaaraat tad Cto vrh% fed toww
du ai toe Maas Priest +J- Era doe

CwiygJj pc3P5
Tnras12<2pc 2003-5

—

Ttmstocanstt—
7irfcaioetL

fee20DKttt

TmrBJIVocZHW—
Tiffl»8ij(ie2007tt

13tiSC ZW4-8
Tim spe 2006U——

-

Tws 8pc 2009—

-

——

1DW. -25

12GB -3.1

103B -2*

97i -25

99,4-1*

119B -18

lOStri -25

182a -22

10Pa -26

96% +10

Ttfcphone 0“-i- 3rcy on 071*752 02C2 07T-^it 42$

6

f-p.irc;-' OcK 10 ycur ?G ior a ‘.Trr !,»Cu COil

^Vlarket-Eye
FREEPHONE 0800 321 321 FAX 0171 398 1001

Tms61Hpc2D10

Q»9pcLQ2011tt
Dm9pc2012bt
Tra« 6>*pe 2006-12tt_

Trass Bpc 2013^4

7%pE20t2-UK—
See 2015

TrmMipcanTtt
Erob 12pc 2013-17

BA -42

IOTA -60

1078 -02

77% —
98% -15

ST* -22

8BA -55
IDEA -68

135B -&0

WANT TO KNOW A SECRET?
Tlw L.D.S. Gann Seminar win show y<xi bow die market* REALLY work.

Tire amazing irailipjt technique* ul lire Vegemlary W.D. Gann can increase

yuur nrnCi* aral civIiib y>wr Inses. How? Thai's lire secret.

B<Kik your FREE place. Pbnne 0171 58S5858

Doitv Fo* Sarvic®
(EC-MCt

0171-865 0800 Compolifivto

London Dialing Disk ___•

lcj?A£NCY V.ASACI.MENT CC?.?ORAT!C)N TLC • •
. C’7:-v?s

rwwkrw
,, ,

«rLm.Si»ett-
DwSJjpeWAL.
TUtoSpCWAR—
rwnri«i'ttff.

dm.2t|peJ—

-

49A -2.2

*3A -15

«W. -J
3«U -&4

30%* -3J

30U -38

m n -s
. 'L* - i

w^< '| H

FIT I
- l

ii

ii XI! } i

r1I4JL

TREND ANALYSIS LTD

V W SECURITIES AMD FUTURES LIMITED

TtateBme, HosbaryPneniHi,UmtoaEOA Bk

Td (44) 171 417 9720 to («) 171 417*719

FUTURES i. OPTIONS
EXECUTION ONLY

SOVEREIGN (FOREX) LIMITED
24 HOURHARSH TRADINGFACILITY

COMPETITIVEPF8CES
DAILYFAXSERVICE

Tri: 0171 - 931 9183 Fac 0171 - 931 7114

42b BbcUaskua totac R4, Uo*w SW1WORE

Belgian Franc

Dartsn Krona

D-Mark

Dutch Guttler

French Franc

PtxiuguMe Esc.

Spartsti Feaoa
Staring

Swiss Franc

Can. Dollar

US Donor

lUAan Lira

Van
Asian SSlng

Short urm ores a

6j't - SJ1

10*a - 10

l 1* -
1

A

Ii-Ja
l cdl tor tfto

4}I-4ft 4%
659 -Vt 6*1
Jig - 41’ 4*2

*& - 4l«

’*2 - Th r*2

9»s - 9%
9ft - 9ft 9h
6-5% eh

3*4 - 3»« 3><

7h - Tft 7ft

6i‘e - 5i: 6ft

105* - 10l
z 10%

154 - 1ft 1ft

It- h h
US Defer and ran.

4*2 4% - 4Sj 4|
6^2 6B - 1* 6ft

4% 4*2 - 4% 4,1

41* 4ft - 4ft 4ft

7% 71* - 71* 6%
9*3 10ft -9S IDft

9*e 9 }i - 9 ft 101*

6ft ss, - Bft 6ij

3^ 3ft - 3ft 3,**

7ft 71,-7 7 -

511 6ft - 512 6 -

105* 10t - lQ5g 10):

1ft 1ft • ll* I
1
*

% 1-7f 1>2

COMTE iwo days' nonoa.

- 411 5ft - 4B
- «ii 8i - 6H
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• 4la 4ft - 43,
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- 10ft 11 - 103.4
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87, 7 - 6%
S\ 6 5?,

- 10)3 HU - 111*
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B Rsgkxul Indices

AUadSl "467 17 -22 7 248S09 1326 2H.1B 671 3711,67 7Q619
Austttesa (6) 713122 -111 218261 5.40 11.49 1M 2951.49 173620
Nor* America fill 170189 +163 170102 2639 6034 QBO 191121 134613

Copyrght The financial Times Ltmud 1*96 TT Gold Mren Hxrar* is a Bademari of the Fmandol
Times Larated. FVgures n tmekata *T«m nuntou 01 amexw. Basis US Dbltes. Boss Vakies. 100600
3imfZL CONSTITUENT CKANOF DURING THE WEEK EMOWO 2/S/SS; MdoK Darreuon Miring
WraWaa.

LONDON RECENT ISSUES: EQUITIES
issue Amt mu. Close

price paid cop 1995 pnee Mai Cov. Grs P/E

p up gmj Hlgrii Low Stock p */ e»r. cov. yld net

- P.P. 127.7 733 609 Bm Aero C*>UtS 698 -2 -
- TP. 212 103 90 Ftosbury Wortdwkte 107 - - -

122 FJ>. 24J8 127 122 Gradus Group 128 Lu4.efi 2.1 4.9 125
60 F.P. 14.1 98 60 Qe Carter 89-2 #- - - 195
- F.P. 612 113 111 international Energy 112 v3J 2.3 17 14.7

3 FJ. 7J& 3*2 3»2 Langdons Foods 3I2 Hull SJ 18 133
100 F.P. 20* 90 93 NatWest Irish SC 95 - - -

- F.P. 113 33 ?B Do. Wirarts 31 -

- F.P. 1J719 141 137 MVNEX CabtoCms 137lj -

- F^>. 110 650 650 Cryx Irxta 650 - - -

- FP. 1.00 250 250 Do Warants 250 - - -

125 F.P. 16J 141 120 Sik Industries 140 Lv6.6 2.1 5J3 11.7

THREE MONTH EURODOLLAR 0MM) 61m potola of 100%

Open Sett price Change High Lew

Jun 93.95 93.93 -0.02 94.00 93.81

Sep 9440 94.11 4X12 9447 9457
Dec 9450 94.02 -051 8457 94.01

US TREASURY BILL FUTURES (IMM) $1m per 100%

Jun 94*1 94.40 -0.02 94.47 9459
Sep 9449 94.56 -aoe 94.66 94.50

Dec 94.68 9440 -0.19 91.70 94*9

AI Open Inure* Kgs. ere tor previous day

APPOINTMENTS
ADVERTISING

appears in tbe UK edition every Wednesday & Thursday

and in tie International edition every Friday

For further information please call:

Andrew Skarzynski on +44 171 873 4054

Stephanie Cox-Freeman on +44 171 873 3694

The Hedge Fund
SICAV

Luxembourg. 11, rue Aldringen
R.C. Luxembourg N® B 3S653

Notice of Extraordinary

General Meeting
As the Extraordinary General Meeting of 12 May 1995 did

not reach the quorum of5 the shareholders are hereby invited

la attend the second Extraordinary General Meeting which will

be held ai the registered office of the Company on 28 June J995
at 1 1 .00 a.m. with the following agenda:

Agenda
1 . Decision to pul the company into liquidation.

2. Appointment of Fin-Con(r61e S.A., 11, rue Aldringen,
L-ll 18 Luxembourg as liquidator.

3. Attribution to the liquidator of tbe largest possible powers
of administration.

Tbe shareholders are advised that no quorum is required for

the items of the agenda and that the decisions will be taken at the

majority of 2/3 of the shares present or represented at the Meeting.

Each share is entitled to odc vole. A shareholder may act ai any

Meeting bv proxy. _
By order of the Board of Directors

The Hedge Fund ($) II
SICAV

Luxembourg, II, rue Aldringen

R.C. Luxembourg N“ B *10 693

Notice of Extraordinary

General Meeting

As the Extraordinary General Meeting of 1 2 May 1995 did

not reach tbe quorum of50%, tbe shareholders are bereby invited

to attend tbe second Extraordinary General Meeting which will

be held at tbe registered office of the Company on 28 June 1995
ai 1 1 -30 a.m. with the following agenda:

Agenda
1 . Decision to put the company into liquidation.

2. Appointment of Fin-Controle SA, 11, rne Aldringen.

L-1118 Luxembourg as liquidator.

3. Attribution to tbe liquidator of the largest possible powers
ol administration.

The shareholders are advised that no quorum is required for

the items of the agenda and that (he decisions will be taken at the

majority of 2/3 of the shares present or represented at the Meeting.
Each share is entitled to one vote. A shareholder may act at any
Meeting by proxy. _

By order of the Board of Directors

PROFITABLE TRADING
STOCKS FUTURES CURRENCIES ETC

Ou untrue computer pn>fran «l*n ban trading opponraldra
nlB* awfcet m*Wi tafotmaikm.

Coaled EnfOKua: Tel:PI71 4AS 1730 Pax: 0171 4«| ****

Signal
> Real-time U.S. & international

quotes on over 90,000 issues
> As low as S9/day, Cafl today:

44 + (0)171 600 6101

Argus Fundamentals
'Understand v.'hji is driving oil prices'

nzrPetroleum Argus- —
CALLforaFREE TRIAL tc'his Monthly publication (44 1 71 ' 35557-
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4pm dosa June 9 NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE COMPOSITE PRICES
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MONDAY

Ell foreign ministers meet

European Union foreign

ministers meet for two
days in Luxembourg to

prepare for the Cannes

summit at the end of the

month. Ministers hope to

agree in principle the ElTs
external spending priorities in the next
five years. They will also consider a
Commission request for powers to

negotiate a free-trade agreement with

South Africa and whether to unblock an
interim agreement with Russia held up
because of the war in Chechnya.

Association agreements with Estonia,

Latvia and Lithuania are also due to be

signed, paving the way for their eventual

membership.

European Parliament session
The European Union's elected assembly
holds a week-long plenary session In

Strasbourg. The parliament will hear the

plans for the Cannes summit. Also on the

agenda are economic and monetary union

and a proposal to set up a special rapid

response unit for Bosnia.

German ideas on Emu
The bane of Eurosceptics, Karl Laniers,

foreign policy spokesman for Chancellor

Helmut Kohl's CDU party, meets other

senior members of the party in Berlin to

refine the paper he presented in

September 1994 suggesting an inner core

of European Union countries should be

prepared to go it alone on monetary union.

Mr Laniers is unrepentant, despite the

outcry at the time, saying in a recent

interview that the debate now was about
"opting in” on Europe's future and not the

other way round.

Sweden speaks on Emu
Sweden’s Social Democratic government

will set out its plan to meet file ElTs

convergence targets for European
Monetary Union. It has already promised a

heavy privatisation programme and more
savings to cut the budget deficit and
stabilise the country’s sky-high debt, but

markets remain sceptical that it can meet
Emu targets by 1998.

BIS meeting and report
The Bank for International Settlements,

the central bankers’ bank, holds its annual

board meeting and releases its 65th annual

report after a weekend of highly secretive

meetings- The markets will be watching
for any hint that Group of Seven banks
are preparing for co-ordinated action in

support of the dollar. Meanwhile, the

report will be scrutinised for signs of

concern about the recent financial market
turbulence and derivatives scandals.

US and Japan talk cars
Japanese and American negotiators meet
today and tomorrow at the World Trade
Organisation in Geneva to try to resolve

their car trade row. Japan says threatened

US sanctions on nearly $6bn of Japanese

luxury car imports violateWTO rules.

Washington wants Japan to open its

market to more foreign cars and car parts.
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Drive time: Japan and the US meet today at the

Rao visits France

P.V. Narasimha Rao, India's prime
minister, leads a trade delegation to

France to meet President Jacques Chirac,

prime minister Alain Juppe and captains

of French industry. India will also seek

France’s support in combating terrorism.

CBI boss visits Mexico
Howard Davies, director-general of the

Confederation of British Industry and
soon-to-be deputy governor of the Bank of

England, starts the first full day of a visit

to Mexico (to June 14). Mr Davies will be
discussing the problems of achieving

international monetary stability with
President Ernesto Zedillo and the
governor of the Bank of Mexico, Miguel
Mancera. The UK is the second-largest

investor in Mexico after the US.

Indian Ocean forum
A two-day forum

JL on the Indian

Ocean Region
opens in Perth,

Western Australia.

\ Participants from
governments, the
private sector and
universities of

T- W&imW some 30 countries

which border the

Indian Ocean are due to discuss a mixture
of economic, trade, security, and maritime
issues. The forum meets amid calls for the

Indian Ocean countries to emulate the

dialogue in the Asia-Pacific region.

Crackdown in Nigeria
Nigeria’s military regime has arrested

civilian opponents and reinforced its

paramilitary police in Lagos and the south
ahead of protests planned to mark the

second anniversary of the presidential

election. The poll was annulled in June
1993 after Moshood Abiola had emerged as

the winner. A year ago Abiola declared

himself president, was arrested and
charged with treason. This led to months
of strikes and protests. Abiola is still in

jail and the government bas yet to come
up with a plan for democratic rule.

Tennis
The Stella Artois grass

court championship starts

at Queen's Club, west

London (to June 18). The
event traditionally allows

players to get in the
rhythm of playing on grass

as they prepare for the Wimbledon
tournament which begins on June 26.

FT Surveys
Turkey and Aerospace.

Holidays
Australia (except Western Australia).

Cyprus, Greece, Paraguay, Philippines

(Independence Day), Russia (Independence

Day), Sri Lanka.

Ruggiero in Washington

Renato Ruggiero, head of the World Trade
Organisation, meets Mickey Kantor, US
trade representative, and Robert Rubin,

US treasury secretary, in Washington to

riiamiss WTO negotiations on financial

services, due to conclude by June 30. The
US stance will be crucial in determining
whether the talks succeed or fail.

US small business forum
At a White House conference on small
business, companies will be urged to take

advantage of trade opportunities in the

world's Easiest growing markets.

Holidays
Portugal (Lisbon only), Russia.

I WEDNESDAY

I TUESDAY

Bosnia mediators meet
The steering committee of the

International Conference on Former
Yugoslavia meets in Geneva to take stock

of the flagging peace process. United

Nations mediator Thorvald Stoltenberg

will be in the chair. Former Swedish
premier Carl Bildt takes over from Lord
Owen as co-chairman and European Union
mediator in the four-year-old conflict.

UK economic policy
Kenneth Clarke, chancellor of the
exchequer, delivers his annual Mansion
House speech in London, which normally
concentrates on monetary policy. Some
economists expectMr Clarke to announce
what inflation target he plans to pursue
after the next election. Tory backbenchers

will be looking for bints of tax cuts.

Trade union report
The International Confederation of Free

Trade Unions publishes its annual survey

of human rights violations against trade

unionists around the world, to coincide

with the annual conference in Geneva of

the International Labour Organisation. A
record 98 countries are accused of abuses

ranging from administrative interference

to arrests and assassinations.

He did it his way

William Aramnny, former president of the

United Way of America, an umbrella

organisation for US charities, is sentenced

for stealing more than $600,000 from the

organisation. Revelations about his

perfidy hurt charities across the US.

I THURSDAY

G7 summit opens in Canada
Heads of government and finance

ministers from the Group of Seven leading

industrial countries gather in Halifax,

Nova Scotia, for their three-day summit
Topics for discussion include' ways to

equip the International Monetary Fund to

deal better with financial crises such as

that which struck Mexico earlier this year,

and reform and rationalisation of the

United Nations. But the formal agenda
may well be overshadowed by events in

Bosnia.

Russia’s President Yeltsin is expected to

arrive at the end of the first day of global

economic foUrc to take part in a second

day of mainly political discussions.

UK politics
A by-election Is held in the Northern
Ireland constituency of North Down,
caused by the death of the independent

Unionist, Sir James Kilfedder. It is the

first since the IRA called a ceasefire in

September 1994.

The independent UK Unionist Robert .

McCartney, a leading barrister and ardent

critic of the Anglo-Irish framework
document that has guided the political

process In the province, is expected to

defeat the Ulster Unionist candidate,

further reducing the government's

majority in the Commons. Sir James had
been largely loyal to Prime Minister John
Major.

Lavish art prizes awarded
The most extravagant arts awards in the

world, the Praemium Impenale, are to be
distributed at the Banquking House in

London. They are financed to the tune of

Y75m ($890,000) by the Japan Art
Association.

Five prises each worth YISm are given

to artists in the fields of painting,

sculpture, theatre\fibn, architecture and
music. The winners tend to be the globally

established; past recipients include Sir

John Gielgud. David Hockney and
Mstislav Rostropovich.

Watch out for a revitalised

Ernie Els in the US Open
at Shinnecock mils. New
York. He has run into

form atjust the right time,

winning the recent Byron
Nelson Classic in Texas

with birdies at four of the final six holes.

FT Survey
Telecommunications in Business.

Holidays
Austria. Bolivia, Brazil, Chile. Costa Rica,

Catholic parts of Germany, Poland
(Corpus Christi).

FRIDAY

US local government
US Conference of Mayors. City officials

descend upon Miami to .discuss mutual

problems and then solutions. •
T

Japanese calamities
'

Japanese government to release-white,

paper on disaster prevention.

Holidays
South Africa (Youth Day).

'

SATURDAY

Dry day
The United Nations bas declared today the

first World Day against desertification and
drought This now affects nearly a quarter

of the earth’s surface, more than 100

countries and more than lbn people.

Reichstag wrap-up -

Christo, the Bulgarian artist with a
penchant for packaging Parisianbridges

and islands off Florida, will start wrapping

Berlin’s Reichstag. The building is just -

metres away from where the Berlin Wall

used to stand.

The operation, planned since 1971, is

expected last a week and to cost about

DM13m ($9m). It will be financed through

the sale of prints of the vast parliament

building enfolded in 100.000 sqm erf the

material that bas become Christo’s

trademark.

Motor racing
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French municipal elections

Voters go the polls for the decisive second

round of municipal elections which will

determine the balance oflocal political

power. The right hopes to capitalise on
Jacques Chirac's presidential election

victory last month, while the Socialists are

seeking to reverse a decline in their

influence in municipal politics. Local

issues, however, will dominate the battles

for the more than 500,000 local council

seats and control ofFrance's 36,600 cities,

villages and towns.

Japanese politics

The Diet session is due to end.

Compiled by Patrick Stiles.

Fax: (+44) (0)171 8733194.
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Other economic news

Monday; A two-day World Day

Cottflrr

Economic

Satiric

Statistics to be released this week
Medan Prevtom Day Economic Medan PnMtom

Forecast Actual Released Cmriry Satiric Forecast Actual

America and the Caribbean • Mob Franca May consumer price indx. praBur* 1.6% 1.6% Thur US Inititaf claims w/e June 10 375,000 372,000

begins in Rio de Janeiro.
June 12 UK May producer pries Indx inpur 0.4% 0.7% June 15 US State benefits w/e June 3 - 2.50m

is thought to have picked up UK May producer price indx kipirf" 103% 11.5% US May todustriai protection -0^J% -0.4%

slightly in May. UK May producer price Indx output* 0.3% 0.4% US May capacity uttSsatxxi 83.6%
.

84.1%

thought to have more than UK • producer price Indx output** 4.1% 4% US Jtme PMadelphia Fed Indx - -16.*

reversed April’s small fall last UK Mey PPL ex-food, drink& tobacco” 4.2% 4.1% Japan Apr Industrial production! - -0^%

Growth in the French econ- Spain Apr producer price lndx~ 7.5% 7.1% Jspan Apr shlpmentst - 2%

omy is forecast to have acceler- Tuas US May retaS sales 0.6% -0.4% Japai May wholesale price Indx* 0.0% -0.6%

ter of the year. June 13 US Ditto ex-autos 0.4% 0.1% Japan May whoias^e price indx** -1.6% -15%

Wednesday: The Bundes- US May oonsumer price Indx 0.3% 0.4% UK May retail price Irxtx* 0.4% 1%

meets in Magdeburg, in the US Dftto ax-food & energy 0.3% 0.4% UK May wtatf price Indx** 3.4% 3.3%

eastern German state of US May Atlanta Fed indx - . -22.1 UK Ditto, ax-mortgage Int payments'* 2.6% 16%

rate cuts are expected yet but US May real earnings - 0.6% UK May retail sales* 0.3% -4X2%

- as usual when the German
central bank ui^uts outside

US Johnson Ftecbook w/e June 10 -
.

UK May retail sakeT 1.1% 0.6%

Frankfurt - a press conference Japan Apr machine Orders ex-power,'snips' 0.3% -0.6% Canada May tead IntflcatoTT - 0.2%

will be held. Japan Apr mach orders ax-powar/ships“ 7.6% 0.1% Fri US June Mchigan sentiment. preUm • 89.8

ter, will attend the meeting France 1 st qtr GDP praam. <$ron qtr 0.5% 05% June 16 UK M^putific spending borrowing req E3.5bn £4^bn

before flying to the G7 summit Spain May consumer price fndX* 0.3% 05% Canada May consumer price indx, afl teams** - 2^%

Thursday: UK retail price
Spain May M4* - ia7% Doing the week...

inflation is thought to have Wed US 1st qtr productivity revenue - a7% Japan May trade balance, customs cleared - S6.5bn

been relatively stable last

month, while retail sales are
June 14 US Apr business inventories 0.7% 0.7% Japan 1st qtr ^usg domestic productf 2.1% -3.4%

expected to recover after their Ftance Mar currant afc FFtfbn FFffl^bn Germany Feb manufacturing orders* 3.5% -7.4%

unexpected drop in April
Friday: The UK government

UK May unemployment -18.000 -18,800 Germany May wholesale price Indx* 0.1% -0.1%

is expected to have borrowed UK Apr average earnings 3.75% 3.5% Germany Apr retail sales, real
.

1% -7%
£3.5tm last month, down from
£4.3bn in April.

UK Apr urtt wages 3-rp~ 2.1% 1.8% “month on month, “year on year, Taea&orafly adfosted Statistics, courtesy MMS International.
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ACROSS
1 Listens to the complete

record: an Impartial judge
does (5,4,5)

10 It was ground in the gutter (5)

11 The last word In disputes (9)

12 A drifter of a coldly detached
nature (7)

13 An idiot is not sharp (7)

14 Boring commercial for wood
spirit (5)

16 University having two schol-

ars in exchange (4.5)

19 Now prepared to be spoken to
tsi

20 Animals there's a market for

(5)

22 We stop dancing after square
dance (3-1)

25 Much of his life is spent
behind bars (7)

27 It gives details of a reduced
fare <4,5)

28 Aside given to an actor to

speak? (5)

29 Prospects ofa cosy retirement

(6 ,6)

DOWN
2 Having the look or a powerful

flier (54)
3 Wander about in the moun-

tains (5)

4 Miserable informer mown
down In Kentucky? (9)

5 It came up to beat a giant (5)

6 Occasionally I seem most
annoyed (9)

7 Prevent animal swallowing
the tan opener (6)

8 He has a taste for a bit of
embroidery (7)

9 Took off and rose to the occa-
sion in mid-air ftp

15 They take part in acts of
duplicity (S)

17 Thought me old fashioned
about it t9)

18 Where to see the beginning -
and end - of the rainbow (54)

19 Caused trouble, getting Bill

and Edward out of bed (5.2)

21 Eastern style of serving
chops? (6)

23 Overweight round-headed
wild bees (5)

24 Clean down (5)

26 Calm sports master (5)

MONDAY PRIZE CROSSWORD
No.8,785 Set by DANTE

A prize of a Pelikan New Classic 390 fountain pen for the first correct
solution opened and five runner-up prizes of £35 Pelikan vouchers will be
awarded. Solutions by Thursday June 22, marked Monday Crossword 8,785
on the envelope, to the Financial Times, 1 Southwark Bridge, London SEl
9HL. Solution on Monday June 26. Please allow 21 days for delivery of
prizes.

Name.—„ ,

Address

PHONE OR FAX
NOW FOR AN IMMEDIATE

QUOTATION
Call Martin Crysell or Alan Proto

Telephone
01580 212 212

Facsimile -

01580 2i2 322

Winners 8,773

Mrs Ciancbi, Bromham, Bed-
ford
D. Brogdeu, Milton Malsor,
Northampton
Mrs N. Emery, Bracknell. Berk-
shire

J. Ford, St Austell, Cornwall
G.M. Glasgow, Milngavie, Glas-

f
ow
udy Smith, London SW14

Solution 8,773
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wse politics

Global aerospace companies
are looking with growing
interest at China. Page 6 AEROSPACE

Leading European airports

are working on ambitious

expansion plans. Page 9

Monday June 12 1995

Orders fail to
materialise
Despite impressive developments
in high technology products, a
fragile airline industry is still not
providing enough business to go
round, says Michael Skapinker

T his ' spring Boeing the airline industry. The
proudly unveiled its new world's airlines made an aggre-
777 at Boeing Field in gate SUlbn net profit lost year

Seattle - its first wholly new on their international sched-
aircraft in IS years. Less than a uled services - their first profit

week later. Boeing employees since 1989 - but this figure rep-

heard that the total number of resented only LE per cent of
expected job losses at the the airlines' aggregate reve-
group this year had risen from noes.
7.000 to 12W Hie industry’s two star per-

The bewildering speed with formers, British Airways and
which bad news followed good Singapore Airlines, both
is not unique to Boeing, the announced profit increases last

world’s largest aircraft xnanu- year, but warned that yields -

facturer. Throughout the aero- revenues per kilometre trav-

space industry, senior execu- elled by paying passengers -

tives mix talk of new high remained subdued,
technology products with fear BA made pre-tax profits

for the economic future of before exceptional items of
their companies. £452m for the year to March 31,

Boeing says that its new an increase of 6L4 per cent,

twin-jet aircraft, which carries The results were dented, how-
up to 400 passengers, attracted ever, by a £125m exceptional
144 firm orders and 99 options provision against BA's invest-

even before it enteredcommer- ment in USAir, the loss-making
cial service. Yet a relentless - carrier in which it has a 24.6

reduction in jobs remained per cent stake,

necessary because of the
.

Singapore Airlines
intense competition in the air- announced group pre-tax prof-

craft maikeYBy the end ofthis . its' of 5676m, an increase of 9.9

year, the group is expected to per cent : but said passenger
have 105,000 employees, com- load factor - or aircraft occu-
pared with about 166,000 at the pancy - fell 0.5 percentage
end of the 1980s.

.
points to 70.9 per cent Passen-

At Airbus Industrie, the ger yields fell 118 per cent
THimpftgn manufacturing con-

sortimm similar concerns can .Vfe A had better news on
be heard.'Jeaniherson, Airbus' its passenger load fac-

managing. director, says the - tor, which increased L6
four caxnpanies whidh own the percentage points to 71.6 per
consortium - Aerospatiale of cent. But Sir Colin Marshall.

France, Daimler-Benz Aero- BA's chairman, said the air-

space (Dasa) of Germany, Brit-
;
line's passenger yield increased

ish Aerospace and Casa of ’ by only 0.6 per cent and would
Spain - have had to make sim- .

remain under pressure,

ilar adjustments . .to .a more - Both airlines have ambitious

competitive market - fleet expansion plans . Singa-

A problero faring aircraft - pore.Airlines lastyear^aced a
manufacturers: around:, the:

.
.KO^bnJorder for 52 aircraft -

world is the.stiD-Aagile.state of :- 22 Boemg*747-4QQs and 30 Air-

Constmction of the Boeing 777: in spite of healthy orders for the aircraft, intense competition means that the company is stfll forced to cut jobs

bus A340-3OOEs for delivery
between next year and 2003.

Eleven of the Boeing and 10 of
the Airbus aircraft are firm
orders, with the remainder
being options.

BA also plans to modernise
its fleet, with older, more noisy
aircraft being phased out by
the beginning of the next cen-

tury. BA says that by 2010, its

long-haul fleet at its Heathrow
airport base will consist of Boe-
ing 747-400S. enlarged versions

of the 747 and the “super-

jumbo” aircraft that it hopes
will be built The airline also

has 15 firm orders and 15

optionsTor the new Boeing 777.

Both Boeing and Airbus are

convinced the long-term future

of the industry is bright Air-

bus forecasts that airlines will

spend over C.OOObn on 13,400

aircraft over the next 20 years.

Boeing has produced similar

figures, saying it expects
orders for about 15,400 aircraft

from all manufacturers over

the next two decades.

About 5.400 of these will be
replacement aircraft, Boeing
says. New noise regulations
will mean companies having to

replace older aircraft such as

Boeing 727s and 737-200s, as
well as DC-9s. There will be an
additional demand for about
10.000 new aircraft, based on
projected airline traffic growth

of about 5 per cent a year.

But Ron Woodard, president

of Boeing's Commercial Air-

plane Group, warns: “This
growth rate is based on several

assumptions, of course, such as
no more Gulf Wars, no sudden
run-ups in oil prices, no world-

wide depression.”

In the meantime, however,
some airlines, such as Air
France, have cancelled orders

and options. Mr Pierson says

that, in the short-term, many
airlines seem determined to

hold on to their old aircraft for

longer periods rather than
order new ernes.

Philip Condit, Boeing's presi-

dent, believes passengers will

continue to place airlines
under pressure. He says: “I

think there will be a continued
thrust for, in the British ver-

nacular, value for money: if I

pay more, l get more."
The result, aerospace execu-

tives say, is that any new prod-
uct, such as a “super-jumbo”,

will have to have lower operat-

ing costs per seat than aircraft

flying today. The “super-
jumbo’' has its adherents, led

by Sir Colin Marshall of BA,
whose company needs larger

aircraft to help ease congestion
at Heathrow airport. There are
also executives, such as Louis
Gallnis. chairman of Aerospa-

tiale, who believe that the

aerospace industry should con-

centrate instead on building a
supersonic successor to Con-
corde.

A joint study between Boe-
ing and the Airbus sharehold-
ing companies into the feasibil-

ity of a passenger jet capable of

carrying 600 or 800 passengers

is due to be competed this sum-
mer. Mr Condit and Frank
Shrontz, Boeing’s chairman,
are unwilling to prejudge the

outcome of that study.

Both concede, however, that

the market for a new large pas-
senger jet does not appear to

be large enough to justify pro-

ceeding with development. The
consensus in the industry is

firmer the “super-jumbo" win
not be built.

Mr Pierson says that only
BA has expressed all-out

enthusiasm for an extra-large

subsonic aircraft, with Singa-

pore Airlines also showing
some interest. This is not a
large enough market to justify

the investment, be says.

Mr Shrontz agrees: “We
would have to have more than
just British Airways in the

launch programme." Other air-

lines would have to place

orders relatively quickly to jus-

tify the large launch costs of

the aircraft. Other potential

customers are “a bit thin right

now. And that's not surprising.

Most airlines, unlike British
Airways, are struggling finan-

cially”.

Industry observers think

that a more likely scenario
than a “super-jumbo” is that

Boeing will build a “stretched”
version of the 747 and that Air-

bus will enlarge its A340 air-

craft. Mr Gallois argues that if

world aerospace companies
decide to abandon a larger sub-

sonic aircraft, they should
devote their energies to a
supersonic jet. The develop-

ment costs of the two projects

are about the same, he says -

$l5bn. Companies would have
to co-operate on a new super-

sonic aircraft he says. It is too

big a project for any company
to carry out alone.

Mr Shrontz says of a new
supersonic jet “There's a wide
division of opinion in the Boe-

ing company. I happen to be on
the side that says that while
it’s not just round the comer,
it will come”
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EcStorial production:

Sarah Murray

Technology transfer is like teaching: it’s best done face-to-face.

When Thailand legislated that industrial users had to supply

their own electricity substations, the local economy didn’t

have the know-how. ABB’s worldwide power distribution group reacted

with a swift hands-on transfer of technology. A “Tiger Team” of technicians

flew in from Scandinavia and Saudi Arabia, teaming up with Thai engineers

to share skills and experience. Together they handled the first project for

the Thai Plastic Company. Next, ABB started local assembly and manu-

facture of switchgear, creating a whole new industry. Local firms now

supply parts and plant - steel structures and cables - previously imported.

The “Tiger Team” remains involved in information exchange, but now the

students are teachers, too.

As a leader in electrical engineering for the generation, transmission and

distribution of power, and in industry and transportation, ABB is com-

mitted to industrial and ecological efficiency worldwide. We transfer

know-how across borders with ease. But in each country, ABB operations

are local and flexible. That means we are dose at hand to help our

Yes, you can. customers reply swiftly and surely to technological challenges which

stretch the limits of the possible. Like promoting a local economy to the

head ofworld class technology.

Can you simplify

the global exchange

of technology?

ABB Holding Lid., Reader Services Center. G.P.O. Box 448, Hong Kong
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Michael Skapinker analyses the competition between manufacturers

Fierce rivalry continues
When Boeing of the US, the

world's leading aircraft manu-
facturer, launched its 777 pas-

senger jet, tt decided to remake
the company as well.

Boeing says it now works
with potential airline custom-
ers at every stage of the plan-

ning, design and manufactur-
ing process. Within the
company, different depart-
ments are now encouraged to

work together.

Airbus Industrie, the Euro-

pean consortium which is Boe-

ing's largest rival, retorts that

it has been working closely

with customers for years. But
several senior figures in Air-

bus believe that they. too. need
to remake their organisation,

turning it from a non-profit-

making partnership into a ful-

ly-fledged limited company.
The rivalry between Boeing

and Airbus is fierce. Boeing
remains the leader, with about
two-thirds of the international

market for civil aircraft over

the past few years. Airbus has
about a third of the market
and has displaced other US
manufacturers such as Lock-

heed and McDonnell Douglas,
which is now in a distant third

place.

Last year. Airbus said it won
more orders than Boeing for

the first time since the Euro-

pean consortium was founded
in 1970. Airbus said: “It's the

first time since the advent of

the jet age that Boeing has lost

its number one spot in airline

orders."

Boeing has dismissed last

year's order figures as being of

little significance. It says that

what is important in the aero-

space industry is how many
aircraft a company actual ly
delivers. not how many orders

it achieves. Boeing believes it

will hold on to its number one
position.

Frank Shrontz, Boeing's

chairman, says: “I don’t think

the fact that they have more
orders is significan t. They are

dearly broadening their prod-

uct line and they do have sig-

nificant resources behind
them. I don't think we've taken

them lightly but we are deter-

mined to keep our leadership

position in the market."

All the same, competition

from Airbus was clearly a fac-

tor in Boeing's decision to

launch the 777, a twin-jet air-

craft designed to compete
against the Airbus A330 and
A340.

United Airlines, the launch
customer For the 777, shame-
lessly played off Boeing

It is unlikely that Boeing will

build future new aircraft alone.

It is talking to Asian compa-
nies about collaborating on
future small aircraft. On larger

aircraft, the two rivals, Boeing
and Airbus, are talking about
working with each other.

Boeing and the four compa-
nies which own Airbus -

Aerospatiale of France,
Daimler-Benz Aerospace iDasa)

of Germany. British Aerospace
and Casa of Spain - are study-

ing the development of a Very
Large Commercial Transport
(VLCT). with Airbus Itself as
an observer. The two sides see

the VLCT as a double-decker
aircraft, capable of carrying
600 or 800 passengers.

Boeing is talking to Asian companies
about collaborating on small aircraft

against Airbus and McDonnell
Douglas, with its MD-11 air-

craft, before making its choice.

Gordon McKinzie, United's

777 programme manager,
describes how, in October 1990,

the airline invited all three
manufacturers to try to make
the case for their aircraft at a

series of meetings in Chicago.

Also invited were the world's

three leading engine manufac-
turers. General Electric and
Pratt & Whitney of the US and
Rolls-Royce of the UK. United

chose the 777, with Pratt &
Whitney engines, and then
worked closely with Boeing on
the development of the air-

craft.

Boeing also worked with
three Japanese manufacturers
in the development of the 777.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,

Kawasaki Heavy Industries

and Fuji Heavy Industries
together built 20 per cent of
the airframe.

There is doubt on both sides

that the market for such an
aircraft is big enough, with
only British Airways and Sing-

apore Airlines expressing any
real interest

There also appears to be
some doubt on both sides as to
whether the two organisations
could work together on the
project. Some of the wariness
was apparent in comments
made in Seattle last month by
Ron Woodard, president of the

Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group.
Mr Woodard said that while

the two organisations were
still studying the VLCT, “Air-

bus is eager to go it alone”.

Jean Pierson, managing direc-

tor of Airbus, has expressed
doubts about whether the dif-

ference in culture between
Boeing and the European con-

sortium would make co-opera-

tion feasible.

Mr Pierson, at the same

time, is keen to change Airbus'

culture. Since its inception, the

consortium has been a Groupe-
ment d’lntdret Economique
(GIE). Under French law. a GIE
makes no profits or losses in
its own right. All profits and
losses accrue to the four share-

holders in proportion, to their

stakes. Aerospatiale and Dasa
each have 37.9 per cent. British
Aerospace has 20 per cent and
Casa has 4J2 per rent

Mr Pierson, strongly sup-
ported by British Aerospace,
wants to see Airbus become a
profit-making company. Tennis

Gallois, chairman of Aerospa-
tiale, says he is not opposed to

change either.

“We are pragmatic for once,"
he says. “The French are not
used to being pragmatic but we
are on this one. We have to

find a solution to improve Air-

bus Tnanagpmpnt and function-

ing. If we have to create new
entities to improve the func-

tioning of Airbus, there’s no
opposition from the Aerospa-
tiale side."

Manfred Bischoff, the newly-
appointed chief executive of
Dasa, is slightly more cautious
about changing the legal status

of Airbus.

He says: "Contrary to what
public opinion usually
assumes, the structure we
have today, the GIE and the
Airbus system, has consider-

able advantages. It brings
together the creativity of

nations that have a lot in com-
mon but that are partially dif-

ferent 1 know it’s nonsense to

talk about the typical French,

British or German person, but
there are some attributes of
those countries that we find

working together creatively in

Airbus."

Mr Bischoff says he is not
opposed to change. "I believe

today every Airbus partner

•thti- fcJ
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United Airlines first 777 arrival at London Heathrow: competition from Airbus was clearly a factor in Boeing’s decision to launch the 777 AahkrAotwnd

believes it would be an advan-
tage to be a simple company.
But the question we have to

answer is: who would run that
company? I believe all four
nations have to stay involved."

Mr Pierson also believes the
four partners will have to

retain their sting sharehold-

ings in a limited company, at

least for the first five years.
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raft for regional transport, designed and manufactiBed by Alenia and Aerospatiale

Regional aircraft manufacturers are forming alliances

Consolidation seen
as the way forward

The Boeing 777 Here. Now

Earlier this month, French.
British and Italian manufactur-
ers are expected to finalise

plans to market regional air-

craft jointly.

In Asia, industrialists are
talking to European and US
companies about how they too

can manufacture 100-seat or
120-seat aircraft.

Many countries with aspira-

tions to be aircraft manufac-
turers hope to begin by making
small turboprops or jets to

carry passengers on shorter
routes. There are 17 companies
involved in the regional air-

craft business, from Casa of
Spain to IPTN of Indonesia.

New entrants hope to manu-
facture regional aircraft
because the start-up costs are
lower than those required for

making large passenger jets.

The market for regional air
travel is growing fast. The
European Regional Airlines
Association says passenger
growth in Europe increased by
15.2 per cent last year over
1993.

Mike Ambrose, the associa-
tion's director general, says the
regional air travel industry in

Europe does lace problems,
including the high level of
landing fees, air traffic control
charges and taxes.

He says, however, that many
air travellers have come to
appreciate the convenience of
flying on short journeys in
smaller aircraft, whose quality
has improved. He says:
“Europe's frequent flyers are
realising that their local option
offers much more than in the
past in terms of convenience,
quality and aircraft technol-
ogy.”

In the US, regional air travel
has also been growing more
quickly than flights in larger
aircraft. The Regional Airline
Association of the US says its
members' traffic rose by 10 per
cent last year. This compares
with an increase of 5.3 per cent
in passengers making internal
US flights in larger aircraft
The problem is. however,

that while the number of pas-
sengers Dying on regional
routes is rising, few companies
making the aircraft to carry
them are making profits on
these operations.

Competition between manu-
facturers is so fierce that Brit-
ish Aerospace said earlier this
year that it was losing money
on its Jetstream 41 30-seat tur-
boprop even though it had two
years’ worth of orders for the
aircraft.

In an attempt to stem their

losses, BAe, Aerospatiale of
France and Alenia of Italy

have set up a joint venture,

merging their regional aircraft

sales and marketing compa-
nies. Aerospatiale and Alenia
already manufacture regional
aircraft together as part of the

ATR joint venture.

The new three-way alliance

will have its headquarters in

Toulouse, also the home of the

Airbus Industrie manufactur-
ing consortium, which makes
larger passenger jets. Eventu-
ally, the regional aircraft alli-

ance might begin joint manu-
facturing.

Some in the aircraft business
believe, however, that the
three-way European alliance
does not go far enough in
rationalising the sector. Unless
Asian manufacturers are
included in regional aircraft

A common approach to

regional aircraft makes it

more likely that Asian
manufacturers would
choose European

partners than US ones

alliances, they say. the joint
ventures will have little

chance of succeeding. Much of
the growtb in regional air
travel will, on this view, occur
in Asia.

Not everyone agrees, how-
ever. Adam Brown, Airbus’
head of strategic planning,
says that over the next 20
years. 70 per cent of demand
for 100-seat aircraft will come
from airlines in Europe and
North America. Only 10 per
cent of demand will come from
airlines in the Asia-Pacific
region and China.
With most demand for

regional aircraft coming from
airlines in mature western
markets, Mr Brown warns:
“Aspiring Asian suppliers of
such an aircraft would note
that these airlines may not be
the most easily attracted by a
'Made in Asia’ labeL"
The dearth in demand for

regional aircraft in Asia will
not be because local residents
to not want to travel. Mr
Brown says growth in Asian
markets will be higher than in
the west. Over the next 20
years, he expects air travel in
North America to grow by 3.7
per cent annually. In China, on
the other hand, he expects
average annual growth of more
than 10 per cent.

Asian airlines will absorb
this growth, however, by flying

with larger aircraft rather than
smaller ones. Worldwide, the

average number of seats in

each aircraft is expected to rise

from 179 today to 240 by the

year 2014. Airlines in the Asia-

Pacific region, however, will be
flying aircraft with an average

of 356 seats by 2014.

But many in the industry
believe that they should con-

clude agreements with Asian
manufacturers. Manfred Bis-

choff, chairman of Daimler-
Benz Aerospace <Dasa>, which
is not part of the new Euro-

pean joint venture, says: "All-

European solutions are no lon-

ger sufficient to safeguard the
future. Daimler-Benz thinks it

necessary to pass European
borders and extend these activ-

ities to the Asian countries."

Dasa could do with a partner
to help fund future ventures.

Dasa's 51 per cent-owned
regional aircraft subsidiary,

Fokker of the Netherlands, is a
heavy loss-maker. Fokker
made a net loss of F1449m in

1994. This followed a record

loss of Fl46Qm loss in 1993.

In March, Dasa signed an
agreement with a South Kor-

ean consortium, headed by the

Samsung group, to develop
regional aircraft together. Both
the Korean consortium and
Dasa have also agreed to

develop regional aircraft with

Aviation Industries of Ghina.

The companies wifi prepare a
feasibility study looking into

building a jet capable of carry-

ing between 100 and 120 pas-

sengers. - .

Dasa has made it clear that

it would welcome other Euro-

pean manufactures who wish

to join it in developing new
aircraft with'Asian partners. It

has received.:'
:
a positive

response from Louis Gallois,

chairman of Aerospatiale.

Mr Gallois says that after

ATR and BAe have established

their joint venture,- they - will

have to think of ways of co-op-

erating with Dasa. and Asian

manufacturers. European com-

panies should hot divide them-

selves into two warring camps,

he says.

A common approach to

regional aircraft would make it

more likely that Asian manu-

facturers would choosa Euro-

pean partners than. US ones.

Mr Gallois says:
.
“I am con-

vinced they will choosea Euro

pean solution if we are united.
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Michael Donne finds smaller engine builders need alliances to survive the competition

International liaisons emerge
Much industry attention
centres on the fierce commer-
cial tattles being waged world-
wide for orders for “high-
thrust” engines on the big
commercial airliners such as
the Airbus A-330/A-340, the
Boeing 777 and the Douglas
MD-n. But the aero-engine
builders are just as deeply
involved in the growing vol-

ume of business to be won in
the medium and low-thrust
sectors of the market, espe-
cially for short-to-medrum
range regional-type airliners
and executive aircraft.

The world commercial
engine business has suffered
considerably as a result of the
parlous financial state of the
airlines through the recession.

Between 1990 and 1993. the
world's airlines collectively
lost some SlS.ebn, and only
crept back into a small S1.8bn

profit in 1994 (much of which
was contributed by a bare
handful of airlines, including
British Airways). Many air-

lines themselves have under-
gone drastic restructuring,

.

with severe labour lay-offs and
cancellations and deferrals of
aircraft orders.

The engine manufacturers
have felt the effects of this. Dr
Terence Harrison, chief execu-
tive of Rolls- Rovce, said in the

Predicted engine sales

A33Q/777
NLA/VLCT/A3XX

I ^
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company's recent annual
report that 1994 “was a lean

year for orders in the commer-
cial aero-engine market",
adding however that “new ini-

tiatives and joint ventures
have opened up further oppor-
tunities and our engine devel-

opment programmes, on which
future prosperity depends,
have made excellent progress".

In the high-thrust engine
market every source of busi-

ness, however small in volume,
is bitterly contested because
once an airline has selected an
engine manufacturer to power
his new aircraft fleet he stays

with that
,
engine for many

years, generating a high vol-

ume of business in spares.

The problem for the manu-
facturers Is that with the lead-

ing airlines in financial straits,

fewer orders are to be won in
that expensive sector of the

market. The hope, however, is

that as airline profitability

returns, so will the orders,

although no-one expects any-
thing like a return to sales of

the late 1980s.

Rolls-Royce foresees a total

world market for jet engines

and spares of ail kinds of some
S200bn between 1994 and 2013,

Engine deliveries

Engine dattvartes by value (Sbfl)
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Total 1994-2013 S200bn
Trent potential 562bn
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and it believes the potential
business awaiting the high-
thrust market in which its

Trent family of engines is com-
peting could amount to $62bn,

the most valuable sector of all.

So far in the big-engine
struggle in that sector against
General Electric's GE-90 and
Pratt & Whitney's PW-4000.
both of the US. Rolls-Royce has
done welL
The Trent 700. certificated at

72.000t.bs thrust, has entered
service on the Airbus A-330
with Cathay Pacific Airways,
and has also been selected for

A-330s by Garuda Indonesia,
TWA of the US, Dragonair of

Hong Kong, and International

Lease Finance Corporation.
The more powerful Trent 800

has beaten both its rivals to

certification at 90,0001bs thrust.

It is now Dying on the Boeing
777, is destined for service on
777s with Thai Airways in
early 1996 and has been
selected for 777s by Emirates
(the Dubai Dag airline). Cathay
Pacific and Transbrasil. The
Trent engine family has won
about 40 per cent of the com-
bined market A-330/Boeing 777

market.
With derivatives of the 777

and A-330/A-340 airliners

planned for the future to carry

even heavier loads over longer
distances, all three aeroengine
builders are planning to boost
the power of their engines.

Rolls-Royce can push the
Trent 800 further (it has

|

already run on the test bed at

l06,0871bs thrust) while Gen-
eral Electric is “working with
Boeing and customers" on the

possible development of a
l05,000lbs thrust version of the

GE-90 (which has run. on the

test bed at I10,000lbs thrust),

while Pratt & Whitney plans to

upgrade the PW-4000.

But it is in the medium-to-
low thrust engine markets that

most business is materialising,

and here Rolls-Royce is also

doing well, although again
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every contract won is the
result of fierce struggles.

The company is involved
across the full spectrum of
civil engines, from the l,900lbs

thrust Williams-Rolls FJ-H for

small, affordable business jets,

through the Tay of about
14,0001bs thrust and BMW-
Rolls-Royce engines for execu-

tive aircraft and regional air-

liners, leading up to the collab-

orative International
Aero-Engines venture, whose

V-2500 series powers narrow-
body short- to medium-range
airliners, including the Airbus
A-319, A-320 and A-321. in addi-

tion to the Douglas MD-90
twin-engined airliner.

The Rolls-Royce RB-211-535

dominates the Boeing 757 air-

liner market, while the
60.000!bs-p]us thrust RB-211-524
series is widely used in Boeing
747 and 767 airliners.

The aeroengine industry has
not escaped the restructuring
that has swept through the air-

line and airframe manufactur-
ing industries in recent years.

All the leading engine builders

have either shut factories and
other facilities or cut labour
forces, or both, in bids to cut
costs and remain competitive,
with the extensive introduc-
tion of new computerised
design, development and pro-

duction techniques.

At the same time, joint ven-

tures and company amalgam-
ations have been increasing.
As in the airframe business,

international collaboration on
specific projects has long been
practiced as a means of spread-

ing costs and risks.

The 1AE and BMW-Rolls-
Rovce ventures mentioned
above are examples, while
another is the joint venture
between Snecma of France and
GE of the US on the highly

successful CFM-5 6 series of
engines.

But more far-reaching inter-

national company liaisons and
groupings are emerging. Ear-
lier this year Rolls-Royce pur-

chased the US Allison Engine
Company. The latter is a world
leader in light helicopter and
large military turbo-propeller

engines, so is seen as an excel-

lent strategic fit for
Rolls-Royce, adding a comple-
mentary range of engines to

the UK company's existing
range.

Between them, Rolls-Royce
and Allison have a total of

The hope lies in orders,

although no-one expects
a return to the sales of

the late 1980s

more than 50,000 engines of
various types in service, one of
the largest fleets in the world.

These trends seem likely to

continue. While all of the “big

three” engine builders are
strong enough to continue indi-

vidually in this highly competi-

tive business, some of the
smaller engine builders may
well seek liaisons or even
amalgamations with one or
another of tile giants in order
to survive.

Rofls-Royce engines: left to right top: International Aero Engines V2500, Trent 700, RB211-535E4. Bottom: Toy,

RB211-S24G, WBfiarra-Rotts FJ44, Trent 800, BMW-RoOs-floyce BH710 *«*» smok

The newAstra SPX.
The business jet that leaves
the others up in the air.
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W hen the new Astra SPX touches engines were d

down at LAX on a non-stop flight highly successf

from New York, its nearest competitor is a history of me
just entering Arizona airspace. That's one million flight h<

hour faster than any other manufacturer’s a global perfor

mid-size businessjet The Lear 60, and Astra SPX will

Citation VI ( require a stop* to London from N

complete the mission. non-stop. Com 1

The new Astra SPX brings a whole new 731 -40 engine,

dimension to the world of business avia- new wing desic

advancedtKh-
NEWYORK(TEB)_to LOS ANGELES(LAX)

nology. the /
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fuselage fits the

human form ^
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ttw highest .mammon**;
degree of

aerodynamics.
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Interior space

is maximized Li 1 1
, 1 1 I Ll . asssasgas...... 5 6 7 Take off to touch d

While minimiz- HRS HRS HRS includes I hour refuel-

ing the external frontal drag. As a result

the SPX can fly non-stop* from New York

City to Los Angeles at a speed of .82 mach.

Climb to
the top

Thanks to the new more powerful,

highly efficient AlliedSignal 731-40

engines, the

SPX offers a p 1

3690 miles.

600 miles ^

—

__

greater than TFE 73140

the Hawker 800. The digitally controlled
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engines were derived from AlliedSignal's

highly successful turbo fan engines with

a history of more than 28
million flight hours. Truly

ftipSi ||
a global performer, the

Astra SPX will fly you to

London from New York, — —

g

non-stop. Combining the ; > j|
731 -40 engines with the LI *—
new wing design, the SPX achieves

extraordinary short

field performance. On
a 1 .000 mile mission.Hn it can take off from
runways 500 feet

iSL r i. .
. ;.v 'v/» .

--.1 *.i : i. . i :
.' shorter than any of

its mid-size competi-

tors. In fact, the SPX
can ta *<e fr°m
shorter fields than

the Beechjet 400A* Take off to touch down
includes i hour refuel stop nas a lower operating

cost per mile than the Citation V Ultra.

The SPX offers the most advanced digital

avionics that will be available on future

larger businessjets like the Challenger

604. Falcon 2000 and the Astra Galaxy.

This advanced Collins avionics package +

provides your pilots with greater

information and reliability.

toira Spy Jala pn-Lmirtary

environment. Henry Dreyfuss Associates

designed the cabin interior around their

^ p human engineer-

Astra spx
“ 1 The SPX offers

greater leg room—
jSP3!§§)

-- ^an a Lear 60

IjiiSI and has a longer^ ^ ^
cabin .

Lear 60

Your stockholders
will applaud

The Astra SPX is part of a new generation

of Astra business aircraft. This comes at

a time when large and small corporations

are looking at new ways to reduce their

overhead and improve their profits. Its

something we call Astranomics: the new
reality in business aviation, it's something

your stockholders will applaud. For more
information, contact Bryan Edwards. UK.

Telephone and Facsimile: +44 25 882 0346.

J.

i More comfort
on the inside

J
The SPX can cruise above the weather

at 41 ,000 feet for longer periods of time

than any mid-size business aircraft, adding

to the comfort and quietness of the cabin

Leadership...by design
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Challenges look severe
With the volume of world air

passenger traffic expected to

double to more than 2bn Inter-

national passengers a year by
the early years of the next cen-

tury and to continue growing
thereafter, the question of how
to cope looms ever larger.

Although the growth will be
well spread over long, medium
and short distances, a far

greater proportion of it than in

the past is expected to occur in

the long-haul arena, largely as

a result of increasing demand
for travel to, from and within

the rapidly developing Asia-Pa-

cific region, supplemented by
expanding demand in the

trans-Atlantic arena.

Some part of that long-haul

demand is expected to be met
by an eventual second-genera-

tion supersonic airliner, but

the size of that aircraft’s mar-

ket is as yet uncertain, and it

seems clear that the majority

of long-haul passenger flights

will remain subsonic for the

foreseeable future.

One solution to the problem
of traffic growth would be to

build ever-increasing numbers
of existing jetliners or their

derivatives - Boeing 747-400s

(the biggest passenger airliner

currently available), or Boeing

777s and Airbus A-330s and
A-340s. and Douglas MD-lls.
But that in turn would create

greater pressures on the entire

air transport infrastructure,

especially creating congestion

at airports and problems in air

traffic control facilities to cope
with crowded “corridors in the

sky”.

While there will inevitably

be more subsonic aircraft

entering the fleets over the
years ahead, it is being recog-

nised tbat an increase in indi-

vidual aircraft size, at least for

medium-to-Iong hauls, will

become imperative. The timing

of that development Itself is

uncertain, but is generally

thought likely to be around the

turn of the century or in the

early 2000s.

For that reason, both Boeing

Commercial Airplane Group of

the US and the European Air-

bus Industrie consortium, are

separately studying the possi-

bilities of developing what are

variously described as New
Large Airplanes (NLAs) or

Very Large Capacity Trans-

ports fVLCTs). At the same
time, Boeing and the four indi-

vidual partners in the Airbus
group - British Aerospace.
Aerospatiale of France,
naimler-Benz Aerospace of
Germany and CASA of Spain .

Boeing's studies cover a

possible 'stretched'

version of its 400-plus
seat 747-400 and an

entirely new aircraft with

bigger payloads

with Airbus itself in an advi-

sory role - are looking at the

possibilities of collaboration. A
joint study is due to run until

the middle of this year at

which time it win be reviewed
and either extended or discon-

tinued.

Boeing’s own studies cover

both the possibility of develop-

ing a “stretched” version of its

current 400-plus seat 747-400. to

seat upwards of 550 passen-
gers, and an entirely new air-

craft with bigger payloads.

The dilemma here is that

any “stretched" aircraft would
require a new wing and
involve heavy cost, but have a

limited capacity for further
long-term development,
whereas any entirely new air-

craft. while also expensive,
would have much greater

long-term growth potential No
decision has yet been reached,

and the studies are continuing.

Airbus, while planning deriv-

atives of its A-33Q/A-340 family
to cope with rising passenger

numbers, has also unveiled
plans for a new larger venture,

the A-3XX, which could be
offered in various configura-

tions to seat between 530 and
840 passengers, with a

stretched version capable of up
to 1,000 passengers, for exam-
ple for a typical Japanese
domestic operation.

The technological challenges
involved in developing such
VLCTs will be severe, espe-

cially in meeting possibly
tougher environmental
requirements in the years
ahead. To save weight reduce

fuel bum and cut operating
costs, new stronger, lighter

materials will be needed, such
as aluminium/giass-fibre lami-

nated composites and alumini-

um-lithium alloys.

Much of the effort currently

involved in defining the details

of these projected aircraft is

concentrated in such areas.

But just as significant are

the financial and marketing
challenges. The cost of devel-

oping just one VLCT type is

between SlObn and $15bn. Such
sums are beyond the purses of

any single manufacturer, lead-

ing inevitably to collaborative

ventures between companies to

share the work, spread the
costs and hopefully widen the
ultimate market. Whether that

in turn means two competitive

types, one in Europe and one
in the US, or one global ven-

ture embracing all the leading
manufacturers, remains to be
seen.

John Leahy, senior vice-pres-

ident commercial for Airbus
Industrie, told an International

Air Transport Association Gov-

emment/Industry High-Level
Conference in Montreal in late

April that Airbus could foresee

a market for any VLCT
amounting to about 800 air-

craft over the next 20 years,

from entry into service around
2003. By the standards of cur-

rent aircraft production runs,

that was not a large number,
he said.

“The magnitude of the devel-

opment cost and the resulting

financial exposure during a
long amortisation period has
led some to believe there is no
room for two competitors in
this market, that only one
worldwide consortium could
undertake this venture with
any chance of profitability.

“That is subject to some
debate. The level of expected
development cost certainly

imposes consortium -type
organisations but. because
development costs increase
more slowly with aircraft size

than with productivity and
price, it may be possible for

two competitors to share the

market."
But he added a note of cau-

tion: “It is not one, but two
development programmes
which would have to be cov-

ered by 800 sales. Whether
prices would go up because of

this or down because of compe-
tition I cannot tell yet. This is

one element in the ongoing
process to determine the best

solution for all of us.”

So far, only a few leading
world airlines, including Brit-

ish Airways, have indicated

interest in buying a fleet of

NLAs/VLCTs. Mr Leahy, while

expressing confidence in the
long-term future for such air-

craft, said that there were
doubts about the prospects for

an early launch of the A-3XX.
He said that before launch-

ing the A-330 and A-340 Airbus

1 Airbus’s planned A-3XX could seat between 530 and 840 passengers, with a stretched version capable of up to 1,000 passengers

needed orders for a minimum
of 40 aircraft from several car-

riers, and at least a similar

number would be needed to

Launch the A-3XX.
“At the current phase of the

airline business cycle, I doubt

it would be possible to obtain

the necessary number of

launch orders - at least in
today’s economic climate/ he
said.

“You will have to convince
yourselves that you need this

airplane and enough of you
will have to step forward to

buy it Then, and only then,

will this project become a real-

ity.”

THE NEW UK ATTACK

A PROVEN AND
IILT ENGINE

AND SO DOES HE.
High intensity conflict - Operations short ofwar - Long remgeferrying - Intensive

training sorties. He understands what such duties will demand of his training, his skills

and his commitment. We understand what this will demand of his complex and
technically advanced aircraft and its integral T700 engines.

The T700 is unquestionably the most proven and reliable engine in its class.

Today, some 1,200 AH-64 Apaches and AH-1W Cobra VENOM types are

flying with military operators worldwide. Operators who each selected the
T700 as the only choice of ‘battle-proven’ engine for their attack

helicopter needs.

European Gas Turbines (EGT) is the prime contractor for the T700 in the
UK, and is ready to manufacture, assemble, test, and deliver the engines

from its established aero engine facilities in the heart of Lincolnshire.

A respected world leader in industrial and aero derivative gas turbines for

power generation and mechanical drive for nearly 50 years, EGT is at the
forefront of technology. Selection of the EGT T700 will provide over 5,000 man

years of employment for the UK, including sustained design, development and
support work for many years to come. The contract would also benefit the UK with some
tens of millions of pounds in technology transfer.

The EGT T700, the best for him - the best for all of us.

EUROPEAN GAS TURBINES

GEC ALSTHOM

European Gas Turbines, Aero and Technology Products, PO Box 1 . Thomgate House, Lincoln LN2 5DJ.

Tel: 01 522 584000 Fax: 01 522 584900
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Artist's impression of a second-generation supersonic atrKnen tbs size of this awcraft's market is uncertain

Concorde and its successor

Much work ahead
On both sides of the Atlantic,

an increasing volume of
research is being undertaken
on the feasibility of developing
a second-generation supersonic
airliner (5ST-2, or High-Speed
Commercial Transport, HSCT)
to replace the ageing Concorde
in the early years of the next
century.

In the US, a major pro-

gramme is being conducted by
the aerospace industry (involv-

ing airframe builders Boeing
and McDonnell Douglas and
engine builders General Elec-

tric and Pratt & Whitney and
other aerospace companies),
with financial and technologi-

cal support from the govern-

ment-sponsored National Aero-
nautics and Space
Administration (Nasal under
what is called the second phase
of the High Speed Research
programme iHSR-2).

This is developing further
the necessary “key enabling
technologies" originally
defined in the first phase
(HSR- 1, from 1989 to 1994).

including work on new materi-
als and new power-plants, as
well as studying the environ-
mental problems confronting
such a venture and its global
market potential.

The US programme, which
bas not yet reached the stage
of designing an aircraft in
detail, centres around a 300-

passenger aircraft with three
classes (first, business and
economy) capable or flying at
around Mach 2.4 over distances
up to 5,000 nautical miles (Con-
corde currently flies at about
Mach 2.2, carrying l(W passen-
gers in one fare class over dis-

tances of 3,000 nautical miles).
If all the technologies can be

brought to fruition by the
planned completion of HSR-2
in 2002. detailed design of a US
SST-2/HSCT could begin then,
with production starting
around 2006 and deliveries to
airlines around 2010. By then
Concorde would have been in
service for 34 years.

On this side of the Atlantic,
a European Supersonic
Research Programme (ESRPJ
has been established to bring
together work already being
done by British Aerospace
through its subsidiary, British
Aerospace Airbus, and bv
Aerospatiale or France and
Deutsche Aerospace of Ger-
many. This is focusing on an
aircraft seating about 250 pas-
sengers in three fare classes
and with a cruising speed of
about Mach 2.

As with the US programme.

this work is targeting the key
technologies as well as serious

environmental concerns over

noise and pollutant emissions,

and market potential. Here
also, if the key technologies

can be satisfactorily defined, a
development programme could
start around 2000. with a possi-

ble entry-into-senrice by
around 2007, although financial

constraints may delay such
target dates.

Although there is still much
work to do, the belief is grow-
ing that technologically a sec-

ond-generation supersonic air-

liner will be feasible, but costly

to develop (one estimate sug-

gests about $15bn).

A big question remains is

over the size of the potential

market, with some industry
analysts suggesting it could

The danger of

competition is in splitting

a market of limited

potential so that neither

venture made
any money

amount to anywhere between
500 and 1,000 aircraft over a
period of 25 years, although
others put the figure much
lower. So far, few airlines
appear to show any enthusi-
asm for such a venture.
A joint Internationa] Work-

ing Group set up some time
ago by Boeing with US and
European companies has been
looking closely into this aspect
of any future SST-2/HSCT,
although the group’s work
does not involve joint technol-
ogy development.
From those studies, the

belief also appears to be grow-
ing that eventually, interna-
tional collaboration on such a
venture will be necessary,
involving US, European and
other companies from coun-
tries such as Russia and Japan.
The sheer cost involved

would appear to preclude the
possibility of two competing
types, one US and one Euro-
pean. even though each would
have its own coterie of collabo-
rators from other countries.
The inherent danger of compe-
tition is in splitting a market
of limited potential, so that
either venture made any
money - something no manu-
facturer could afford to risk.

Louis Gallois, Chairman of
Aerospatiale, is convinced that
the market could sustain only
one type, but he also makes
the point that the US, with

government financial support,

is further ahead in its research
than Europe, and that in any
collaboration the Europeans
will have no real credibility

unless their governments,
either individually or jointly

through the European Union,
are also prepared to spend
sums similar to those being
spent by the US.

A brochure prepared by the

ESRP in Europe states clearly

that because of the magnitude
of the investment involved, the

market could only support one
type of HSCT. It also makes
the point that close co-opera-

tion between the certification

authorities of the main manu-
facturing countries will be
essential - in effect, that

Europe would have to certifi-

cate any US aircraft and the
US certificate any European
one.

This effectively means there

is no sense in building two
competing types where one
will suffice, especially in the

light of the cooperation, albeit

limited, already taking place.

It is also stressed by both the

US and Europe tbat in addition

to having a reasonable market,

any such aircraft must also be

environmentally acceptable
from the start - and must
make money-.
Chris Longridge, vice-presi-

dent for business strategy at

Boeing, told the Internationa]

Air Transport Associations
High-Level Government/Air-
lines meeting in Montreal in

late April that -"the most
important issue has to be the

HSCT's economic viability.

Any future supersonic airliner

project must make money,
both far the airline operators

and far the nmxaifadtirers^.
~

To be a financial success for

the airlines
,

it would have to

make a profit without having

to rely on a high - if any - fare

surcharge. For the manufactur-

ers. it would have to be built in

sufficient numbers to folly

recoup both development and

ongoing production- costs,

while earning, a reasonable

return on investment .

The continuing challenge, is

thus to bring all these diverse

threads together -- technologi-

cal, economic, environmental -*

together with creating ah ade-

quate market and generating

the political will to support

such a venture .
financially.

Much work has been.done, .fart

there is clearly much more stm

to do.
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Fokker expects to gain from its link to Daimler-Benz Aerospace, says Ronald van de Krol

Looking forward to the benefits
Fokker,' the Dutch aeroplane
maker, is hoping to reap wide-
ranging benefits from the alli-

ances which its majority share-
holder. Daimler-Benz Aero-
space (Dasa), has concluded
with Chinese and Korean avia-
tion companies over the past
six months.
One likely advantage of the

agreements, which are ulti-

mately aimed at developing a
new regional jet for the 21st
century, is the availability of
lower-priced parts produced in

Asia, helping Fokker in its

long-running campaign to get
its costs down.
But other benefits are also

expected to accrue in future
from the alliances, which call

for the setting up of a three-

way joint venture between
Dasa/Fokker. Aviation Indus-

tries of China and a number of
Korean companies led by Sam-
sung Aerospace Industries.

Ben van Schaik, chairman of

Fokker's management board,
said; The partnership should
also give us better access to

Asian markets for aeroplane
orders." North America and
Europe currently lead the
world m regional ’aircraft pur-

chases. but Asia is expected to

become a particularly impor-
tant market for regional air-

craft manufacturers sucb as
Fokker in the 2lst century.
Another advantage is the

fact that Asian countries and
companies are effectively
within the dollar "zone", either

because they use dollars in
business or because their cur-

rencies are pegged to the dol-

lar.

Although improving, global airline

profit margins are still thin

Not yet out of

the woods
In late April, the world's

airlines celebrated their first

collective profit in five years. A
week later, they were warned
they were slipping back to

their old loss-making ways.

The world airlines' aggregate
net profit of $l.Sbn in 1994 was
a welcome relief alter several

years of losses. But the Inter-

national Air Transport Associ-

ation, which announced the
figures, pointed out that airline

profit margins were still thin.

Pierre Jeanniot, lata's direc-

tor general, said the net profit

figure,
!

which is for interna-
tional scheduled services, rep-

resented a mere 1.6 per cent of
revenues. Mr Jeanniot said a

healthy profit margin would be

7 per cent
He said; There Is still a long

way to go to secure decent
future profitability."

The $1.8bn profit compared
with a $4.1bn collective loss for

lata airlines in 1993. From 1990

to 1993. the airlines' aggregate
loss was SlS.fibiL

This year, lata expects the
airlines to do even better than
in 1994, with
collective net
profit of $5.5bn. Airlines s

Even this how- ahead wit
ever, will be
only 4.5 per

^ eL ™
cent of reve- acted to

nues - well agents’ a
below the 7 per
cent lata
regards as healthy.

Mr Jeanniot said that this

increase would be threatened if

airlines increased the number
of seats on sale too quickly,

lata's data for the first quarter

of this year suggested this

might already be happening.

The association said airline

capacity, as measured by avail-

able seat kilometres, increased

by 6 per cent in the first three

months of this year. Passenger

traffic rose by the same
amount. During March, airline

capacity grew 5 per cent. Pas-

senger traffic in March rose by

only 4 per cent.

TTiis might not be the begin-

ning of the unhealthy trend of

which Mr Jeanniot warned.

Easter, when many holiday-

makers travel, did not fall in

the first quarter this year,

whereas it did last year. Pas-

senger numbers worldwide
might recover to outpace seat

capacity over the rest of the

year.

Tbe lata first quarter figures

do compare unfavourably with

the whole of 1994, when traffic

rose more quickly than seat

capacity. Nevertheless, some
analysts are optimistic that air-

line companies might be able

to sustain a relatively health

profit performance.

One reason for optimism is

bad news for the aircraft man-

ufacturing industry a ad its

employees. Unlike during pre-

vious economic recoveries, air-

lines are not rushing to order

new aircraft

This was one of the factors

behind the announcement ear-

lier this year by Boeing of the

US, the world's biggest aircraft

manufacturer, that it was mak-

ing 12,000 employees redun-

dant
Frank Shrontz, Boeing chair-

man, said: “Since the begin-

ning of the year, several cus-

tomers came to us asking , to

postpone airplane deliveries

because of the continued soft-

ness of the industry.”

Jean Pierson, managing

director, of Airbus, the Euro-

pean consortium which is the

second biggest manufacturer,

said he felt many airlines were

holding on to their existing air-

craft for longer periods, rather

than buying new ones.

Brian Harris, an analyst
,
at

S.G. Warburg, says a second

reason to believe airlines are in

a position to improve profits,

at least in the US, is a cut in

their distribution costs. He

says distribution expenses,

Airlines are pushing
ahead with ticket!ess

travel- They have also

acted to cut travel

agents’ commissions

such as travel agents' commis-
sions. computer reservation
systems fees and ticket pro-

cessing costs, are airlines' sec-

ond biggest cost component
after wages.

Airlines are pushing ahead
with ticketless travel. They
have also acted to cut travel

agents' commissions. The
move was initiated last Febru-
ary by Delta Air Lines, which
said it was capping the amount
of money it paid travel agents
who sold its tickets.

The airline said it would con-

tinue to pay a to per cent com-
mission. but only up to a maxi-
mum of $25 for a domestic
one-way ticket costing more
than S250. There would be a

cap of *50 for a round-trip
domestic ticket costing more
than $500, Delta said. In spite

of the outcry from travel

agents, the other large US car-

riers soon said they would do
the same.
Whether the cap will benefit i

consumers is another matter
some travel agents say that, if

1

the airlines continue to cap
commissions,
they will have

e pushing no alternative

ticketless but to begin

r hflvo also charging air
;nave aiso

travellers who I

:ut travel want to buy
emissions tickets.

Another

,

development
which the airlines hope will

improve profitability is the

forming of alliances and code-

sharing agreements. Some of

these alliances have taken the

form of equity investments,
such as British Airways' stakes

in USAir and Qantas of Austra-

lia. Swissair has also acquired

a 49.5 per cent stake in Sabena.

the Belgian state-owned car-

rier.

Other alliances, such as that

between Scandinavian. Airlines

System and Lufthansa of Ger-

many, announced in May. do
not entail any equity invest-

ment but do involve close

co-operation and coordination
of routes.

Other tie-ups between air-

lines have been simple code-

sharing arrangements. This is

when an airline does not Dy on
a particular route, but markets
another carrier’s flight as its

own. A recent arrangement of

this sort announced earlier

this year, was that between
Delta and Virgin Atlantic, the

UK airline owned by Richard

Branson.
Under the agreement,. Delta

w£U sell its customers seats on
Virgin's flights from the US to

Heathrow airport. Delta has

not been able to win the right

to fly to Heathrow itself. Vir-

gin can offer the passengers it

flies to the US onward jour-

neys elsewhere in America on

Delta flights.

Some believe these arrange-

ments are not in the interests

of consumers. Robert Crandall,

chairman of American Air-

lines. says; “Code-sharing is

profoundly uncompetitive and,

in the long term, will inevita-

bly reduce the number of air

carriers competing for your
business. When airlines team
up and code-share, they are

able - by means of pretending

to be a single carrier - to force

other carriers out of a market”

A* few other airlines appear

to share Mr Crandall's views,

however, he has decided that

the US should , conclude code-

share deals too.

Code-sharing provides air-

lines with a low-cost way of

expanding their route net-

works. It is top early to say

whether all the agreements
will result in increased profits

for the airlines. BA, however,

has little doubt It expects the

benefits from its tie-up with

USAir to yield benefits of

SlOQm this year.

Michael Skapinker

The dollar is a perennial and
serious worry for Fokker,
which is squeezed between
having to sell its aeroplanes in
dollars and Incurring most or

its costs in European curren-
cies. One way to cope. Mr van
Schaik says, is "to increase
co-operation with dollar-related

companies".
Fokker, which came under

Dasa’s control in 1993. is

unperturbed by its parent com-
pany's forays into Asia. Nor
does it worry about its future

role if Dasa
manages to _
conclude some
sort of partner- have pi

ship deal with far-re

restructurii
pean regional
aircraft alii-

ance formed by British Aero-
space and ATR. which is

jointly owned by Aerospatiale

of France and Alenia of Italy.

In the difficult negotiations
that led up to Dosa's purchase
of a controlling stake in Fok-
ker from the Dutch govern-
ment. it was agreed that the
Dutch company would be the
centre within Dasa for the
design and development of

regional jets in the 65 tu 130-

seat range.

Mr van Schaik says that it is

logical, given the overcrowded
market and the sheer expense
of developing new aeroplanes,

that the German. British.

French, Italian and Dulcb

The continued losses
have prompted
far-reaching

restructuring at Fokker

manufacturers of regional air-

craft come to an agreement.
"We are. in a man ner of speak-
ing. condemned to each other.
If we don't allow ourselves to

be led by emotion, we should
be able to come to a proper
conclusion.”
A frequently-cited stumbling

block to a European regional

aircraft alliance similar to Air-

bus is the existence of compet-
ing aeroplanes within tbe
mooted grouping, particularly
the Fokker 50, a turboprop,

and its counter-

led losses £* JJf
*™

impted Schaik. who
ching will not be

j at Fokker 4™man*tan
concessions
Fokker might

make on die Fokker 5C or other
issues, says “everything is

open for discussion ".

He says the flurry of alli-

ances Is expected to lead “to
two groups of partners, a Euro-

pean group and an Asian
group, which will co-operate

intensively but retain their
independence." The European
and Asian groups would each
have their own final assembly
lines, hut plane parts could be
supplied from either side to the

other.

The takeover by Dasa in 1993

has brought financial resusci-

tation for Fokker but no
respite from the difficult condi-

tions prevailing on tbe market

Mg'-'" ,

Ben van Schaik, chairman of

Fokker's management board

for new aeroplanes. These diffi-

culties are also faced by other

manufacturers, but this is

scant consolation for Fokker,
which ran up combined losses

of more than Flyoom <$560mi in

1993 and lw9i. The continued
losses have prompted
far-reaching restructuring at

Fokker. and the elimination of
thousands of jobs so far in tbe

I99US.

In 1994 Dasa pumped FI 600m
of capital into Fokker, which
also raised a further FI 400m
from a soie-and-lease-back deal

of its technology with Rabo-
bank, the Dutch co-operative

bank. Mr van Schaik acknowl-
edges that some sort of flnan-

Thfl Fokker 70. the latest addition to Fokker's JetUne family

cial assistance may be needed
again in 1995 or 1996. but be
also believes that overall pros-

pects are improving.
"In 1993 we expect to be out

of the red. assuming a stable

dollar of FI 1.70 to FI 1.75,’* he
said. In early 1995 the dollar

has been as Sow as FI 2.53 and
is currently around F! 1.30.

Mr van Schaik added that

the level of "serious interest'*

among potential aircraft pur-

chasers is on the rise, holding
out hopes of a recovery in the
market.

At the end of April, Alitalia,

the Italian carrier, agreed to

lease 15 Fokker 70s. the latest

addition to Fokker's Jetline

“family". The aeroplanes, cost-

ing roughly S25m each, will be

operated by Avianova, a Rome-
based regional carrier which is

majority owned by Alitalia.

It is j sign or the times that

Alitalia wanted to lease the

aeroplanes rather than buy
them outrigbt. This increased
trend towards leasing is

straining Fokker's balance
sheet, and the company is

working on setting up a sepa-

rate leasing company that
would take over these leasing

contracts and operate at arm's

length from Fokker itself.

Talks on creating a leasing
company for Fokker are con-
tinuing with Debis. tbe ser-

vices arm of the Daimler-Benz
group.

Originally. Fokker had hoped
to have leasing company up
and running by the end of the
second quarter. But a differ-

ence of opinion with Debis on
the value of Fokker's current
portfolio of leasing contracts -

the company puts this ar about
FI ibn. although Debis believes

tbe true value is lower - has
caused a delay.

Mr van Schaik says he
expects the leasing company
deal to be concluded in the sec-

ond half of this year. “I

wouldn't want to have to push
back our target date again. I

hate doing that." he says.

PROFIT FROM BRITISH AEROSPACE
AIRBUS LANDS HERE DAILY
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1 Airbus Industrie is now the world’s fastest

growing civil aircraft manufacturer, delivering

a third of all large airliners, and presenting a serious

challenge to the US aerospace monopoly. Some

; 1850 Airbus airliners have been sold to over

120 airlines worldwide.

;
It is a British success story; Britain is a full

j

partner in the Airbus Industrie four nation

consortium. Through British Aerospace Airbus,

which provides the airliner's highly advanced

wings and fuel system, ir is making a significant

contribution to Britain’s economy, not only

repaying Government loans with interest but also

,
generating welcome profits.

Furthermore, the Airbus programmes deliver
I

.
quality jobs for over 25,000 British workers in more

;

than 300 British companies. Together, their efforts

. account for nearly 1.5% of the country's total

manufacturing exports and contribute £1 billion to

the UK’s annual trade balance.

The Airbus business is going from strength

to strength. With seven state-of-the-art airliners

now in production, and forward orders worth

S52 billion, Britain is positioned to gain well into

the next century.

Airbus is probably the Treasury’s favourite

airliner.
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China's rapid growth is attracting

the attention of foreign companies

Magnet for the
multinationals

W hen Shandong Air-

lines, one of China's
fast-developing new

regional airlines, agreed last

month to purchase three Boe-

ing 737-300 passenger planes it

marked yet another successful

foray into the Chinese market
for the DS company.
Since China acquired 10 Boe-

ing 707s in the early 1970s. the

US aerospace giant has domi-

nated the local market. Of Chi-

na's 400 commercial aircraft in

service today. 200 are Boeings.

But Boeing is not having it

all its own way. Both Airbus
Industrie, the European manu-
facturing consortium, and
McDonnell Douglas are striv-

ing to increase their share in

what is proving a highly com-
petitive market.

Last November, McDonnell
Douglas announced that it had

reached agreement on the sup-

ply of 40 commercial jetliners

to China at a cost of $1.6bn.

Half of these aircraft would be

produced under joint venture

arrangements in Chinese facto-

ries.

Airbus Industrie has also

been making a determined
push. Jean Pierson, managing
director of Airbus, has visited

China several times in the past
six months on high-profile sell-

ing missions.

Last November he said that

Airbus' aim was to increase its

share from about a third of
new sales to halt
Enthusiasm for the China

market among aircraft manu-
facturers is being driven by
astounding growth projections;

and this at a time when the

international market for air-

craft is relatively flat.

Chen Guangyi, minister of
the Civil Aviation Administra-
tion of China (CAAC) - Chi-

na's aviation industry watch-

dog - told a recent business

conference in Beijing that by
the year 2000 China would
increase numbers of commer-
cial aircraft by about 320 to

1.000 (this includes both pas-

senger and cargo planes).

China plans to boost its car-

go-carrying capacity in line

with its fast-growing economy
by adding 260 cargo carriers in

the next five years. It is also

embarking on the rapid devel-

opment of its airport network
to accommodate a broader
range of aircraft, including
Boeing 747s and 737s.

Of China's 132 airports. 13

are capable Of handling 747s, 70

can cope with 737s and about
40 are either being upgraded,

or there are plans to do so.

China plans to develop 40

international airports by the
year 2010.

No less impressive are Chi-

na's operational targets: it

aims to double transport turn-

over and rank in the top 10 by
2000 (in 1994 it ranked 11th
with 5.S4bn tons/km), increase
passengers numbers by an
average of 12 per cent each
year to 80m and raise airport

handling capacity to 150m
annually
These ambitious targets

should not he out of reach.

judging by growth-rates during
the past 15 years since China
began opening its economy to

the outside world. From 1980 to

1994, aviation growth was 2J2

times that of the national econ-

omy; total transport turnover
and passenger volume was 4.3

times and 6 times the average
of international civil aviation;

and China moved from 33rd to

8th internationally for passen-
gers carried.

C hina's own growth pro-

jections are more or
less in line with those

outlined by international air-

line companies. Airbus, for

example, expects China to pur-

chase 620 aircraft in the next
15 years at a cost of about
$30bn. Boeing is somewhat
more ambitious, predicting
sales of 800 aircraft at a cost of
$40bn.

It is little wonder, therefore,

that senior airline executives
constantly beat a path to Chi-

na's door. Among more fre-

quent visitors is Ronald Woo-
dard. president of Boeing
Commercial Airplane Group
who made no secret during a
recent visit of the importance
to his company of the China
connection.

Mr Woodard reported that in

the past four years Boeing had

exported some $7bn worth of

aeroplanes to China. Between
1993 and the end of 1995 Boeing
will have delivered more than
100 commercial jets to China,

about 14 per cent of total pro-

duction.

The US company is also
seeking to consolidate its pres-

ence on the ground in China as

part of attempts to preserve its

dominant position in the mar-
ket. To this end, it is develop-

ing a services centre in Beijing

and is also extending arrange-

ments for the production of

Boeing components at Chinese
factories, including the aft sec-

tion for the 737.

Boeing is also involved in
discussions with China and
other regional partners on the

production of a 100-seat com-
muter aircraft This would be
manufactured in China as a
means of transferring technol-

ogy and aircraft production
skills.

Mr Woodard, in his remarks
to an international business

symposium last month, also
made it clear that his company
was pinning great hopes on
China providing a substantial

market for the new generation

Boeing 777s which are just
coming into service. China
Southern, the Guangzhou-
based carrier, will become one
of the world’s first airlines to

receive a 777 when it takes
delivery in November.
Boeing executives believe

the twin-engined wide-bodied
777 with capacity for 300-400

passengers is ideally-suited to

China’s domestic and interna-

tional requirements. Represen-

tatives of Airbus Industrie and

McDonnell Douglas have other
Ideas.

Tony Walker

J
apan’s Ministry of International

Trade and Industry (Miti) has
become almost a synonym for suc-

cess in the lexicon of industrial policy.

Few of Japan's manufacturing giants do

not owe their strength, in one way or

another, to the influence of this mighty
industrial machine. Even today as Miti’s

role changes from a dirigiste to a more
facilitator, the part it has played in nur-
turing Japanese industry Is not disputed.

Yet in one crucial area of policy Miti
has signally failed to produce a world-

beating Japanese business: aerospace.
Despite repeated attempts in the past 50
years to recreate a worthy Japanese aero-

space successor to the pre-war giants, the
industry remains a minnow in the world
of Japanese manufacturing.

It is not all Miti’s fault, of course.

Japan's militarist past and its pacifist

present have not been conducive to the
construction of an aerospace sector from
its post-1945 ruins.

That constitutional legacy has left the
principal Japanese aircraft demand to be
met by its security ally, the US. Its mili-

tary aircraft have all been either US
imports or Japanese versions of US mod-
els produced under licence.

In addition, since the civQ airline indus-

try is so dependent on the military, that

has left even Japan’s enormous commer-
cial airline demand — in Japan Airlines

and All Nippon Airways it now has two of

the world's largest fleets of planes - to be
satisfied from overseas.

Several times in the past 30 years, Miti
has tried to change that. First with the

YS11 60-seat twin-engined turboprop in

1962 a disastrous project that sold just

182 aircraft in 10 years and collapsed in a
pile of bad debts and worse recrimina-
tions.

Then camp a short-take oft and landing

model called the Asuka, whose financial

take off was very short and the landing

even harder.

Neither aircraft was able to overcome
customers' reluctance to buy something
from the untried and untested Japanese
aerospace companies - Mitsubishi, Kawa-
saki, and Fuji being the largest among
them.
The failures convinced Miti that Japa-

nese technological prowess would have to

be harnessed to foreign commercial and
manufacturing experience if the country

was ever to build a genuine aerospace

business.

Over the next few years a series of con-

tracts were struck with Boeing that guar-

anteed a role, albeit a secondary one for

the big Japanese manufacturers. The Jap-

anese signed contracts to produce compo-
nents amounting to 15 per cent of the
Boeing 767 and 21 per cent of the 777.

But although these contracts repre-

sented significant financial bonuses for

the aerospace companies, they attracted

widespread criticism that Japan was
becoming little more than a nuts and
bolts subcontractor for the US aircraft

industry.

Parts made for Boeings are mostly at

the wrong end of the technological spec-

trum - wing tips and fuselage parts
I rather than avionics.

Japanese operated but US bust Boeing jumbo jots at Tokyo’s Nartta airport Ifiti has fated to

produce a worW-beating Japanese aerospace business

Gerard Baker on the Japanese industry

High hopes fading
Critics of the government’s approach

said the contracts were doing nothing to

create a strategically important business.

Miti is now trying again, launching
what looks like being the ultimate chal-

lenge. It is called the YSX - a 100-seat

passenger jet commercial aircraft - and it

is scheduled to go into production next

year. Although it is also a collaborative

exercise with Boeing. It was intended
principally as a Japanese plane, with Jap-

anese technology and know-how, spiced

with US marketing skill

But, despite their involvement, tbe
enthusiasm of the manufacturers for the

project has seemed less marked than
Miti’s. In April the first real doubts began

to appear. The big Japanese manufactur-

ers announced that they bud signed a deal

with Boeing to prodace parts for tbe new
version of the company's long-running
success, the 737. One of tbe new 737 ver-

sions will compete directly with the

planned YSX. and the Japanese manufac-
turers’ willingness to contribute to it

seems to suggest that YSX Itself may
never get off the drawing board.

If that is the case then the project may
quash Japan’s hopes of an independent

aerospace industry.

Miti had invested such hopes in the YSX
because it offered tbe opportunity to wean
the industry off its reliance on defence

projects in tbe rapidly demilitarising post-

Cold War world.

Here, too, tbe leading companies have

been little more than US-directed subcon-

tractors. Even a much vaunted new proj-

ect. the FSX, whose prototype was
unveiled earlier this year, is simply
another aircraft modelled on a US product
- the F-16 fighter. Although it is sched-

uled to begin testing later this year, there

is little prospect of it developing a sub-

stantial order book from the shrinking

Japanese military and It, too, may prove

short-lived.

The next few months will be critical fin

both projects. Should tbe YSX be aban-

doned and the FSX become little more
than a high-tech museum piece, the last

hopes for a self-sustaining Japanese aero-

space business may well disappear with
them.
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Germany The decline of the dollar is hurting French aerospace companies, says David Buchan
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Rise of the D-mark Industry continues to downsize
i J 1 1 _ 1 Muttering bitterly about the out. are 75 per cent in francs orCT III | | |M /^| 1^ 1 1^ dollar's decline and unfair US other relatively hard curren-
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I the captains of French aero- cent in dollars.

A handful . of German
ministers, the premiers of sev-
eral Lender and representa-
tives of the aerospace industry
recently gathered for the latest
- and biggest ever - round in

their battle to decide the
future of the German aero-
space industry.

Government and industry
representatives who filed into
the economics ministry on a
hillside above Bonn were not
short of arguments with which
they hoped to fight their own
corner.

Daimler-Benz Aerospace
(Dasa), the subsidiary of Ger-
man's largest company which
represents 80 per cent of the

country's aerospace industry,

led the industrial lobby which
is demanding more govern-
ment support in the face of
fierce international competi-
tion. especially from the US.
The government, on the

other band, came without any
extra money but with equally
well-rehearsed arguments.
In effect it told German

industry it should no longer be
looking to Bonn for help but
should instead work more
closely with Brussels to co-or-

dinate a European aerospace
strategy and. most impor-
tantly, that aerospace compa-
nies in Germany. France and
Britain have to make tough
decisions about who Is to do
what in future.

The aerospace conference.
Including for the first time the
state premiers of six German
LSnder .or states where the
aerospace industry is sited,

comes as German aerospace
companies are again howling
with pain as the dollar, the

currency in which most aero-

space business is done, contin-

ues to slide against the
D-Mark.
Norbert Lammert, the state

secretary in the economics
ministry who is also the gov-
ernment's co-ordinator for the
aerospace industry, says be is

aware of the problems caused
by currency turbulence.

But he says the problem is

not new and he refuses to find

extra public money to help
industry tackle it, especially

as the two sides last year both
contributed to a DMl.2bn pro-

gramme designed to support
the German aerospace Indus-

try between 1995-1998.

“We cannot begin a roll-

back of what has been agreed
with every single old or new
problem,” Mr Lammert said
recently.

Industry win nonetheless do
all it can to squeeze more
money out of the government
and hopes to enlist the support
of the L&nder premiers who
are concerned to maintain the

jobs in their constituencies.
Jftrgen Schrempp, Dasa’s

chief executive since 1989
until be took over at the helm
of Daimler-Benz, recently
warned that up to 20,000 Ger-

man aerospace jobs might be
lost if the dollar continued to

be worth less than DM1.40. the
level to which it recently tum-
bled.

Mr Lammert insists that the
government is doing what it

can. The industry is the only
one, he says, for which Bonn
has for years had a a coordin-
ator whose task it is to ensure
that aerospace concerns are
familiar to the country’s top
politicians.

The DM1.2bn programme is

designed to safeguard areas
where German Industry

German industry

acknowledges that if

Europe is to have any
chance against the US it

must create a European
procurement policy

already has considerable
expertise: navigational
systems, engines and helicop-

ters. About DMl20m is

reserved to fund innovative
projects proposed by some of
the smaller aerospace compa-
nies.

Mr Lammert wants to per-

suade German industry that
more than ever, its future
depends on European co-opera-

tion.

“The technological and com-
mercial conditions in aero-
space industries have reached
a point where national pro-

jects - in so far as they can be
financed at all - are increas-

ingly irrelevant,” he said.

“The aerospace industry will

be European or not at all.”

While Dasa and others have
often blamed the government
for not doing more to consoli-

date the European aerospace
industry, Mr Lammert insists

that industry itself has done
too little to restructure the
European industry so that it

can compete with the US, Rus-
sia and a handful of Asian
countries with aerospace
ambitions.

Mr Lammert says ft makes
no sense for both Dasa and
ATR, the Franco-Italian con-
sortium, to be working on the

development of a new 100-sea-

ter jet Such efforts should be
united, he says, and should
perhaps be extended to include

the Swedes or the Koreans.

More must be done to ensure
that existing ventures such as

Airbus are turned into public

companies so that costs can be

better controlled, Mr Lammert

Russia

says, and Franco-German
plans to develop a new genera-
tion of reconnaissance satel-
lites must be given further
political support
These and other projects

were discussed at a January
meeting of the German,
French and British trade min-
isters to formulate aerospace
policy which, Mr Lammert
said, was long overdue. He
hopes there will be another
meeting before the end of the
year which will give further

impetus to European co-opera-

tion.

German industry, on the
other hand, acknowledges that
if Europe is to have any
chance against the US it must
create a European procure-
ment policy through which it

will be able to award the
lucrative contracts which have
so far given US companies the

decisive advantage over their

European competitors.
The Germans and the

French are finalising plans for

a joint procurement agency
which would begin by award-
ing contracts for conventional
weaponry such as armoured
personnel carriers and hope
that other projects will follow.

However, according to Wolf- l

gang Piller, Dasa’s finance
director and the rih«irm«n of

the BDLI aerospace associa-

tion, the state of the German 1

industry is dire because sev-

eral procurement budgets have
been cut by about 50 per cent
since 1990 and European solu-

tions have become more diffi-

cult because of a similar short-

age of funds.

The budget for the European
Space Agency (ESA) between
1992-2000, for instance, was
set at DMl9-5bn in 1987. It has
since been whittled down to
DM9.9bn and may still be
reduced even farther, Mr
Piller says.

A series of European pro-
jects are under way including
Eurofighter, the four nation
£32bn effort to develop the

next generation of fighter air-

craft But other projects which
Germany regards as critical

for Europe’s chances to com-
pete with the US are having
trouble getting started.

That includes the so-called

Future Large Aircraft, a Fran-
co-German initiative to which
Britain, to the horror at the

German aerospace industry,

has not yet fully committed
itself.

“If Britain does not join the

FLA programme,” said one
aerospace executive, “then I

am in favour of blowing up the

Channel tunnel and letting it

drift off into the Atlantic.”

Michael Lindemann

Signs of change
Russia has a long and proud
tradition in the aerospace
industry but the economic
slump which has plagued the

country for the past five years

has at times seemingly threat-

ened its very existence.

An inter-enterprise debt cri-

sis. which has delayed bill pay-

ments throughout the econ-

omy, has starved many
manufacturers of working capi-

tal while orders for new air-

craft have plummeted.

The privatisation of Russia’s

biggest manufacturers has also

cut them off from state funds

without giving them access to

new sources of capital. Ram-
pant inflation has deterred

companies from making the

long-term investments essen-

tial for the survival of a com-

petitive industry.

But as the economy stabi-

lises and Russia's domestic car-

riers gather strength there are

some signs that the aerospace

industry is beginning to adapt

its production-led mentality

towards one of satisfying

potential customers’ needs.

Spurred on by co-operative

ventures with foreign firms,

Russian manufacturers are

slowly starting to shift the.

emphasis from the giant, ineffi-

cient aircraft it produced in

such quantity in the Soviet era

towards more consumer-

friendly aeroplanes demanded

by the new generation of trans-.

port companies.

The trend will be visible at

the Paris Air Show this week

where Russian manufacturers

will concentrate on selling

smaller aircraft exhibiting
-

20

helicopters and aeroplanes.

“The time when we demon-

strated the achievements of the

former Soviet Union is over.

Aircraft makers now have a

interest in
.
producing small

commercial aircraft which can

be sold quickly,” Andrei Systr

sov, the deputy director of Rus-

sia’s aircraft export company,

said recently. .

The MIkoyan design enter-

prise, which has built genera-

tions of high-specification

fighters, will show the MjG-AT
advanced trainer developed in

co-operation with Sextant
Avioaiqoe and Turbomeca of

France. Great hopes are held

out for this new aircraft, which
has still to complete all its

flight tests, and MIkoyan aims
to sell 3.000 of these trainers

over the next 15 years.

Another trainer, the Yak-130,

which simulates the perfor-

mance of Russia's advanced
fighters will also be on show.

The Yakovlev enterprise which

The industry is

beginning to alter Its

manufacturing methods

makes the trainer says it has

already received orders for 200

aeroplanes from the Russian

air force and would start pro-

duction in 1997.

Russian manufacturers will

also try to reinforce their repu-

tation as a leading force in the

military aircraft market For-

eign air forces are expected to

show considerable interest in

two aircraft which will be dis-

played at Paris for the first

time - the MiG-21-93, which
boasts a sophisticated comput-

erised weapons system, and
the Tupolev . Tu-160 bomber
which is capable of launching

small satellites.

- After decades of wasteful

central planning, the Russian

government is perhaps under-

standably reluctant to heed the

aerospace industry's pleas and
implement a new industrial

policy. Nevertheless, there are

at least some tentative signs

that the industry is beginning

to alter its manufacturing

methods and make the long

painful march towards the

market economy.

The most startling transfor-

mation has perhaps been
wrought at Aviacoir, the Sama-
ra-based manufacturer of the

Tupolev-154 aircraft, which has
implemented a drastic restruct-

uring programme after bank-

ruptcy procedures were started

last year. The workforce has
been cat from 25,000 to 9,000,

the company's social infra-

structure - including schools

and holiday homes - has been
transferred to the local author-
ities, and the production pro-

cesses are beginning to be
modernised.

Such manufacturers may yet

be able to satisfy the poten-

tially huge demand in Russia's

airline market where it has
been estimated that only 30 pa
cent of the aircraft operating

in Russia today will stall be
operational by the end of the

century. The comparatively
low-cost structure of the Rus-

sian industry may also make
its aircraft particularly compet-
itive In promising emerging
markets, such as China and
TrtfHa

Aeroflot-Russian Interna-
Hfinal Airlines, which carried

8.1m people last year, says that

passenger demand has already

begun to stabilise and it is

beginning to plan ahead with
more confidence. This year it

intends to buy two Q-9&300 air-

craft and refit 14 11-86 aero-

planes with western engines at

a cost of $288m. But it Is also

installing Russian-made
engines on its 11-76 cargo
planes and will order 20 EL-96Ms

and H-96T aircraft

But the mw generation of

Russian airliners hag encoun-

tered, same teething problems.

Last November, a Tu-204 air-

craft on a demonstration flight

for industry journalists, was
forced to make an emergency
landing after one of Its two
Russian-made engines foiled.

Both the Tu-204 and the 11-96-

300, on which the future of the

Russian aviation industry
largely hangs, were to have
used the flawed PS-90A
engines.

John Thornhill

Muttering bitterly about the
dollar's decline and unfair US
competition in world markets,
the captains of French aero-
space continue to retrench. But
the retreat may only be tacti-

cal. A leaner, meaner French
industry is hoping to counter-
attack in the years to come.
This year, however, will still

see a fall In French aerospace
sales. The Groupement des
Industries Franpuses Aeronau-
tiques et Spatiales (Gifasl pre-

dicts, on the basis of orders
over the past three years, that

j

its member companies’ turn-
over will decline by 2 per cent
to FFrl03hn IS20.27). This fol-

lows falls in total turnover of

3.5 and 6.9 per cent in 1994 and
1993. respectively.

As a result of the well-publi-

cised difficulties of French air-

lines and the country's equally

intractable budget deficit.

French aerospace manufactur-
ers had to look more to foreign
customers who took 55 per
cent of their sales last year.

France’s aerospace industry,

the world's second largest with

9 per cent of the global market
and 35 per cent of Europe’s
production, saw export deliv-

eries rise a modest 1.6 per cent

and export orders increase by
7.1 per cent
But French aerospace export-

ers are deeply worried and
angry, about the effect of the

dollar's decline. “We are dead
if the dollar were to stay at

below FFr5." says Louis Gal-

lois, president of Aerospatiale.

Aerospatiale’s costs, he points

out. are 75 per cent in francs or

other relatively hard curren-
cies. but its sales are 75 per

cent in dollars.

Alain Gomez, president of

Thomson-CSF, the defence
electronics group, likens the
US defence industry’s export
offensive in the 1990s to that
waged by the Japanese con-

sumer electronics industry in

the 1980s. The basis of both is a
competitive advantage that
rests on a closed home market
and an undervalued currency,

Mr Gomez claims.

Serge Dassault, president of

Gifas and of the company that

bears his name, complains that

"the Americans have no inter-

est in propping up the dollar

because it benefits their
exports". He would like to see
France adopt the sort of
exchange stabilisation scheme
which Germany operated for

Deutsche Airbus and which so
irritated the US. His idea is

that the French government
would fix a rate of, say. FFr6 to

the dollar, if French aerospace
exporters received more than
this rate on their dollar sales,

they would pay into a fund and
draw out of that fund if they
received less than that rate.

What be and other French
industrialists also point to is

the way US administrations
have stepped up their lobbying

on behalf of American aero-

space companies. Mr Dassault
expresses the hope that Presi-

dent Jacques Chirac will go
into bat for French arms sales

in the way that President Clin-

Louis GaUois, president of

Aerospatiale

ton has for similar US sales;

given that Mr Chirac’s father

worked for Dassault, there is

every chance he wilL
ln the meantime, however.

French aerospace is having to

downsize. The industry shed
6.000 jobs in 1993 and another
5.000 last year to reach its cur-

rent size of 100,500. with a con-

siderable amount of short-time

working among those left in

formal employment.
The worst hit company has

probably been Snecma, the
aero-engine maker. Its turn-

over has shrunk by 30 per cent

over the past three years,
because, unlike the makers of

aircraft, missiles and avionic

equipment. Snecma has seen
both its export and home mar-

ket decline. It is shedding a
further 500 jobs this year, but
Its new president, Bernard
Dufour, reckons that in terms
of sales-per-worker his 12,000

workforce is still about a quar-
ter too large.

At the same time. Snecma
has a heavy development pro-

gramme. It has just been given

the go-head, but not yet the
money, from the French gov-
ernment to start work on the
CFM XX engine which, with
some 40-50,0Q01bs thrust, would
complement the range of its

successful, smaller CFM 56
engine and the bigger GE 90
engine built in conjunction
with General Electric of the

US. But after an accumulated
FFr3.4bn loss over the past
three years, and the prospect
of being about FFrlbn in the

red again this year. Snecma
badly needs more money, per-

haps as much as FFr6bn. from
its state shareholder.
The needs of other state-

owned aerospace and defence

companies are not so dire. But
Mr GaUois says Aerospatiale
needs another FFrlObn to
bring its funds up to a third of

its FFrSObn a year turnover, if

it is safely join other European
companies in expanding the
Airbus programme.
Thomson-CSF’s only real

problem is its loss-making
share in Credit Lyonnais, but
Thomson SA. the state holding
company which controls it.

also needs a casb injection

from the government
But the French state has no

spare cash. It has already been
pressing its military suppliers
to cut their prices by 2 per cent
price and refusing to place
multi-year orders in a way that
has infuriated Mr Dassault. He
complains that because the
government is only ordering
about 5-6 Rafale jets from Das-
sault each year, neither his

company nor its subcontrac-
tors can properly plan ahead.
In this context, much of the

French aerospace industry is

seeking strength in alliance

with other European compa-
nies. This is not proving easy.
Aerospatiale has virtually
negotiated its missiles and sat-

ellites joint ventures with
Daimler-Benz Aerospace
(Dasa), but is waiting for Ger-
man government funding for

new satellite programmes. Sim-
ilarly, the Matra defence divi-

sion of the Lagardere group
has more or less negotiated its

missile merger with British
Aerospace, but the deal
appears to hang on the UK
government giving the couple
a dowry in the form of a new
missile programme.
Only Mr Dassault stands

proudly resistant to this urge

to merge. "A small company
can be more efficient than a
large one”, he says, adding
that he has no plans to diver-

sify or ally his group with
another. If the state wants him
to co-operate more with Aeros-
patiale. Mr Dassault says, it

will have to fork out the joint

research funding it has long

promised the two companies.
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On the surface these aircraft appear to be totally different.

One is military. The other two are civilian.

Though their missions arc different, our mission remains the same:

To build the most technologically advanced aircraft in the world.

The F' A-18, MD-90 and MD-1 ) aircraft

are the result of our world leadership in aviation technology'.

Different aircraft. One company.
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The UK is taking steps to halt falling market share, says Michael Donne uk .—hit,am w major competitors m
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Although aerospace is one of

the UK’s most successful
industries, with a positive

trade balance for many years,

there is concern that while it

continues to achieve sales of

about £llbn a year, its position

in an expanding global aero-

space market is declining.

The US remains the western
world leader, but the UK com-
pared with a slight lead in the

early 1980s is now smaller than

France, with Germany catch-

ing up relentlessly, and new
competitors, especially in Asia-

Pacific, also taking a share of

the market.

To meet this challenge, the

industry over recent months
has been seeking not only to

improve its own performance

but also to enhance UK govern-

ment awareness of the indus-

try's extensive role in the

nation's economic life and to

improve government procure-

ment policies.

The industry believes that

the UE lacks a coherent
national strategy for aero-

space, in which the govern-

ment must have a leading role

as the industry's biggest single

customer.
Internally, the industry,

through its trade association,

the Society of British Aero-

space Companies, has estab-

lished what it calls “The Com-
petitiveness Challenge".

This a strategy initiative

A strategy initiative has

been designed to make
the industry aware of the

challenges it faces in

increasingly competitive

markets

that is designed to make the

Industry aware of the chal-

lenges it faces in rapidly

expanding and increasingly
competitive world markets,
and to help it gear itself up to

meeting them, with the overall

objective of halting the decline

in market share, and then lift-

ing sales and world market

share once again

This internal strategy is

being conducted by means of

seminars, publications, study
taamK and missions.

Critical self-assessment is

being encouraged among com-
panies as well as a range of

other activities, all aimed at

helping recognise deficiencies

in performance and rectify

these.

Already, a degree of success

has been achieved, but much
more has to be done.

At the same time, the SBAC
is working to ensure that next
year's Famborough ’96 Interna-

tional Air Show (September
2-81 will be the biggest and best
aerospace exhibition yet held
fa tough self-assignment, given
this year's biggest-ever Paris

International Air Show).

Famborough ’96 will have
more resources devoted to
administration and organisa-
tion, more exhibitors, a high
level UK government presence,
expended civil and military
missions from overseas.

increased sponsorship and
improved seminar pro-
grammes.
All these activities are being

developed in tandem with the

SBAC's direct efforts to get
closer to the government and
push for improvements in the

overall defence procurement
process, particularly a broad-

ening of the criteria used in

purchasing decisions which
the industry believes are too

narrowly focused on the imme-
diate value-for-money syn-

drome.

Top-level officials of the Soci-

ety, including Sir Barry Dux-
bury, its director, as well as

from the leading companies,
including British Aerospace.
Rolls-Royce and major suppli-

ers, have held dialogues with

ministers, including those from
the ministry of defence and
department of trade and indus-

try, and also the Treasury (the

Chancellor of the Exchequer
met industry leaders arid the

SBAC at what was described as

“a very useful breakfast meet-
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mg” earlier this spring).

The SBAC has also made
submissions to the Commons
combined defence and trade

and industry committees.
Sir Barry says: “The mere

fact that these two committees
were combined indicates a
notable change in government
attitude and illustrates a recog-

nition of the key argument
that we have been putting to

government for some time
now. namely that defence pur-

chasing decisions are not made
in a vacuum and short-term
value for money is not the only
factor to be considered.

“If we do not maintain and
value our own industry, we

At last, things seem to be
looking up for US air-

lines. After losing $13bn
in the five years to 1994 -

more than all the profits they

had previously made since the

invention of powered flight -

they look as though they are

going to make a profit this

year. Airline stocks have risen

sharply amid an upsurge of
optimism about the industry’s

outlook.

But is the optimism
well-founded? There is room
for doubt. As with airlines

elsewhere in the world, US
carriers have benefited from

US airlines

Mixed prospects

an upsurge m passenger num-
bers prompted by economic
growth. Tet even amid this

economic buoyancy, the Air
Transport Association, a US
body representing the airlines,

believes the industry will

make net profits of only 3500m
this year, a long way short of

the $1.7bn it made at its peak
in 1988.

Looking on the bright side,

the increase in passenger traf-

fic seems to be continuing: the

umber of passenger miles
flown rose by 6.6 cent in the
first quarter. Bat the airlines’

fundamental problem of over-

capacity has not gone away.
There are still far too many

aircraft chasing too few pas-
sengers, resulting in repeated
outbreaks of fare sales and a
consequent reduction in

yields. And small, low-cost
carriers continue to plague
their bigger brethren by prolif-

erating on short-haul routes
with no-frills services at ultra-

low fares.

With these downward influ-

ences on fares continuing to

offset the increase in passen-
ger numbers, the big airlines

have concluded that their best

hope of returning to an accept-

able level of profitability is to

take an axe to costs.

Most have have launched
drastic cost-cntting pro-
grammes of one sort or
another.

The trouble is,

most of the big airlines

seem to be running just

to stand still

United Airlines, the world's

biggest carrier, has given its

employees a 55 per cent con-

trolling stake in the company
in return for pay cuts and
other concessions.

Delta Air lines is part-way
through a plan to slash 15,000

jobs from its workforce and
save S2bn a year in costs by
1997. USAir, the airline in
which British Airways has a
minority stake, is close to

agreeing a plan with its labour
unions under which employees
will get a 20 per cent stake in

the company in return for pay
cuts.

The trouble is, most of the

big airlines seem to be run-
ning just to standstill. In spite

of their cost-cntting efforts

and a big fall in fuel prices,

their average operating cost
per available seat mile barely
changed last year.

One reason is that many
workers are still getting pay
rises under existing employ-
ment contracts; another is that

the airlines are trying to

to make in the whole of 1995.

Richard Tomkins

A TECHNOLOGICAL HERITAGE.
AJenia is Italy's leading company in the design and construction of aeronautical, space,

electronic and defense systems. Alenia’s products are at work In more than 80 coun-

tries on all five continents: civil and military aircraft and engines; land, sea and air

systems (or surveillance, control and defense; information and telecommunication

systems; satellites and space systems; protection of the environment and the develop-

ment of renewable energy sources. Alenia.

A technological heritage working today. Alenia
A FINMECCANICA COMPANY

will lose the power to compete
internationally In the future.”

In a meeting earlier this

spring with MoD and DTI min-

isters, the SBAC pressed for a
new approach to defence equip-

ment procurement decisions. It

called for a joint MoD/DTT/de-
fence industry study in order

to establish new and wider cri-

teria for determining value for

money in defence procure-

ment.
The SBAC points out that

the MoD’s policy has changed
markedly over the past 10
years, with industry respond-

ing to the greater emphasis
placed on competition, fixed

price contracting, and market

testing.

These policies have
improved competitiveness
throughout the industry and.

the public supply chain, leav-

ing the UK with a leaner, more
efficient sector capable of pro-

viding quality products and
services at reduced costs.

But it adds that while in the

short term the MoD has bene-

fited from the emphasis on
internal UK competition, when
considered alongside growing
international competition
“clear danger signals emerge
suggesting the need to review

the value-for-money criteria

applied to defence procure-
ment'’.

He continues: “Considerable

,

attention needs to be given to

the econonuc and strategic

impact which future
_
procure-

ment decisions - singly and
collectively .

- will .have. This
must .take into account the.

long-term effects on technology

and the production base, our
capability to compete in world
markets, and em^oymant"

Sir Barry points out “With
an annual equipment budget
close to £10bn, it is imperative
that the government weighs
the short term budgetary
issues against longer-term

value for money for the nation,

and we shall continue pressing

them on this."

shrink to a profitable core,
meaning that fixed costs are
spread over a smaller base.

Some analysts nevertheless

believe there are good times
ahead. They say the cost-cut-

ting has still a long way to go;

that the big carriers recently

saved money by potting a cap
on the commissions they paid
to travel agents; and that the
rate of growth of the low-cost
carriers will slow as they run
out of choice short-haul routes

to attack.

Yet it is hard to Ignore the
negative influences on the out-

look. Overcapacity is not
abont to disappear; low-cost
carriers are driving their own
costs down even further; and
fuel prices are on the way up.

And if that were not enough,
the industry faces the expiry
of a fuel tax exemption Is Sep-

tember which will cost it an
extra 3527m a year - more
than the profits it had hoped

mmm

ATR fuselage assembly Bne at the Alenia plant ki Maples

Italy

Privatisation remains
some way off

Italian aerospace seems to be
travelling more in hope than
with real expectations of
arrival. In any case, the desti-

nation is unclear. The uncer-
tainty afflicting the industry
since the end of the 1980s con-
tinues unriiminisheri.

In its annual report for 1994,

issued last month, Finmeccan-
ica paints a bleak picture of

depressed and stagnant activ-

ity. A sub-holding of the IRI

state holding corporation, Fin-

meccanica controls most of

Italy's aerospace and defence
industry. Its forecasts of
revival now look towards next
year rather than this.

Finmeccanica owns Agusta,

the helicopter-maker, Officine

Galileo, the avionics company,
and Alfa Romeo Avio, the aero

engine company, but its princi-

pal aerospace operation is Ale-

nia. A division of Finmeccan-
ica itself, rather than a

subsidiary company. Alenia ’s

activities include civil and mil-

itary aircraft and structural

components, avionics, missiles
and radar systems.

Reorganisation and ents
have been the watchwords as

management has tried to cope
with the tough conditions that
have been buffeting the com-
pany. Earlier this year Alenia

announced plans eliminating

800 jobs from the payroll of its

Turin factories and 300 from
operations in southern Italy.

When Alenia was formed at

the end of 1990 from a merger
of Aeritalia, mainly aero busi-
ness, and Selenia, whose activi-

ties centred on electronics and
defence, the combined payroll
was just over 30,000. Alenin's
effective workforce was 23.000
last year and. If matters do not
improve soon, it is hard to
believe that the latest cuts will

be sufficient.

The job of keeping Alenia
airborne passed in February to
Giorgio Zappa, the company's
president, who has spent 24
years with IRI companies, in
the troubled Flnsider/ILVA
steel group and in Finmeccan-
ica companies. Mr Zappa says
that his strategy aims at
rationalising production. “This

means concentrating
operations: military work in
Turin, panel production at
Nola near Naples and compos-
ites in Foggia. Rationalisation
allows smaller payrolls and
cost reductions."

“Cutting jobs is only part of
the solution to today's prob-
lems. however. Strategy also
requires a focus on selected
businesses where Alenia has
acquired experience and com-
petitiveness,” Mr Zappa says.
Aleaia’s partnership with

France's Aerospatiale in the
ATR regional transport aircraft
continues to be the centre of
the Italian company's efforts in

civil aircraft work, although
this programme felt the effects

of last year’s ATR crash in the
US. “There was a pause, but
business is now picking up
again,” says Mr Zappa.

He is confident that ATR's
agreement with British Aero-

space, which has already prog-

ressed beyond a purely com-
mercial arrangement to
product support and integra-

tion of training, will yield sig-

nificant results.

“The agreement opens wide
possibilities in foreign mar-
kets. It is a testimony to Euro-

pean co-operation and commit-
ment,” Mr Zappa says.

Europe’s aerospace compa-
nies can no longer undertake
major projects independently,
he says, adding that he expects
the ATR/BAe consortium will

welcome other members when

Giorgio Zappa, president of Alenia:

'business Is picking up again'

it starts to evaluate investment
in a new airline r.

Mr Zappa says he doubts
that cross-border concentration
and mergers of Europe’s aero-
space companies will be
achieved for many years. So
co-operation is vital. This is

particularly true for defence
projects, not least in a period
of declining defence spending

“Italian expenditure on
defence equipment fell by 47
per cent in real terms between
1989 and 1994," he says. “This
creates enormous difficulties in
keeping at the technological
leading edge. Yet we must if
we wish to continue in busi-
ness.”

Alenia’ hopes are pinned on
three major defence projects:
the EFA (Eurofighter), the FLA
transport and the Horizon
naval frigate.

EFA is furthest along the
development path. Indeed Ale-
nia’s prototype, the third and
the first fitted with production
engines, was expected to make
its first flight from Turin in
the first half of June.
There are, however, large

obstacles to overcome before
EFA production begins. Costs
per aircraft and order numbers
from participating countries
need to be settled. Mr Zappa
says that Italy is committed to

buying 130, and he hopes that
this will be confirmed.

Numbers are considerably
lower for the FLA. Two years

ago Italy said that it would
purchase 60, although Mr
Zappa says that orders will not

be this high.

Alenia considers that its

experience In designing and
constructing the G222 trans-

port justifies the company tak-

ing a leading role in the FLA,
including siting the final

assembly line.

Mr Zappa recognises that his

company’s contributions to the

defence projects in terms of
work sharing ought to depend
on Italian orders.

Italy's record is not good,

however, and the enormous
problems in public sector
finances means that It is

unlikely to improve in the near

future. For example, Italy has
yet to put money where its

mouth has been for the EH 101

helicopter, In which Agusta's

partner is the UK's Westland.

The EH 101 production is now
going ahead thanks to British

orders.

Alenia's partners may think

that there is an element of

sharp practice in the projected

Italian orders for 130 EFAs, 60

FLAs and six Horizon frigates.

Few believe that Italy Intends

or has the funds to turn words

into deeds.

Mr Zappa’s claim that work
already done on the EMPAR
radar system should be recog-

nised when Horizon is shared

raises hackles in Britain,

which will order 12 frigates.

Italian talk of taking six frig-

ates lacks credibility.

Alenia urgently needs work,

but it depend^ on. the Italian

government. In, the meantine
the holding company, HRIr
wants to see drastic improve-

ment in results. '
; .

•.

Finmeccanica's accounts
reveal that its Agusta subsid-

iary lost Ll73bn (S105in) last

year. As a Finmeccanica divi-

sion, Alenia’s results; are: hit
den in the sub-hpldlttg’*
accounts. It probab& recoWfed

about L250bn of.--'tosses,

although Mr Zappa says fbat'

break-even was achieved at

operating' levelhefor^^ajda-
tion and ftnnnrial chargBsl'^

'

IRI is looking .
carefully,Vat

strategy. It wants to. privatise.'

but market-listed Finmedcafr

ica is being,held back by ifc

aerospace and ^bnce. activi-

ties. _

.
One option is to ipki-:fbcse

off into a separate

this is the choice," Aleniai anir

its sister companies would bev
a

lame duck with slender-jwjws

of taking wing. Five years-aep.

before absorption- T)?:

meccanica. Alenia’s ,;Sh*rgj

enjoyed . stock market. BsHhjS:

Privatisation of Italian-

space now seems ^ tor-beyond'

the horizon.

David Lane
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Heathrow's Terminal 4e expansion centres on a proposed Terminal 5 which would boost passenger capacity to

more than 80m a year from 52m at present fiwp jm>m

Ronald van de Krol looks at airport development

Schiphol holds the ace
Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport
will be the envy of many of its

big European competitors
when it wins parliamentary
approval later this summer to

build a fifth runway, a key ele-

ment in its ambitious plans to

double in size by the early

years of the 2lst century.

The additional runway,
expected to be ready for use in
2003, makes Schiphol one of

the- few airports in Europe,
along with Charles de Gaulle

in Paris, that can expand its

runway system with relative

ease.

Despite its close proximity to

Amsterdam, the Dutch capital

and despite years of protest by
local residents and environ-

mental campaigners, Schiphol

still has room to expand into

farmland located next to the

airport

Although none of Schipbol’s

mam competitors - London’s

Heathrow, Charles de Gaulle

and Frankfurt Airport - has
plans at the moment for a simi-

lar runway expansion, all are

busily working on capturing as

much of the growing European
market, especially the passen-

ger-transfer market, as they
can.

Of the four airports, Amster-
dam, Paris and Frankfurt have
also invested heavily in the
railway stations located
beneath their air terminals .

In London, future expansion

at Heathrow centres on a pro-

posed Terminal 5 which, at the

cost of 2900m, would boost pas-

senger capacity to more than

Tlie construction of

terminal buildings is less

sensitive politically than

building new runways

80m a year from 52m at pres-

ent. The new terminal If built,

would be three times larger

than Heathrow’s most modern
building. Terminal 4.

New terminals also feature

prominently In Charles de
Gaulle’s and Frankfurt's

expansion programmes:
Charles de Gaulle's expansion

of its Terminal 2 Is due to he

completed in 1997, while

Frankfurt opened a second ter-

minal at a cost of DM1.6bn in

1994.

Schiphol too, opened a new
west wing of its single termi-

nal building in May 1993.

increasing capacity to 27m pas-

sengers from is™ and marking

an interim step on the way to a

further expansion to between

35m and 40m passengers In the

next decade.

The construction of terminal

buildings is less sensitive polit-

ically than the building of new

runways. It is hardly surpris-

ing, therefore, that Amsterdam
is the only leading European

HflEttSE

JEfifififf
j
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airport to commit itself openly

to a fifth runway.
Use British government has

already ruled out the construc-

tion of a third runway at

Heathrow, partly because this

would involve the demolition

of more than 3,000 homes- But
some local opponents of plans

for Terminal 5 see the new
building as the thin end of the

wedge that will inevitably lead

to calls for a new runway in

the next century.

Feare of even more runways
at Schiphol have prompted the

Dutch airport’s management to

rule out a sixth runway. Hans
Smits, its. president, said in

late April that a good balance

had been struck between eco-

nomic and environmental con-

cerns in the decision to build

the fifth runway.
"We at the airport will there-

fore not put forward proposals

that would upset this balance,”

be said.

Of the four big European air-

ports, Amsterdam's Schiphol is

in a special position because

its role in European aviation -

and the continent’s transfer-

ring passenger market - is out

of all proportion to the Nether-

lands' size.

While Britain. Germany and
France have large domestic

“hinterlands" that explain the

presence of big airports on
their soil, the Netherlands,

with, its limited geographic
expanse and its papulation of

just 15m, has consciously set

out to became a leading avia-

tion hub.
Schiphol has been designated

by the government as the sec-

ond “motor” to the national

economy, complementing the

country’s possession of Rotter-

dam, the world’s biggest ship-

ping port
Already, some 45 per cent of

Schipbol's passengers never
leave the terminal building but
move on to a connecting flight

outside the Netherlands. This

high dependence on transfer

passengers explains why Schi-

phol has traditionally opted to

expand its existing terminal

building rather than to build

new terminals, as Heathrow
has done.

Schiphol has also skilfully

promoted itself in Britain as a

regional “UK” airport, persuad-

ing travellers from cities such

as Manchester, Edinburgh and
Newcastle that they could just

as easily take a regional flight

to Amsterdam and make an
onward connection than travel

to London and use Heathrow
or the UK capital’s other two

airports, Gatwick and Stan-
stead.

The Dutch airport’s con-
struction of a fifth runway,
and its investment in further

capacity increases in its termi-

nal building, are designed to

ensure that it can continue to

handle aeroplanes efficiently at

the peak transfer hours.

Aircraft operated by KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines, the air-

port’s main customer, are
scheduled to arrive in three
main “waves” during the day,

so that passengers can switch

from one aeroplane to the next

for onward journeys.

Indeed, it Is this lure of

Amsterdam that BAA, the

owner of Heathrow, uses as an
argument in favour of building

a fifth terminal. Only by boost-

ing Heathrow's capacity can
the UK airport stave off compe-

tition from the likes of Schi-

phol and Charles de Gaulle.

BAA believes.

• j< l - * 4

Although the history of
space technology has
been full of grand ges-

tures by governments, the

main Aid for its development

has been one simple factor -

people's desire to talk to each
other.

While the plans by the US to

launch a sophisticated manned
space station have slipped so

Car into the distance to be vir-

tually out of sight, revenues in

the space hardware industry

have been supported almost
entirely by the manufacture
and launch of communications
satellites.

In the US, the biggest market
for space hardware, funding
cuts for spare technology by
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the

Department of Defence have
led to a "general tone of bleak-

ness” in the space industry,

according to David Napier, an
official at the Washington-
based Aerospace Industries

Association, a trade body.

But in the field of commer-
cial space operations, domi-
nated by communications sat-

ellites mainly for personal

telephone calls but also

increasingly for computer, TV
and fax transmission, Mr Nap-
ier says “everything is going
gang busters”.

This year, according to the

association, total US sales of

space hardware, including sat-

ellites. launchers and ground
equipment will come to

$27.8bn, a small decline on last

year.

Nasa and the DoD purchase
roughly 45 per cent each of this

total, with the remaining 10

per cent being accounted for

by commercial customers,
chiefly satellite operators.

“Because communications
satellites have so much poten-

tial, commercial space sales

are expected to grow reason-

aby fast over the next few
years." says Mr Napier.

The US space industry as a

whole, which accounts for an

Developments in space technology

Making a connection
estimated 70 per cent of global

space sales, has been hit hard

by successive US administra-
tions cLowing back on the Nasa
budget in an effort to reduce
the soaring US public sector

deficit

In the sector of communica-
tions satellites and launchers
however, it has been a differ-

ent story. US companies such

as Hughes (owned by General

Motors) and Lockheed Martin
{formed by the recent merger
between Martin Marietta and
Lockheed) have reasonably
good order books for these

‘Commercial space
sales are expected to

grow reasonably fast

over the next

few years'

products - even though the

world market for launching
satellites is dominated by
Arianespace . a French-based
organisation owned jointly by
west European governments
and companies.

Arianespace, operator of the

Ariane rocket, is reckoned to

have 60 per cent of the orders

for the 68 satellites due to be
launched over the next few
years.

While its biggest competitor

is Lockheed Martin, rivals

include government-owned
organisations in China and
Russia which are trying to

gain orders for commercial sat-

ellite launch projects using a
variety of rocket systems.

Another rival could be a con-

sortium of Boeing, the US aero-

space company. Norwegian
shipbuilder Kvaerner, and the

Russian and Ukrainian rocket

builders RSC-Energia and
NFO-Yuzhoye. which are plan-

ning to build an unusual sea-

based rocket launch centre for

commercial satellites at a cost

of up to $i50m.

In the area of satellite hard-

ware. a leading player striking

an innovative stance on a num-
ber of projects is Orbital Sci-

ences Corporation of the US
which plans a series of Orb-

comm satellites for telecommu-
nications and data transmis-
sion and also is developing the

Pegasus system of launching
the mini-satellites from air-

craft.

In other recent projects:

• Space Access, a US satellite

company, has proposed a

$1.93bn scheme to install a

launching station in Portugal
for hundreds of small satellites

as the basis for a global tele-

communications network.

• Inmarsat, the London-based
satellite communications
organisation, has promises of

more than Slbn from its mem-
bers to finance a global mobile

phone satellite service.

• Spacecom. an Israeli com-
pany, has announced plans to

launch a $250m communica-
tions satellite called Amos 1.

The satellite will protide direct

television broadcasts into

homes.
• TRW, the large US-based
aerospace manufacturer, is

planning with Teleglobe, a

Canadian provider of intercon-

tinental telecommunications
services, a S2bn Odyssey sys-

tem to provide a global satel-

lite system for mobile phones
from 1988.

if these projects appear excit-

ing and go-ahead, the same
cannot be said for the US spare

station project which is being

built far Nasa by an industrial

group headed by aerospace
manufacturer Boeing. In 1984,

former president Ronald Rea-
gan said the station would be
in orbit in 1992, in time for the

200th anniversary of Christo-

pher Columbus's discovery of

the new world.

As events have turned out,

the space station lif it happens

at all) will become a monu-
ment to the difficulties of
steering highly complicated
technological projects through
the US's political bureacracy -

and of the US public's waning

Public disillusionment in

the US with putting

people into space set in

after the 1986 Challenger
explosion

interesting in putting people

into space.

The station is now tenta-

tively scheduled to be in orbit

by 2002. But many people are

betting that it is unlikely to be

in operation by 2020 - and
some feel less than confident it

will be in service by the end of

the next century.

The atmosphere at Nasa is

completely different to the
gung-ho days of the 1960s when
president John Kennedy prom-

ised he would put an American
on the moon by the end of the

decade - a feat which Nasa
accomplished with several

months to spare.

“The space station has fallen,

victim to a continued cash
shortages at Nasa: it's been
squeezed so hard there’s

hanfiy anything left.” says Dan
Greenberg, editor and pub-
lisher of Science and Govern-

ment Report, a Washington-
based newsletter for the US sci-

ence community.
Public disillusionment in the

US with putting people into

space set in after the 1956 Chal-
lenger explosion, which killed

seven astronauts on a routine

space shuttle launch.
Now that the space shuttle

programme bas returned to a
semblance of order after a

series of costly safety improve-

ments. public interest in

manned space extravaganzas is

still far from high. This is

despite the plans for the space

station - which the shuttles

are due to lift into orbit in seg-

ments - and a sequence of
ambitious manned ventures
between the US and Russian
over the next two years.

Over this period the US
space shuttle Atlantis is due to

dock seven times with the Rus-
sian space station Mir. This is

a technologically simple mod-
ule which has been orbiting

the earth, for most of this time

with a crew, since 1956.

A high point is expected
later this month in the first of

the dockings - which promises

to be the first time that US and
Russian spacecraft have linked

in space since the 1975 Apolio-

Soyuz mission.

Russia is also co-operating

with Nasa on the Alpha space

station programme, which will

take a total of 27 shuttle flights

and 44 Russian flights to build

and to send up crews and fueL

Nasa estimates the orbiting

laboratory’ will cost the US tax-

payer nearly S30bn - up from
the estimated S6bn forecast in

1984.

The investment will not
include smaller sums to be
contributed by Russia. Japan
and western Europe, which
through the auspices of the

European Space Agency is

designing a small laboratory to

be plugged into the central

core of the station.

Peter Marsh
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Defence policies reflect spending cuts, says Bernard Gray

Value for money a priority
At the peak of the cold war, 85 per cent of

all military spending worldwide came
from members of Nato or the Warsaw
Pact. Since the collapse of the confronta-

tion in central Europe, defence spending
has fallen by about a third, and more if

inflation is taken into account. Spending
by members of the Warsaw Pact is harder

to gauge accurately, but their military
Establishments have also faced heavy cut-

backs.

So it is hardly surprising that the end of

the cold war has bad a profound impact on
defence policies and knock-on implications

for the defence industrial base. Countries

have had to be more selective in the pro-

jects they back and value for money has

become a much higher priority, replacing

the old doctrine of high technology perfor-

mance more or less regardless of cost.

Companies in him have bad to retrench

and reorganise.

The short-term impact has been that

western governments have had to accept

some retreat from the policy drive of the

1980s towards increasing competition
between defence manufacturers. In many
cases, the level of work is no longer suffi-

cient to maintain more than one producer

of equipment Even the US now has to

accept that it can only afford one maker of

tanks and submarines.

Policies to ensure value for money have

thus had to adjust to reflect these new
realities, and ensure that ministries can
still get value for money. In the UK the

process of Napnoc - no acceptable price,

no contract - has been refined to give the

ministry of defence a clear view of the

margins companies are earning. Sole bid-

ders for a particular project have to expose

their internal financial details to close

scrutiny to satisfy the MoD that they are

not padding out contracts.

The US has gone beyond this and Is

actively managing its defence industrial

base. A new assistant secretary of defence

post, currently occupied by Josh Gotbaum,

has been established to manage the con-

solidation of the defence industry. It is not

designed to provide an strongly interven-

tionist industrial policy, but does recog-

nise the involvement of governments in

defence issues.

Mr Gotbaum ’s office scrutinises poten-

tial mergers within the defence industry to

assess their acceptability to the Pentagon.

It has recognised areas where the govern-

ment has to accept monopolies or near

monopolies and that the government may
have to order some equipment not strictly

needed simply to keep facilities open. A
third advanced Sea Wolf submarine is

likely to be built at General Dynamics
Groton Connecticut yard, for example,

simply to maintain a critical mass of staff.

The US is also examining the complete

procurement process to see where money
can be saved. External auditors suggest

that Pentagon procurements cost 18 per

cent more than their civilian counterparts

as a result of the way the Department of

Defense does business. On a $50bn equip-

ment budget every year, saving that

money could free up almost SlObn for

other uses.

Mr Gotbaum is also working with indus-

try to ensure that the benefits of consoli-

dation flow both to companies and the

government The rationalisation of missile

and space launcher capacity as a result of
the merger of Lockheed and Martin
Marietta had to be approved by the Penta-
gon because it reduced the choice avail-

able.

However, the DoD stands to save about

$lbn over the next 10 years as a result of

not having to main tain excess manufactur-

ing plant
There are strong signs of action in the

US and some movement in the UK, but the

lack of response in continental Europe
does not mean that these governments
have avoided the problem. According to

the white paper produced last year, France

intends to maintain its defence spending,

though it remains to be seen whether Pres-

ident Chirac will maintain that policy.

Even so. heavy losses means that pres-

sure on over-manned state-owned defence

companies is strong. While the French
government has made some moves in the

direction of defence industry consolidation

within Europe, and has suggested a new
co-operative arms agency, questions
remain about the degree to which France
will be prepared to tackle the industrial

issues which face it

Companies and governments worldwide
will have to work on ways to make equip-

ment more affordable. Some programmes
in the US. such as the Joint Advanced
Strike Technology, aimed at producing a
naval and air force strike fighter, or the

New Attack Submarine programme, are

working on ways to cut costs.

JAST uses an all-computerised design

system which eliminates the need for

early prototypes and should make manu-
facturing easier. Its enthusiasts hope that

JAST could become the 777 of the military

aircraft world, cutting the design time,
limiting risks of cost overruns and produc-

ing a predictable and capable aircraft in

record time. The aim - as with the four-

nation Eurofighter 2000 - is to break the

spiral of geometrically increasing costs for

each new generation of aircraft

In the long term, however, retrenchment

and use of new technologies to cut equip-

ment production costs may not be suffi-

cient response to the pressure on defence
budgets. The cold war was a powerful
technological driver which gave a level of
certainty to governments and industry
allowing them to invest in technical devel-

opment Now the need to have the highest

technology solution to any problem is

much reduced, and the funding is not
there to produce huge leaps forward.
The result is likely to be a much slower

pace of technical development over at

least the coming decade, and perhaps

much further into the future. If that hap-

pens, government and industry will no
longer be able to carry on with traditional

development and procurement policies:

there may simply not be sufficient busi-

ness to warrant long development phases
for entirely new aircraft followed by long
production runs.

Instead, industry and governments may-

have to adapt to using many fewer engi-

neers to produce upgrades and service life

extensions for existing equipment. Key-

skills, particularly to innovate, may be
lost and the period of two world wars and

the cold war could become seen as an
unusually rapid period of development of

military technology.

Ihat message - that large parts of the

defence industrial base are redundant and

unaffordable - has not yet begun to sink

in to policy makers in governments dr.

industry. But the time when it will may be

fast approaching. With current budgets,

equipment is going to have to last a long
Hmt> and the approach will be one of make
do and mend Carping with that problem is

the 21st century challenge for both defence

planners and industrialists.

Bernard Gray looks at progress on the Future Large Aircraft military transporter

Management issue still to be resolved
Enthusiasts for the Future
Large Aircraft military trans-

porter will be hoping that the

Paris Air Show will see an
announcement that the project

has now been successfully
transferred to management by
the Airbus Industrie consor-
tium. Realists who have
watched the programme will,

however, fear that the FLA
will miss another deadline in

its development
To be fair to the FLA's back-

ers. the problems of transfer-

ring the project to Airbus are

substantial. On the usual

European basis of juste retour,

shareholdings in the Airbus
military aircraft company will

be based around likely orders

from the partner governments.
However, those orders are

unlikely to be finalised for at

least a year.

M eanwhile, the struc-

tural problem of haw
to accommodate Italy,

which is in FLA but is not a
partner in Airbus, has still to

be satisfactorily resolved.

Putting the project under
Airbus management is one of

the central requirements for

the UK rejoining the project

The concept sold to the UK by
the FLA team was that this

would be much more like a
civil aircraft development pro-

gramme than a conventional

military venture. Provided the

partner governments agreed a
fixed specification early In the

programme which was not
tampered with. Airbus would
produce an aircraft in a timely

manner and at a fixed price.

From that point of view It

will be interesting for many
other future military projects

to see how the FLA pro-

gramme fares. The issue of
Airbus management should be

resolved, at least in principle,

and the outline of the air-

craft's specification should
flow from the feasibility study
which has just been com-
pleted.

The timetable for further
action now calls for the main
partner governments, France,

Germany, Italy, Spain and the

UK to initial a Memorandum
of Understanding on handling
of the project this summer,
with the legal Airbus company
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being established as soon as
possible thereafter. The feasi-

bility study should then be
used as the basis for agreeing
a military European Staff Tar-
get, perhaps by the autumn,
which would lock in the basic

characteristics of the aircraft’s

specification.

The more difficult issue win
be the agreement on how
many aircraft each country
wanted to buy, which might be
taken next spring but which
might equally prove elusive.

The pressure will be on, how-
ever, because the FLA’s pre-de-

velopment phase is slated to
begin in January next year
and run for 30 months to mid-
1998. Main development
should then run to 2002 with
the aircraft fully operational

and available by the end of
2004.

According to British Aero-
space, the main elements of
the specification are now
pretty well fixed. It will have a
cargo bay 4m wide, enabling it

to cany two Land Rovers side

by side. Its maximum take of

weight will be 114 tonnes and
it will have a high swept wing
with four turbo-prop engines
to give it a cruising speed of

Mach 0.72.

Continental partners in the

FLA programme seem less con-
fident that the specification is

so cut and dried. Some have
argued for a smaller cargo box
which would reduce the cost of

the aircraft

Others continue to hanker
for a turbo-fan engine which
would increase the aircraft’s

cruising speed. While an
engine change is now unlikely,

debate about the specification

of the aircraft and the trade

off between size and cost,

could cause some delay.

... .-.
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The FLA military ahflffar: the pre-development phase is. stated to begin in Jammy next year

Part of the problem with speci-

fication is that while reducing
size will cut costs and make
the programme more politi-

cally acceptable, it will also

put the FLA closer to the mar-
ket dominated by Lockheed
Martin C130J. cutting into

export prospects. The variety

of missions each country
wants to fly also pulls the FLA
in several directions. France
would love the strategic lift

capacity which a large aircraft

would bring, but even the size

of FLA envisioned by the Brit-

ish would be almost too large

to fit into some of the African

airfields France might wish to

use.

B
ut if the specification

causes some debate, it

will be as nothing to the

arguments over work share
and financial commitments to

the project At present none of
the main partners has substan-

tial sums budgeted for the
FLA.
Indeed it is ironic, given the

UK's previous withdrawal
from the project that as a
result of its decision to buy
fewer C-130Js than allowed for

last year it is one of the few
countries with any money for-

mally allocated for the air-

craft's development
Next year will thus see some

hard decisions about budget-
ary priorities and just how
much each country wants the
FLA. As with the aircraft's

specification, the risks are
that the programme will face

further delays, but with some
commitment on the size of
orders required, 1996 will be a
crunch year for the FLA.
Another requirement for

Britain's reentry to the proj-

ect was that its share of devel-

opment costs should be
financed commercially. For
example, the government
might put down a deposit
against delivery of an aircraft,

and agree to have development
costs rolled into a higher fixed

p rice of the transporter in
return for a firm order. The
companies could then use the

order to get bank finance for
the required development
work. That plan will have to
wait for firmer ideas on num-
bers, but given the cash-
strapped state of most member
governments, the idea may

have appeal well beyond its

original UK audience.

The other hurdle to be
jumped is the decision over
who should build which parts

of the aircraft By far the most
contentious element is the

manufacture of the wings,

with both Dasa of Germany
and BAe still determined to

win the work. If the UK orders

sufficient aircraft to justify a

20 per cent share of construc-

tion. which would be roughly

equal to making the wings, it

is bard to see the work going

to Dasa. BAe has a large

investment in its wing factory

at Chester, and other Airbus

members are unlikely to sanc-

tion the expensive creation of

duplicate facilities. .

Still, Dasa feels that it is

manufacturing low technology

components in Airbus, despite

its high shareholding. One
compromise may be that final

assembly of the FLA is allo-

cated to Dasa’s plant in Ham-
burg. It may not gave Germany
all of the work it seeks, but
with Germany and France as

the only final assembly manu-
facturers for Airbus, tire pres-

tige may soften the blow.

American defence industry consolidation has left Europe struggling

US market sets the pace
The rapid pace of consolidation
in the US defence industry,
which was crowned by the
Lockheed Martm merger ear-

lier this year, has left Euro-
pean defence companies strug-

gling in its wake. While many
in Europe will gaze enviously

at the large US market and pri-

vate sector shareholdings
which allow businesses to be
bought and sold easily, few in

Europe are certain how its

industry can respond to the
challenge of contracting
defence budgets effectively.

Some consolidation within
countries is happening, as Brit-

ish Aerospace and the General
Electric Company’s pursuit of

the submarine maker VSEL
shows.

Costs are also being cut, par-

ticularly in the UK where staff

numbers continue to faff. Yet
the process of rationalisation

on the continent, and the pace
of cross-border consolidation,

is still painfully slow.

It remains to be seen
whether continental countries

are willing to take the social

pressure which would follow a

rationalisation of their defence

industries, or whether they
prefer to maintain effective

subsidies from taxpayers by
buying expensive defence
equipment
Mergers being negotiated,

such as that between BAe's
and Matra's missile businesses
are taking years to complete.
Existing collaborative pro-
grammes, including the £32bn
Eurofighter 2000, still have to

pick their way through politi-

cal minefields such as opposi-

tion in the Bundestag.
Planned joint programmes

such as the Future Large Air-

tional mergers and collabora-
tive programmes as the best
way to cut excess capacity in
the industry.

He has suggested that the
UK should join the proposed
Franco-German arms agency,
and offered to put programmes
such as a new Multi-Role Com-
bat Vehicle, the £6bn Horizon
frigate project and even the

Governments have often taken a narrow
national view and refused to offer the

leadership to industry

craft have to piece together dif-

ficult coalitions and elaborate
shareholding structures to
accommodate a patchwork
quilt of partners.

Governments have often
taken a narrow national view
and refused to offer the leader-
ship to industry, or to design
frameworks which could facili-

tate change, or even to make
the compromises which would
help close deals.

The difficulties are certainly

enough to make most defence
industry executives weep. Yet
there are at least a few signs
that some change is on the
way. Roger Freeman, the UK's
defence procurement minister,

has taken the initiative to

argue in favour of cross-na-

Eurofighter under its manage,
ment Mr Freeman’s vision is
of a project office asking for
competitive tenders for batches
of work. That may be a far ciy
from traditional continental
ideas of work allocated on the
basis of purchases, but it does
at least give ministers who dis-
cuss the defence industry in
the Western European Arma-
ments Group a basis for talks.
There is also a much greater

recognition among European
governments that autarky in
the defence industry is no lon-
ger a practical policy. Even
France, long the country kee-
nest on maintaining fts com-
plete independence, is collabo-
rating with the US on
development of the most sensi-

tive and high reaching areas,

such as anti-ballistic missile

technologies. At the other end

of the scale, both Britain and

France seem content to become
dependent upon each other for

the supply of commodity items

such as bullets, provided the

interdependence is mutual-

-

Progress on rationalising col-

laborative programmes is

being made too. The UK is sug-

gesting ways of improving the

operation of programmes such

as EuroSghter, with work, par-

celled out in a more modular

way so that wingip companies

look after complete .sub-

systems. The Horizon, frigate

collaboration between France,

Britain and Italy alto contains

competitive elements for the

first time. .

That stm leaves "a huge task

for European politicians and

industrialists to translate toe

rhetoric abotit an integrated

European defence industry

into effective action. The phik>

sophical gulf between

Anglo-Saxon business methods

and r-nntjnpTitnT co-ordination

is huge. It iSi for example, fir

from clear that countries such

as France or Germany wfflbe

prepared toaocept the compel
txve spurs which the US

wishes to see applied to comp*
nies-

Continued on page 11
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T he deafening roar of PR
campaigns m foil flight

threaten to drown oat
rational debate In Britain as
the UK's competition to select

an attack helicopter for the
army approaches Its crescendo.
But all of the hype is part of

a struggle for life In a helicop-

ter industry badly hit by the

global decline in defence
spending.

A decision is expected by
July, and with business at a

low ebb around the world, the
result will help determine
which companies have the
stronger hands when the
rationalisation, of the global

helicopter business starts.

As the £3hn competition to

supply 91 anti-tank helicopters

enters its final phase three
main teams are still in the run-

ning. the McDonnell Douglas
Apache,*- Eurocopter’s Tiger
and the Sell Cobra Venom.
The Apache team looks like

the aristocrats of the competi-

tion. Led by Westland, the only

UK helicopter maker, the
Apache is the main anti-tank

helicopter of the US Army and
is also the apple of the British

Army's eye. It has the most
lift, can carry the most weap-
onry, but Is probably also the
most expensive option.

Vying with the Apache as

favourite to win is the Euro-

copter Tiger. Its bid is being
headed by British Aerospace in

the UK, and it claims to be the

most modern design , using an
infra-red sight and the newly
developed Trigat missile. BAe
says that it is the 21st century
weapon which the UK needs.

It also has the advantage of

offering a European solution at

a time when the ministry of
defence seems keen on Euro-

pean collaboration. BAe would
make 20 per cent of all Tigers

Bernard Gray on UK selection of an attack helicopter

Competition will be
a test of strength

delivered to Britain, France
and Germany.
The wild card in the competi-

tion is the Bell Cobra Venom.
It is a development of the

AH-1W used by the US
Marines, which originally
dates back to the Vietnam war.
To update the helicopter GEC-
Marconi, which is acting as
lead contractor for the UK
competition, has developed a
new glass cockpit which cuts

back on the workload for pilots

and so increases the helicop-

ter's capability. The Venom's
main selling point is cost - it

is likely to be much cheaper
than the Apache or the Tiger
and, argues GEC, offers almost
the same capabilities.

At present, speculation on
the outcome puts the Apache
and the Tiger neck-and-neck
Both would be modem helicop-

ters with new weapons
systems - in Apache's case the

Longbow radar and Hellfire

missile, in Tiger's the infra-red

Trigat
Ironically, for a competition

where the MoD wanted to buy
equipment off tbe shelf; both
still need development work.
Apache benefits from its suc-

cess in the Gulf war and the

recent decision by tbe Nether-

lands to buy it despite heavy
lobbying by the Tiger team,
while the Tiger team claims
much lower operating costs for

its aircraft because of Its more
modern design. Both also claim

that large amounts of work
would be done by British

industry.

Given the strong organisa-

tions and lobbies behind
Apacbe and Tiger, it is hard to

see the Venom winning unless
the Treasury decides that cost

is the overriding concern. The
ace up the Apache team's
sleeve is tbe solid backing of

the British Army; Tiger's
trump card could be a desire in

London to make a pro-Euro-

pean gesture to the new
French president

W ith the UK attack
helicopter being one
of the few large

orders on offer, the winner will

have a much stronger order
book, and negotiating position,

if the long-awaited rationalisa-

tion of the helicopter business

gets under way.
While executives in the heli-

copter business argue that col-

laboration on particular pro-

jects offers flexibility in the

way forward, that approach
may no longer be efficient

enough to cut costs, and talks

on outright mergers may have

to start

If the Tiger wins, then tbe

Franco-German Eurocopter
group would be in a strong

position In Europe. While nei-

Europe falling behind
Continued from page 10
Equally, it is hard to see that

Britain will accept the degree

of international industrial pol-

icy, and potentially the restric-

tions on US competitors, which
some on the continent feel is

essential to nurture a genu-
inely European defence indus-

trial lose.

The gap is
.
made clear by a

couple of examples. France
wants the UK to allocate a
development programme for its

long range stand off attack
mteliiB to the proposed BAe-
Matra missiles venture, when
it has already launched an

open competition with poten-

tial entrants from the US and
other parts of Europe. The UK
has refused to accept French
arguments that the US market
is not open to European pro-

ducers. mid that Europe should
be more closed to the US In

return. On the other hand,
France is unlikely to abandon
its policy of Juste retour on
future projects, such as Hori-

zon or the FLA, regardless of

bow inefficient the process Is.

Narrow national self-interest

also plays a part in frustrating

progress. This summer there

will be a tough private negotia-

tion, and possibly even a pub-

lic row, over how work should
be shared out for the produc-

tion phase of the Eurofighter.

Germany wants to keep a third

of tbe work - its share of the
development spending -

despite the fact that the project

agreement only entitles it to

less than a quarter of the work
now that it has decided to buy
fewer aircraft.

Divisions over such issues

hardly augur well for the pros-

pect of countries being suffi-

ciently long-sighted to make
the compromises necessary to

build a European industry.

BREITLING
1884
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ther Westland nor Agusta, the

two other European competi-

tors could he attacked easily as

they are part of larger groups,
the difficulties faced by Agusta
and the smaller order book of

Westland could force them into
talks on closer links from a

less advantageous position.

If the Apache wins Westland,

which also won an order for 22
EH101 transport helicopters

from the UK recently, would be
in a stronger position. But its

ties to Agusta on the EH101
may not be the springboard to

a closer union between the two
companies given the weakness
of the Italian position. How-
ever, Westland could start

negotiations with Eurocopter
with a much stronger hand.
In tbe US, too, the outcome

of procurement decisions is tip-

ping the scales between manu-
facturers. The Boeing-Bell V-22

Osprey, which can hover like a
conventional helicopter or Oy
like a prop aircraft, seems to

have firm congressional sup-
port It is also the top priority

for the US Marines, who want
to replace their ageing trans-

port helicopters.

The future of the other large

US procurement, for the Boe-

ing-Sikorsky designed Com-
anche battlefield reconnais-

sance helicopter, is far less

certain. John Deutch, the pre-

vious deputy defence secretary,

Although governments, and
the companies they are so

closely entwined with, can
buck worldwide pressures for

more efficient production for

some time, they cannot do so

forever. Already In competi-

tions in Europe, the lower cost

of US systems is leading coun-

tries to reject tbe European
option.

The Netherlands derision to

buy the McDonnell Douglas
Apache attack helicopter on
performance and cost grounds
is a straw in that wind. Several

UK competitions have also

favoured US projects, and Brit-

ish defence ministers bad to
order the MoD to buy Westland
EH101 helicopters on strategic

grounds, despite the extra
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decided to complete develop-
ment but bold off production of

Comanche as part of a review

of large procurement pro-

grammes last year.

The programme is now being
altered, and the companies are

arguing strongly for the role

Comanche can play in local

control of the battlefield and as
a focus for Information. How-
ever, it is far from clear that

the extra funds needed for pro-

duction will be found soon.

Even if Comanche produc-

tion is delayed, Boeing looks

the best placed of tbe helicop-

ter companies. McDonnell
Douglas may pick up some use-

ful work if Apache wins in the

UK and will continue to update
the US fleet, but lacks produc-

tion on a new model Bell and
Sikorsky at this stage look to

hold the weaker hands, but
there is little way to tell which
way the helicopter business
might be rationalised.

Many industry executives

believe that there is room for

perhaps two or three US heli-

copter makers and one or two
in Europe. Rationalising the

bespoke cottage industry
which has been helicopter
manufacturing is more easily

said than done, however. Boe-

ing looks like the nucleus of

one US survivor and Euro-

copter could form a European
hub. How the others will be
drawn into these groups is

more problematic.

It is, however, Increasingly

clear that they must be. The
high cost of helicopter trans-

port has kept it as a military

necessity and civilian luxury.

With military budgets
squeezed tight, armies may not

even be able to afford their

necessity unless costs are cut

in the industry through ration-

alisation. And soon.

£300m cost Given pressure on
government budgets, such
problems can only increase.

Export markets will be eroded

even more rapidly if Europe
does not improve its competi-

tiveness as fast as the US.

Tbe risk is that Europe will

obtain increasingly ineffective

defence equipment at rising

prices. Industrialists have to

make what progress they can,

and press governments to act

The cracks are already show-
ing badly. Given the length of

time it takes to get anything
done in Europe, the sooner
everyone starts, the better the

chance the European defence

industry has of surviving.

Profile: Eurocopter

Bernard Gray

Appealing to British

industrial ambition

I

n his bid to win the UK gov-
emment’s forthcoming
order for as many as 91

attack helicopters, Jean-Fran-

cois Bigay. president of the

Franco-German joint venture
of Eurocopter, is appealing to

Britain's industrial ambition.

“If tiie British want to stay

oat of designing helicopters,

then our offer is not the best

for them," he says. The UK
defence ministry should opt
for one of Eurocopter's two US
rivals - McDonnell Douglas
with its Apache or Bell with

the Venom. Either of these US
programmes will ensure, Mr
Bigay says, that tbe UK
remains a metal-bashing sub-

contractor in helicopters.

Eurocopter, Mr Bigay says,

will turn to others ready to

join it in tbe adventure of co-

producing new helicopter mod-
els, such as the small 1.5 tonne

EC 120 helicopter which it is

designing and building with
China and Singapore.

In fact, Mr Bigay is anything
but insouciant about the UK
derision. Eurocopter is desper-

ately anxious to win tbe Brit-

ish order. Over the past three

years its has won about 50 per

cent of the market for civilian

helicopters. But gaining only

15 per cent of the highly pro-

tected military market in the

face of fierce US and Russian
competition, it is still losing

money for Its shareholders -

Aerospatiale with 70 per cent

and Daimler-Benz Aerospace

(Dasa) with 30 per cent
In the three-way battle for

the UK order, the rival Tiger-

Apache-Venom bids “will be
roughly the same in terms of

cost and technical parame-
ters”, Mr Bigay says. “I am
sure that the [UK defence min-
istry] negotiators have
brought us very close

together," he says.

He is thus keen to vaunt the

Tiger programme's industrial

and political differences from
its rivals. If the UK govern-

ment were to buy Eurocopter’s

Tiger, Mr Bigay says; "UK
industry would not be just a
subcontractor, hut become an
integral part of the pro-

gramme'*. Eurocopter's UK

Jean-Francois Bigay: “We need to get maximum competitiveness*

partner in the Tiger bid. Brit-

ish Aerospace, would end up
making the munitions and
supply some parts not only for

the 9i Tigers going to the UK,
but for tbe 427 machines
which the French and German
governments are to tray, and
for any exports.

“The capacity for European
countries to conduct joint mili-

tary operations is also funda-

mental." Mr Bigay says.

Belonging to a joint pro-

ln the long run, Mr Bigay

sees the need for a

single European
company making military

helicopters

gramme with France and Ger-

many “would also help the UK
share some life-cycle costs like

spares and training with its

partners", he adds.

In the long run, Mr Bigay
sees the need for a single

European company making
military helicopters. "Where
the US places orders for sev-

eral thousand machines, in

Europe we never have a total

need for more than 800, and
you can’t go on splitting that

up into separate packets”.

Nor are joint programmes
enough. "Look at the co-opera-

tion we at Aerospatiale once
bad with Westland in the UK.
making the Puma, Gazelle and
Lynx. These were great suc-

cesses, with lots of exports.

But now we do nothing
together.” The answer for the

long term, he says, is to form
joint companies such as Euro-

copter with a sharing of

assets. “We need to get maxi-
mum competitiveness without
grouping all tbe activities in

one country, because that

would not work in Europe.”

Under Mr Bigay and his Ger-

man co-chairman, Siegfried

Sobotta. Aerospatiale and
Dasa have pooled their mar-
keting and research activities

and produced a common range

of machines from 1.5 to 10
tonnes.

"But we still have to tackle

the issue of industrial ration-

alisation for new products
such as the Tiger and the EC
135," he says. “We are consid-

ering the possibility of single

production lines for these,” he
says, but coyly will not reveal

where.

David Buchan
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Shannon, Ireland. For the most
profitable take-off in Europe.

The Shannon World Aviation Park ha>

established itself as a premier location in

Europe for aerospace industry. We are geared

to help your company “take-off” in Europe

and keep your profits climbing with these

outstanding advantages:

• A maximum corporate tax rate of

only 10% - the lowest In Europe.

• The highest return on investment (20.73%) for

American companies located in Europe (Source:

US Department of Commerce) • Generous

cash grants to gee you going • A

young, intelligent English-speaking

work-force * A highly competitive cost

environment. “ Guaranteed access tn all

EU Markets.

SHANNON •" .) ••
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New airspace and better flight profiles are vital for the flight

economies of the future. Smiths Industries avionics systems

moke them a reality today. As development partners to civil

and military customers worldwide, we are committed to

innovation, investment and lifetime support: keeping operators

on target, helping manufacturers achieve their objectives.

Please call for the Smiths Industries Aerospace Guide.

UK: (44-1811 457 8203; USA: (616) 241 8643.

Flight Management Systems help to improve
Right profdes and fuel economy for the new
Boeing 737-600/700/800 series.

Fuel Quantity Systems enable more acaaate fuel

gauging and fud provision for the Boeing 777,

Airbus A319 and A320.

Electrical Load Management Systems improve
maintainability and operating economies for
the Boeing 777.

SMITHS IIM83USTRISS

Aerospace

Civil & Defence Avionics • Engine & Fuel Systems * Naval & Marine • Product Suppor
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O ver recent years,

rationalisation and
restructuring within

the aerospace industries world-

wide has accelerated as a

result of the combination of

intensifying; international com-
petition, the economic reces-

sion leading to cuts and defer-

rals in airline orders, and the
severe effects on western
defence spending of the ending
of the Cold War.
While there has been talk of

the possibilities of each side -

commercial and military air-

craft manufacture - turning to

the other for some hope of

relief, neither has been in any
kind of financial position to
taka on board the other’s prob-

lems.

This does not mean, how-
ever. that while civil and mili-

tary activities are generally

conducted In different factories

with different specialist design

teams and separate production
facilities, there is no cross-fer-

tilisation between the two
activities.

In fact a great amount of

such exchange does occur,

especially in areas of funda-

mental technological research

and development. Because

More than 75 per cent of

UK companies working

on defence programmes
also have civil

operations

defence requirements - and
space industry requirements
also - continually push the
frontiers of technology ever

further forward, this cross-fer-

tilisation is increasing.

The Society of British Aero-
space Companies (SBAC)
points out that more than 75

per cent of UK companies
working on defence pro-
grammes also have civil

operations.

It says that an independent
study of the civil use of

defence technology developed
by Ministry of Defence contrac-

tors has found that in 40

Michael Donne on the civil/defence split

Interaction grows
defence contractors some £3bn

of civil sales per annum were

built on defence-generated

technology.

Sir Barry Buxbury, director

of the SBAC. says: “The inter-

dependence between civQ and
military operations has there-

fore created significant, mutu-
ally reinforcing effects which
increase the nation's wealth.”

Fundamental areas of

research and development
which have featured in this

cross-fertilisation include:

• The expansion of computer-
aided design and manufactur-

ing techniques;

• The development of new
tougher, lighter and cheaper
materials

• The evolution of new manu-
facturing techniques such as

super-plastic forming and diffu-

sion bonding of metals; and
• The use in both military

and commercial aircraft of

such operational techniques as

fly-by-wire.

This trend is bound to con-

tinue. especially since the
number of new projects com-
ing forward is limited with

each becoming more expen-
sive. requiring the maximum
possible transfer of technology

and manufacturing processes

between them so as to keep
costs down.
On the manufacturing side,

however, a fighter aircraft and
its engine are totally different

creations from an airliner,

which is why design, develop-

ment and production in each
arena are generally conducted
separately by different special-

ist design teams in different

factories with different labour
forces.

Many of the world's leading

aerospace companies have the
two types of activity in prog-

ress at the same time - and
sometimes three if space activ-

SJr Barry Duxbury, director of the SBAC

ity is also included - but in

separate factories run by sepa-

rate divisions or subsidiary
companies.
This however, does not pre-

vent either the cross-fertilisa-

tion and transfer of technology

between them, or even some-
times the exchange of compo-
nent manufacture and parts

assembly between civil and
defence factories, especially

where individual company
financial or labour require-

ments may dictate.

This is likely to continue,
notwithstanding the extensive

restructuring taking place

between companies on both
sides of the aerospace business.

That restructuring is

designed to ensure that the
effects of shortfalls in work-
loads generated by concurrent
airliner and defence procure-
ment cutbacks, at a time of
rising costs, are minimised in

an increasingly competitive
international environment
The objectives are not to

integrate military and commer-
cial aircraft design, develop-

ment and production, which
would be impossible because of

the different nature of the
products, but to ensure that in

each arena
, the most economi-

cally henaficjai use Is made of

the expertise and facilities the

companies concerned possess,

and that the available markets

are not swamped by excessive

and therefore wasteful compe-
tition.

This is why the idea has
been mooted in Europe of

bringing Airbus, hitherto
solely an airliner consortium,
into the military fold as the

organisation potentially
responsible for the projected

military transport, the Future
Large Aircraft (FLA).

If the FLA is brought to frui-

tion, Airbus itself would coor-
dinate the venture, serve

as a sales organisation, as it

already does for its broadening
family of airliners. By itself it

would build nothing. Its part-

ner companies, BAe, Daimler-
Benz Aerospace of Germany ,

Aerospatiale of France and
CASA of Spain, together with
any others likely to become
involved, would be the FLA
manufacturers, with specific

work-shares calculated on the
basis of how much their

governments committed to the
venture.

Those companies would use
their existing facilities to
develop and build their respec-
tive contributions to the air-

craft, as they now do for Air-

bus airliners.

In essence, because of its

now extensive and highly suc-
cessful experience in coordina-
ting the development produc-

tion and sale of large
internationally-collaborative
commercial transport -aircraft.

Airbus offers a convenient way
of getting a similar large, inter-

nationally-collaborative mili-

tary transport aircraft off the
ground. It would obviate the

need to create another similar,

but this time military, interna-

tional organisation to do the
job.

To that extent, the Airbus/
FLA idea can be viewed as a
cost- effective extrapolation of

existing cost-effective restruct-

uring in the European aero-

space industry.

Bernard Gray on BAe/Matra missile operations

at the final

y "

,
- p

While British Aerospace and
Matra may not feel quite like

Borneo and Juliet, the pro-

posed marriage between their

missile businesses has had
such a rocky path that either
company might be tempted to

give up in despair. Although
the current difficulties block-

ing a deal may eventually be
resolved, the negotiations
have taken two and a half
years and could still fall at the
final fence.

When BAe and Matra
annfnnirdil the wigagpmwrf of
their missile operations at the
start of 1993 few people
thought that cutting a deal
would be so hard or take so
long.

Now, at the very last step,

with a commercial deal ready
to be signed, the marriage con-
tract could be torn apart
because of a dispute between
the French and British minis-
tries of defence.

The problem could be seen
with a charitable gaze as a
philosophical difference
between British and French
defence procurement policies.

Less charitably it might be
viewed as a French attempt to

squeeze a little more from a
deal than was on offer, with
potentially hazardous results.

After their lengthy discus-
sions, BAe and Matra agreed a
commercial deal where both
sides would have a 50 per cent

share in a joint venture Matra-
RAb Dynamics.
But because Matra has the

larger order book, BAe agreed
to pay Matra £50m cm comple-
tion of the deal, and up to
another £100m over the next
decade, depending on how
much of Mafia's order book is

turned into sales. The two
companies have broadly com-
plementary product ranges
and have been successful in
different export markets.
The sticking point is that

the French government has
threatened to withhold its con-
sent for the deal unless the UK
awarded a contract for a
stand-off air to ground missile

to the newlyweds. "This is a
new marriage, and it is tradi-

tional to give a gift to wish the
venture weD,” said one French
defence executive.

Unfortunately, the UK min-
istry of defence has already
put its requirement out to
competition, and in any event
does not take kindly to such
overt pressure. While some
soothing noises have been
made in Whitehall it has been
made equally clear that no
such deal can be done. Unless

a fudge can be found, the

merger could come apart
The French government and

Mafia are concerned that UK
procurement policies, which,

allow competition from all

comers, may end up awarding
.

a number: of- lucrative con-

tracts to US manufacturers

while, they allege, the US mar-
ket is not open to than. In
particular the McDonnell
Douglas Gran(ISLAM missile

would be a strong contender

for the UK’s stand off require-

ment and the idea that Mafia
teamed up with BAe only to

see orders flow to the US wor-

ries both Mafia and the
French government

Britain has a long shopping
list for new missiles in the
next few years. It needs to

The juicy Gst of potential

orders is one of the

reasons Matra decided

to tie up with BAe in the

first place

order the 250-mile range stand

off ground attack missile, an
air-launched anti-tank missile,

an advanced medium range
air-to-air missile for Euro-
fighter and a close-in air

defence missile for the Horizon
frigate.

indeed, the juicy list of

potential orders is one of the

reasons Mafia decided to tie

up with BAe in the first place.

But they may refuse to sign if

they fear the work win end up
going to the US.
While the conflict between

French objectives and the open
UK market may be resolved, a
deal is some distance off. One
hope is that the election of a
new French president may
provide an opportunity to

change tack on the Issue with-

out too much loss of face all

round. Nevertheless, there is

still a chance that the merger
could faiL And the problem
highlights the difficulty of
negotiating trans-national
mergers within Europe when
the procurement philosophies

of government’s differ so
markedly.
Given the slowdown in busi-

ness since the end of the cold

war, rationalisation is neces-

sary. As well as theMatra-BAe
tie-up, talks between Aerospa-
tiale and Dasa on deepening
their missile ties are continu-

ing, though once again the
process is taking longer than
many anticipated.

More visionary eyes also

look towards a grand alliance

in European missiles with
Matra-BAe venture eventually

merging with sin Adrospatiafe-

Dasa group. They also took to

bring inthe electronics Conqa-
zdes such as GECMaramf and
Thomson which are heavily
involved, in missiles at some'

point
Such deals might eventually

;

come to pass, bat progress on
the rationalisation is painfully

slow when compared to -the

shakeout which has already

happened in the US. The way
In which Hughes has consoli-

dated its own missile business

with that it bought from Gen-
eral Dynamics at a stogie site -

in Arizona points the way for-

ward.
The recent merger -between

Lockheed and Martin Marietta

will also bring its most sub-

stantial rationalisation bene-

fits in missiles and space
launchers. There may well be
farther consolidation to come:

Raytheon. Lockheed Martin
and Hughes have .critical

mass, but McDonnell Douglas,

for example, most deride what
to do with its missile opera-

tion now that it has lost out to

Hughes in tiie competition to

supply Tomahawk cruise ins-

siles to the Pentagon.

But at least the potential

path for companies in the US
is reasonably clear. Those -

companies looking to consoli-

date have also got the backing

of the Pentagon. Notionly has
the US Department of Defence
accepted that a reduction cf

competition is inevitable, it is

also actively promoting
. it-

cases where the deals can save

the Pentagon money.
In the case of Lockheed Mar-

tin, for example, the Pentagon

estimates that as a result of

rationalisation and cutting the

number of factories making
space launchers and mUSes,
the DoD will save Sltn. oya-

the next decade. .

AH of which is a fern ery .

.

from the tortuous poUticrof
Europe, where countries, are

wary iff sharing their -highest

technology missile technology

with others, and differences of

procurement philosophy and
Hwing main* the valuation and
integration of businesses diffi-

cult
If Europe is finding it hard

to mage its missile makers,
how much harder will it find

to rationalise its aircraft and
ship industries? The economic
pressure and logic for Euro-
pean rationalisation is strong,

but so far it seems the political

win to complete the job is hot

equal to the task.

The environmental task is becoming tougher

-Wtfrt'toiMe

Strict controls force

industry to adapt
The world aerospace and
airline industries collectively

have achieved a good environ-

mental record over recent
decades, despite some contrary
opinions.

The air transport industry,

for example, has been obliged
increasingly to fulfil the pro-
gressively tougher environ-
mental controls on engine
noise and pollutant emissions
imposed by governments over
the past 30 years, in addition to

being required to adapt flight

operational techniques to meet
airport noise abatement proce-

dures and night flight restric-

tions, with the inevitable eco-
nomic penalties involved.
At the same time, the air-

lines have been adapting their
techniques in other directions
to make them more environ-
mentally friendly. These activi-

ties range from reducing
engine noise on the ground at

airports through to recycling
waste materials from engine
oil to office paper.
Some airlines, including Brit-

ish Airways, publish annual
environmental reports, setting
out in considerable detail pre-
cisely what they are doing so
as to demonstrate to the world
their environmental aware-
ness.

This philosophy is spreading.
The International Air Trans-
port Association (lata), earlier
this year published a major
report.Environmental Review,
setting out not only what is

required by governments and
other authorities in environ-
mental matters, but also what
the airlines are doing about
meeting them.

In addition. lata is setting
up, in conjunction with other
organisations, an "Environ-
mental Data Bank". This is
designed to bring together as
much detailed information as
possible on the measures that
could and should be taken by
airlines in order to improve
their environmental aware-

ness. and to facilitate the
exchange between airlines of
that information.

In the aerospace manufactur-
ing industry, much has also
been done to meet growing
environmental pressures. New
techniques, especially comput-
er-aided design, development
and production methods, have
swept through the industry,
improving processes so as to

reduce waste, especially in the
use of metals and other materi-
als, which have not only had
an environmental impact but

Manufacturers have
spent billions of dollars

on tile development of
aero-engines that meet
the increasingly stringent

noise and emissions
regulations

also a significant economic
one.

The commercial engine man ,

ufacturers in particular have
spent billions of dollars on the
design and development of
improved aero-engines to
enable airlines to meet the
increasingly stringent noise
and emissions regulations,
with the result that the latest
jet engine types available, such
as the Rolls-Royce Trent, are
much quieter and cleaner than
their predecessors, despite
their greater power outputs.
But it is recognised that the

environmental task is becom-
ing tougher. There is still

much more research to be
undertaken into the effects of
aviation on emissions in the
upper atmosphere, for exam-
ple. The lata Environmental
Review pointed out that there
are at present some 20 different
research programmes on the
atmospheric effects of aviation
being undertaken by airlines in
conjunction with the aerospace
industry and the scientific

community.
With the possibilities of such

new aircraft as a second-gen-

eration supersonic transport
(5ST-2) or a subsonic Very
Large Commercial Transport
fVLCT) emerging in the early

years of the next century, the

need for total environmental
acceptability of such aircraft

from the start is paramount.
The economic benefits of

becoming increasingly green
are just as significant as. the

benefits accrtdng.froan protect-

ing the natural environmeut
and improving the. overall pub-

lic relations image of aviation.

Many airlines and manufac-
turers are finding that by
being obliged to think: more
deeply about the environmen-
tal implications of their pro-

cesses and procedures they can
actually save money.

.

For example, the recycling of

waste materials or. elhrnnaticn

of waste by careful usage can

result in significant cost

savings.
Next December, the hitenia-

tional Civil Aviation Organisa-

tion (ICAO - the aviation

agency of the UN> wffl be tedd-

ing a major meeting 'of its

Committee on Aviation -Envi-

ronmental Protection (CAS).
The mooting nfm« to determine

what fixrther.aviation environ-

mental measures are either

desirable or apprtipriate, in the

tight, of increasing political and

sociological pressures for such

measures, especially in the -

developed, countries of the

worid. ' -

Much preparatory for

that meeting has b^m, and is

being done. -
. 4 ^

It is too earlyto evensagged
what may emerge irom the

meeting, but it is already clear

that the growing^afemal pros-

sures themselves wULreqmre a

continuing response frois the

airline and aerospace -indus-

tries.
. -
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‘Suitcase traders’ are the
hidden strength behind a
resilient economy: Page 2

D ecisions made in the
coming weeks and
months may veil deter-

mine Turkey’s fixture for many
years to come. The principal

issue confronting Turkey is its

ambivalent relationship with
Europe. .

The European Union's dead-

line for Turkey to carry out
political and economic reforms,

required to complete a land-
mark customs union agree-
ment in 1906, is fast approach-

ing. Yet Mrs Tansu COler, the
prime minister, fighting for
political survival, is struggling

to deliver the changes the EU
demands.
Customs union is far more

than jpgt a trade agreement, tt

is intended to bind Turkey
closer to Europe, strengthen-

ing its economy and demo-
cratic, secular political system
at a time when instability and
militant Islam are on the rise.

Polls show that two-thirds of

Turks support strong ties with

Europe. Indeed, they are
taught to consider themselves

as Europeans from an early
age. Turkey's ultimate objec-

tive is to gain full membership
of the EU.
Yet many Turkish politicians

are convinced that some of the
European parliament's condi-

tions for ratifying the customs
union treaty strike at the foun-

dations of the Turkish repub-
lic. Created in 1923 by Mustafa
Kemal AtatUrk, modem Tur-
key’s political system is based

on a secular, ethnically united,

unitary state.

Among the European parlia-

ment's conditions are amend-
ments to the Turkish constitu-

tion and the modification of
security laws, notably the anti-

terrorism law which makes
any act that Threatens the

indivisible unity of the Turkish,

state” a crime.

President Sflleyman Demirel
HaYtnc that nnlimitBri freedom
of expression could "lead to

polarisation in Turkey. Those
[groups] which have lived

together would then be unable

to keep doing so . and Turkey
would became ungovernable'’.

Worse still, interference from
Europe, which many Turks
believe is acting out of anti-

Moslem prejudice, is rapidly
reinforcing. Turkey's -powerful

FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEY

TURKEY
Monday June 12 1995

President SGleyman Dendret unlimited freedom of expression could

"teed to polarisation in Turkey”

At the crossroads: while two thirds of Tories favour strong ties with Europe, politicians claim that some of the European parliament's conditions strike

at the foundations of the Turkish republic

A nation hovers at the door of Europe
Turkey must soob choose between taking the high road to growth, or to keep struggling along the low road which has meant instability

and hardship in recent years. John Barham discusses the dilemma facing Prime Minister Mrs Tansu Qiller’s government

nationalist instincts. What is

seen as a patronising European
patronising approach is further

deepening resentment
No issue divides Europe and

Turkey more than the 11-year

guerrilla war in mainly Kurd-
ish south-east Turkey.

European public opinion is

horrified by the carnage of a
ffinflir-t that claim*: 10-20 lives

a day. European governments
say Mrs Ciller's determination

to crush the Kurdistan Work-
ers party (PKK) militarily can-

not succeed. Instead, they urge

a settlement with moderate
Kurdish leaders to outflank the

PKK. Without a political solu-

tion. they fear insurgency will

only escalate, threatening Tur-

key's stability. However, an
overwhelming majority of

Turks believe that granting
Kurdish autonomy would
mean caving in to terrorism.

Moreover, autonomy is

equated with separatism and
treason.

In the spring it seemed that

Mrs Qfller had found a way to

satisfy both Turkey’s increas-

ingly truculent nationalists

and the Europeans. On March
20. 35,000 troops swept into

northern Iraq, supported by
artillery and air power to hit

PKK sanctuaries.

Although European govern-

ments protested, the incursion

was wildly popular in Turkey
and bolstered Mrs Ciller's

nationalist credentials. She
said the operation - which
failed to crush the PKK in

northern Iraq - would

strengthen her authority,
allowing her to pursue political

reform. Mrs Ciller said: “I have
led the way in urging a relent-

less straggle for the complete
defeat of the PKK. 1 must also

lead the way in ensuring that

we remove outmoded and
unnecessary restrictions. I

think the time is now close

when my work will bear fruit"

A lthough she has made
no headway since then,

success in minor local

elections on June 4 may help

her suppress a rebellion of

hardline conservatives in her
True Path party who oppose
reform.

Customs union, Mrs Ciller's

principal political objective,

has, however, become hostage

to party politics. If Parliament
fails to approve political and
economic reforms before its

summer recess at the end of

June, customs union will be
seriously jeopardised.

Already, officials are cau-

tioning that customs union
may need to be delayed six

months to July 1996. However,
the EU’s intergovernmental
conference is to begin next

year, probably to be followed

by a new round of enlarge-

ment. Postponement could
mean waiting until the next
century for customs union, iso-

lating a resentful Turkey on
Europe’s volatile southeastern

rim. Should Mrs Ciller succeed
in passing reform legislation at

the last minute, as her aides

say she will, shemay well have

m

ensured her re-election at the

next general elections, due in

the next 18 months.
Yet relations with Europe

are not the only critical issue

to be settled this summer.
Mrs Ciller's political fortunes

will also depend on returning

the economy, poised in precari-

ous equilibrium, to sustainable

growth. She has displayed
impressive crisis management
skills over the last 15 months
in stabilising the economy.
Growth is picking up after last

year’s record inflation and
disastrous 6 per cent drop in

(officially recorded) GDP.
Yet, here again, the embat-

tled Mrs CiUer has so far foiled

to overcome opposition to

reform. Politicians who rely on
big government for patronage,

not to mention opportunities

for corruption, bitterly resist

deregulation and privatisation.

If, as seems increasingly proba-

ble. Mrs Ciller fails to ram
through urgent economic
reforms. Turkey could soon be

plunged once again into eco-

nomic crisis.

Against this difficult back-
ground, great social changes
are taking place in Turkey.

Some 400.000 peasants are

migrating every year to Istan-

bul, which now has a popula-

tion of about 7.7m. Many are

Kurds, fleeing poverty and vio-

lence in the southeast. The
presence of a large, self-con-

scious Kurdish minority in

western Turkey may deepen
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Husamettin CMoruk: nurses ambitions to be prime minister

Political storm clouds are gathering, reports Gillian Tett

Mrs Tansu QSIer customs union coukl strengthen her position

Democracy comes under strain

m0 Menkui Degerler

m ve Yatirim A.§.
Member of:

ISTANBUL STOCK EXCHANGE
Ba§kent Securities Inc. is a full-service

brokerage firm which has committed
to provide the best service

industry to its clients.

The quality of our commitment and
service is enhance by our execution

capability for both equity and
fixed income securities.

Phone: 90 (212) 270 71 00 (25 lines)

Fax: 90 (212) 270 92 47 (2 lines)

As seasonal temperatures
begin to rise in Ankara, Tur-

key seems to be heading for a
hot political summer. After a
year in which the country has
been plagued by parliamen-
tary squabbling, tbe coming
months could be crucial in set-

ting the course of Turkey's
politics for the next few years.

The immediate issue is the
future of the customs union
between Turkey and the Euro-
pean Union, which the Euro-
pean Parliament says it will

only ratify if Turkey amends
its constitution, changes its

anti-terrorist laws and
releases six Kurdish MPs
jailed for up to 15 years last

December.
However, the passage of a

political reform package
through tbe Turkish parlia-

ment is also throning up lon-

ger term questions about Tur-
key's ability to act as a mature
democracy and its future polit-

ical direction.

If the legislation passes and

ENTERPRISES

A Decade of Experience in the former Soviet Union.

Oil & oil products

Non-Ferrous Metals

Iron & Steel

Petrochemicals & Fibers

Chemicals

Commodities

customs union goes ahead, the
fortunes of Mrs Tansu Ciller,

the prime minister of the rul-

ing centre right True Path
party, would be strengthened.

Indeed, in spite of Mrs Ciller's

unpopularity, achieving the
customs union could propel
her to victory in the general

election which must be held by
November 1996.

But if the legislation, and
consequently customs union,
is blocked by bickering in her
party and opposition from a
vocal nationalist hinge in par-

liament, Mrs Ciller's position
- and the cause of pro-Western
politics in Turkey - would be
seriously weakened.
Perhaps more crucially, any

stalemate over Europe could
also strengthen the hand of
Islamist and nationalist par-

ties, which oppose the union.
These seem poised to boost
their position at the next elec-

tion - a trend that could yet

take Turkey on a radically dif-

ferent political course.

At present the position looks
finely balanced. Mrs Ciller’s
supporters insist that as the

summer progresses, the prime
minister, a feisty, former eco-

nomics professor, will goad
the parliament into action.
Indeed, when Mrs Ciller has
focused her energies - and
considerable powers of patron-

age - on poshing legislation

through parliament, she has
often been successful.

Furthermore, Mrs CiDer has

a striking ability to work the

crowds and performs well on
television, winch is becoming
increasingly powerful in shap-
ing tbe political agenda.
“This situation is not a prob-

lem for Mrs Ciller, but an
opportunity." argues Mr Emre
Gonensay, a former lecturer at
the London School of Econom-
ics and now Mrs Ciller's chief

adviser. “This will make it

clear to the public which polit-

ical forces want to keep Tur-
key looking back - and show
that Mrs Ciller is the only one
pushing the country forward
towards integration with
Europe,” he adds.

The government is also

helped by tbe leaden perfor-

mance of Mr Mesut Yilmaz,
leader of tbe opposition
Motherland party. He com-
plains that “the government
and other opposition parties

persist in the claim that the
roots of the economic disaster

of today lie in the previous
Motherland government”.
Even Mr GBnensay’s opti-

mism cannot conceal, how-
ever, tbe political deadlock
which has almost paralysed
parliament in recent months.
On paper, at least the ruling
coalition looks healthier than
last year. In February the
social democratic SHP, which
had previously been in coali-

tion with the True Path party,

joined forces with another left

wing group, the CHP, boosting
the number of deputies in the
Government coalition.

j

But in practice Mrs Ciller

now faces almost as much
opposition from inside her
coalition as outside. President
Sflleyman Demire], a former
True Path prime minister and
party leader, is openly agita-

ting against her. Mr Hfisamet-
tin Cindoruk, the parliamen-

tary speaker and Mr Demirel's

old ally, nurses his own ambi-
tions to be prime minister.

Meanwhile, a block of True
Path deputies have indicated

that they will vote against Mrs
Ciller on the crucial political

reform package. They reflect

widely felt resentment against
interference from Europe -

and an intolerable concession

to the Kurds.
Mr Rrtekin Durutflrk, a True

Path MP. says “freedom of
expression must have a limit
Separatism and treachery are
being presented as freedom of
expression.” Another True
Path backbencher. Mr Ya$ar
Topcu, claims easing tbe anti-

terrorism laws would only
encourage the Kurdistan

Workers party (FEE): “Youths
of 17 years old who hear this

will take up arms and head for

fbo mountains.”
But the real problem lies not

in the arcane details of the
current political power brok-

ing, as broader problems stem-

ming from Turkey’s shallow
history of democracy - a his-

tory which has been inter-

rupted three times since 1960

by military coups.
“Turkey is stQl in a transi-

tion phase - there is a real

generation gap and a shortage
of good, mature political lead-

ers and parties,” says one dip-

lomat based in Ankara.
One indication of this is the

degree to which the political

squabbles of a tiny coterie of

loog serving politicians con-
tinue to dominate the parlia-

mentary scene. However,
another is the factionalised

and highly local nature of
party politics, which are often

based as much around person-

alities as policy differences.

The craitre right, for exam-
ple, has generally received
about 60 per cent of the vote

in elections, but is split

between the ruling True Path
group and Motherland party.

Meanwhile, the left wing
vote, which garnered about 25
per cent of support at the last

election, is also divided
between two (formerly three)

separate groups.

In this confused spectrum,
the only parties which are
dearly differentiated are the
neo-fascist Nationalist Action
Party (MHP), which received

about 9 per cent of the vote in

the last general election - and
the Islamic Welfare party, or

Refali, which now controls

about 28 of the country's 76

city councils.

Of tiie two, it is the latter

which Is currently causing

most alarm among Turkey’s

middle class, wbo fear that

Refah’s recent success is sig-

nalling a drift away from pro-

western secularism. Recent

opinion polls, for example,

have suggested that Refah cur-

rently enjoys at least 20 per

cent of the votes.

But at present Refah.is
using moderate language. “All

we want is freedom for reli-

gion. Although we are reli-

gious people, we talk less

about religion than the other

parties,” insists Mr Abdullah
GUI, vice chairman of Refah
and an MP.
And althnngti an anti-Euro-

pean backlash in the country

may well emerge if the cus-

toms union falls through, for

the moment Refah’s recent
success appears to owe as
much to its anti-corruption

stance and concern for the

poor as any overtly Moslem
agenda.
Indeed, as Mrs Ciller gears

up for the customs union bat-

tle, her most immediate chal-

lenge is not staving off the
threat of some fundamentalist
bogeyman - but rather coping

with the more mundane politi-

cal squabbling that has been
leaving Turkey’s political sys-

tem all but hamstrung over
the last year.
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TURKISH PETROLEUM CORPORATION

INVITATION TO TENDER
For

Developing K. Marmara Offishore Gas Field By Means ofa
Single Platform Connected to an Onshore Process Plant By Pipeline

Turkish Petroleum Corporation (TPAO) plans to solicit tenders from the qualified companies for the design,
procurement, fabrication, installation, hook-up and commissioning of a minimum facility unmanned offsbore
platform which essentially consists of wellheads and production manifold, and a subsea pipeline for the K. Marmara
Gas field in Marmara Sea, Turkey.
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delivered to your home or office every working day.
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business centres of Ankara, Adana, Adapazari. Antafya. Balikesir.

Bursa. Qanakkale, Denizii. Duzce, Erzurum. Eskisehir, Gaziantep,
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Soke and Trabzon.

Please call Dunya Super Dagitim AS on (212) 629 0808 (30 lines)

for more Information.

Financial Times. World Business Newspaper.

Tbe offshore gas field is at 40 meters water depth. 15 kilometers away from the shore. The field wffl be produced
from 3 wells drilled from the same location. The wells are completed with modime suspension and temporarily
abandoned with cement plugs. Reentering ami tie-back of the existing 3 drilled and temporarily abandoned wells are

included to the work scope. Processing shall be made onshore, and is nor included in this scope.

The work wiU include :

a. Engineering

b. Procurement

c. Fabrication

d. Load Out and Sea Fastening and Offehore Tow
e. Installation of Structure and Pipeline

f. Reentering of the wells

£- Testing. PrccommisMoning and Commissioning
h. Mobilization and Demobilization of Marine Vessels and Yard Facilities.

'

The Work is expected to be completed within one year following the contract award d=m»

Only those companies of JV's who have experience on similar projects involiving engineering, procurement,
construction, installation and commissioning of ofisboic platforms and pipelines will be conskfaed.
The tender documents shall he available at a cost of 1000 USD. Interested companies are asked to fax (heir letter of
intent to the below address before June 23, 1995. These companies will be contacted when the tender documents are
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T ourists visiting the his-

toric quarter of Istanbul
are adding a new place

to their itinerary, the "Russian
Bazaar”. In a few narrow
streets close to the famous cov-
ered bazaar. Turkish mer-
chants ply Russian, and East-
ern European “suitcase
traders” with items ranging
from jeans .to plastic goods.
Simple and cheap, these prod-

ucts are the lifeblood of Tur-
key's underground economy.

‘Suitcase, traders” - so
called because they smuggle
their wares past customs offi-

cers, in bulging suitcases - are
believed to spend billions of
dollare. a year in Turkey,
although of course nobody is

certain.

What is certain is (hat the

unrecorded economy has
assumed a central role in the

Turkish economy. Some ana-
lysts say it Is as large as the
official economy, although
most estimates are lower. All

are agreed that without the

black economy, Turkey would
now be sunk in a very deep
recession.

Although the economy
shrank by 6 per cent last year
and wholesale inflation hit a
record 150 per cent the streets

of Istanbul were choked with
traffic, not rioters.

Turkish bankers suspect
that, including the under-
ground economy, Turkey actu-
ally grew by about 2-3 per cent

last year. The OECD in its

annual survey of the Turkish
economy expects 2£ per cent
growth in 1995. but local ana-
lysts think growth will be
nearly twice as much.

This hidden strength helps
explain the extraordinary resil-

ience of Turkey's economy.

L
ast year, the current

account swung to a sur-

plus of $2bn from a defi-

cit of $&38bn in 1993 - helped
by a two thirds drop in the

trade deficit to $5.16bn. Con-

trary to many expectations, the

treasury was able to make ser-

vice payments on its $80bn
domestic and foreign debts on
schedule. Instead, the central

bank reserves rose steadily to

a record $UL01bn in May.
Mr Tom' Reichmann, the

International Monetary Fund
official supervising Turkey's
standby programme, told an
Istanbul conference "this was a
remarkable feat, especially as
international markets had
almost turned away”.

The underground' economy is

also a source of perverse
national pride, because it

shows a Turkey wealthier and

The unofficial economy plays a crucial role

Bulwark against

ONP
Annual change (1987 prices)

12% • —
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more successful than the dire

official statistics indicate. But
the under-employed, the poor
and unskilled urban workers
have undoubtedly suffered

great hardship in the past 18
months.

Furthermore, as one foreign

economist points out, "the only

thing an underground econ-

omy the size of Turkey's really

shows is that the government
lacks control”.

Tax evasion is rampant -

one banker says his corporate

clients evade 90 per cent of

their taxes. As a result. Turkey
has the lowest tax revenues, as
a proportion of GDP, of any
OECD economy. This makes it

hard to finance government
spending adequately, leading
to large budget deficits, high
interest rates and persistent

heavy inflation.

Yet the government lacks
political determination to push
through urgent changes to the

tax system. It only introduced

tax numbers this year.

Another critical area of
weakness is the social security

system. Populist politicians

have pushed retirement age as

low as 38 for women and 43 fin*

men. The government is strug-

gling to raise retirement ages

to 60 and 65 respectively. The
opposition immediately came
up with a derisive slogan for

the reforms: "Retirement in
the grave.”

For the time being, then,

social security reform is effec-

Crowtte throng a trail and

vegetable market m Istanbul.

Although wholesale inflation hit a
record 150 per cent last year, the

city’s streets were choked with

traffic, not rioters

tively blocked, even though the

system's deficit looks certain

to increase by over half from
last year's $454.6m. Collection

rates at the various social secu-

rity funds range from 70 per
emit to a mere 10 per cent
Far more serious are the def-

icits of the state companies.
State company losses are one
of the largest contributors to

the public sector borrowing
requirement.

In 1994. their deficit was
equivalent to an estimated 2.6

per cent of GDP, while the gov-

ernment had to transfer aid

worth a further 0.65 per cent of

GDP to state companies,
according to the OECD.
Almost as pernicious is the

state enterprises' low produc-

tivity. State companies' value
added per unit of capital is

probably only one-third of pri-

vate companies’. Labour pro-

ductivity is estimated at 30-40

per cent below that in the pri-

Vfoible trade balance

S million

250 -

vate sector.

Overstaffing, poor manage-
ment, corruption and political

interference are these compa-
nies' basic problems. If their

performance were raised to

that of the private sector, GDP
could be increased by 6-S per

cent.

Privatisation, though, is

ranking agonisingly slow prog-

ress (see report. Privatisation:

unfulfilled promise, page four).

However, the government's
ability to stabilise the economy
last year following the simulta-

neous balance of payments,
currency and financial market
crises was little short of mirac-
ulous. Supported by a 5742m.
14 month standby loan from
the IMF. the government set

itself highly ambitious perfor-

mance targets.

It cut the budget deficit by 59
per cent in dollar terms to
$4A9bn in 1994. a remarkable
achievement. Although the

public sector borrowing
requirement dropped by a

third last year, it is still very
high at 8 per cent of GNP.
Retail price inflation tum-

bled to 94 per cent in April

from a record 126 per cent at

the end of last year, although
few expect the government can
lower inflation to its targeted

40 per cent in 1995.

Nonetheless, the treasury
has successfully stretched out
maturities on its bonds to one
year from three months and
interest rates have fallen.

The economy is picking up
speed again as the middle clas-

ses satisfy their pent up
demand for consumer goods.
However, this improvement is

illusory. A US hanker, based in
Istanbul, comments: “Turkey
will enter the summer in a
really delicious situation. But
in the autumn, when people
are back from their holidays,

they will find that inflation is

coming up. They'll see there

has been no action on struc-

tural reform. [Government]
spending will be up. The lira

will be looking really overval-

ued.”

It is frustrating to see a gov-

ernment able to impose strin-

gent short-term stabilisation

policies yet incapable of attack-

ing the root causes of its debili-

tating economic problems. One
weary senior Turkish execu-
tive says: “There has been a

consensus since the 1980s on
the direction of the economy -

everyone knows what the prob-

lems and solutions are.”

If Turkey's customs union
with the European Union is

finally approved this autumn,

it would give a further impetus
towards market reform and
responsible policy-making.

T here are, however, few

observers in Turkey who
remain optimistic about

the chances of rapid change.
An Istanbul business leader

warns that structural eco-

nomic reform is equivalent to a
“social transformation. [These]

do not come easily. It will take

at least a couple of years to

attain stability and transform

the state."

But Turkey cannot afford to

waste time. International com-
petition is increasing alarm-
ingly. especially from Asia's

powerful new economies. Local

and inward investment is

insufficient: Turkey received
just $432m-worth of foreign

direct investment last year.

Widening wealth differences

in a society that is both grow-
ing and urbanising rapidly

may portend social upheaval in

future years, especially if the

government faffs to provide

strong, stable economic growth
by adopting radical reforms.

Unlike Latin America, which
suffered similar economic
problems, Turkish politicians

still see few electoral gains

from tough economic reform.

Until voters rate the trauma of

reform to be less threatening

than chronic instability, their

leaders trill surely prefer inac-

tion.

John Barham

Europe’s growing concern over human rights

Confusion of issues

N ot many people in
Europe would profess

to care much about the

Council of Europe. But when
the pan-European human
rights body castigated Turkey
far its human rights situation

last April, the events
prompted outrage in Turkey.

Popular newspaper ran
headlines on the story'. Televi-

sion channels gave coverage.

And politicians denounced
Europe's "meddling.”

In any other circumstances,

this reaction to a relatively

toothless committee might
have seemed simply ironic.

But as preparations con-

tinue for Turkey's entry into

acustoms union with Europe.
Turkey's record on human
rights and democracy is cast-

ing a long shadow over its

foreign policy, particularly

with Europe.
The European parliament

has made political reform a

condition for ratifying a cus-

toms union treaty. In particu-

lar its demands include the

abolition of clause eight of
Turkey's anti-terrorism act,

which makes it a crime to

spread “propaganda [support-

ing] activities of terrorist

organisations which threaten

the indivisible unity of the

Turkish state”. Judges in

state security courts interpret

“propaganda” so widely that
any speech, comment or
article discussing Kurdish
rights becomes an offence

punishable by six months to
two years in jaiL

The European parliament
also wants amendments to

Turkey's authoritarian 1982

constitution, written by the

country's then military rulers,

that limit basic freedoms.

MEPs also want six Kurdish

MPs jailed for up to 15 years

released. However, the prob-

lem is that human rights

reform has little support in
Turkey outside a circle of

Turkish intellectuals, and a
few political groups such as

the newly formed New
Democracy Party. Indeed,
respect for human rights In

Turkey actually appears to be
deteriorating.

Public debate about the
issue is difficult for two rea-

sons. The first is a perception

that Europe’s criticism is sim-

ply a camouflage for anti-Mos-

lem prejudice. Europe's inabil-

ity to stop human rights

violations against Bosnia's
Moslems, for example, is fre-

quently cited with indignation

by Turks. Meanwhile, many
Turkish officials have taken

US reluctance to criticise Tur-

key's incursion In March into

Northern Iraq to attack Kurd-
ish guerrilla sanctuaries as

tacit US support for a hard-

line stance on domestic poli-

tics.

But the second problem is

that the sheer breadth of

human rights violations now
occurring in Turkey means
that issues of terrorism, eth-

nicity and freedom have
become confused In the
debate - leaving many Turks
assuming that human rights

reform is tantamount to mak-
ing concessions to terrorists.

In practice, the problem is

broader than a terrorist mat-

ter. Torture of common crimi-

nals to extract confessions,

for example, persists. Reli-

gious minorities, such as the

Shia Moslems, are harassed

and unable to exercise full

religious freedom.

T
urkeys Shia community
practises a less strict

form of Islam, bringing
them into often violent con-

frontation with a conservative

and increasingly assertive

Sunni majority.

There are 166 writers and
politicians in prison serving

long sentences for “separat-

ism”. Six Kurdish former MPs
were jailed for up to 15 years

in December for advocating
Kurdish rights and holding
meetings with the Kurdistan

Workers party (PKK.) guerrilla

movement. Human rights

campaigners themselves are

particularly vulnerable.
Twelve members of human
rights organisation have been

killed since 1991, 100 jailed or
arrested and 14 regional
branches forced to close.

But the focus for outside

indignation is the state’s

treatment of the Kurdish
minority, estimated to
account for between 15 and 30
per cent of the population.

Ethnic unity is perceived by

many Turks to be the corner-

stone of the state. Separatism
or affirmation of a separate
identity are equated with trea-

son.

Meanwhile, the govern-
ment’s brutal suppression of

the PKK is accelerating.
South-eastern Turkey is

under emergency rule, giving

security forces free rein to ter-

rorise local populations as
well as attack the PKK.
The Turkish Human Rights

Association says there were
about 1,000 alleged torture

cases reported last year, some
600 disappearances and deaths

in detention, and 1,500 vil-

lages destroyed by security

forces, which are using a

“scorched earth” policy to
flush out the guerrillas.

The guerrillas are also

guilty of human rights abuses

and moderate Kurds are care-

ful to distance themselves
from the PKK. But many
observers believe that the

army's brutality is simply
fuelling Kurdish resistance.

"If you keep arresting MPs
and stopping free expression

you take away any demo-
cratic means of resolving the

problem." says Mr Feridon
Yazar, a Kurdish lawyer act-

ing for the Kurdish MPs jailed

last year. Mr Yazar himself is

also facing jail.

Faced with this breadth of

abuses, removing article eight

is unlikely to change the situ-

ation significantly - though it

might lead to the release of

some 150 prisoners of con-
science. Indeed, a complete
overhaul of Turkey’s legal

system would be needed to

establish the human rights

and democratic standards
that Europe demands. The
Human Rights Foundation
says article eight is just one
of 154 articles concerning free-

dom of expression in various

codes in Turkey.
But with so many MPs

apparently refusing to amend
article eight, such changes
seem remote. Unless they can
be persuaded otherwise, entry

into a customs union - Tur-

key's single most important
foreign policy objective - will

be threatened.

Gillian Tett

Surely, it’s your cup of tea.
Whether you’re an American insri-

rnrional investor interested in the Tur-

kish market,. a Japanese manufacrurcr

making a long term invesrmem in Tur-

key or a European trade company do-

ing business hcrcv you study will like

rhe way we serve rhe tea. Just like our

banking-

As the success of Garanri mreman -

onally signifies, Garanri operates accor-

ding ro rhe highest standards in every-

sense. At a time when economic turmo-

il precluded Turkish institutions from

access to international credit markets,

Garanri Bank signed a $300 million

EuroCommercial Paper Programme, re-

newed a two-year syndicated lain faci-

lity for DM 120 million and finalized a

seven-year $i 00 million face value se-

curitization of future credit card rece-

ivables. Our paid-in share capital is

among the three highest private banks

GARANTi BANK

in Turkey. We are the only private

bank in Turkey to disclose our financi-

als to Standard and Poor's. We are also

the only multihnmch bank in Turkey to

receive a long-term “A” rating by Ca-

pital Intelligence for rwo years running.

To make a Jong story short, if you

want to do business in Turkey, Garanri

Bank is exactly your cup of tea.
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MAINTAINING
Momentum

The dynamism and stability of Akbank have never been more evident

than in 1994. Akbank is the best capitalized bank in the private sector in

Turkey. Strong equity, loyal customers and prudent banking policies laid

the foundation for Akbank’s success in 1994. Profitability continued to

be the strongest in the sector, even though the year was widely

acknowledged as the most difficult in Turkey's recent economic

history. Akbank's high level of performance earned it the Euromoney

award as the best Turkish bank for the second year in a row. The figures

for 1994 tell a true story* in a year when size and liquidity were

determining factors in performance, Akbank emerged stronger than ever.

BALANCE SHEET (OSS 1000) 31/12/1994

I ASSETS

Cash and due from banks 1.018.369

Reserve requirements 271.777

Loans 1.414.60?

Overdue loans 287
Panidpatrons 76.1 79

Prankes and equipment 106.414

Other assets 241.800

Total Assets 3.129.429

LIABILITIES
J

Deposits 2.2212.74

Borrowed funds 212.698

Other Liabilities 320.670

Total Liabilities 2.755-642

STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

Capita] 10i3*M
Reserves 117 196

Profit (after rases) 153.196

373.786

Return on Average Equity bl.56%
Return on Avenge Assets 669f»
CS*d tus been bowsednISi VMPas ofRivtoylW

AKBANK
Pursuit of Excellence
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FINANCE MARKETS

Risks with a Latin

American rhythm
It might seem hard far Turkish

banks not to make fortunes

when real interest rates fluctu-

ate between 20-60 per cent a

year. The treasury's appetite

for rash and the central bank's

sound money policies have
driven Interest rates to Latin

American levels.

Yet as every banker knows,

high reward implies high risk,

and the risk of operating in

financial markets in Turkey
has become very high. A US
banker says 1994 was "the first

Mmp that market participants

realised what risk really is”.

Another says Turkish bankers

are “more aware and experi-

enced. They discovered that

the market can also mean
devaluation and bank failure”

as well as growth and profits.

A heavy devaluation, collaps-

ing bnan rial markets and Tur-

key's loss of its investment

grade credit rating in the

spring of 1994 hit financial

players very hard. Even the

assets of Garanti Bankas i,

probably Turkey's best bank-

ing group, suffered a drop of 27

per cent in dollar terms to

$2J>4bn last year. Net income
dropped by a fifth to 9166m.

Other banks were hit far worse
and three minor houses folded

(leaving 75 international banks
with dud loans} and Garanti
took over a fourth that was on
the verge of collapse.

This year, though, the story

is one of recovery, consolida-

tion and tentative expansion as
the economy pulls out of the

depression of 1994. Banks are
reporting a recovery in con-

sumer finance, loans to the
corporate sector, and trade

finance. Treasury operations

still remain by far their stron-

gest source of profit An esti-

mated 65-70 per cent of bank
profits name from trading gov-

ernment bonds in 1994.

Although Wall Street credit

rating agencies seem unlikely

to upgrade Turkey's B rating

for some time, the govern-
ment’s international cost of

borrowing is falling sharply. It

paid 350 basis points over Libor
for a $500m, two-year loan
package in the spring. Now it

would pay a spread of perhaps
only 100-150 basis points.

Still, there is a lot of unfin-

ished business in the financial

sector. Unlike most industrial

companies, grown lean and
mean by recession, the bank-
ing business is not healthy.

Recklessly mismanaged state

hanks control 60 per cent of

the banking system, distorting

the market The government's
full deposit guarantee scheme
- introduced at the height of

the crisis in 1994 - may be

encouraging risky lending by

weak banks that would other-

wise not be able to fund them-

selves.

Retrenching still has a way
to go, despite heavy cutting

last year. Banks rely too

heavily on trading for profits.

Inflation is masking many of

their problems. It allows banks
ingenuously to report nominal
“increases” in income when
inflation is actually eroding
their capital.

One reason banks avoid

reporting a loss is fear that

this would trigger a run,

because clients baft: at keeping
money at a loss-making bank.

Poor accounting and supervi-

sion has allowed moribund pri-

JOHN BARHAM
finds a new sense of

realism among bankers

and financiers

vate and state banks to sur-

vive.

Mr Yaman TOrttner. central
hank governor, who shares

responsibility with the trea-

sury for monitoring banks,
denies that supervision is a
serious problem. Yet he does

admit that “the main bottle-

neck is politicaL The decision

on closing banks is made by
the government.” And no gov-

ernment. particularly one as
embattled as Mrs Ciller's, likes

closing hanks .

An international banker says

th$ government should “let

some more hanks go under.

There is no risk of systemic

[failurel now. But the politi-

cians are interfering with
hanking regulation."

As a rule of thumb, most
international bankers agree
that large state hanks have
very serious structural prob-

lems - dud loans to other pub-
lic sector organisations that

are booked as performing,
excessive staffing, political

interference on a grand scale,

corruption. Large private

banks are considered generally

sound, although one London
banker says “things can move
so quickly in Turkey that you

FT SURVEYS INFORMATION

For details of forthcoming FT surveys, call:
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never really can tell how risky

exposure even to a blue chip
tank can be”. He says medium
and small private banks are
“bad news. Most are techni-

cally bankrupt.” Foreign banks
tend to be the best-run and
most profitable of them all.

Citibank, which has never lost

money in Turkey, has no loan
losses at the moment.
Mr Anjum Iqbal, general

manager of Citibank in Istan-

bul says the bank decided in

1994 to start a three-year

expansion programme broad-

ening the range of products
away from corporate and
investment banking to con-

sumer banking aimed at upper
tier Individuals. This would
make Citibank the only inter-

national bank with a consumer
hanking franchise in Turkey. It

also aims to be more active in

capital markets.

The Netherlands’ ING Bank
is also expanding in Turkey
with a planned 522m project to

set up a full service branch
nffifp to do commercial lending

and investment hanking , its

Istanbul operation would be
part of a wider play on central

Europe and the Middle East.

Bankers do not hide that

they contributed to this

spring's 5500m loan for the
treasury put together by Citi-

bank because the government
let it be known that approval

for future business deals in

Turkey - in infrastructure, pri-

vatisation, expansion of exist-

ing franchises - would depend
on support for the loan.

Turkey has 71 banks, of

which 21 are foreign-owned.

Not all these hanks can sur-

vive. It would not take a night-

mare scenario to force a sub-

stantial reshaping of the
system. Reduction of the 100

per cent deposit guarantee
would lead to greater differen-

tiation of risks by the market,

forcing the dodgier players out
of the market. Public sector

reform would cut Interest

rates, again weeding out the

weak. Falling inflation would
further reveal banks' health.

The day of reckoning may
still be some way off. But the
survivors of a future shakeout
will probably have to face

greater competition, particu-

larly in investment banking,
where bigmoney is likely to be
made in corporate finance,

project finance and privatisa-

tion. There are some straws in

the wind. Companies are
resorting more and more to the
stock market to raise capital

although few groups have
plucked up the courage to sell

more than small minority
stakes.

Of course, all this lies in a

probably distant future. Yet as

Aclan Acar, president of Bank
Ekspres. says: “Banks must
strike up long-term relations.

For a temporary period you
can make money from treasury

[operations], but at the end of

the day. you end up with your
old corporate customers”.

If you want

to talk

Turkey

you’ll

profit from

our

connections

Sabanci Bank pic • A British Bank with

Major Connections in Turkey and

Around the World.

BANK
Banking on Enterprise, Worldwide

London-based Sabanci Bank pic

ft part of tfwSabancr Group -one

of the world's largest Industrial and

commercial conglomerates that also

owns Akbank - a leading private-sector

bank in Turkey. As one of the foremost

financial institutions in London lor

Turkish Iracte-related activities,

Sabanci Bank pic has all the right

connections bo ensure that complex

deals between Europe and Turkey

are handled with seamless ease.

So. if you want to talk Turkey,

you'n find it easier to talk to us.

For further details, please contact

Denis Long, General Manager.

Sabana Bank pic,

10 Finsbury Square,

London EC2A 1 HE.

Telephone: 0171-6283844

Telex: 8955636 AKiLG

Fax: 0171- 638 2037

A rofi-omro /-off ship at the port of Izmir, in western Turkey Pktun: Ttiayja*

Modernising the infrastructure requires more than money, reports John Barham

Penalty for disorganisation
Turkey will probably be hit by
blackouts next year. Its tele-

phone lines are overloaded.
The road network is crumb-
ling. Istanbul one of the big-

gest cities in Europe, has to

ration water.

Inadequate infrastructure is

emerging as one of the most
serious constraints on Tur-

key’s future growth. Although
the government itself is unable
to finance infrastructure pro-

jects, money is not a problem.

Foreign governments, private

banks and companies and
organisations such as the
World Bank all have a lot of

financial backing available for

infrastructure projects.

Yet the government seems
incapable of establishing the

necessary legal and regulatory

framework. Turkey developed

the Build-Operate-Transfer
(BOT) model for infrastructure

projects in the 1980s.

However, not one single BOT
project has yet been completed

in Turkey because of legal

challenges, the bureaucracy's

hostility to private capital and
inability to negotiate adequate

terms.

Neither has privatisation

made much headway. The gov-

ernment has carried out some
piecemeal sales, like the priva-

tisation of electricity distribu-

tion on the Asian side of Istan-

bul But this controversial sale

is criticised even by govern-
ment officials for inadequate
regulation.

Stiff the impending energy

crisis is a business
opportunity. Local and
international companies are

scrambling to buOd generating

capacity for their own use and
to sell excess power to the grid.

The Kop group, Turkey's
leading conglomerate, is

building a $40m unit, financed

by the World Bank's
International finance Corp.

Citibank is backing a 5190m
cogeneration project for a
14,000-unit housing project in

Istanbul Other groups plan
projects that would provide
power exclusively for the
public network.

Although a World Bank
executive says this is risky,

because investors would be
vulnerable to an unpredictable

government, he says these

projects could be highly
profitable simply because
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demand for power is rising so

sharply.

Demand for power increases

almost irrespective of the
economy's erratic performance.

Rapid urbanisation, a fast

growing population and a big

underground economy all place

heavy burdens on the power
system. Last year, electricity

production grew 6 per cent,

even though the economy
shrank by 6 per cent
Despite this, TEK, the

government’s electricity

generator, lost $lbn last year,

mainly through- overstaffing

and widespread electricity

theft

The interminable debate
over privatisation and BOT
may actually be preventing
action. Mr Anders Ericsson.

Turkey country manager at

ABB, the Swiss-Swedish power
engineering group, says “these

are being taken as an excuse

not to make decisions in other

areas”.
-

For instance, about 40 per
cent of Turkey’s electricity

generation capacity is out of
service, mainly for lack of
maintenance. ABB reckons it

would cost 5100m to make the
existing system fully available,

much less than building new
capacity. Even simple repairs

could boost generation by 10
per cent

Nonetheless, the government
wants to build more capacity.

It has approved 15 power
projects to be built on a BOT
basis worth $5bn.

Better planning would also

help. A diplomat says there are

4,000 unfinished infrastructure

projects in Turkey. Most were

started in response to lobbying

by local politicians, but have
been stopped for lack -of

finance. The government lacks

political wlQ to rank projects

by order of priority ami finish

them.
Successive governments

have also been mesmerised by
prestige projects. Some have a
measure of economic
justification, such as the giant

GAP hydroelectric and
irrigation project in
southeastern Turkey. Others,

for example the uncompleted

$9bn motorway linking
Istanbul and Ankara, are more,
questionable. A mooted third

bridge across the Bosphorus ft

little more than a fantasy.

There is little political glory

in maintaining or completing

existing projects. Serious

planning win only come when
consumers begin punishing

politicians for blackouts and

potholed roads. This may be
happening already. If the new
Refali administration Via
Istanbul succeeds Jn
overcoming the city's chronic

water .shortages, its hold on
power could be virtually

assured.

Prospects for mass privatisation

remain tantalisingly elusive

The mountain
has given

to a mouse
This is meant to be the year
that privatisation finally gets

underway. Optimism began ris-

ing at the end of last year,

when the government rammed
a long-delayed framework pri-

vatisation law through parlia-

ment and overcame legal chal-

lenges to sale of the
telecommunications system.
Once again, though, the

brave hopes for an aggressive

multi-billion dollar programme
are fading - just as they have
nearly every year since privati-

sation was first mooted 10
years ago.

The government is still cling-

ing to its aim of selling 560bn-

worth of state assets, begin-

ning with 55bn
this year. So
far, it has been
able to raise
barely $70m
from a few
small-ticket
operations,
And almost all these deals
have either unraveled or are in

jeopardy. No wonder the oppo-

sition sneers that Mrs CiUer
will not even meet one per cent

of her target
Reshuffles of senior person-

nel only make things worse. In

May, Mr Ali $vki Erek moved
from the privatisation ministry
to transport, shortly after

appointing Mr Ufiik Sdylemez
as the third head of the privati-

sation agency since passage of

the privatisation law last

November.
Inevitably, each new team

takes time to settle in and
establish a new set of priori-

ties.

Prior to his departure from
the privatisation ministry. Mr
Erek dismissed complaints of

procrastination, saying “we
have already achieved in a lot

in the last 145 days [since pas-

sage of the privatisation law]
and there will be even greater

progress In the coming two to

three months”.
However, his record is unin-

spiring. This year, the govern-

ment has controversially sold
the KarabQk steelmill. an over-

staffed lossmaker, to its

employees and management
for a nominal one Turkish lira

~ equivalent to one-four hun-
dredth of a US cent, However,
the new owners could fail to

turn the company around -

JOHN BARHAM
describes the $60bn sale

of state assets that so
far has raised only $70m

despite big wage cuts and a
restructuring plan - landing it

back in the public sector.

The government had to can-

cel the sale of its Et Balik
chain of fish and meat stores

to employees virtually free of

charge in the face of angry
opposition from public opinion.

Mr Erek says “this was not a

wrong decision but public opin-

ion was opposed and so it was
canceled. Now we have
changed strategy and given
managers autonomy to restruc-

ture it.” Et Balik loses SI.4m a
month on sales of 53.6m.

Other flops include the can-

cellation of the sale of Petla§, a
tyre company, to a local buyer

who failed to

secure suffi-

cient prior
financial back-
ing.

Stiff there ft

at least one
deal that

should sail through: the sale of

the state’s 51.67 per cent stake
in Eregff a well-run and profit-

able steelmill

Eight local and international

groups are bidding for a 30 per
cent stake, with the remaining
21.67 per cent to be sold
through a private placement or

global offering later in the
year. However, bankers are
unsure that the government
can meet even half its 55bn tar-

get
A World Bank analyst says

Turkey’s problem ft not merely
execution, but strategy. It

should start by selling large

companies instead of small
ones.

The Turkish government has
taken a cautious line because
public opinion ft hostile to pri-

vatisation, fearing job losses.

An executive at a blue chip

Turkish group says: “The
authorities are not successful

in explaining what privatisa-

tion is and how it would affect

society and the economy. Peo-

ple do not understand what It

is.”

Worse still, there is wide-

spread concern over lack of

transparency. Media reports

and complaints in the business

community about corruption,

favouritism, asset stripping by
buyers, and ad hoc bidding

risk discrediting the very con-

cept of privatisation.
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A shortage of capital is hampering industries, writes John Barham

Perils of standing still show up
Turkey’s business class is a
survivor. Industry responded
to last year’s dramatic down-
turn with impressive speed and
tenacity. Although the private
sector suffered a 12 per cent
drop in. output, recovery is

already under way. Companies
cut working hours, eliminated
jobs, hacked at costs, and
switched aggressively from
domestic into highly competi-
tive export markets. But most,
still managed to turn a profit
However impressive their

crisis management, companies
cannot afford to take their eyes
off fundamental issues. The
challenges faring industry are
like those facing companies in

many other countries; but they
are more urgent These include

raising investment, finding
new capital, developing new
markets at home and abroad,
tightening management,
improving productivity.

Mr BQlent EczacibasL vice-

chairman, of the eponymous
pharmaceutical company and a
prominent business leader,

says “big companies have to

invest If they stand still they
will fall. They need to keep
market share, export more,
increase technology, even if

investing does not make sense

in mathematical terms’*.

Large groups can look
abroad for cheaper, longer-

term capital Mr Anjum Iqbal,

Citibank’s general manager in
Istanbul, says “each and every
one of our customers is invest-

ing. Even In 1994, many of

them scaled down but they did

not stop".

However, his clients are
large, blue chip local groups
and multinationals. Few Turk-

ish companies can afford the

luxury of long-term planning
in a highly volatile economic
climate. They are vulnerable to

interest rate shifts and zigzag-

ging demand in their markets,

often very local oses. Banks do
not have long-term capital

available, especially for small,

risky companies.

Turkey is suffering from
years of under-investment.
Economists agree that an
erratic economy discourages
saving and investment. The
corporate sector is highly liq-

uid, which allows it to make
more money on financial mar-
kets than on operations. Trea-

sury transactions contributed

two-thirds of listed companies’
profits last year, which
explains why companies stayed
in profit even though trading
conditions were terrible.

Mr Ishak Alaton, ehnjnpan
of AJarko Holding, one of Tur-
key’s big construction and
engineering groups, complains
that “businessmen have
become rentiers because the
government has made condi-
tions for investment so bad".
This year he is investing just
510m in Turkey.
Few companies plan large

expansions or new green field

plants. Instead, investment
tends to be concentrated in
existing facilities: de-bottle-

necking, installing more
advanced machinery, training

staff, introducing new prod-
ucts. The approach of customs
union, which will allow EU
goods duty free access to the

Turkish market in 1996, and
falling tariffs against third

country imports has brought
an added sense of urgency.
Nobody is sure what effect

customs union wifi have on
industry. Bankers say it will

increase investment by foreign

companies. Many say they
expect mergers and acquisi-

tions once the treaty is ratified.

However, a recent poll of Turk-
ish companies showed that
only 60 per cent feel ready to

compete with EU imports.

A European Commission
paper noted that textiles, one
of Turkey’s strongest indus-
tries, contains strong corpora-

tions using state of the art

technologies to produce high
value added goods that should
feel little impact from customs
union
There are also many weak,

inefficient companies produc-

ing low quality textiles that
could suffer badly. And some
sectors, such as cars, believed

to be the most vulnerable to

competition, are investing
heavily in anticipation of
tougher market conditions.

Still, few competitors under-

estimate the resilience and
agility of Turkish companies.

For instance, last year’s rapid

switch into exports was
impressive, even if it was moti-

vated by a desperate bid to

cover overheads when domes-
tic demand suddenly collapsed.

However, companies are

making a strategic commit-

ment to exports. The Ko?
group, Turkey’s biggest con-
glomerate. is planning to dou-

ble exports to $lbn this year,

up from $650m in 1994 and
increase group profits by 10 per
cent over 1994.

The demands of a more com-
petitive business environment
are revealing weaknesses in
management that previously

went unnoticed or were of sec-

ondary importance. A US
banker says “Turks get very
high marks for entrepreneur-
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ship, but low marks for man-
agement succession and plan-

ning because they are still on a
family-owned basis."

Although large companies
are adopting the latest interna-

tional management techniques,

a tradition of tyrannical owner-

managers and fearful employ-

ees limits the effectiveness of

concepts like empowerment.
However, as in many other

middle income developing
countries, the next stage in the

development of Turkey's com-
panies wifi be the rise of the

professional manager working
in a quoted company where
ownership is more diffuse.

This trend is already begin-

ning to make itself felt, partic-

ularly as family companies
begin feeing succession prob-

lems. inadequate capital struc-

tures and rising competition.

Nearly all successful Turkish
companies are cash-rich and
debt free. This is because they

tend to underinvest and
because they are highly profit-

able. since protection has lim-

ited campetition-

RobllSt financial health will

allow companies to raise con-

siderable amounts of debt and
equity capital once Investment

conditions improve. Owners
are beginning to accept ceding
control. Kop, which controls
Tolas. Turkey's largest car
maker, is committed to reduc-

ing its stake by selling shares
to raise capital for investment

in the company.
At the same time, the gov-

ernment’s ability to control
business by distributing con-
tracts or manipulating regula-

tions is also receding. Execu-
tives felt that the drift and
disorganisation in Ankara that

has allowed the economy to
spin out of control is almost a
blessing in disguise. Mr Sedat

Alogiu. head of the IKV. an
economic development founda-
tion, says the government
“does a lot of stupid things.

But it does not affect me very

much. Control is definitely

decreasing. In that respect Tur-
key is closer to a market econ-

omy than ever before."

This is not an unmixed bless-

ing. Ankara, the administra-

tive capital, and Istanbul the

business centre, have moved
apart.

"Business has very, very lit-

tle influence in Ankara. Ttisiad

[the employers' association! is

very good at malting newspa-
per headlines but in lobbying

and direct contacts with politi-

cians it is very weak,” says one
executive. “Politicians only lis-

ten to business if they have
financial or electoral power.”

This may sound disingenu-

ous, since few companies have
flourished without greasing
palms in Ankara. Yet the

inability to communicate the

new business agenda to politi-

cians is worrying.
Business demands for sound

economic policy or action on
implementing economic and
regulatory reforms demanded
by the EU find little echo in

parliament.

Mr Eczadbasi says “piracy is

a big problem. If you want to

run a plant at world standards,

there are costs associated with
staff, labs, overheads. If you
have to compete with kitchen

operations it makes your posi-

tion very difficult"

Formerly cautious business

leaders make no secret of then-

contempt for Mrs C-iHer's

increasingly populist govern-'

ment. Complaints at the gov-
ernment's incompetence, cor-

ruption, Indecision and anti-

business rhetoric are no longer
unusual. Business leaders have
already warned they wifi not
submit to more swingeing
emergency taxes.

Recently Mr Sakip Sabanci,

who heads the Sabanci group,

one of Turkey's biggest con-
glomerates. bitterly denounced
the “plunderers of Ankara" in

a speech to a business associa-

tion.

He then had the audacity to

summon Mrs Ciller to the
group's June meeting: “Ciller

has to come and listen to us."

If she does appear, she may
witness yet more flexing of the

increasingly powerful muscles
of big business.
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Comlehe of lemir. Turkey has only 50 cars per 1,000 people, one-tenth of Europe's ratio MAnlWeXH

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

Foreign cash is pouring in

I

t is odd that a car market as

battered as Turkey’s should

be attracting a wave of for-

eign investment. Last year,

sales dropped 4? per cent The
industry is about to lose its 28

per cent Import protection.

Sales are not expected to

exceed 500,000 units a year
before 2000.

Yet Hyundai, Mazda and
Honda are all looking for pro-

duction sites in Turkey. Toyota

has already arrived. It began
producing 20,000 cars a year at

a new plant near Istanbul late

last year.

Renault and Fiat, which set

up in Turkey as highly pro-

tected joint ventures 30 years

ago, are investing heavily even
though prhfits have slumped
and their factories are working
on short time.

There are several reasons for

the investment rush. First,

Turkey is a low-cost base with

duty-free access to western
Europe. Second, the domestic
market is very immature.
Above all, the prospect of

customs union with the Euro-

pean Union in 1996 has shaken
local companies into action.

Renault and Fiat trying to
<thaifp off a reputation for mak-
ing expensive, badly-made and

Car production

Thousand units

400

obsolete cars for a captive mar-
ket Still the received wisdom
is that customs union will hit

them bard as they face full

international competition.

Mr Pierre Poupel, general

director of OYAK-Renault.
thinks the threat of customs
union is exag-
gerated. He
argues that
European
imports* price

and quality-

advantages will

be offset by
higher local

taxes.

He concedes
that “competi-
tion will be
tougher. The
key issues will

be marketing
issues. The
rules of the

game wifi come
closer to what
is going on in

Europe.
Demand will move to what we
know in Europe.”

Renault has invested $180m
in the last two years in upgrad-

ing production and developing

new products. Renault claims

productivity on its newest
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models in its Turkish plants is

similar to factories in France

and Spain. Mr Jan Nahum,
general manager of Fiat's

Tofa$ joint venture with the

Ko? group, says he is investing

SSOOm in 1994-99 in new manu-
facturing systems and models.

Productivity
has improved
by a third since

1992. Tofa$ has

become part of

Fiat’s interna-

tional network:
all Fiat Tem-
pras sold in

Europe are
made in Tur-
key.

Turkey itself,

though, is the

great prize.

Turkey has
only 50 cars per

1.000 people,
one-tenth of

Europe's ratio.

Furthermore,
this is much

lower than other countries

with similar income levels -

since about half Turkey’s econ-

omy goes unregistered. Assum-
ing continued population
growth of about 2 per cent a

year, the Turkish car market

should double to 500,000650,000

units a year by 2000.

However, demand is sensi-

tive to upsets in real income,
interest rates and consumer
confidence. Mr Nahum says

“as long as the Turkish econ-

omy is not sound, automotive
companies cannot be sound”.
Car companies also want the

government to lower its very

high car taxes to European lev-

els of 15-17 per cent. Currently

about 45 per cent of car retail

prices are made up of taxes.

The arrival of the Japanese
wifi revolutionise the Industry.

Renault and Tofa§ are already

complaining that Toyota is

buying market share with
unfair price cutting.

Naturally. Toyota, in alliance

with the Sabanci group, denies

it is playing dirty - it is just

playing hard And unlike Fiat

and Renault. Toyota's access to

EU markets wifi be limited by
Brussels' “consensus" with
Japan restricting car imports.

Still, Messrs Poupel and
Nahum may be right about one
thing, there is not room for

eight carmakers in a market as

small as Turkey's. The ques-

tion is, who will survive?

John Barham

FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Following its rapid transformation en route to sustained

growth, the Istanbul Stock Exchange { ISE }
is now installed

in its sophisticated, high technology building overlooking

Hie scenic shores of the Bosphorus waterway.

As the ISE opened the doors of its new premises to

investors, oil arrangements have been mode for operating

one of the world's most advanced ond efficient market

places. Housed in a spacious and expansive superstructure,

the ISE’s diverse markets now feature an advanced level of

automation, facilitated access ond enhanced transparency.

In line with a determined innovation strategy, the ISE will

soon launch an 9
International Market “ for non-resident

issues to be traded in a tax-free environment.

Equipped with the highest international standards and

enjoying a high degree of self-regulation, the ISE is destined

to emerge as a strong link in the chain of global capital

movements.
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Profile: Yaman Toruner, central bank governor

The fan mail is

rather thin

Yaman Tttrtiner's main aim is to reduce inflation to 40 per cent by the

end of this year, but prices rose by 25 per cant In the that four months

of 1995. Below: Istanbul’s crowded central shopping area
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Yaman Tflrflner, Turkey’s
central bank governor, is a
man the financial industry
loves to hate, unites John Bar-
ham.
Global Finance magazine

chose him as the world’s worst
central banker last year for his

role in the 1994 currency col-

lapse.

Mrs Ciller appointed Mr
Tdrflner, a stolid 46-year-old

career bureaucrat and former
stock exchange chairman

, in
February 1994 as the deepest
financial crisis in Turkey’s
recent history gathered pace.

But he insists the central

bank's enhanced powers and
greater independence now
make him a guarantor of sta-

bility and Turkey’s number
one inflation fighter. Only the

central bank can print money,
a new privilege recently
wrested from the government
Furthermore, he cannot be
removed until he has served

his five year term.

So for. few dispute his deter-
mination to keep a firm hand
on the printing press. How-
ever. if conditions deteriorate,

his tight money policies will

surely lead to confrontation
with Mrs Ciller, known for her
insistence on low interest

rates.

He says: "I am 100 per cent
sure that we will have foreign

exchange and monetary stabil-

ity. I can’t promise interest

rate stability. That depends on
the treasury.” Interest rates
are already at a nominal 104

per cent - about 20 per cent in
real terms - and Mr TOrQner
says they could easily rise fur-

ther still unless the govern-

ment gets serious about con-

trolling its budget deficit He
says interest rates are simply

not his problem; they are

determined by the supply and
demand for money. “And who
is the borrower?” he asks. “It is

the treasury.”

He has three targets: main-
taining a stable exchange rate

and maintaining a stable

money supply. He will only
allow the battered Turkish lira

(currently worth about 44,000

to the dollar) to depreciate in

Few dispute Toruner’s

determination to keep
money supply under

control and he cannot be
removed until the end of

his five-year term

line with inflation. Money sup-

ply will only expand to meet
International Monetary Fund
targets.

His main objective is lower-

ing inflation. He is aiming to

reduce it to 40 per cent by the

end of the year. This will not
be easy - last year’s consumer
inflation was 126 per cent and
prices between have already

risen 25 per cent in the first

four months of this year.

Mr TOrQner says unwaver-
ingly “we will keep the mone-
tary aggregates to their tar-

geted levels to keep to the 40
per cent target

."

Yet financial markets in Ist-

anbul, which have little but
contempt for the bureaucrats

of Ankara, expect inflation will

be 75-85 per cent If they are

Istanbul’s youthful stock exchange is expanding rapidly

Free-wheeling trade zone
Istanbul’s stock market is only

10 years old and still very
much an emerging market,
with all the volatility and
sharp practices this implies.

But it does not lack ambitioa
The exchange's authorities

are attempting tu build Istan-

bul into a regional financial

capital by developing some
innovative new markets.

For instance, the exchange is

setting up an international

stock market, with a tax free,

offshore status, where trades

will be executed in dollars. It is

aimed at attracting firms from
the Middle East, the former
Soviet Union and Eastern
European countries.

Istanbul offers less stringent

listing requirements than
established markets. It also
offer companies and traders
greater liquidity than in their

home markets. Istanbul's near-

est regional rivals are in Tel
Aviv, Athens and Johannes-
burg.

The stock exchange is also

establishing a wholesale mar-

ket, where larger block trades

can be executed without dis-

rupting the often very narrow
main market. Again, this is

intended to strengthen Istan-

bul’s attractiveness to leading

players, particularly fund man-
agers and investment hanks.

In May. the exchange moved
out of its cramped buildings on
a quayside in central Istanbul

and into a spacious new build-

ing. renovated at a cost of

847.2m.

As well as providing ameni-

ties such as an art gallery and
auditorium, the exchange has
increased capacity considera-

bly, which traders hope will

allow turnover to continue
increasing. Dealers work from
terminals in the building, and
the new premises have 750 ter-

minals compared with 492 in

the old building.

Istanbul is now one of
Europe’s larger second-tier
bourses. Average daily trading
hit a record $563m in April.

although turnover has since

stowed down. Market capitalis-

ation now stands at $29-93bn,

38 per cent more than at the
end of last year.

This performance makes Ist-

anbul an important market in

its own right to emerging mar-
ket players. “Nobody could
have predicted that the market
would increase 75 per cent this

year. Sure, it has come down a
fifth in May. but nobody can
say where it will go from here.

This is one unpredictable
beast." said a US equity ana-

lyst tracking the Turkish mar-
ket
Analysts give any number of

reasons for this year’s growth
spurt. They include the Euro-
pean Union's preliminary
approval in March to customs
union with Turkey and the
army's incursion into northern
Iraq - seen as a boost for Mrs
Ciller’s popularity. The trea-

sury’s success in stretching the
maturity of its bonds to one
year from three months was

istanM
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another positive signal.

Probably most important
was that investors over-reacted

last year when they drove
prices down by half, leaving

plenty of room for this year’s

upward correction.

Traders may be unsure
where the market is now head-

ing, mainly because the politi-

cal signals from Ankara are
confusing. Still, there is still

plenty of volatility to tempt
investors with a penchant for

speculation. For instance,

shares in three cement compa-
nies - Konya Cimento, Cimsa
and Akcimento - gained as
much as 70 per cent in a few
days in May.
Some typically Turkish fac-

tors boosted these stocks:
rumours of early elections
helped construction stocks,

because politicians habitually

try to bribe voters by starting

government-funded construc-
tion projects in their constitu-

encies ahead of the polls.

Stock splits also influence

prices positively, because they
improve the very tight liquid-

ity of these three companies'
shares. Moreover, splits are
popular with retail players,

many of whom believe they are

getting “free" shares.

Professionals say it is stiff

not too difficult to find value

in the market Recommended
stocks at the top end of the

price range include S$e Cam, a
giassmaker with a prospective

1995 price/eamings multiple of

21, or Aygaz the liquefied

petroleum gas company, with a
1995 p/e of 12.8.

Bargain stocks include
Demirbank. a strong
medium-sized wholesale bank,
trading on a 1995 prospective

p/e of just 2.9. and Tofo?, the

car maker, with a p/e of 4.1 (its

shares were trading at a 50 per
cent discount to the market in

May).
However, the market’s nervy

mood reflects the uncertainty
pervading the wider economy.
The absence of structural

reform indicates further
economic problems ahead. The
market remains particularly
wary of upsets in the bond
market.

The government’s difficulties

in pushing reform legislation

through parliament could
jeopardise customs union,
expectations of which have
helped the market this year, !

Now analysts are beginning to

re-examine stocks most
threatened by customs union -

such as cars or white goods -

as a possible play on rejection

or postponement of the accord.

John Barham
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right, Mr Torimer’s rigid,

adherence to targets would be
almost suicidal The lira would
become hugely overvalued and
interest rates would be pushed
up to Latin American levels,

kitting off the incipient recov-

ery.

Mr Toruner shrugs his shoul-

ders. He insists he will pursue
his targets come what may.
More to the point, he points

out that he has the firepower

to defend the lira: “central

bank reserves have tripled in a
year. We have enough reserves

to keep stability." Central bank
reserves hit a record $l2£lbn
early in May, although they
have dipped a little since then.
However, -absence of

structural reform or
government spending controls

indicates there is more
instability building up in the
system thaw Mr TSruner can
control.

There are more than a few
cassandras predicting a serious

crunch in the autumn. Mr
T&rQner says coolly. “I don't
think that will happen. In this

country everyone expects a
large or small crisis every
month but nothing has
happened for 14 months."
The biggest risk is that he

would cave in to political

pressure for an easing of policy

if Mrs Ciller calls early
elections in the autumn.
He denies he is under

government pressure to be less

strict - “Mrs Ciller has never
telephoned me [asking for

relaxation}. She is the prime
minister, not the man at the

central bank. We don’t have
any problems about this".
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Bank bu&flngs bi tank: Yaman TOrQner, the central bank governor, hopes to maintain a states exchange rata
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Pavement speculators use mobfle phones to contact the floor of the stock exchange. Istanbul is now one at

Europe's larger second-tier bourses - average daffy trading hit a record of S563m in April
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BUSINESS VISITORS’ GUIDE

It pays to plan ahead
Once business is

over, there is no
excuse for not

having a great time
in Istanbul, writes

Hugh Pope

T
he Rrst-time visitor to

Istanbul may flinch cm
the drive in from

Istanbul airport The highway
is clogged with anarchic

traffic and surrounded by a
grey city apparently drowning
in a polluted sea of half-built

concrete tenements.

Seeded in one of many fine

new hotels, the visitor will

start to feel better, discovering

tbe minaret-studded skyline

along tiie Bosphorus
waterway, the warm
hospitality and the many
luxuries of life in this

energetic city of 7.7m people.

However, even veterans

must plan appointments
carefully in the business

districts scattered in a
patchwork pattern across the
city.

Remember too that taxis

maybe cheap, plentiful and,
outside the tourist areas,

honest to a fault, but their

drivers rarely speak much
English and may be as new to

the city as oneself. So bny a
road map and allow at least

half an hour’s transit between
meetings.

Many other things can be
quickly organised. Changing
foreign currency is easy at

most times of the day and
night, and credit cards can be
used to withdraw money from
automatic cash dispensers at

banks. But, as in making
arrangements for anything in

Tnrkey, assume nothing, plan
well ahead, spell out

everything - and then check
again that it has been
understood.

Once business is over, there

is no excuse for not having a
great time. Europe’s best-kept

secrets must be the night-life

of Istanbul. A baby boom of

Young Turks has hit spending
age and they are determined
to stay up until dawn to prove
it, clogging up coast roads
along the Bosphorus into the

small hours.

To keep track of the bars,

clubs and eateries that open
and close like fire-files all over

town, buy the excellent

English-language bi-monthly
Istanbul Guide.
Formal business meals may

still be safest to arrange in the

leading hotels, but there are
more adventurous

alternatives. For the best fish,

take a the launch from
Rumelihisar across the

Bosphorus to Korfez, with its

stunning view of ships passing
down the seaway. The more
moderately-priced Deuiz in

Kirecburnn also serves a
fabulous sea bass baked in salt

that comes flaming to your
table.

A good trip in fine weather
is to take a Bosphorus ferry

from the south end of the

Galata Bridge on the Golden
Horn at 10.30 and 13.30 eacb
day. the earlier boat allowing

a stop long enough for a
languid seaside lunch far up
the Bosphorus at

Anadolukavagi. Smaller fish

restaurants cluster by the sea

in Ortakoy, a student’s

favourite.

O n Sunday, when the

superb Grand Bazaar is

closed, one can visit the

flea market. Or one can watch
Turkey’5 wealthy set mingle at

the fine Horae Store cafe in the

grand new mall at Akmerkez
in Etiler, open daily 10-10 and
Turkey’s best shopping
showcase.
Good kebab joints are

everywhere. My favourite is

Hacidan, a one-time society

joint half-underground on a

busy corner in Levent. It is

advisable to phone them for

directions. Hacidan Is the klud

of restaurant known as
“ocakbasi" or “at the head of

the hearth", since, in the

fashion of Japanese sushi bars,

the diner can cozy up to a long
brazier of glowing charcoal.

Many big hotels offer

classical Turkish restaurants,

of which the grandest is at the
Ciragan Palace-Kempinski, set

in a marble palace by the

water. Also good is the

As ithane in the Kariye Hotel

in Edirnekapi, a convenient

stop after seeing the city's best

Byzantine mosaics in the

nearby Eariye Museum.
The unusual Daruzzlyafeh

restaurant, near the

Suleymaniyeh mosque, serves

classical Ottoman food, right

down to serving sherbets
instead of alcohol. Pandelli's,

above tbe north gate in tbe

Spice Ra«ar in Erainonu. has
a medieval ambience of thick

walls and Izuik tiles. And on
Istiklal Street near Taksim.
Had Baba has a pleasant

balcony at the back and offers

fine and reasonably priced
Turkish fore.

Wealthy Turks, however,
prefer to spend their summer
evenings in open-air

restaurants further np the

Summer crowds enjoy the palm-fringed Izmir International Fairgrounds
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Bosphorus. Favourite venues

with fashionable discotheques

include tbe brash Pasha Beach
in Ortakoy and the lovely

SamdanSa. where tables are

set between trees on a wooded
hill near Yenikoy.

Club 29 in Ulus bas a

spectacular view over a bend
in the Bosphorus strait, while
the Osteria da Mario in Etiler

has one of the more delirious

Italian menus and coziest

atmospheres in Istanbul.

Wbiie Istanbul is generally

safer than most big cities,

avoid wandering in tbe area
around tbe consulates in

Taksim to Beyoglu. Muggers
are rife, tbe ladies of the night

tend to be men and many a
fun-seeking tourist has been
presented with a Sl.OOO bill

and a knife in his throat after

an innocent beer in a
dark-looking dive.

In any case, remember to go
easy on the hors d’oeuvres -

they are often only tbe

beginning of a long evening.

If necessary, ask tbe price of

the fisb before you order it

Eat your favourite morsels
first, because hyper-active

Turkish waiters have a fetish

for removing half-finished

plates. They usually expect a
Up of 10 per cent, whether or
not it seems to have been

PiCUrt. TanyJOrti

included in the biD.

Above all, sit back and enjoy
the fuss. The Turks take their

food seriously and one is

rarely disappointed. Credit

cards, dollars and Deutsche
Marks are widely accepted,

and wherever you go. you’ll

end up paying less than half

what you would in Europe.

For key facts on Turkey: see

back page of this survey

This announcement appears os a matter ofrecord only.

THE BANK
Tiirkiye Cumhuriyeti

(The Republic of Turkey)

THAT OAN FILL IN

U.S.$500,000,000
Term Loan and Floating Rate Note Financing

IN YOUR
TURK

Provided by

U.S.$245,000,000
Term Loan

The Bank of Ibkyo, Ltd.

The Chase Manhattan BankNA
Citibank,NA
Chemical Bank

Commerzbank International SA.

The Fuji Bank, Limited

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
ofNew York

The Sakura Bank, Limited

The Sanwa Bank, limited

The Sumitomo Bank, Limited

Tiirkiye Halk Bankasi A.S.

U.S.$255,000,000
Floating Rate Note

Chase Investment Bank Limited

Chemical Investment Bank Limited

Citibank International pic

Goldman Sachs International

J.P.Morgan Securities Ltd.

Morgan Stanley & Co.
International

Nomura Internationa]

Tiirkiye I§ Bankasi A§

Tiirkiye Valdflar Bankasi TA.O.

UBS limited

Yamaichi International (Europe) limited

Documentation Co-ordinator

Chase Investment Bank limited

When doing business In Turkey, teaming
up with l^bank is us essential to your success
as making a profit.

Our 7 1 years ofexperience us Turkey "s

leading private bank, proves us to be the

J ideal banking partner in international

MB business.

Our prime position in over-the-counter trans-

actions on the Istanbul stock exchange and our
expertise in a wide range of services including

custody, portfolio management and investment
counseling, put us in a unique situation to help

foreign investors.

Through our domestic network of SiO
branches, our wholly owned subsidiary

1 5bank GmbH in Europe, our London branch
office and our international network of nearly

1 300 correspondent banks, you can rely on us to

fill in the blanks in your Turkish business-

wherever you may be.

FacilityAgent

The Chase Manhattan Bank, NA
Issuing andPaying Agent

Citibank, NA

April 26, 1995.
/£' reads ’tsh' . and meant
Auiwm in Turkish.
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Vendors sefl fish beside the Bosphorus waterway wfBi the mmaret-studded sfcyfina of Istanbul in the background. For the best fish restaurants, take

the launch from RumeUhisar across the Bosphorus to Korfez. «*« netmanm
A Kunfisft traveller the focus for foreign fexflgnation is the treatment of the Kunfish minority, who sms estimated to account for between 15 and 30

per cent of the population Many Turldsh potRkaans fear that rocogntetng Kunflsh cultural rights would threaten the state ww w^*

Currency/
exchange rate

Currency: Turkish lira (TL).

Exchange rate at June 5. 1995:

£1=TL68,532.3: $I=TL43,075.0;

DM1=TL30.636.6: Yl00=51,200.5

and export of Turkish currency

is limited to the equivalent of

25.000.

Exchange slips for conversion

of foreign currency into Turk-
ish lira should be kept, to be
shown when reconverting lira

and as proof of legally
exchanged currency when tak-

ing souvenirs out of Turkey.

Istanbul 7.756,338

Izmir ££05,622

Adana 1.066,544

1989 54£90,000

1990 .

—

56,098.000

1991 57,326,000

Bursa
CiiTiiintpTi

... 1,016,760

730.435

1993 59,311.000

1994 _ ..61.180.000

Mersin . 422J357

Kayseri
Bskfaerhlr

421^62
413,082

Business hours

The government devalues the

lira more or less in line with
inflation. Import of foreign cur-

rency is unrestricted. Import

Main cities
Population and Area

Population at 1990 census

Ankara (capital) 2,559,471

Area (sq miles) 300,948

Population (official estimates

at mid-year)

Government offices: 0830-1230

and 1330-1730, Monday to Fri-

day.

Business offices: 0900-1230 and
1330-1800, Monday to Friday.

Banks: 0830-1200 and 1330-1700.

Monday to Friday.

Shops: 0900-1300 and 1400-1900.

Monday to Saturday.

One large shopping centre,

Atakoy Galleria, located on the
coast road to the Istanbul air-

port, is open until 2200 every

day. Many flower shops stay

open later than 1900. Pharma-
cies display the location of one
on late duty.

cent Most business people

speak English, German or
French.

Religion/Ethnic mix

Languages

Turkish, go per cent; Kurdish,

7 per cent; other (Arabic) 3 per

Religions: Moslem 99 per cent,

with, the following minorities:

Christian Orthodox, Armenian
Apostolic, Roman Catholic,

Protestant and Judaism. Eth-

nic make-up: Mainly ethnic

Turkish, with a large Kurdish
minority, small numbers
of Armenians. Greeks and
Jews.

Now you can invest in Asia,

j
Government

$ organisations

Necatibey Cad 108 Ankara. Tel

(312) 417 6440.

Turkish International Cooper-

ation Agency: KizOinnak Cad
31. Kocatepe, Ankara. Tel (312)

4172790.

Undersecretariat for Treasury

and Foreign Trade: Bsklgahir
Yolu InOnQ Bui Emek, Ankara.
Tel (312) 212 8800.

Ministry of Trade and Indus-

try: Sanayi ve Ticaret Bak-
anligi. Tandogan, Ankara. Tel

{312) 231 7280. . . .

Tourism Ministry: Ismet inOnti

Bui. 5 Balgat, Ankara. Tel:

(312) 212 8300.

Central Bank of Turkey: Istik-

lal Cad 10, Ulus, Ankara. Tel

1312) 312 6052

81°F (27°*C). Annual rainfall 28

inches (70(taiin).

Entry/visa

requirements

Full passport required for

entry. Visas required by all

except nationals of some-Euro-

pean countries and a few oth-

ers. Citizens of the UK and
Ireland require visas, available

only at the port of entry for £5.
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Climate

the Middle East,

the Mediterranean,

Prime Minister's office: Ba$-

bakanlik, Ankara. Tel (312) 230

8720.

Ministry of Communications:
91 Sok No 5. Emek, Ankara,
Tel (312) 212 6730
Ministry of Foreign Affairs:

Disisleri Bakanhgi, Yeni Kis-

met Binast, 06520 Balgat, Ank-
ara. Tel (312) 287 2555.

Ministry of Finance and Cus-
toms: Maliye ve GumrUk Bak-
anligi

, Dikmen Cad., Ankara.

Tel (312) 419 1200.

State Planning Organisation:

Coastal regions have a Mediter-

ranean climate, with mild,

moist winters and hot, dry
summers. The interior plateau

has low and irregular rainfall,

cold and snowy winters and
hot, almost rainless summers.
Ankara: January 32Jj°F (0.3

0000

°C); July 73°F (23°C). Annual
rainfall 14.7 inches (367mm).
Istanbul: January 41°F (5°C);

July 73°F (23°C). Annual rain-

fall 28.9 inches (723mm).
Izmir: January 46°F (8°C); July

January 1 (New Year’s Day),

April 23 (National Sovereign#
and Children 's Day), May -19

(Commemoration of AtatOrk,

and Youth and Sports Day),

three days for Ramadan and

four daysforKurban depending

on Modem calendar, August 80
(Victory Day), October 28 (par-

tial) and October 29 (Republic

Day).

. \ V*

Sources: Europa World Year-

book, 1994: EIU country profile,

1994: KCDWjKaleidoscope; Wal-

den Country Reports, January
1995; World Hotel Directory;

Statesman’s Year. Book 1994-95:

State Institute,of Statistics.
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the Balkans and the Black Sea

without ever leaving Europe
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Randy group: of the 61m people in Turkey, 7.7m live in Istanbul, the largest city

Hard choices for a nation
at the door of Europe

Continued from page 1

Now, as in the past, Turkey is right at the center of the

world's greatest trade routes. At the junction of Europe and

Asia. At the hub of the Mediterranean and the Black Sea.

At the threshold of the world's newest and most exciting

markets.

But Turkey has more than geographical access to offer. A

nation of plenty, Turkey is home to industry and

agriculture, commerce and services. The skilled workforce is

highly entrepreneurial in spirit. Sophisticated tderommurdcarions

networks ensure instantaneous connections with the rest of

the world. New motorways traverse the country and air links

to 84 domestic and international destinations make travelling

Many of the best known corporate names in the world

discovered Turkey's long-term advantages years ago. As a

technically-soand partner capable of producing lop quality

goods and services. As a profitable market of considerable

potential. As a center for regional expansion. And as a

modern and rewarding place to do business.

So if you are keen to expand your business without

leaving Europe, isn't it time you found out what so many

already know: Turkey is the key place to be.
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rifts in a divided society.

Crammed into slums lacking
basic amenities, rural migrants
must assimilate, unaided, into

urban life. The stress of urban-
isation is strengthening the
appeal of Refah. the militant
Islamist party, partly because
it is almost the only provider
of a social safety net for these
people.

Equally, continued migration
- one third of the population
lives in the rural areas - may
give Turkish society a further
impetus towards a modern,
western-oriented urban cul-
ture. Rapid growth of private
TV channels and radio stations
is accelerating this trend,
churning out pop music, video
clips, US sitcoms and commer-
cials for consumer goods.

Individuals, whether profes-

sors or street vendors, are feel-

ing freer to speak their minds,
i Human rights violations, cor-

i ruption and the Kurdish issue

|
are discussed openly now.

U
albeit within the restrictions of

t security laws. Business leaders

j
feel less inhibition In lashing

\
out against corruption or popu-

:> list politicians, where once
;

they feared losing a valued
privilege or being excluded
from a government contract.

Inevitably, Turkey is becom-
ing a less equal society.

Although nobody can be sure -

there are no reliable statistics

- the gap between rich and
poor appears to be widening
rapidly. While Turks are
famous for their stoicism,
social cohesion is threatened.

Half the population, which is

growing at just under 2 per
cent a year, is under 29. Spend-
ing on education, is one-quarter
less than the OECD average.

High unemployment is worsen-
ing further because job cre-
ation lags population growth

Individuals, whether they
be professors or street

vendors, are feeling freer

to speak their minds

by a wide margin.
Turkey’s big city slums,

especially in Istanbul, are sim-.
mering with anger and frustra-

tion. It does not take much for
these communities to explode
into violence. In March, a gnu
attack by unidentified assail-

ants sparked off three days of
rioting in an Istanbul slum of
minority Shia Moslems, in
which at least 28 people died.

For the middle classes, and
increasingly from Europe's per-

spective. the spectre of Islamic
fundamentalism is perhaps the
most alarming development.
Refah is now one of the most
popular parties, thanks more
to protest votes than support
for an Islamic state.

Many fear that a Refah gov-

ernment, backed by sympathis-

ers who are systematically
infiltrating the bureaucracy,
would dismantle the secular

state and cut Turkey's links

with the west. Nightmare sce-

narios- of "another Algeria” or

"another Iran” proliferate.

These concerns may be exag-

gerated. To prosper electorally,

Refah must moderate its radi-

calism to occupy the middle

ground. However, the danger is

that public opinion may itself

become more radical ifthe gov-

ernment fails to deliver

growth, alleviating' social

deprivation by allowing invest-

ment and employment to

recover.
‘

A surfeit of inadequate lead-

ers is perhaps Turkey's great

est handicap. Critics claim that

Mrs GQler is an insecure, inde-

cisive politician who lacks the

vision and determination of'

the late President TurgutUnl,
who for all his : faults, rapidly

modernised Turkey in the

1980s.

Turkey must soon choose

between a high road, of growth

and stability- by developing its

relationship with ‘Europe and

the west, or whether to keep

struggling, along the low road

it has chosen to follow In

recent years of instability and

hardship, with all the atten-

dant political - risks. M**
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